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Abstract 
The use of key performance indicators has dramatically increased over the last twenty or so years. 
Their introduction has been largely justified on the grounds that high stakes proxy indicators (test 
and exam results), increase accountability which will in turn `drive up' overall performance. Whilst 
there has been some evidence that measured standards have risen, there have been associated costs, 
as well as claims of unintended or dysfunctional consequences. 
The place of KPIs within the broader organisational and managerial context was firstly considered. 
with particular reference to generic management and accounting theory. Secondly, the results of a 
questionnaire survey of 162 heads and teachers in England and Scotland was reported. The key 
findings included evidence that KPIs had a narrowing effect on the curriculum, that they tended to 
undermine heads and teachers, and encouraged a blame culture. There was also evidence that they 
caused schools to concentrate on targets at the expense of other important objectives, as well as 
concentrating on `boarder-line' pupils. 
English primary schools reported far more dysfunctional behaviour due to KPIs, than did their 
Scottish counter parts. This was attributed to league tables which Scottish primaries do not have. At 
the secondary level the results were similar, tables are published for secondary schools in both 
countries. There was widespread support for changes to the KPIs, including the use of a wider 
range of measures and `value added' indicators, as well as discontinuing league tables. 
Improvements to the KPI systems were discussed, including the use of `balanced score card' 
systems; however, it was argued that such technical changes need to be accompanied by more 
fundamental organisational changes. There needs to be `top down' leadership, which devolves trust 
and responsibility, rather than blame and accountability; and one that will develop and nurture a 
true learning culture throughout the education system. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
No/ everr! hing that counts can be counted, and not ereriihilIg that can be counted counts 
(P117.4/ein) 
11 
Rationale 
The last twenty or so years has seen a dramatic rise in the use of performance indicators (Pls). both 
in education and in the public sector more generally. Their use has been laruck justified on the 
grounds that they will increase accountability, which will in turn improve management and 
performance-, however, little consideration has been given to their broader organisational impact. 
Ouston et al ( 1998) point out that at the policy level accountabilit} based on PIs is' iewed a, 
unproblematic, but that in practice the `story' is far more complex: 
In recent years, educational accountability has become a widely discussed... It is often presented as 
quite unproblematic: Its meaning and its implementation are seen as entirel, N straightfi. r\\arci. 
However, on examination such confidence in the concept cannot be supported. 
(p. III) 
This thesis looks at the `story' behind performance indicators. their effect on the organisation and 
management of schools, and in particular how they may encourage dysfunctional behaviour. The 
main indicators considered here are those which have come to be referred to as Keti Performance 
Indicators' (KPIs). In England this includes, Key Stage 2 test results and GCSEs. and in Scotland 
National 5-14 testing and Standard grades. 
Although quite a lot has been written about the effects, much of this has been based on individual 
judgements and observations, or as an adjunct to other research. Very little specific detailed 
research on the main issues has been carried out. This thesis aims to contribute to this area in tvvo 
main ways; firstly by drawing on theories and evidence from other fields, and secondly h\ carry in- 
out a specific research programme. 
The main elements of the thesis 
There are four main elements to the thesis. These aim to include a wide range of theory and 
experiences from other sectors, as well as reporting on the detailed research programme. 
A broad organisational perspective: The first element looks at the place of Pis in the broader 
organisational and management context. The reason for this approach is the argument that Pis do 
not exist in isolation. but are a part of, and interact with other aspects of the management and 
organisation. From this perspectiv e, and indeed for much of the thesis. substantial reference is 
made to ``generic management theory '. Howe\ er, there has to date been relati\ el\ little use of mich 
1 Originally the term Public Performance Indicators (PPIs) vvas uxd hv this research. hovvever this vvas chan, -, cd lo KI'I,, 
as this became widek accepted, All ret'rcnces to Pils ht \c been changed to KPIs in this thesis. 
12 
theory in educational management research, although examples do exist of its ef'fectke usc. For 
instance, Cowie (2000) uses Mintzberg's organisational configurations2 to help dev clop a 
theoretical model to explore the relationships bemeen heads and their Education Authority (EA). 
Business accounting: The business accounting world has been grappling fier hundreds or e% cn 
thousands of years with the problem of measuring performance. Like education, this performance 
is ultimately very much dependent on the commitment and creativity of indiý ideals, as «ell as the 
effectiveness of the organisation and its management. Therefore, it is argued that much can he 
learnt from the experiences of the broader business accounting sector, as \ýell as the more specific 
behavioural field. A number of theorists, for example, Broadbent et u/ (1996) ha\ e applied aspects 
of behavioural accounting theory (eg. Principle - Agent theory) to education, and these do pro% Ric 
useful models to help explore some of the effects of PI systems on schools. 
The wider public sector: The substantial changes in education have been mirrored in mangy { if not 
all) other areas of the public sector. As with education these sectors have similar difficulties in 
measuring what is important, and their ultimate performance (ie. not just what is measured) is ticrN 
much dependent on the commitment and dedication of the people providing the service. Therefore, 
it would seem that much can be learnt from these other sectors, this is particularly so, when 
considering that ultimately the `whole' public sector is managed by the same body (ie. the 
government). A number of theorists, for example Smith (1995a) have developed theoretical models 
(ujiirltenclc(I consequences of PIs) which are universally applicable to much of the public sector. 
Furthermore, there are increasing calls for `joined up' government and consequently opportunities 
for increased inter-sector learning. In addition, joint research initiatives, such as the Durham 
Evidence Based conferences provide good examples of learning from each other. 
Research programme: In spite of the importance of the fundamental issue of ho\ý PIs affect 
organisational behaviour, there has to date been very little detailed and specific research aimed at 
schools. Details of research carried out with primary and secondary schools in England and 
Scotland during 1999 / 2000 are reported and discussed in the fourth element of the thesis. 
Review of existing research 
To help establish and illustrate some of the ke-\ issues. a number of references to the beha\ ioural 
effects of Pls are discussed below. These do not hovveyer provide a clear and unambiguous v ievv of 
the ettCcts of Pis; man) of these references '% ill be discussed further in the follo\N ing chapters. 
2 nlintncerg 1993 
13 
The government's position has remained largely unchanged since the earl) 1990's. 'Their ý ieýý is 
that the key to the necessary educational improvements is a programme of regular testing. and the 
widespread publication of the results (Cabinet Office 1991). Indeed, the current Prime minister. in 
spite of possible reservations, and when in opposition the objection to league tables. states that the 
government have a duty to publish such data (Barnard 1999). Whilst fevN vvould disagree vý ith the 
principle of free access to relevant data, much depends on hovv this is done, and what use is made 
of the results. 
John Dunford, general secretary of the Secondary Heads Association (Carvel and Smithers 1998), 
points out that the league tables, which are rankings of the raw KPI data, distort priorities and 
encourage schools to concentrate on small groups of borderline3 children. Ofsted's prey is us chief 
inspector, Mike Tomlinson, suggested that league tables discourage inclusion (Thornton 2001 ). and 
`widen the gap'- by encouraging schools to concentrate on more able pupils; on the other hand there 
is evidence of schools neglecting the most able children (Rafferty 1999). This neatly illustrates the 
importance of contextualizing such views and findings; in effect these three views suggest that 
league tables encourage schools to concentrate on children at the top, middle and bottom! 
In terms of the curriculum, Earl et al (2001) found that the subjects which are tested (Literacy and 
Numeracy) were displacing other subjects. For example, there is evidence that the testing and 
league tables have encouraged schools to reduce the amount of Phi sical Education and sports 
(Grace 2000b), and this may well contribute to a decline in the overall physical health of the nation. 
Similar claims have been made for the aesthetic and spiritual well-being of children. vv ith the 
reduction in time for subjects such as art, music and religious education. 
James (2000) argues that the continual testing regime throughout childrens' school Iives, 
discourages 'lifelong learning'. In a similar way, Pollard and Tri rgs (2000) found that the testing 
had caused children to move from being learning orientated, to performance orientated \\ ith a' Io\\ 
tolerance of ambiguity'. Both of these will affect the overall educational potential of the nation. 
Hartley-Brewer (2001) points to the growing evidence that the high stakes testing regime can hav c 
a negative impact on childrens' mental health, with an increase in psychiatric referrals. The 
Professional Association of Teachers (in conjunction ý\ ith the childrens' societ\) aptkk named 
report, Tested to destruction (2000), chronicles the testing regime vvhich runs throughout children,, 
school lives, and describes some of the associated problems. in particular the stress they cau, "c 
throughout the education system. Related to this, the pressure appears to hay c encouraged an c\ cr 
I hose close to reaching national targets 
14 
increasing number of teachers and schools to cheat to help 'their' pupils do ell in the kcti stage 
tests (Sm ithers 2002). 
As Earl ei al (2001) point out the potential negative effects are not confined to the children. The> 
raised concerns that the National Literacy and Numeracy Strategies (NLNS) ýNhich are designed to 
raise KPI performance are having a negative effect on schools and teachers. by creating a culture of 
dependency rather than initiative and creativity. 
Goldstein and Spiegelhalter (1996) discuss the limitations of league tables, and in particular the 
difficulties the public face in making proper interpretations. Related to this Goldstein and Wers 
(1996), whilst broadly supporting the publication of data, propose a code of ethics for their use and 
production. In Scotland, Croxford (1999) points to the misleading nature of league tables based on 
raw scores, and suggests that possible future league tables based on school level targets výould be 
even more misleading, because of the spurious impression of fairness. In a similar \kaý in England, 
Henry (2001) found that proposed improvements to the performance tables in the form of value 
added scores may be misleading and mistrusted by heads. Whilst targets, tests and tables might be 
of use to schools and the public, Hallgarten (2002) discusses the use made by politicians, and 
suggests that it is time politics were taken out of the tables. 
In the US where high stakes testing is quite widespread, Klein et al (2000) suggest that testing in 
Texas may hinder the development of literacy and numeracy skills; furthermore, they found 
evidence that they further disadvantaged racial minorities. Haney (2000) also in Texas, found that 
the exclusion of pupils with disabilities had increased, whilst having decreased in the rest of the 
US. And more generally in the US, Miron (1999) found that the high stakes testing systems 
encouraged charter schools4 to `cream skim' the best and easiest to deal \N ith pupils. 
Structure of thesis 
The first chapter of the main body of the thesis, chapter 2, looks at some of the technical issues 
surrounding Pl. Issues of accountability and the use of Pis in the management and organisation of 
schools is considered. The quality of data and the concept of proxy and `high stakes' indicators are 
explored, along with how indicators are used at different levels of the system. Finallk, the issue of 
`vv ho manages 'v hat' in the overall education process is discussed. 
similar to (itw ac dcmic 
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Theory from other sectors is used throughout the thesis, and in chapter 3 some of the arguments fier 
and against are explored. It is also argued that measuring business and educational performance 
provides similar challenges, and that the theory from both fields is converging. Leading, on from 
this, chapter 4 uses generic management theory to look at the broader organisational conte\t. within 
which performance indicators exist. A range of theoretical schools are considered, including the 
work of FW Taylor, Elton Mayo and the Total Quality Management approach. 
Chapter 5 looks at the development of public sector management, including 'nevv public 
management', and the citizen's charter. From this the development of educational management is 
considered, including the influential 1988 Education Reform Act. The introduction of compulsory 
national testing, in both England and Scotland, and the issue of performance and league tables is 
also discussed. 
Some of the research on the behavioural aspects of performance indicators in business is 
considered in chapter 6. Three key theorists in particular are discussed; Chris Args ris. Anthony 
Hopwood and David Otley. The effect of high stakes league tables on businesses is also 
considered, along with the seminal work of Johnson and Kaplan \\ hich questioned a number of 
long established accounting principles. Chapter 7 looks at the use of high stakes Pis in other areas 
of the public sector. Firstly, the important work of Peter Smith on the unintended consequences ol' 
PI systems, and then more specifically the use of Pis for health, railways and the police is 
discussed. 
Chapter 8 looks at the design of the research which was carried out, and discusses whether a 
quantitative or qualitative approach should be taken. A number of possible research instruments are 
considered, and from this the final design is outlined. To help establish some of the important 
issues, preliminary research was undertaken, and this is discussed in chapter 9. A number of keN 
hypotheses are also established. Chapter 10 discusses the methodology for the main research: this 
includes the question design and formats, distribution and response rates. 
The results are discussed in three parts. Firstly, chapter 11 provides a descriptive analysis of Al of 
the responses, in the form of graphs and statistics, accompanied by a general discussion on the 
particular issues. Secondly, chapter 12 describes a cornparative analysis of the response,,. using 
factors such as country, phase and t} pe of post. This is carried out with a number of the questions. 
and t tests and Effect Sizes are used to calculate the significance. Finally. chapter 1 I. firstl\ reports 
on a follow up telephone survey to assess possible changes in the responses over time, and then 
reports on some of the relationships or degrees of correlation bet\\een the results. 
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Chapter 14 the conclusion. provides a summarti of the chapters -which make up the thesis. Then five 
key themes; target', aecountabilihv. eomplexitl, the right measures and hi-oaclcr r)r-, Lam. Satirnrc11 
come. /: Mhich run throughout the thesis and cut across the theory and research are discussed. A 
brief review of how KPI systems may develop in the future is carried out. folloý\ed by a critique of 
the approach taken by this thesis. Finally, a fetiti closing thoughts and observations are made in the 
End Note. 
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Chapter 2 
Performance Indicators and some 
surrounding issues 
/J ecue/i part of u .s ý'slem, c ýýizciýýc>>cýd seýuý utcýh , 
is made to operate as el ff icien/l i' as pas. cihlc, then 
the S'V. y/c'! ll cl. ý ct whole will not operate as cif kc"tivc11 as possible (Ack(af f) 
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Introduction 
"{ his chapter looks at what Performance Indicators (Pis) are. hov, the,, can be used, and some ot-the 
surrounding issues. Furthermore, it aims to set the scene for rnan) of the issues discussed later in 
this thesis. The term performance indicator, which originates from the business sector. has gained 
widespread usage in education and throughout the public sector, o,. e+- the last tlýenty or so years: 
although as Jowett and Rothwell (1988) point out, Pis have been extensiv elk used before this hv 
the health sector and local government. 
There are many thousands of different Pis, however at the most fundamental level Fitz-Gihbon 
(1996) points out that they are simply pieces of information which can tell us something about a 
system or organisations; 
A performance indicator can be defined as an item of information collected at regular intervals to 
track the performance of a system. 
(p. 5) 
Goldstein and Spiegelhalter (1996) make the point that Pis can be used to summarise a number of 
pieces of information; 
In its widest sense a performance indicator is a summary statistical measurement on an institution or 
system which is intended to be related the quality of its functioning 
(p. 385) 
However, on their own PIs may well have little meaning, and as Willms (1992) emphasises there is 
a need to contextualise Pis: 
An 'indicator' is simply a statistic describing some feature of the schooling system associated with it,, 
performance over time... Like most statistics, an indicator derives its meaning from its trend over time, 
from its variation within a sample, or from comparison to some standard. 
(I). 1) 
Although there are many different Pls, the OECD (1995) suggest that they are predominately 
associated with exam and test scores: 
What are grandly called `performance indicators' often come down to test or examination scorch. 
Other indicators of schools performance (the most popular being drop-out rates, truancy rate,. and the 
destination of graduates from the system) have persistent methodological problems. and are e\cn more 
likek than test scores simply to indicate the social background of pupils. Most other indicators are 
hi: deiinitiun is pros hied vv ilh a vvarning ui the dangers ut'm in; = to define v<urds %v ith niure vNord, 
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reallti addressing questions of function, not performance, although they can be important in buildin,, 
up a picture of the school. 
(p. 46) 
This ýWuld seem to be a slightly defeatist vieýý, and perhaps misses some of the potential Naluc of 
PI,,: for example, in terms of the functioning and long term performance of schools and the oý erall 
education system. 
Two uses: Accountability and Management 
Joýtiett and Rothell (1988) point out that Pis have to main functions; externaIIv for 
accountability, and internally as a management tool. In terms of accountability, the changing nature 
of public sector management, during the 1980's in particular, set the scene for the citizen's charter 
(DFE 1994) and the 1988 education reform act (ERA 1988), ýv hich established the key role of-Pis 
in holding schools accountable. From the point of view of management, schools habe a long hi-tor), 
of using Pls for schools improvement, at all levels from individual class teachers, to rwhole school 
policies (Wiflms 1992, Cohen 1981). 
F=rom the management perspective, Fitz-Gibbon (1996) argues that the key to an effective 
performance indicator system is the ability to provide a wide range of information to the relevant 
people, which will enable them to improve the process, ie. to provide feedback. In a similar vein 
Willens (1992) highlights the need to provide information to schools, as well as feedim, forwards 
information to policy makers, 
Monitoring systems can provide useful feedback about the strengths and weaknesses of a schooling 
system. They can enable us to gauge whether inequities in academic achievement are increasing or 
waning. They can serve to assess whether a school or district reform is having a significant inmpaict, 
they can help us learn why some schools are performing better than others, and thereby raise critical 
questions about educational policy. 
(p.. y) 
The use of Pis for internal management can be summarized ýNith reference to Willens Nrho state,, 
that Pis (as part of monitoring systems) should; 
" Contribute to the working knowledge of both teachers and administrators 
" Improve schooling 
" Reduce inequalities 
" Be used in conjunction %\ith other data and obserN at ions 
" Induce debate about policy and practice 
" Info n the decision making processes 
(Based on Wifims 1992: 8) 
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for both Fitz-Gibbon (1996) and Willms (1992)_ performance indicators provide an important 
feedback mechanism to help manage education, which the\ point out is a coinj)lex sy stem. 
Complexity exists not only in education, but many other areas of the public sector (WW ilkin. son 
1997), as well as many businesses (Dent 1996). A key feature of complex organisations. is that 
they can not be managed effectively in a straightforward techno-rationalist manner. An 
understanding of the many component parts of the organisation and interaction bet\\een these is 
required, and the use of Pis, although essential, is not a clear-cut technical activ ity. Plesck and 
Wilson (2001) with reference to the health service provide a useful illustration of the evolution ofTa 
complex system approach; 
Management thinking6 has viewed the organisation as a machine and believed that considering parts 
in isolation, specifying changes in detail, battling resistance to change, and reducing variation \N ill 
lead to better performance. In contrast, complexity thinking suggests that relationships het\Neen parts 
are more important than the parts themselves, that minimum specifications yield more creamit\ than 
detailed plans. Treating organisations as complex adaptive systems allows a new and more productitie 
management style to emerge... 
(p. 7-40) 
Within education the inherent complexity means that, policies. inter%entions and Been the 
indicators themselves may have unpredictable, unintended and sometimes chaotic consequences. 
Therefore, policies and Pis can not simply be used as `leavers and dials', to produce highly 
predictable results. Pis have a more subtle and delicate function of providing feedback which is an 
essential ingredient in the learning process. 
However, for government a complex or iterative approach to school management and improvement 
is not an attractive or even perhaps viable option, because of the `modern' adversarial political 
climate'. This climate demands tough decisive action, with performance indicators being at the 
forefront of the `zero tolerance' crusade on raising standards, and eliminating `poor' performance. 
This perspective, with PIs as controls and policy instruments is evident in the OECD study, Sc/iool. s 
Urnler Scrutiny (1995), which states that performance indicators are used; 
" to `generate data on national standards; 
" to monitor the progress of reforms and to ensure they are put into practice: 
" to evaluate the effectiveness of certain policies: 
" to make sure that schools are complying with regulations: 
" to monitor value-for-money: 
" to improve the responsiveness of the system to the demands of societ%: 
* to elicit information which would improve the quality of parental choice: 
" as part of a system of accountability seen as integral to the democratic process: 
' TThis is pcrhah,, an m er generalisation. some past management thinking has recognised comple\it\. sec chapter 4 
Bennett et a/ (2000) Point out that the omnipresent ()lied inspection process. Nvhich is in effect an instrument of 
contr i. enrýýtn, ýýýr, 11 tcchno-rationalist approach to management. and consequentkk reIect, the notion of eomplevitv - 
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" to identify the strengths and weaknesses of individual schools as part of a national 
improvement strategy; 
" to highlight schools with serious problems and attempt to address them: 
" to assess the professional competence of teachers; 
" to impose or encourage new or more effective kk a\ s of operating; 
" to raise levels of pupil performance (at a national, local or individual level) 
" to create `learning organisations' - institutions which embody a culture of self-managed 
improvement and evaluation, 
(p. 24) 
The last point, the creation of `learning organisations' seems at odds to the others. and illustrates 
some of the tensions which exist within the education s\ stern. The learning organisation approach 
recognises organisational complexities, as opposed to believing that policies and interventions can 
be precisely planned and implemented. This latter % ic%%, a techno-rationalist perspective. belie cs 
that Pis can reasonably precisely measure the specific parts of the system, whereas a complexitti 
perspective recognises the limitations of Pis. and uses them more as 'hints and guides'. 
l he government's position on the use of performance indicators does appear a little inconsistent. 
On the one hand espoused policy and documents from the DfES, and its previous incarnations. (I 'or 
example DfES 2001 d- Siralegv to 2006, DfEE 1998b - Target . setting in xchuols, 
DFE 1994 - 
/)ai"enls charier) advocate a techno-rationalist use of Pls, and výithout any recognition or ýsarnim of 
potential dangers. On the other hand, policy documents such as the vv bite paper in oilctrnising 
government (Cabinet Office 1999) advocate techniques such as the 'balance scorecard". Milch it is 
widely accepted (eg. Woodcock 1998) would help reduce possible dti sfunetional effects of Pis. 
Furthermore, documents such as FABRIC -A framework/or I)c'r/Ol'llklllcce information, (Audit 
Office 2001) which was produced jointly by the Audit Commission, Cabinet Office, National 
Statistics, National Audit Office and HM Treasury, not only advocate a balanced approach to the 
use of performance indicators, but explicitly draws attention to the danger of Pis causing 'per crse 
incentiv es'. 
Schools can use a %vide variety of Pls (CIPFA 1988, Carter et al 1992), for example the document 
Per / Lrrn1ance Indicators: . 4; i aide-memoire 
from DES (Education 1989) identified 50 main groups 
of Pis, of vý h icli each has many indiv ideal specific indicators covering many aspects of the vý hole 
system. As vWuld be expected this list includes objective indicators such as exam results and staff 
pupil ratios, as well as other more subjective indicators, such as the amount of graffiti in the school, 
and the extent of links \\ ith local businesses. These individual indicators can be considered in terms 
of how they are used, (eg. different types of monitoring), and which parts of the overall education 
processthev measure. 
In C encc" using a vv idc hit lanced range ofindicator to measure overall performance 
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Individual indicators: Input to Outcome 
In education, as 'p ith most other organisations, individual Pls can be considered to measure the 
performance at four different stages in the overall process (Fitz-Gibbon 1996). A fifth group ha5cd 
on ratios or a combination of indicators can also be formed. Although the model sho<N s tour 
discrete stages, in practice there is overlap and ambiguity between them, C or example some outputs 
may be considered outcomes, and vice versa. 
Figure 1: Indicators - Input to Outcomes 
Inputs ---ý Process ---ý Outputs 
Ratios 
----º Outcomes 
Input performance indicators are typically numeric and based on the resources available to the 
organisation. Examples include the number of teachers and support staff, finance such as the Age 
Related Pupil Unit (ARPU) and specific capital grants. input indicators are frequently used bý 
schools and governments for planning purposes, although they may also be used for political 
purposes, for example to argue that the service is improving because of an increase in spending or 
the number of teachers. In general, inputs are relatively objective, easy to measure, but say very 
little about the quality of the education process. 
Process indicators look at hoxv the actual processes, ie. teaching or educating are performing. In 
general they can be used on an as required' or continuous basis, rather than on a fixed basis as 
with external tests and exams. Within a school they ýyould typically form part of the internal 
management sy steam, and may vv el l be used for diagnostic monitoring. Formal sý steams such as 
those based on norm-referenced tests; for example, Cognitive Abilitv Tests (CAT) and Middle 
Years Indicator System (MIDYIS) from the National Foundation for Educational Research (NI ER) 
and the Durham Curriculum EN aluation and Management (CEM) centre mav be used internally by 
school and teachers for management and planning purposes. Informal s\ steins are also w\ idel\ used. 
1'Or example, at the classroom level this ma\ be a simple tables test, or an avvareness of hovv mans 
Bands go up. Informal systems represent much of the professional skill of teaching, indeed good 
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teaching is informed by a continuous stream of informal process indicators and nuances. 
particularly in the form of feedback 
Output indicators are used at the end of the process, typically ýýhen the child leaves the school. for 
example, National 5-14 and Key stage 2 tests. Thev may also be used to measure the efftctivcness 
of a particular intervention at some point during the overall process. for emanmple, the impact of the 
literacy initiative. Attendance and exclusion figures, \tihich are reported on an annual basis. are also 
output indicators, however they may also be used as process indicators for the school to monitor its 
on performance, on a weekly, or termly basis. In a similar wway. Ke\ stage 3 tests which are taken 
part way through secondary school can be viewed as process indicators, hoe er the decision to 
publish the results (DIES 2002) may make them output indicators. 
Like input indicators, output indicators are attractive to policy makers because the\ are ceneralI\ 
easy to collect, give an impression of objectivity, and are often available imsnediatelv after the 
particular process (Willms 1992). This allows them to be used to hold Local Education Authorities" 
and Education Authorities10 - (L)EAs, schools and teachers accountable, and they mav be used to 
justify actions against parts of the system which are deemed to be `failing'. 
Although output indicators can appear objective, in practice they can give a misleading or 
inaccurate indication of performance. For example, in schools \ti ith small cohorts there is a danger 
of substantial variation in the published results occurring simply by chance (Tymms 1993, 
Goldstein and Spiegelhalter 1996). Furthermore, output indicators often say very little about the 
qualýityof the process or effectiveness of the intervention, and may predominantly be an indication 
of other factors, such as prior attainment and/or soci-economic background. Output indicators can 
be improved by making allowances for factors such as these (for example an indication of the 
'value added'"), and giving an indication of the likely error (for example, providing confidence 
intervals - see Fitz-Gibbon 1997, and Marshall and Spiegelhalter 1998). Hoýv ever. the government 
make the claim that giving output data in a raw format allows transparency, and argues that parents 
as consumers are quite capable of interpreting the data, and allowing for the necessary tonteytual 
factors (Tomlinson 2001). 
Outcome indicators are measures of the longer term effect i\ eness of inditi idiial organisations 
particular intervention or e\ en the effectiveness of the entire sy stem. They are b\ definition 1'ar 
more subjective than output indicators, and depending on N\ hat is measured. there can be greater 
1i Brutland 
Fo allm% liar the Liillerent startine points of students 
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difficulties in making the actual assessments. Furthermore, they may've11 not be available at the 
end of the process, as it may be man. \ `ears before the outcomes can be reasonabl\ judged. 
Hos c er, outcome indicators frequently represent the most important aspects cif the org niisation. 
in that they can. be a reflection of 'ghat it is aiming to achieve. In general, outcomes can he 
considered in terms of the missions and aims, where as outputs are targets and objet ti, vý. 
In many cases there can be a degree of overlap betvýeen outputs and outcomes. For example. 
literacy skills which can easily be measured in numerical terms can be used as output indicators. 
Literacy is also an important outcome, however it is far more difficult to measure a long term lov e 
and appreciation of literature. 
Fitz-Gibbon ( 1996) points out that it is important to differentiate bethý cen those outcomes vv hich 
relate to the actual processes in the school, as opposed to those \khich are simpl4 characteristic,, of 
the students or caused by other factors beyond the control of the school. Hoyvever. in practice it can 
be very difficult to attribute responsibility, because in terms of outcomes many different teachers 
and schools may have contributed. For example, identifying `who' taught a particular child to do 
percentages, or who inspired them to play for England. 
Furthermore, many of the most important outcomes are both influenced by explicit government 
policy and the contribution of other organisations. For example, it is difficult to attribute 
responsibility for areas such as, physical and mental health, employability, artistic appreciation, 
crime, and teenage pregnancy. The concept of `joined up' government, local and national, should in 
theory improve overall performance in many of these areas, but a new approach to performance 
measurement may be required. This is one of the great challenges for PI ,v stems, and is discussed 
in chapter 14. 
Ratios can be formed b} combining different measures. They are very easy to produce, and can be 
\ cr\ po\\ erful and informative, ho\ýever they can also be completely meaningless and dangerous. 
A number of ratios are routinely reported such as the pupil / teacher ratio, and the proportion of 
statemented children. 
Ratios or ratio analv sis is extensively used in business performance reporting. For example the 
ubiquitous Return On Investment (ROI), is based on the cost of the investment (input) and the 
value of return (output). Similar ratio's are being proposed for use in education. The Treasury is 
considering a ratio of `value for money' (Mayo 2000) vtihich vvould be based on the costs (inputs) 
and exam / test results (output). In secondary schools tier example, this would give the 'cost per 
GCSE point'. and this measure is already M ailable in the independent sector (Sunday Times 200 1 ). 
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Monitoring systems 
Performance indicators play an important part in monitoring sy stems. Richards ( 1988) point', Out 
that there are three main types of monitoring; Compliance, Diagnosis. lin n ircrrrt'nt, and again 
there can be some degree of overlap between the different types. 
Compliance monitoring, as the name suggests ensures that the organisation complies with , pecitic 
conditions. These might be statutory requirements from the Health and Safety legislation, or items 
ý%hich are required by advisory documents, from bodies such as the DtES, Ofsted, and the Audit 
Commission. For example, an indicator from the DES aide-memoire: Peil riirance Irndicator., 
(DES 1989) ensures that schools have a `statement of objectives' (para. 4l ). In essence, compliance 
monitoring aims to ensure that schools have the necessary resources and other inputs to be able to 
perform satisfactorily (Willms 1992). 
Diagnostic monitoring uses process indicators to assess or determine whether certain conditions 
and levels of performance are being achieved. In education, Willens (1992) points out that the god 
of diagnostic monitoring is to determine ýý hether specific aspects of the curriculum are being 
mastered by the majority of the pupils. Diagnostic monitoring is carried out frequently and 
provides feedback to both teachers and pupils. Although external tests may be used, this i'~rnm of 
monitoring is `owned' and controlled by the school. In general diagnostic monitoring can not be 
used to make valid comparisons between teachers and schools; however, in practice indicators (cu. 
YELLIS results) may be used in performance related pay (PRP) systems, such as threshold and 
performance management assessments (DES 200 If). 
Performance monitoring is primarily concerned with assessing how effective one organisation is 
compared to another. For example, businesses may be judged by profitability or earning per share, 
hospitals by waiting lists, and schools by GCSEs or SATs (Key Stage tests). In education the Ke\ 
Stage tests are criterion referenced, and then the threshold are set to make the tests the same' as 
the previous years (see, Quinlan and Scharaschkin 1999), to allow valid comparisons to be made 
between individual schools and over time. There are however problems vv ith this approach (Gold 
2002, Wiliam 2002) both in terms of the testing procedures and the effect they have on school.,. In 
an attempt to control for soci-economic differences between the schools, the official DfES PANDA 
(D1FE 2000b) benchmarking system uses the take up of free school meals as an indicator of social 
deprivation. I lovvev er, as Croxford (2000) and Coe (2001), point out this is far from perfect, or 
statistically acceptable; indeed giv ing such spurious indications of fairness nmav in itself 
dý sfunetional. 
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Data quality 
Quantitative performance indicators or KPIs Milch are used for performance monitoring nmaý he 
obtained and processed in a number of ways. Ho%\ this is done \ý iIl affect their qualit\. and. slum/d 
affect how they are used. Fitz-Gibbon (1996) identifies four kinds of data. ram data, comtparisons. 
. 
fair coinpari. cons and real/v fair comparisons. These form a hierarchN. vv ith ras data being the 
lowest quality and experimental the highest or -gold standard'. She emphasises that an appreciation 
of the limitations of these different types will reduce possible misunderstandings or 
misinterpretation. 
Raw Data as the name suggests is simply the measurements on their oýNn with no comparisons or 
allowances being made for different circumstances. For example, individual GCSE scores are ra\, 
data, from which very little inference in terms of performance should be dra,. tin. I lo\tie er, there are 
certain benchmarks, such as the 5 good GCSEs (A*-C) vvhich are generally' iewed as good'-. 
although they are something of a throw back to the old standard of 5 `O' levels, and indeed before 
that in the 19th 'century, the 5 pass matriculation for university. Therefore, to derive any reasonable 
understanding from raw data, comparisons have to be made (Willms 1992). 
Comparative Data allows inferences to be made by processing raw data or comparing it with 
other data. There are a number of ways that this can be achieved, vv ith at the one end of the quality 
continuum indicators being little better than raw data (eg. league tables), and at the other, modelled 
data which is of a quality approaching experimental data. 
Rankings or league tables based on raw data can be used to provide crude comparisons of 
performance. They are available in the form of the official DfES / LEA performance tables, and the 
many rnedia league tables, which generally use the same data, but sometimes with additional 
information. They are easy to create and provide a superficial indication of performance, hovvev er. 
as argued by many they do not provide an accurate or fair indication of performance (eg. Fitz- 
Gibbon 1996, Goldstein and Spiegelhalter 1996). 
BenchmarkIng can improve the quality of the data. As previously mentioned the official method 
(PANDA / Autumn package (eg DfEE 2000b). make adjustments to the results based on FSM 
entitlement, or prior attainment based on results of pre ions KS tests, Beuchnmarking can also be 
carried out on a LEA or group of schools basis using other schools %\ ith similar characteristic,,. Hic 
ý' , AIthouýýh of course liar many children three ; -, radc 'E' NNould he good. or 10 '. A'ti - it',,, ven . ubjeeti' e 
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results from the these systems is not routinely made public. although they vv ill be used in Ofsted 
inspections, which are publicly available'-. 
Uroxford and Cowie (1996) looked at the relative performance of secondarv schools in Grampian. 
Not surprisingly there was substantial variation, with a difference of five and a half standard grades 
between `best' and `worsf. However, when allowances ý%ere made for the differences in intake, 
based on pupil background, school. ' ociul context, neighbourhood tleprivalimi, stahl/it)- awl 
gemler, the 'difference' reduced to just one standard grade. Applying confidence inter als to thc, c 
findings meant that only a few schools can be identified as significantly better, or m)rsc, than 
`average'. 
Time scale comparisons can be used, for example to show an increase or decrease in average 
GCSE scores over a number of years. The off icial performance tables shotiv a suininmarv ofeach 
schools performance over the last four years as an im/n 01'c', neni Inca irre. However this can be 
quite misleading, for example; 
Figure 2: Sample KS2 performance table results 
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Results based on the sum of percentages of pupils gaining level 4 KS2 
This small'4 school was one of the Sunday Times top 100 primary schools (Sunday Times 2001) in 
2000, having been below 'average' two years before. During this period the staffing and all of the 
other key variables remained constant. The only significant variable was the children taking the 
KS2 tests. It is pertinent to note that in 1998 when the results were `low' the governors of the 
school successfully applied for the Head to be given early retirement on the grounds of 
'ineffectiveness'; he left in 2000! 
1; %ýýN\\. ofstcd. gu'. uk 
14 Cohort 11-14 
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1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 
Furthermore, this yo-yoing in apparent performance is a feature of most, if not all. school KPI 
performance. The article. League Tablas ups wicl do'l'ts (BBC 2002) reports that for 2002.52% of 
schools improved and 47% got worse. Hardly a surprising finding. and in itself a good illustration 
of the perils of basing too much (or perhaps anything) on league tables. Furthermore. the article 
draws attention to some of the most spectacular rises, for example one schools scored 41 in the , ca r 
2000 and 240 in 2001; needless to say similarly spectacular falls must haye also occurred. 
Fair Comparisons or `residuals' which are also kno\tin as `Value Added (Fitz-Gibbon 1996). 
aim to give an indication of the contribution made by the school over a particular time scale. This 
can be calculated by finding the difference between two test scores at different tirnes, and 
comparing this improvement to the improvement made by others. This residual amount may he 
positive, ie. better than expected, or negative. Value added can be calculated at the pupil, class or 
school level, with allowances being made for prior attainment, v, hich has been found to be the most 
useful predictor (Fitz-Gibbon 1997). 
There are two main systems used by schools on a national basis, the DfES 'Autumn Package", and 
the Durham CEM centre systems (including PIPS, MIDYIS and YELLIS). The examples belovN are 
based on the secondary systems, although the underlying principles are very similar for primau-y 
schools. 
The KS4 Autumn package (DFEE 2000b) uses the results from the KS315 tests to predict GCSE 
GNVQ results. These are provided on a matched basis for Maths English and Science, and on an 
average point score for a range of other subjects. The results for each child can be plotted on the 
provided graphs, which show median and quartile lines. The residuals or value added can be read 
off for individual pupils, and these results can be summarized on a class or school basis. 
YELLIS consists of a test containing two sections, vocabulary and mathematics, from which a 
combined score is obtained. This score is then used predict GCSE grades in a vide range of 
subjects. However, the regression coefficients vary' considerably between subjects (Fitz-Gibbon 
and Vincent 1997), therefore individual regression equations are used for each subject. Coe (2001) 
reports the correlation between prediction and results for the five most popular subject,, as being 
het\\een 0.5 and 0.8. Again the results can be used on an individual pupil basis. as gell as at the 
class and school level. 
15 1'a119rs arc 0 lso cis cu I'or KS? to KS4. 
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More sophisticated multi-level models can be used ýý ith other factors besides prior attainment (cc 
for example Goldstein 1999 and Willms 1992). However, in practice this extra degree of 
sophistication does not add in an\ significant titiati to the accurac%. For example. Coe (2001 ) found 
a correlation of 0.99 between OLS'6 regression and a multi-level model, and Tymms ( 1997) found 
that the error for OLS were only slightly greater for smaller schools. Ev en gig en these possible 
errors OLS has a substantial advantage in terms of transparency and understanding, \ý hich as the 
Value Added National Project (Fitz-Gibbon 1997) pointed out, are an essential part in the 
meaningful interpretation and use of performance data. 
Currently, value added data is used internally by schools for their ovvn management. I Iovvev er, the 
government are committed to publishing some form of value added data alongside the KPIs. 
Although value added figures do give a fairer indication of performance there are still potential 
problems in their publication, as Goldstein (1999) vyarns; 
The results [value added indicators] are in the nature of screening, instruments that can indicate \\here 
problems may be present, but which are not precise diagnoses. In particular their use as public 
accountability measures, e.,,. in the form of performance tables or 'value added league tables' is 
inappropriate and would destroy their credibility and usefulness. If they were ever to become 'high 
stakes' pieces of information like the current DfEF, league tables of examination results, then the 
would inevitably become distorted and no longer reflect any underlying reality of school pert'ormance. 
The same conclusions, of course, apply to any future national scheme which attempts to derive \akue 
added measures. 
(p. 21) 
In the United States, Dorn (1998) pointed out that shortly after the publication of data from the 
Tennessee Value Added Project, the media re-published this data in the form of league tables. I his 
may in itself encourage behaviour to maximise the value added score, ýv hich mav not be in the best 
interests of the school or children. There is widespread support for value added systems. ranv 
schools have found them extremely useful, but they must still be used 'K ith care. 
Really fair comparisons allow the effect of different contextual factors to be controlled for h% 
carrv in,, out some form of experiment: ideally randomised control trials (RCTs). These are used 
extensively in medical trials, as well as in education for the development of evidence based 
practices. for example, evaluating different teaching methods. However. in terms of performance 
monitoring based on KPIs there vyould be a number of practical difficulties. To fairlv judge a 
school's performance, mans of the significant variables vvould have to be randomly assigned, 161- 
ecample the children. the building, the local area, and then the experiment lrould have to he 
repeated a number of times. Although this ma\ \\ell produce interesting results and question manv 
of the underlying assumptions in education, such a proposition is impracticable on a large scale: 
h Ordinar\ Least tiquarc - used h\ VII 1i 
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therefore we are often limited to comparative methods ýOen comparing results. (This is, uc i; 
discussed further in chapter 8, A qualitative o; r quuntitutive (1J)p)ro(lclr) 
Proxy Indicators 
When assessing the performance of most organisations including schools there are mangy indicators 
Mhich could be used, however in practice onlv a limited number can he used eftectiveI). Rangone 
1997) points out that people generally have difficult) comprehending and summarising large 
numbers of performance indicators, and therefore it is necessary to provide a number of hcv 
indicators. These key indicators, or KPIs are used as proxy indicators of o\ erall performance. 
In general proxy indicators, with an understanding of their limitations. are , cry useful management 
tools. Boland and Fowler (2000) highlight some of the potential problems and limitations of their 
use in the public sector, in particular that many of the most important issues may not ev en be 
measurable". Brignall and Modell (2000) point out specific proxy indicators are often chosen 
simply because the data is readily available or can be easil'v collected, rather than being spccii cAly 
designed for the purpose. 
A number of exarnpies of proxy indicators have been previously mentioned, for example the uptake 
of free school meals, as an indicator of deprivation. Many researchers have pointed to the 
limitations of this indicator (eg. Croxford 2000, Plewis and Goldstein 1998). Proxy indicators can 
only tell a part of the story, indeed for many a 'leap of faith" is required in their interpretation, and 
the), may still give a misleading impression or miss the point altogether. 
High Stakes Indicators 
The majority of educational performance indicators are relatively low stakes, such as those used hv 
schools for internal management, or statistical returns. However, KPIs are by definition, high 
stakes. The American Educational Research Association describe high stakes indicators as those 
vN hich "carry serious consequences for students or educators" (AERA 2000: 1 ). 
In general high stakes indicators are made public. indeed the publicity nmati increase the staLcs. and 
tlhe\ are often associated with the principle of public accountabilit4. For some indicators most 
people. including those xv hose performance is measured, Nv ill support publication; for example 
indicators relating to industrial satet\. The ke\ issues are relati\el,, straightforward, and the 
indicator may %vell discourage had and unsafe practices, both by the employer and employ cc,,. 
(tore (1989) tgoc. Further. and . uzgc; ts in sumo circumtunres. the perl' rmance of caring proG'cssion.. such as tc eIiing_ 
ran he invcrseI propOrtional to the quantifiable outputs (p. 14 
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However, for other high stakes indicators, particular]- those associated ýti ith complex s\stems. the 
underlying performance issues are far less clear. and there can be problems in making these 
indicators public. For example, William Sanders ýti ho designed the Tennessee \ clue added s\ , tem. 
vtiliich was one of the first and most prominent high stakes indicator system, points out that the 
system was never intended to be made public (Marcus 2000). In England schools are not permitted 
to publish results from the CEM centre value added systems, nevertheless the results from thcý"e 
test can be high stakes, for example, in terms of teacher appraisal. 
High stakes indicators are linked to the often quoted government mantra of, -driving up standards 
in the public sector. In practice this can take the form of combining pressure and support, for 
example Barber (2000b) describes the government's approach to education as "High challenge. 
High Support" (p. 5), with the challenge being set in terms of high stakes pi-ox indicators (KPIs). 
This view is reflected in a leader in the Tinics Ecluccilionul Suppleitwiii (TES 1999) ýýhich points 
out that we are out of step with the rest of Europe in terms of the wide spread use of high stales, 
testing, however, it does argue that this is necessary to overcome years of under achle ement in 
Britain by working-class and ethnic-minority children. 
As well as KPIs being high stakes indicators for children, schools and LEAs, they are also `high 
stakes' for the government, both collectively and for individual ministers. David Blunkett staked 
his career as Education secretary on the primary KS2 targets for 2002 (Smith 1998). Since making 
this promise he has changed jobs, and his successor dutifully took on this promise. In a less public 
way ministers are held personally responsible by the treasury for meeting `their' Public Service 
Agreement (PSA) targets'8 (Treasury 2000). Those ministers not meeting their targets have to 
appear before the Chancellor's `star chamber' (PSX committee) to be cross-examined (Sherman 
2001). 
Reliability and Validity 
The issues of reliability and validity are of fundamental importance to the design and interpretation 
of performance indicators (Kerlinger 1986). Reliability can be defined as the level of consistcncv 
shown by an indicator system; a highly reliable examination system will consistently give the same 
score to an inditiideal student, or in the case of a group of students their rankings tiv ill remain 
consistent. Furthermore, these results should remain constant over time, xv ith different examiners 
and types (A-questions. 
KPl tareets (('t('S(: and K4? ) are demcd from the 
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Shepard (2000) has highlighted the problem in high stakes testing, of transferring, kno'Nledge and 
skills from one test to another. Tests in different formats to the high stakes test mav give different 
results, even though the same skills and knowledge are assessed, thus suggesting that the test, 
might be unreliable. However, this may simply be due to students being extensively and 
exclusively prepared for the one type of test''. In terms of KPIs although there have in the initial 
stages been quite spectacular rises, other tests, for example the PIPS reading test (Durham O-Al 
have not reflected this rise (Tymms and Fitz-Gibbon 2001). 
The size of the cohort will have a bearing on the reliability of a test. For example, more accurate 
inferences in terms of school performance can be dra\\n from a hundred children doing a test. 
rather then ten'". This can be improved further by combining the results from successk e ear 
groups. Currently, KS2 results are not published for schools vvith less than II children taking the 
tests, because of the inherent statistical unreliability of small groups. Although the results vv ill he 
used (and potentially statistically mis-used) by others such as the Governors, LEA and OI ted. 
With respect to validity, a performance indicator can be said to be valid, if it measures what it 
claims to measure. However, the main problem in the social sciences is kno ing what to measure 
(Kerlinger 1986), and this takes us back to using proxy measures, with the attendant shortcomings. 
Furthermore, Pis may be valid at one level of the system. but not necessardv at another, Wiliam 
( 1994) describes this with reference to KS assessments: 
When we make assessments. we are hardly ever interested primarily in the actual items we are testing 
- we are interested in the ability of the assessment results to `speak' for other aspects not tested. 
Assessment information is useful because we believe that we can generalise from the actual items 
assessed to some wider domain.... 
(P 17) 
This situation can be illustrated with the example of a KS mathematics test question. The qucs1i011 
may vvel'I give a very valid indication of a child's ability to calculate the area of a triangle (at that 
particular moirrent). The test as a 44 hole may also give quite a valid indication of the child's 
mathematical ability. However, it may well not be valid to draw inferences about the mathematics 
teaching in the school, the child's overall academic ability, the quality of the particular teacher, 
hovv good the school is. and so on. This view is supported by Stobart (2001), yvhen using the Eight 
tage threats to validity model (Crooks et al 1996), argues that using KS tests to measure v ear on 
car changes in performance is particularly questionable. 
l0 Dm is 11999) points out that 'teaching to the test' is not a nevv problem. He also suggests that modern examination 
methods should he able to a oid these problems. 
1" Sce also 1\ mnis (I993) vv ho looks at the effect ofnatural variation on test result.. and Fit/-Gibbon (l99-) vvith 
relerellce to coil l Idei1ce lnler\ ills. 
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Indicators such as eligibility for FSM may «ell be reliable. and valid, in that thel\ consi; tentl-\ 
measure what they claim to measure. However. once the% are combined 'v ith other indicator, such 
as KS tests to give a ratio or a contextualised performance indicator, the resultant th. tu -c may no 
longer be valid for a particular purpose, such as measuring the relativ e efficiencv of a chool. (, we 
for example Croxford 2000 earlier in this chapter). 
Although validity and reliability have been considered separately. in practice the\ are clo, elý 
related and interdependent; and as Davis (1999) points out, increasing one aspect (e( reliahilit} ) 
may cause a corresponding reduction in the other21. Furthermore. Stobart (2001) ho states that 
"Validity is not what it used to be" (p. 27). argues that \% hen considering validity other 
consequences of the assessment systems should also be considered22. In effect v aliditv can not be 
considered in isolation, but rather it should be considered within the overall context of the 
organisation'3. 
The broader management context 
To more fully appreciate the potential effects of Pis it is necessary to consider the broader context 
within which they exist. As Pollitt (1993) points out Pis are a part of, and interact with. rnanv other 
aspects of the organisation and management of schools: 
Particular performance indicators (bed turnover in hospital for example, or staff/student ratios in 
education) appear by themselves to be relatively neutral, technical artefacts. Yet to appreciate the full 
si-nificance one also has to take account of the other techniques which accompany them, the model of 
management %v ithin which they are developed and the broad assumptions underlying both. 
(p. 12) 
Looking at the actual management processes of which Pis are a part, Child (1969) pointed out. 
(some thirtti years ago), that this can not be thought of its terms of simple techno-rationalist 
activities, but rather it is necessary to consider the social and authoritative aspects; 
For the development of management thought, and the awareness of the management role ýNhich it 
reflects, cannot be understood merely through reference to the technical aspects of managing. This is 
because, in addition to its technical function, management is a system of authority through which 
policy is translated into the execution of tasks; and. .. an elite social grouping which acts as an 
economic resource and maintains the associated system of authorit%. 
(p. lý) 
I Ic cites an example of increasing the reliability of an intervievv ing process bv structuring and formalising the qucstioms 
lür all ol'the intcrN icvvices. hov%ever this may reduce the V alidity. for the interv ievvees by not allowing indkidualiýcd 
que'Alons and responses. 
titohart argues (Imt the responsihilit\ for this lies \\ith the designer, of the tests. ie the (io ernment though the 
Qualification' and Curriculum Authority (Q('A), 
ý` Implicit is this \ ievv is that issues relating to rcliabiGitý are considered alongside or as part oS aliditM. 
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Chapter 4 develops these points and arguments by Lusinýt orguniscrtiotral (leery to look at the 
broader contextual issues of Pis. 
Levels of management 
In schools, dike any other organisations, it should be reasonably clear vvho or what body. is 
responsible for the various management functions. Hoý\ ever. in education this may not alas he 
the case, for example, are schools managed and controlled hv the I lead and staff, the Governor, 
and parents, the local authority (L)FA or Ofsted / HMI and the gov ernment`? -i his question cannot 
be easily or simply answered, as each of these groups has some role. and e\ en this ma\ v ar\ 
depending on the measured performance of the school. 
The underlying principle of `local management of schools'' (DES 1988) would seem to suggest 
that the key management decisions should be taken locally, i. e. away from central gov ernment. 
Indeed, at the strategic level, the Teacher Training Agency (T FA), state that Heads are responsible 
tier the, `Strategic direction and development of the school', (TTA 1998: 9). The Secretarv of state 
for education (Morris 2001 a) claims that the current government wants to encourage schools to 
have more freedom and autonomy; 
We want to free the energies, talents and creativity of heads, governors and teachers to support them 
to achieve higher standards and to enable them to innovate and move towards earned autonomy. Om 
schools already have higher levels of autonomy in decision-making than other schools in f: urope''. 
(p. (, ) 
Although there are claims by the government that schools do noýti have more freedom, in practice 
most schools toe the government line. For example, few schools ývould 'dare' to abandon the 
national literacy strategy, even if they ere confident that it was not in the best interest ol'their 
children, and they had themselves a better strategy. Furthermore. Morris's view does not appear to 
concur yv ith that of her predecessor. David Blunkett justified the increased central control bv 
goV'ernment, 
... because our experience 
led us to understand that central government carried responsibilit> \0thout 
power. It would be to delude the electorate to suggest the Government could deliver change ýv ithout 
the mechanisms to deliver it. We are taking the necessary structural powers to ensure the people on 
the ground do their Job. 
(Car e4 1998 
'' strict( speaking 1. N 15 refers to financial aspects of school management. 
t Inl )rtunatch this document (speech to the 'social Market Foundation) gives no details oi'the basis of this surprising 
claim. 
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Biwikett's view may weil be more familiar to those associated tiv ith the education sv,, tcm. And it iý 
the view shared by many other vtiriters (eg. Baker 1994, Pollitt 1993. \\ him et (11 1998).. for 
example Glatter (1999) points out that; 
The [Education] system was until the 1980s vv idelv regarded as one of the most decentralized in the 
world. Today it is among the most centralized of the advanced industrial countries. The trend appears 
if anything to have intensified since the coming to office of the Labour government in \ta% 1997. 
(p. _54). 
In comparison to other countries, there appears to be little evidence to support the \ ievv that heads 
have a higher degree of autonomy than their international counterparts. Mahon\ and Moo (1 998) 
contrast the increasingly managerialist approach to education in England, %% ith the more denlocratic 
and inclusive approach in Denmark. Although, Power ci al (1997) found that an increase in central 
control was a feature of the five countries they considered'6, they cited research by Granström 
(1996) which suggested that, although claims v,, ere made that the educational reforms vvould bring 
schools greater participation in policy making. in reality there as less. Indeed sonic in go\ernmcnt 
take a more extreme view, Tim Brighouse an adviser, stated that; Our national curriculum is more 
nationally prescriptive than any other state and is more so than the Stalinist regimes of the USSR" 
(BBC 2002). In contrast to these observations, Ball ( 1998) points out that the increased control 
over education has been accompanied by correspondingly less govern mental control of commercial 
organisations. 
The changes in the political processes, in the form of a New Public Management' are considered 
in more detail in chapter 5. However. at this stage Broadfoot (1999) usefully illustrates how the 
clement of control in the system has changed, resulting in her claim, that the English education 
sv stem is one of the most 'controlled' in the world, 
Only a few years ago, educational visitors from other countries who visited Lngland found it almost 
impossible to credit that there was no national curriculum, indeed very little central direction of anv 
kind to constrain the activities of either Local Authorities or schools. They marvelled at hoýý free 
individual teachers appeared to be in their own classrooms to decide hat to teach, how and 
when... Such an experience would not have prepared them, however, for a similar visit today when 
they would find an education system that is now arguably not onlv as tightly controlled and centrally 
directed as any in the world... 
(h. ') 
In practice control is in part exercised through a seemingly never-ending stream of nevv policies. 
liassev (2001) points out that in the first tvy ov ears of gov ernment, David Blunkett issued an 
unprecedented 332 directives to schools and launched 52 centralk managed initiatökes. In such a 
climate of continual change. and strong directions, it ev ould seem difficult for schools and teachers 
'`' England and \\ ales. l :ý ý1. Swweden. Australia and New /ealand. 
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to develop their ovýn innovative strategies. For most it is far easier to take the sale 'pre pacLag d' 
options, for example the QCA schemes of work - indeed this option may flell allow more time for 
teaching. With respect to LEAs, Meredith (2000) points to their reduced opportunity to contribute 
to the strategic development of education, ýý ith many directi\ es. and the requirement to produce 
numerous plans which have to be `approved' bý the DfES. 
Moving away from strategic planning, to the day-to-day management (or the operational lc\ cI). the 
LMS principle and the `new educational management' ha\ e brought far more decision making 
down to the school level. For example, in the case of personnel management, most schools and 
their staff would probably agree that this is best dealt with at the school level, rather than bý the 
LEA. Likewise many other functions such as cleaning, meals, purchasing and commissioning 
training are also probably best organised at the school level. Farrell and Morris (1999) found that 
both secondary, and perhaps surprisingly, primar\ schools were generally in fa,. our of the 
increased responsibilities that accompanied LMS. Hovýever, evidence from the NAHT (2000) 
found that heads were increasingly having to do more `lo\%-value' tasks, at the e pcnse of high- 
value tasks, which they felt would benefit children's education; for example, making decisions 
about who cuts the grass, has little impact on the quality of education. 
LEAs and Unions 
Some thirty years ago, Chitty (1989) suggested that top-level education strategy formulation, %vas 
essentially a partnership between the DES, LEAs and the unions. The reforms of the 1980's and 
90's have almost entirely sidelined the local authorities and unions, with the claim that schook 
should be, and indeed are now more responsive to parents (Barber 2000b). Nýhether this is in fact 
the case is very much open to question, and is considered later. Nowadays the position of the I. E. As 
is quite con[u sing, and perhaps cynically their role appears to be there to 'take the blame'. I hev 
still have some strategic responsibilities for the provision of school places, `education other than at 
school', target setting, and some aspects of special needs support. Hotiýetier, their role no" is more 
of a `principle contractor', who awards and oversees `sub-contractors' who provide educational 
services. Furthermore, there are an increasing number of LEAs which no longer exist, and hau e had 
their functions handed over to private sector contractors. 
The position of the teaching unions is also unclear. Although the term unions is used here 
collectivclv to refer to the main teaching unions and associations, as ell as the two Heads 
associations, it should be noted that these separate bodies have different relationships vv ith the 
government. In terms of strategy their role appears to be rather limited. with the nevýlý formed 
Gcncral Teaching Council (GTC) being recognised b\ the -, ov ernment as representing the \ 
ie'v ý, of 
teachers. Furthermore, the DfES strategic plan Delivering Results: .1 
Strategy to 2006 (DfFS 
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2001 d) does not include the teaching unions as one of their 'partners'. whereas other, such as the 
GI C and private sector training providers are 
The Government 
Although the collective term `government' is used throughout the thesis. it is not a single coherent 
body, there are many parts of the government which contribute to the strategy. management and 
organisation of the education system. From the strategic perspectik e. tv%o departments (besides the 
DfLS) are particularly influential. The Treasury has responsibilit% for funding as v%cll as setting the 
PSA targets from which KPIs are derived, and the cabinet office has an interest in ensuring that the 
targets are met, co-ordinating cross departmental policies. such as inclusion, and also the 'party 
political' aspects of performance and its reporting. Many other departments such as the Department 
of Trade and Industry (DTI), and the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) and the 
Department for Transport, Local Government and the Regions (DTLR) also h<ºse an influence on 
the strategic direction of education, as well as other bodies such as Ofsted and the Audit 
Commission'. Other groups, such as the Social Market Foundation, DEMOS, the various religious 
organisations, the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) and mann of the various 'edu- 
businesses', as well as the unions have some degree of `back door' influence. 
In reality the education system is very much controlled by the government and its associated 
bodies. with specific operational functions being passed doýýn to schools. Although the 
Government has called on heads to be more creative and entrepreneurial, in effect the\ are more 
akin to `branch managers', rather than free thinking chief executives or DotCom entrepreneurs. 
Likewise, LEAs have functional responsibilities, rather than any significant managerial input. 
Conclusion 
This chapter has introduced performance indicators and some of the surrounding issues. as ýýcll as 
how, and by whom they are used in the school management process. The first part looked at hcývv 
Pis may be used as management tools and 1 or accountability systems. This is an important 
distinction, because the former may well allow the users to use and control the indicators as they 
see appropriate, where as the latter very much presumes that the 'users' or schools have to be 
controlled, and the Pis are an important part in this process. These differences in use and approach 
ill be considered throughout the thesis. The other particLºlarly important issue which as 
discussed is how Pis fit in to the organisational structure, and from that hovv the organisational 
context vv ill affect both how the' are used and their effect on the organisation. This vv ill also he 
considered further throughout the thesis. 
-' S UII, S (2001d) Iür a Iist ofsome oftlicir strategic partners 
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Chapter 3 
The use of theory and experiences 
from other sectors 
Reorganisation is U ylellcl td 111C'Iliad 0tproduc111g the illusion of progress whilst creating 
(Y)/)/ll, SlO11, i'wt f lcienci, and demoralisation (Petronius _ 
11-biter) 
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Introduction 
Businesses have a long experience of using PIs as part of their management s\ stems. and this 
chapter seeks to justify the use of Organi. sutiomil Thc'ori (OT). and : 'Ianagement . -lccoznn! ing 
Tlieor-j- (MAT), in developing a theoretical framevNork. Some of the concerns from educationalikts 
towards `business theory' are firstly considered. Arguments that schools and businesses I'icc 
similar challenges in measuring performance are made, and the ernerginýg fled of Educational 
Management Studies (EMS) and its convergence vv ith generic OT is discussed28, 
Historically, there has been a degree of mistrust of businesses by a significant section ot'the 
educational community. The reasons for this appear to be largely ideological, although as Fielding 
(1999) points out, 'business language' has become linked to the `crusade' for change"', vshich 
many find uncomfortable. In practice, some of the concerns centre on the belief that commercial or 
market pressures have a corrupting influence on more venerated educational values, and that a 
consequence of making a profit is fewer resources for the children. In spite of these concerns the 
trend over the last twenty or so years has been towards a 'market approach', \ti ith the use of 
`market type mechanisms', and an increasing role for the private sector3° in the planning and 
delivery of education. 
Ranson and Stewart (1994) point out that it was the ConservatiN e Government's aim to make the 
public sector more business-like; 
Performance in the public sector can only be improved, the Government claims. by making public 
organisations and their management look as much like the private sector as possible... Indeed, the 
accelerating introduction of market-like competition to organise the provision of public services is in- 
tended to dissolve the boundary between public and private provision. 
(p. 26) 
In the second term of the New Labour government there is continuing or strengthening support for 
private sector involvement; 
At the Confederation of British Industry's annual conference Education and Skills Secretary Estelle 
Morris today praised the management and financial skills of private companies who are ýNorhing with 
the public sector to provide better schools. 
, cc Chapter 4 introduction liar a discussion on the social sciences and sricntitic use of'l heor ' 
i Ic make, specific reference to 'husincss' language of Barber and Sehha from the standards and [ffcctiNcneSS unit. and 
question. Ilir need to "horrový the distipuring. deeply dull language of pertormativ it) (p176). 
I he term private sector is used in it broadest sense. and as well as commercial companie' can include. Holt-profit 
organisation. charities. and even other schools. 
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In the longer term I want the relationship between government and business in education to be ha,, L"d 
on a realistic appreciation of the strengths of each party, mutual understanding and respect. We need 
the structures to build real collaboration rather than being merekk bureaucratic vk indow dressing and 
help for each party in developing the skills and understanding to deal \Oth the other, and vve \N. int a 
new Sector Skills Councils to drive this for\\ard. The% ý6ll provide a strong voice for business and ýýe 
will listen. " 
(DfES1 ,-, ) 200 
It was durinu the 1980s and 90s in particular that the in v oIR ement of commercial businesses in 
education increased. Although businesses have aI%Na\ s provided some sere ices. the relationship is 
novv very different, with an ever increasing role and consequential responsihilitv, t'or the 'private 
sector'. Although in reality there would still seem to be much resistance and ,, ceplicisni from manv 
in the education world towards business involvement, (the unions for example) the ý-, ov ernment 
appears to make the rather surprising claim that these vievvs no longer pretiail. Estelle Morris 
(200 1 a), the previous Education Secretary, stated that, 
... the 
deep suspicion between teachers and the business world in the 1970s and 80s was a thin- of-the 
past' 1. 
It is however suggested here that there is still significant resistance to business organisation,, and 
as a consequence towards business theories and practice. Whilst the case is made for the use of 
generic business theory, this does not extend to arguing in favour or against the increasing 
privatisation or `market' approach to education. 
Some of the concerns 
The basis of many of the concerns is the view that business theor> does not reco-111se tile 
complexities and subtleties of the education process. Bush (1999) points out that this goes back to 
the `early days' of educational management training in the 1970's. And that much of the initial 
training ,N as in the form of courses, offered 
in particular by the Open University. vtihich drew 
heavily on industrial and American theoretical and conceptual frame: vRorks. Ile goes on to illustrate 
some of the shortcomings of such frameworks and the significant amount of caution and 
doNynright hostility" (p. 239) from some academics, evho felt that business theory could not. and 
should not, be applied to educationw. 
To think about relationships ýNithin a school in business terms is to run the risk that people %vill 
be 
encoura(ed to behave in ýNavs that are antithetical to certain fundamental educational yalue . 
The 
business analogy ... tends to encourage a 'them' and 
'us' relationship betv. een head. senior , tatf: 
teachers and students. instead of stressing shared values ý\ ithin an academic community. 
(Tay for 1976: 4 i, Cited in gush 1999: 219) 
'ý l nlbrtunaIel) no c\ idence \N as pro\ ided to support this ý ic\\ 
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For many this view continues to the present day. For example, Botterv (1999 ) refer,, toi the global 
forces of which business management is part, ".... have damaging, effects upon richer, more human. 
conceptions of educational management. " (p. 300) 
The experiences of other public sector organisations does e some rise to concern. I'here have on 
the face of it, been a number of successful `privatisations'. hoýv ever in -general these hav c lot been 
for complex organisations. but rather for those \ý hich deal \ý ith more simplistic functional tasks. 
such as the Teachers Pension Agency, or Driving Licence Vehicle Agencv. There have also been a 
number of high profile failures, probably the most ohv ious being Railtrack (this is discussed in 
chapter 7). 
Although many businesses do provide advice and resources for schools, particularly at the local 
level, this may well be of direct benefit to the schools and local communit\. However, there are 
also examples of where the motives are less philanthropic, and more commerciallv orientated. 
Whilst this is not necessarily bad or irregular, the education community, quite rightly, has to he 
careful and be aware of possible underlying motives. The potential to make moncv from education 
is increasing, with for example, foundation schools and various advisors and consultancy serv ices. 
Aikenhead (1998) discusses the `strings attached' to the free advice from the large accountancy 
firms. At times this advice may be more subtle but perhaps equally partisan; for example, John 
Mayo of Marconi PLC wrote a report; f reporting in echrcalion, for the Public Scrv ice 
Productivity Panel (Mayo 2000), x0ich included a heavv 'sales pitch' for broadband technology 
for schools, which his company were hoping to provide. 3' 
In hither education too, concerns have been expressed about the increasing influence of the 
commercial sector (Ribbins 1999), with for example philanthropic sponsorship being replaced bý a 
more targeted approach to research which will produce tangible returns. For example, Monbiot 
(2000) points out that lie cannot find any example of sponsored research in Nahich the sponsoring 
company does not have a direct interest. In a similar'ýav Fitz-Gibbon (1996) questions the 
independence of Universities due to commercial pressures, and as she points out that this is not _ju"t 
an issue for the 'hard sciences; 
"lt must be the case that social science is more easily distorted hý opinion and selective reporting and 
sheer NN ishful thinking, than is a 'hard' science. " 
(p. 216). 
As it turned out this vvas it last ditch attempt at saN intig the coni, pa ny. and his j ib 
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New initiatives such as the city academies in this country (Budge 2000). 'ýhich have a high degree 
ot'private sector involvement, and the Public Finance Initiativ c (PH) are quite rightly \ ievy ed \%I th 
a degree of caution (Pollock ei al 2002, Monbiot 2002). 
Measuring performance - similar challenges? 
The ability to measure performance is vital to just about any organisation, NWhether pri\. ate or 
public. For some organisations, measuring performance is relati\el\ straightforward, ho\\c\er, t«r 
many complex organisations, including schools, it is difficult to do in a useful and meaningful Nvav. 
Drucker (1990), points to the difficulties for non-profit organisations in that the\ do not ha\ ea 
'bottom line' to measure; whereas profit organisations do; and it follows that this can be used as a 
measure of performance33. Whilst a measure of profit might be easy to product. v' Bether it gives an 
indication of anything meaningful is another matter. In a similar \ ein educationalists such as Bush 
(1999) and Glatter (1999) argue that education is fundamental 1\ different 1Irom business because of' 
the difficulties of measuring meaningful outputs, ie. no simple indication of profit. It is hovvcvcr 
argued here that measuring either educational or business performance is both complex and fraught 
\ý ith dangers. 
Whilst businesses may be attempting to measure financial outcornes, and schools, educational 
outcomes; both types of outcome are the result of human effort, ingenuity and creativity. 
Ultimately, it is the contribution of factors such as these vNhich all accounting systems are 
attempting to capture. Schools now most certainly do have a bottom line. which like business profit 
is measured with high stakes proxy indicators; only the units or terminology is different. I lie 
number of GCSEs or level 4 SATs is as important to a school as profit is to a business; and for both 
these figure may well say nothing about the actual performance, let alone future performance. 
Many different circumstances, unconnected with current or actual performance. can substantially 
influence a company's profit, or a school's performance. For example, expenditure on research and 
development vv ill reduce profit, but potentially increase long-term performance or effectiveness, 
and a child missing the SATs exams through illness may well have a significant effect on the 
overall indicated year end results. 
The reforms in the Health service provide some useful lessons for education. There are man\ 
intangible aspects of performance which are difficult to quantifN. and which are often perceived hy 
those vvorking in the scrv ice, as well as those receiving the service, as being the most important, for 
example, friendly . caring and 
knovv ledgeable staff. Like education, the health service has -one 
,; I Iovvcvcr. prosit as an indicator is t, ir more open to manipulation then exam or K5 test performance: c, -,. 
F, nron (, havv 
2(h)? ) 
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through many substantial changes over the last t\ýenty or so years. In general these were ha cd on 
similar ideological arguments, such as the importance of quasi markets. and a general belief in the 
value of `private sector management techniques'. This has led to the introduction of trust , tatus and 
an `internal market '31. As with education many of the reforms vvere. given the size and compleyity 
of the organisation, hurriedly introduced and imposed. Jones and [)etiý in, _ (1996) suggest that much 
could have been gained from first looking at the existing theory: 
Many of the issues .... are discussed in elementary textbooks on management accounting. It is a cause for concern that so few of them seem to have been put into practice in the early stages of the adoption 
of the internal market and trust status in the NHS. Many of the unintended consequences of change 
might have been avoided with improved forethought. Remedying the problems and getting users to 
adopt revised attitudes may take a long time. 
(p. 69) 
They argue that the changes to the health service would have been far more effective had explicit 
reference been made to the well-established field of management accounting, and the same 
arguments are made in this thesis with respect to the educational reforms. I Iowe'er, it is not being) 
suggested that the field of management accounting has all the answers, far fron it. For example, in 
one of the classic texts. Re/eraiice Lost: The Rise an(l Fall of lhrncrýrýýucrrt . 4cccounling, Johnson 
and Kaplan (1991) argue that; 
Today's management accounting information, driven by procedures and c%cle of the organization's 
financial reporting system, is too late, too aggregated, and too distorted to be relevant for managers' 
planning and control decisions... And despite the considerable resources..... the figures do not mea,, ure 
the actual increase or decrease in value that has occurred during the period. 
(p. i) 
As with educational PI systems, business accounting has two relatively distinct roles, external 
reporting and internal management information. Companies are required by law to produce annual 
accounts, vvhich are made public. These accounts are produced in a legally defined format. and like 
school governors' reports may also contain a variety of subjective and contextual information. The 
information is by definition historic, and does not necessarily give an accurate indication of the 
value added. In practice they are used to promote the company, and the key figure, profit. is used to 
determine how much tax is paid. Therefore, unlike educational reporting there may be an incenti\ e 
in understating this, although bonuses and performance related pay may be based on this figure. In 
both situations, comparing two or more years (or accounting periods) may give a more accurate 
picture. And like education the information for sonne industries (eg Insurance) may be reported in 
league tables. 
ýý Oll CUfI'Cf11 ýro\er191iti41t 
j111S rC\CNCd{ , OU1c oft I ic pi neipIc . liItI)ough tht underking *m rket phi Io oph% i'crnain . 
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Fundamental to any valid accounting system (business. education or Mhatever) is its abilitv to 
compare like with like. As mentioned in chapter 2, this mad be in terms of comparisons ýN ith other 
organisations, within the organisation itself, or over particular time-scales. To do this there is a 
need to adopt a `common currencti' on ýy hich to base these comparisons. For commercial 
businesses many of the performance measurements can be converted or reduced to financial v alue". 
For example, the effectiveness of a marketing campaign can be assessed in terms of the incrca e in 
the value of sales, although this may not tell the ý%hole story. Furthermore, as vv ith education, mane 
of the most important indicators, such as those that give an indication of quality and -oodv%ill. and 
which may be an indication of future performance. cannot effectivelv be described in financial 
measures. 
At one level, calculating a business's performance may appear straightforward; take for example 
the case of a company which buys raw materials, pays its workers and sells its products. the 
various costs can be added together, and compared to the income, to find the profit. This figure can 
easily be adjusted or refined to allow for other factors such as the depreciation of the machinerv. 
lHhroughout the process, a common currency, money, has been used, and a clear unambi(uous 
indication of the performance has been found - the profit. However, this does not alW\ for ý%hat 
may well be some of the most important factors of the business and its future; the value ýý hich has 
been added to the company. For example, new or satisfied customers (goodvtiill), and the ability of 
the employees to develop new products, (skills). Allovtiing for these factors in the accounting 
process is far more difficult, but very important for the decision making and planning processes. 
The same arguments can be applied to education, neat verifiable and reliable indicators such as the 
KPIs do give clear unambiguous figures, but like their business eq-uiv alents, they may vv el l sav v erv 
little about the value added and the skills of the teachers, and from this. the future performance. 
One of an accountant's biggest problems is that of matching data, or allocating costs to income. 
Some costs can be easily allocated, such as materials and direct labour. however, others are far 
more difficult or impossible. For example, corporate promotions, research and development. and 
even the chairman"s Bentley; what proportion should fairly be allocated to vyhich products? The 
equivalent `allocation' problem in education is attempting to trace who or what added vvhich 
particular value. to the process. For example, whether a particular child learnt to drmv graphs in 
Maths, Science or Geography, or how should a school account for, and cost a teacher's time vrith a 
-special needs* child. 
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Although the term profit is not used in educational performance measurement; ' conceptually there 
are similarities with `value added'. Both profit and value added are calculated by mea urin, -, the 
inputs and comparing them to the outputs. In `business' it is possible to has ea negative profit. is a 
loss, in the same way as it is possible to have a negative value added score. In both cases, the pro lit 
or the total value added score is an amalgamation of other figures, and on their own are of limited 
use. To manage effectively either types of organisation it is necessarv to be able to 'drill Jovýn' to 
the underIN ing components. 
Best Practice, Fads and Fashions 
A common feature of both business and educational management theory is the continual search for 
the 'holy grail' of the best way. Many management theories and practices have been developed 
over the years, and one common feature is the claim that they vvere. in their time, the liest Practice. 
Frone this they tend to go into decline, and are then replaced by another theorti, although sometimes 
they re-appear under a new label. The ephemeral nature Of such theories has not reduced the 
government's desire to identify this mythical 'Best Practice' for use in the education system (DfI E 
1999, TTA 1998), and more generally in the public sector (Cabinet Office 2000a, Smith 200t_1). 
Within the business world, at any one time, there are many different interpretations as to 1v hat 
exactly is thc 'best practice'. From the `best' hundred companies in the UK, výould come manv 
different reasons for their success, and many different approaches to their management. For some 
this might be a highly structured and mechanistic approach, and for other the complete opposite. 
Furthermore, factors such as the diversity of their respective industries and the values and 
experiences of the owners would have an effect. Indeed the idiosyncrasies. or just simpi> St> le, of 
the owner may be the very reason for success. Businesses have the advantage over education in that 
they are able to learn 'best practice' from many other businesses and different sources, rather than 
just the one official government sources (NCLS (2002) framework, and the Hay McBer (2000) 
management model). 
Currently, the Government (Cabinet Office 1999) is promoting the European Foundation for 
Quality Management (EFQM) excellence model, and using this as a definition of best practice for 
public sector organisations. This TQM type mode136 was originally developed in the business 
sector, and has become quite popular in some areas of the public sector (Cabinet Office 2000b). 
Bush (1999) howev er, points to the difficulties in defining the model of 'Best Practice' and indeed 
35 AIthough as prcviously mentioned 'tier-profit' companies are an increasingh important part of the education scrv icc 
inlrcrstrurtLire. 
; `' I «tal Quafit\ \lanagenient - , ee chapter 4. 
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identifying who should decide what it is. Glatter (1999) suuuest that one of the current education 
policy makers (le the TTA) have identified `Best practice' as being a hard 'techno-rationalist' 
approach, and therefore quite different to the EFQM model. In the business sector. the current 
fashionable `Best Practice'. is based on softer. i. e. more human orientated principle,,. Although. a. 
Caulkin (1996) points out, the fashions in business are inclined to alternate e' erv fevv yeai 
between hard and soft. 
Many writers (eg, Fitz 1999, Phillips et al 1999) have highlighted this 'faddy' quality of businc>s 
management. This results in a new business system or fashion appearing every few vears, vvhich is 
miraculously going to solve all of an organisation's problems, and increase profitabilitv. or so the 
consultants claim (Shapiro 1998). The danger as Fitz (1999) argues, is that bv the time these ºievv 
systems are used in education, they may already be obsolete, having lost their appeal and 
credibility in the business world, `fad lag'. 
Phillips cat a! (1999) give the example of TQM and Bench niarkim, orhich they claim are on the 
wane as contemporary business management methods, but are m being actively promoted in 
education. Another cogent example is Management By Objectives (MBO), which as the fad of 
the 1950s and 1960s (Spell 2000), being recycled as Performance : 'tfri, ragc merit. 
Redefining Educational Management 
In view of the caution towards generic management theory. and to an extent the apparent diIIticultý 
of applying it to an educational setting, a `new' field of management theory is emerging; 
Eiliicatiolia! Alonugement Studies (EMS). A number of educational academics sought to clarjtv tile 
position of educational management in a ESRC sponsored seminar series, Redefining edircaiional 
nianageinent (Regard 2000), under the umbrella of the British Educational Management and 
Administrative Society (BEMAS). From this they have formed the Standing Conference for 
Educational Leader. cllip and Management (SCRELM)'h, to promote Education Management 
Studies - EMS. 
For these academics EMS is a distinct and irreducible academic field rather than a form of 
knowledge, or a sub-set of other educational research or business management studies 0-itz 1999). 
Much of the thinking behind the need for a specific field of EMS lies in the concern that 
educational management as becoming a narrow technical acti\ itvýv ith short term objectiv c"_ 
which did not acknovv ledge or take in to account the broader values of the education ', v sten1 
the arc sonic difficrcnce in the application ofhenchmarkirie betvkcen education and buincýý 
"",,, cc Rihhi i (I 999a) recardinu, the estahIishmenI and aims of SCRs IAI 
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(Glatter 1987, Bottery 1999, Fitz 1999, ). For example. Bottery ( 1999), argues that educational 
management needs to go beyond ýýhat he percei%es as generic mana«ernent. 
Educational management describes an activity ýýhic h include,, but transcends the application of 
generic managerial or administrative techniques, for its practice has value,, and purposes Nahich go 
beyond that of the business sector. If `management' is interpreted in simple technical-rational ternis, 
this larger picture is lost, and educators travel down roads to\\ards destinations of Which they ma\ he 
unaware, or on which they do not desire to travel. 
(p. 3O 1 
Many organisations which are 'generically managed may well claim that their organisational ýiimý 
transcend their management processes, and go beyond simply mating a profit. For example. 
charities and other more philanthropic companies who contribute to their local population and the 
environment. Indeed those companies which support initiatives such as Education Action Zone, 
and City Technology Colleges would also claims that their aims go beýund the 'bottom line'. 
Bush (1999) points out that it was in the 1970's that the 'iie ' and specific educational 
management theories began to be developed. During this period there as much industrial conflict. 
which on the face of it was far removed from the values and principles being aspired to b\ the 
education system. It is therefore perhaps not surprising that an industrial or business sty, le of 
management was unattractive to many in education. However, this as also a time when manv of 
the `modern' theories and management practices were being developed, which are \er\ different to 
what would seem to be the assumptions made above by Bottery (1999). Much of the imperati\ c for 
this approach was in response to both the climate of industrial conflict and the emerging 'Japancsc 
effect'. Management academics, such as Peters`', Kanter'(', Ouchi41, were contributing to this new 
management culture, with its emphasis on values, such as quality and co-operation. In practice this 
led to the `new management' of TQM and Learning Organisations, which is very much in tune 
with ww hat is now being pursued by EMS. 
There has always tended to be a degree of competition between the different fields of management, 
wh ich may be to the detriment of the overall subject (Shafritz and Ott 1992). How e\ er, there is 
perhaps a danger of EMS becoming too insular and blinkered, and not learning from, or 
contributing to, the overall field of management. Ribbins (1999) outlines the aims of SCRELM 
hich quite reasonably include identifying research priorities and commenting on research 
proposals, but also limiting its membership primarik to 'RAE returnable- staff ývho publish in 
educational management and leadership journals. To effecti\elti preclude the vast \Nealth of 
;. Peters argued against the used ot narroNN rationalist management techniques. 
Kanter argued against a '"cgmcntalist' approach to management. 
()uchi helped pupukiri. c the 'Japanese approach to management 
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experience, both academic and practitioner, from outside of this relativ ek small group 0f people. 
canon I\ weaken the quality, breadth and strength of the arguments. In as imilar- vein [-It/( lttQ9) 
makes a case for a specialised EMS journal; 
For a better understanding of the specialised interests - the bode of knovv ledge which pro' idc the 
distinctive intellectual quality of the field [EMS] - there is one svav. I beiieve of identit"ing the 
discursive peculiarities and its boundaries produced, defended and invested in b\ field members and 
that is to look closely at the most prestigious journal in the field, Educational und 
I (/III il listration (LA 1A). 
(p. ; l6) 
Again there would seem to be dangers in this rather parochial approach sv hick can he illustrated 
with reference to an example from the journal. Cutler and Waffne (1999) in their paper. Retircn°cfing 
Better Tcuchcrs` Performance Relate(/ Pay in Schools make no reference to the vast amount of 
research and evidence from the business sector. The issue of PRP has been has grappled ss ith for 
many years, and indeed the evidence would strongly support their arguments. 
Convergence - another school of management thought? 
lt would however be wrong to suggest that the EMS completely reject business management theuýrv 
and approaches, indeed the terminology appears in much of the tiv ritings, as Fitz (1999) pointy cut: 
`... the models of management which find their way into FMS. models such as Total Quahty 
Management (TQM), Investors in People (IIP), `re-engineering' and `leadership and followership'. or. 
terms such as Human Resource Management (HRM) and `competitive edge', to name but a havc 
their origins in the field of production". 
(p. ; 14) 
In terns of applying organisational theory, supporters of EMS such as Bush (1999). suggests that 
systems like Total Quality Management (TQM) and Human Resource Management (HRM) mad 
have some value to education, but points out that they must be very carefully evaluated and only 
implemented, if appropriate. Southworth (2000) uses a `learning, organisation franmeNwrk' to asses,, 
the development of primary schools, and significantly highlights the gap between the aspirations of 
the theory and the eventual practice. Systems such as Investors In People (LIP) and `re- 
engineering'. are equally applicable to the service sector. Furthermore, Deming (1986). 
hoe 
ritings are at the heart of TQM points out that his management methods apply equally \\ell to the 
fields of production and services (in ýý, hich he includes education). 
ý; oºiie theorist; appear to \ ievv the field of business management largely as a single 
'homogeneous 
ºhject, based primarik on industrial production systems. Ho\\exer, it is in reality a rather 
disparate collection of theories. experiences and approaches. Shafritz and On ( 1992) point out that: 
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'I here is no such thing as the theory of organizations. Rather, there are main theories that attempt to 
explain and predict how organizations and the people in them \4 ill behave in var\ inu organizational 
structures, cultures, and circumstances 
1p. 4) 
This therefore leads to the question: is educational management theory just another school of 
management theory? [here would seem to be increasing evidence of cross-sector learning and the 
use and modification of theoretical models. For example. Bush and Coleman (2000) use a model-" 
to describe school culture which looks very similar to the xeli knovv Boston Consulting Group's 
matrix (Table 1). This model was originally developed in the 1970's to analyse product, in term, of 
market growth / share and to contribute to strategic planning processes (Kotler and Arnistrong 
1992); 
Table 1: Product and School theory 
BOSTON MATRIX (PRODUCTS) 
Star 
Dog 
Cash Cow 
Problem Child 
BUSH AND COLEMAN (SCHOOLS) 
Moving School 
The Stuck School 
The Promenading School 
The Wandering School 
In a similar way, Ouston (1999) compares the Iist of `features of effective schools' from Barber cl 
al (1995), with Peters and Waterman's (1982) work, and identifies a number of overlaps. Indeed 
she makes the point, "In fact Peters and Waterman's list might be more appropriate to schools in 
the current political context, in particular `managing ambiguity and paradox', autonom and 
entrepreneurship' and `simultaneous loose-tight properties'. " (p. 172). 
Quite a number of educational theorists have used mainstream business theory to good effect. (c`u. 
Morley and Rassool 2000, Tymms 1993, Cowie 2000), and as Hay McBer (2000) point out there is 
potentially much that can be learnt the 'other way'. In essence, there would seem little doubt that 
there is increasing convergence betsveen the fields, and that will in the long term be to the benefit 
of both education and industry. 
42 I)e eloped bý I lopkins (1994) 
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Conclusion 
This chapter sought to make the case for using theories Mhich mainly originate from the hu 111C"" 
sector, (Organisational Theory and Management Accounting Theory). to help develop a theoretical 
basis for this thesis. In terms of business accounting it is argued that many of the problems and 
challenges which exist for businesses are very similar to those in educational accounting or 
performance measurement. Furthermore, businesses have been grappling vý ith man\ of these 
issues, such as dealing with intangibles, for hundreds of vears. Like the teaching oi'reading. the 
business world goes through fads and fashions, and frequently re-invents or re-c\ Iles old ideas: and 
just as there is a danger of becoming permanently fixed to one model. there are also dangers tu both 
sectors in continually jumping between models. 
Overall, it is concluded that the key factors in educational management are essemiýi11\ the saine a' 
those in business management; namely understanding and influencing human behav lour. vv hethcr 
this be in the case of teachers, accountants, nurses, or footballers. In both education and busincsý. 
the term Leuc ership is very much in vogue, and as Drucker (1973) points out, organisations bv 
definition are fundamentally human, not financial entities. From this perspective, Ranson and 
Stewart (1994) point out that, "Good managers have the same tasks and qualities vvhateyer sector 
they are in". (P 26). 
Indeed, similar observations had been made long before this. Shafritz and Ott (1999) point to 
Socrates, who in around 400BC, lists the skills of good managers and argues that they can lead any 
type of organisation, be it a choir, army, business or indeed family: 
Do not, therefore, Nicomachides.... despise men skilful in managing a household; for the conduct of 
private affairs differs from that of public concerns only in magnitude; in other respects the are 
similar; but what is most to be observed, is, that neither of them are managed without men, and that 
private matters are not managed by one species of men, and public matters by another; for those who 
conduct public business make use of men not at all differing in nature from those whom the managers 
of private affairs employ; and those who know how to employ them conduct either public or private 
affairs judiciously, while those who do not know will err in the management of both. 
(Xenophon 1869 p. 433, Cited in Shafritz and Ott l991)) 
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Chapter 4 
The broader context and 
Organisational Theory 
% )/iljcs is I/1' art of looking fr trouble, finding it, nusc%1agnosilig It and iheil 1T11sapphiilg the 
tirrc»19 !. c'mc'clic's (Grcýtýclrca : II(ii. y) 
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Introduction 
This chapter looks at the field of Organisational Theory (OT), to consider ho the mana. ýcment 
context may have an influence on the impact of Pls. Chapter 2 emphasised that PIS do not exit in 
isolation, but are a part of, and interact with the broader management sy stem. And chapter ? 
suggested that the new field of EMS may in due course come to be recognised as a specific school 
of thought within OT. OT is a very large field 1Oich has de%eloped over a long period of time. and 
this has led to many different schools of thought. Given the extensiv e use of t3 i in both this 
chapter, and throughout the thesis some clarification of the term IS desirable. I he term itself' is 
relatively nebulous, and as well as overlapping with other fields, it is often used sv none mouslv 
with other areas or labels such as; Organi aiional Behcn'ioinr, 0r-guni, sationa/ Deg eloi)nicw, 
Haiiagtineni Siiu/ies, aiiul ItJailageiin'iii T/woui'. 
With respect to the Ji cory part of OT, this has come to be used in the social sciences in vv hat is 
technically a rather loose way. The `theories' referred to are not theories in the proper scientific 
sense, such the `the theory of relativity', but are based more on individual vie'ýs. Which may then 
go on to become generally accepted. This can be illustrated vvith reference to the Nell, Shcý, eier 
Oxford Dictionari' (1997) which gives several definitions of theory including, (1) a hi polhesis that 
has been c oqfirrncd or established by obscri'atinn or c'_x jk'ui/neenI cnrdl is acccjp/(, d it crcc urrnting fin. 
knuºrn fircts. (2) An tri suhstantialed hypothe. sis a s1'ctdcrm e (es». fanciful) vieir; an indii'idual 
vieiº% notion. A great deal of organisational theory is of this second kind. 
For Popper (1963) the key to distinguishing betv, een science and pseudo-science was falsifiabilitv 
(or refutability or testability). He pointed out that, "it is easy to obtain confirmations. or 
verifications, for nearly every theory - if we look for confirmations". (p. 36). And from this the Ley 
to the scientific status of a theory is that it is falsifiable, indeed he argued that a theorv vv hich i,, not 
so, is a 'vice'. Therefore, much of the organisational theory considered in this chapter can not be 
considered scientific theory in the proper sense, as it can be both vague and in some instances 
untestable. 
With respect to the Orgarfisutionul part perspective. Koontz et cii (1980) discuss the problem of thy: 
ever rv idening field: 
Largely because of the influence of Chester Barnard and his broad concept of "organization" a 
referring to almost any kind of interpersonal relationships, it has become customary. particularly in 
academic circles. to use the term "organization theory-" to refer to theor\ pertaining to alnaot any kind 
of interpersonal relationship. While many scholars attempted to make this field equal to management 
theory. it is noýý fairly \\ell agreed that managing is a narroN\er acti\it\ and that management theory 
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pertains only to theory related to managing. Management theory is often thought of as being a subset 
of organization theory, and it is now fairy well agreed that the general concept of organization theorv is too broad. 
(p. S4) 
In practice this has resulted in many areas of organisational or naanaýýeýlient studies being, 'lumped' 
into 01, indeed much of this may well have little, if ans, significant theoretical basis. :A number of 
writers have picked up on this potential short corning. For example, Thompson and McHugh 
(2002) point out that OT is a massive field of study that is in danger of becoming a vague, and 
over-theoretical body of literature výith little practical value. With this vvarninu in mind, this and 
subsequent chapters, consider a limited number of the most \\ idel\ used and enduring areas or 
aspects of OT. Furthermore, the empirical part of this thesis aims to contribute, all be it in a small 
way, to a more scientific approach to the use of management or organisational theories. And from 
this it is hoped that the research may contribute to the nicwement tovvards the adoption of' evidence 
based policies in public management. 
Most writers agree that there are many different approaches or schools of thought relevant to () [ 
for e,, ample, Shafritz and Ott (1992) identify eight groups of theories; 
+ Classical Organization Theory 
" Neo-classical Organization Theory 
" Human Resource theory 
" 'Modern' Structural Organization Theor\ 
" Systems, Contingency, and Population Ecology Organization Theory 
" Multiple Constituencies J Market Organization Theory 
" PoN+er and Politics Organization Theory 
" Organizational Culture and Symbolic Management Organization Theory 
(p. 8) 
There is however little common agreement as how the many different theories and approaches 
should be grouped. Koontz (1961), in his book The f anage/nent theorijungle, described 
management theory as a `semantics jungle' and identified six groups of theories. In a subsequent 
book, The Management Jungle Revisited, (1980), he increased this to eleven. Most of the 
groupings, as with Shafritz and Ott's (above) are essentially,, chronological. 'I his helps to sho\\ tile 
development of management thinking, as the various theories tend to be ciimulatitie. in that the 
build on previous v ork. Hovv ever. it is also true that some theories have developed h,, rejecting 
other vv ork, indeed as Shafritz and Ott (1992) point out there can be a degree of riv a'Irý bemecn the 
schools, 
Orý_anization theorists from one school will quote and cite each other's works regularl>. Howe%cr" 
tl1e\ usually ignore theorist and theories from other schools-or acknowledge them only negatii\c . 
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ir. 4) 
Other theorists have taken simpler \ ie%N s of the group inus_ for example Pugh (1990) identifies to 
main schools, the Organisers and the Behaviourists. In a similar \ýa\, 11 ickens (199 ) identitic,,. 
the Co, iiroller. s and the Be1701701trists. For the purposes of this thesis. the more co«mpley ýI)roupin2',,. 
such as the Shafritz and Ott model is considered to he too detailed, and the to dimensional motle1. 
too simplistic therefore a 'third way' or three group model is proposed. Thi, conipri,, c,, of three 
schools of thought which are classified as. Rational /Scientific, Bchoviouri. ýt. s. and Kt hr icl. 
to help put these in to context Table 2 identifies the groups or schools, the theories considered in 
this thesis and some of key features'. 
Table 2: Summary of key Theorists and Theories 
SCHOOL 
Rational / Scientific 
Behaviourists 
Hybrid 
THEORISTS /THEORIES CONSIDERED KEY FEATURES 
Bureaucracy (Max Weber) 
Scientific management (FW Taylor) 
Planning (Henri Fayol) 
Bureaucratic systems used to manage 
and control organisations. Assumption of 
a 'one best way'. Extensive use made of 
formal planning systems. Pls play a 
central part in the process. 
Hawthorne Studies (Elton Mayo) 
Theory X and Y (Douglas McGregor) 
Total Quality Management (TOM) 
Learning Organisations 
Business Process Reengineering (BPR) 
Rational / Scientific school 
A reaction to the rational / scientific 
schools. The importance of the softer 
human aspects of system emphasised. 
Pis less important with issues of 
complexity and ambiguity being 
recognised. 
Developed to meet the 'Japanese' effect, 
therefore Pis important. Combine aspects 
from the other two schools. May be 'hard' 
systems orientated, or 'soft' human 
orientated, or a combination of both. 
The Rational /Scientific school which mainly originates from the early 20'x' centurv. reprccnts the 
first systematic and detailed study of management and organisational behaviour. This is ho%%cver 
not to say that management theory did not exist before. The church and military for example. 
de eloped many organisational features tiýhich persist to the present day. not only in the'sc 
organisations. but in many others as vvell. Johnson and Scholes (199 3) point out that the term 
`strategy originated from large military operations (the art of generals). vv hick they trace hack to 
Sun Tzu's classic treatise, The .l rt of 
It "u, ", vv ritten some 3000 \ cars aýw. More recently. Adam 
Smith's book The ff'culth of': A'Wions (1776), made an important stud\ of the factors "tem" and 
di\ ision of labour. I his has had a major impact on mane private and public organ k itions up to the 
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present day. From a political perspective, Machiavelli's ýkork4', some to hundred , ear, beiere 
this, Milch advocated the principle of 'unity of command'', and 'hoý, N to -"uccecd at any co'. 
vvouid seem relevant to the modern day political context. 
This school (Rational / Scientific) is considered in terms of three Ikev areas and early day 
`management gurus. Firstly, the work of Max Weber and Bureaucruc r-: then principles of 
, S'cicnüficc 11(1170gC171071 from FW Taylor, and finally Planning, including the ývork of Henri Favol. 
Although these theories developed independently there is a significant amount ol'overlap, indeed 
much of Taylor's and Fayol's work supports Weber's bureaucrac\ theory. 
Bureaucracy - Max Weber 
Max Weber (1864 - 1920) was a sociologist interested in the historical dc v ckopll Ients of 
civilisations through the studies of religion, economics and socioioýg. (Pugh et a! 1971). He ýya, 
particularly interested in authority structures, and identified three ty pes: charismatic -a the name 
suggests, someone akin to a modern day Richard Branson, traditional - \ý here authorit\ i 
inherited or passed on, and rational / legal - the basis of bureaucrac\. 
It is this third type, rational / legal, or bureaucratic approach v4hich is of interest to this thesis 
Although many of the observations made by Weber are aimed at the private sector, as Ostrom 
( 1974) points they are also relevant to the public sector; 
Weber's theory of bureaucracy, was fully congruent with the traditional theorv of public mana,. uoment 
in both form and method. 
(p. 9) 
and as Hughes (1986) suggests more specifically for educatiom 
Schools and colleges, particularly if they are large. conform to a considerable degree to \\ giber' 
specification of bureaucracy. 
(p. 8 
The bureaucratic system was based on the detailed planning and organisation of the activ ities (th(e 
rational), and a collection of rules and procedures for those xvorking in the organisation (the l(-,, gal). 
In effect the bureaucracy aimed to ensured that the organisation wwas tightly controlled, and 
operated in the most efficient way possible. Weber formulated six principles for a 'modern* ti\ stem 
of bureaucracv : 
4' 9iß particular the [)iseourses (1513) and The Prince (1532L See also } larris (1999). 
41 \ singt person in charge is better than Mo more competent people io ether. Nis principle underlie, much 0! 't1he 
philosophy or present day I lead teacher training (Grace 2000a). 
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The principle of fixed and official jurisdictional areas with detailed official duký Conduct i, limited by rules and which are methodically pros ided for each organisational acti\ itv. F lie 
authority is with the post, rather than the individual. 
2. A firmly ordered hierarchy of superior and subordinate offices. 
3. the management of the modern office is based upon \aritten documents ('the files'). NNhich are 
preserved in their original or draft form. 
4. A prescribed course of expert training which prepares the individual to hold office. 
5. The holding of the office is the primary activit\ of the office-holder who is rovarded bý salary. 
(This aims to replace a system of appointments based on patronage or nepotism) 
6. The conduct of each office, and relations between them, are covered by the general rules. 
(adapted from Jones and DuOdale 1905: 301) 
From a present day perspective, bureaucratic organisations are assumed to ha\ e the follo in-features: 
Staff are permanently employed (ie contracted), they ha\ e undergone appropriate 
professional training and are a part of a hierarchy with clear lines of responsibilitv. Their 
relationship with the organisation and other employees is defined by contract (both implicit and 
explicit) and their role and specific tasks in the organisation are clearly defined. 
Originally the word bureaucracy was used in a positive way to describe a flcll run and efficient 
organisation (Berry et at 1995), indeed it was a matter of pride to be called a bureaucrat. Hotiý'c\ k2r. 
nowadays it is much more a term of derision, and used to describe an inefficient organisation. 
which is cumbersome and inflexible. In short, bureaucracy has come to be used to describe \v hat is 
wrong with the `old' management, and what the `new' management aims to replace. Drucker 
(1976) highlights this popular perception; 
Public service institutions are prone to the deadly disease of `bureaucracy'; that is towards mistaking, 
rules, regulations, and the smooth functioning of the machinery for accomplishment, and the seit- 
interest of the agency for public service. 
(p. 12) 
More specifically in education Bush (1989) points to the tension between a bureaucratic sý stem 
wanting to impose control, and the creativity of the professionals working in the system: 
The pervasive influence of bureaucratic and other rational models on schools and college. is 
confirmed by the fact that all the other perspectives tend to be tested against the bureaucratic 'norm 
A major criticism of this approach is that it neglects the individual qualities of people and regard,, 
them as part of the organizational structure, slotting into defined positions in the hierarch. "'shoo{, 
and colleges are staffed mainly by professionals who require substantial discretion in performing their 
teaching role. The bureaucratic model does not satisfactorily explain the contribution of protcssional 
staff to the management of educational institutions. 
(p. 5) 
Furthermore, in terms of Pis bureaucracies can haN e an undesirable depersonalking effect. W fl' the 
responsibi{it% for an indi\ idual's performance 1k in,, ww ith the 'post' rather then the particular 
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person. Accountability systems, such as individual appraisal. attempt to overcoil) c thi, effect. 
Hughes (1994) claims that whilst there has been a mope aývav from bureaucratic management in 
both the private and public sectors, the main difference is that bureaucrac\ has lasted a lot lonuer in 
the public sector; 
The earlier, administrative, rigidly bureaucratic model is no\ý discredited both theoreticall% and 
practically. A new model of public management using theories derived from economic and private 
management has taken over and will totall} change the waý the public sector oper<itc. Public 
management in the next century will not be the rigid, bureaucratic kind in place for most of the 
twentieth century. It will pay attention to results above everything else, to fle. yibilitv rather then 
rigidity and to the political context in which the public sector operates.... but there \611 be no going, 
back to the traditional model. 
lh ýý) 
It is often claimed by politicians that many of the reforms in the public sector are aimed at reducing 
bureaucracy, indeed such claims receive almost universal approval. There are mans eyanmples in 
education of bureaucracy; for example, the obvious hierarchy, staff employ cd on contracts, expert 
training and clearly defined methods of working. However, this is not necessarily bad. There can he 
benefits to those both working in, and those receiving the services; for example, te' vvnuld support 
the notion of a school without a permanently contracted trained head at the top of the hierarch \. 
The same is true in other areas, for example, it is comforting to knovv that the air traffic control 
systems is organised along bureaucratic lines. Jaques (1991) in his paper' . 
In Praise of Hierarchs', 
considers the rather unfashionable view that there might be some benefit from bureaucracy and 
hierarchies; 
At first glance, hierarchy may seem difficult to praise. Bureaucracy is a dirty word even among 
bureaucrats, and in business there is a widespread view that managerial hierarchy kills initiatike_ 
crushes creativity, and has therefore seen its day. Yet 35 years of research have convinced me that 
managerial hierarchy is the most efficient, the hardiest, and in fact the most natural structure ever 
devised for large organizations. Properly structured, hierarchy can release energy and creativit%. 
rationalize productivity, and actually improve morale. Moreover, I think most managers kno"" this 
intuitively and have only lacked a workable structure and a decent intellectual justification for what 
they have always known could work and work well. 
(p. 2 55 ) 
The key point here is that there is good and bad bureaucracy. In a similar vein Mintzberg (199) ) 
distinguishes between Machine Bureaucracy and Professional Bu, euucrac. i'. The former inv olh e" a 
low degree of strategic involvement by individuals. whereas the latter allo\ý s far greater 
involvement. Despite various claims and political aspirations, there is evidence of increasing 
bureaucracy (in particular machine bureaucracy) in education. A number of the 'modern' 
developments in management, in particular those under the guise of accountabilitN. are very 
bureaucratic. for example, the Ofsted inspection process, performance management and the G-l'C", 
4ý Originallv in llcrrvard Business RE'ririr (Jan-Feh 1990) 
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52 rules of conduct (Mansell 2000). Research by. Cový ie (2000) on the relationship, cc III leac, 
in Aberdeen and the EA, points to a mismatch in expectations and actuality. ýý ith the head; 
generally wanting to be more involved in the strategy formulation. 
lt is also questionable whether other sectors, including the private, are rejecting and mok ing a\\ m 
from bureaucratic structures. Although many cases can be cited of organisations adopting lc " 
bureaucratic structures, and this being of benefit to both the organisation, and its customers, the 
success to a large degree depends on the particular industry. Indeed, for many situations. 
bureaucratic approaches can be of benefit. In medicine, for example. it can be argued that 
bureaucracy saves lives; for instance, expert training, combined \\ ith set protocols, allo\ý noon 
specialists (eg paramedics) to significantly improves survival rates follo%ý ins(, heart attacks. 
Even some of the new DotCom industries are adopting bureaucratic principles. For example, in the 
case of on-line banking the traditional hierarchical structure with the manager at the topp. has been 
replaced by a `virtual' hierarchy, which is governed by structures and procedures. Methods o l' 
working are precisely defined or scripted, and anything that departs from the norm is 'passed on'. 
Indeed, one wonders what Weber might have written, had he spent hours on the phone, going 
round in circles trying to talk to a human (with a name) in a call centre, whilst listening to the i ur 
seasons. As Jaques (1991) points out much depends on the particular implementation of 
bureaucracy, 
As presently practiced, hierarchy undeniably has its drawbacks. One of business's great contemporary 
problems is how to release and sustain among the people who work in corporate hierarchies the thrust, 
initiative, and adaptability of the entrepreneur. This problem is so great that it has become täshionable 
to call for a new kind of organization to put in place of managerial hierarchy, an organization that \\ ill 
better meet the requirements of what is variously called the Information Age, the Services Air;. or the 
Post Industrial Age. 
(p. ý.. ý2 ) 
Whatever the claims about new methods of working, it would seem that bureaucrac\ \ý ill continue 
to form much of the bedrock for organisational structures in education, and mans other 
organisations. However, this is not to say that the new managerial forms \\ ill not also pla\ an 
important part; far from it, however, it would seem that this will still be vý ith in a bureaucratic 
framework for the foreseeable future. And as Jaques (1991) points out the key is understanding 
these structures: 
liierarch\ is not to blame for our problems. Encouraged b\ gimmicks and t ds masquerading as 
insights. we have burdened our managerial systems with a makeshift scaffolding of inept structure" 
and attitudes. What we need is not simply a new. flatter organization but an understanding of 
ho' 
managerial hierarchy functions - how it relates to the conmplexit\ of \\ork and how we can u,, c 
it to 
achie\ ea more effective deployment of talent and ener`\ . ý5:, ) 
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Scientific Management - FW Taylor 
Fredrick Winslow Taylor (1856- 1917) is synonymous mth the principle of , cientiflc 
management, which aims to find the one best irul' of doing a particular task. Ta% for joined the 
Midvale Steel Works as a labourer ýýithout any qualifications, and through night school gained a 
degree in engineering, and progressed to become Chief Engineer. He sav% manv aspects of the 
organisation, and this had a significant effect on his vies on v%orkers and management. I av for iý 
commonly referred to as the `father of scientific management'. indeed the terms Ta% lorism and 
Scientific management are used interchangeably. In 1911 lie produced his seminal'vork, The 
Principle's ufs'cientific Management, which has had a vast impact on all sectors of industry in 
many countries as Huczynski and Buchanan (1991) point out: 
I aylor's writings continue to have an enormous influence on managernent practice. In m»an\ 
organizations today, work is organised in the ways that Taylor suggested. 
(p. 281 
Perrow (1979) too emphasises the significant influence on the organisation of vvork that scicntif is 
management continues to have; 
These principles (scientific management) have worked and are still working, for they addres,, cd 
themselves to the very problems of management, problems more pressing than those , id%anced by 
social science. 
(p. 79) 
Indeed, as Merson (2000) points out many of the `modern' management techniques. (eg. 
performance related pay systems), have been influenced by Taylor's work: 
Behind the rhetoric of modern management lies the architecture of hierarchical management adopting 
processes that are redolent of very traditional, authoritarian and Taylorist regimes. 
(p. 165) 
Although scientific management is closely associated with factories and production lines, there is 
Much evidence of his principles being applied to the service and public sectors (Hartlcy 1990. and 
I lelsh and Saunders 1993). In essence Scientific management aims to find the best NN a,, of doing a 
particular task, by using time and motion studies, and by selecting the most suitable worker for the 
job. Previously work had been largely organised on a `craft control' svstem, vvhere expert 
craftsmen used their experience and a principle of rule of thumb to organise vwrk. Ia for (1947) 
argued that the whole country (US) vv as suffering through inefficiency in almost e% cr, sphcre. 
I Iic 
solution to this vas through and detailed stistematic approach to management, in effect making 
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management a true science. To achieve this Taylor defined four underlying principles cif' 
management: 
The development of a true science of tirork: This removed much of the uncertaintv and ý ii, --, Aries 
of the design of the work, thereby allowing the workers to understand what gras precikclv 
required of them. It established the principle of defining \\ hat a suitable \\ orker should achieve 
under optimum conditions, also connected to this was the notion of linking performance and 
pay. 
2. The scientific selection and progressive development of the irorkman: This priced the 
responsibility on the management for selecting the most suitable men. in terms of physical and 
mental properties, for the particular job. Once selected, again the manazement were 
responsible for providing systematic training. which would enable them to achie\e the he,, t 
possible performance. It was Taylor's belief that if the right men ere selected they could all 
be trained to perform well. 
3. The bringing together of the science of work und the scientircý. rll>> . ýclcclc ýl and trcaille(I mc'ir: In 
this Taylor argues that much of the resistance to scientific management comes 1-rum the 
management, with workers in general being willing to learn and to do a good job, which would 
lead to higher pay. Taylor refers to the need for a `mental revolution' on the part of 
management to accept and adopt the new principles. 
4. The constu»t and intimate co-operation of management and men: This established the principle 
of the division of work, with managers specifying the methods, carrying out quality control and 
supervising the workers. Significantly, Taylor emphasised the need for close co-operation, 
which would reduce the opportunity for conflicts; furthermore, managers themselves would be 
under the scrutiny from the workers. 
(Based on I -m for 1947) 
In addition, with respect to organising factories, Taylor introduced the concept of functional 
management. This divided up the many different functions of the foremen which were then carried 
out by specialists, such as, the cost clerk, time clerk, repair boss, inspector and shop disciplinarian 
(Pugh CI al 1971). 
In education and the public sector, there are as Helsby and Saunders (1993) point out, many 
examples of the adoption of scientific management principles; 
It is easy to identify elements of Taylorism in the operation of many of their large-scale social and 
educational programs. Thus there is a recurrent pattern of centrally devised and standardised 
pro<grammes, divided into manageable units, aimed at particular target groups, implemented by 
teacher workers, who had not been involved in the planning of the programme, constantly monitored 
by outsiders concerned with efficiency, and finally judged by 'consumers' rather than by workers. 
(p. 5O 
In practice, the National literacy strategy (NLS) pro\ ides a good example of a central l` devised and 
standardised programme, N\ ith the requirement'' to follow the set method. Teachers are generally 
selected along relatively 'scientific principles', and are in theor\ at least. re\\arded in terms of their 
ý`' 
: AIthow-ah not a 4kgal requirement. 
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performance. The principal of functional management too can be found in ni *t school;. %N ith 
Heads of Years and Departments. and Pls and league tables pros iding, the means hv Ný hich the 
consumers are encouraged to judge success. 
Furthermore, Hartley( 1990) suggests that much of education poIic% is based on pseudoscientific 
management principles. t create an 'air` of precision and neutralitv but may in Fact be ucd i 
hide political and ideological dogma; 
... the terminology used in recent education policy documentation contains a , carcel%-dP,, uised 
appeal to the tenets of Taylorism and its metaphorical basis, namelv the machine... the po%ýCr of 
metaphors in structuring education polig, and practice is considerable... in a rational and technical 
society they appear to give scientific status to the contexts in Nahich they are used. Their facade OI 
certainty and political neutrality gives a spurious objectivit\ to Nvhat are, at root. political and 
ideological means and ends. 
(P. bý> ) 
The key to this is in the selection or rejection of the evidence, and as I ! artle\ points out this is to a 
large degree a political issue. Scientific management has over the ti tars been subject <o intense 
criticism, and provides for mangy business management courses, the example of ho\\ im to mama, -, c. 
The Economist (1993) illustrates this common perception 47 
Taylorism is now vilified as the epitome or a hierarchical, authoritarian style of management which 
caused decades of labour strife. No right-thinking manager today would describe himself as a disciple 
of Taylor. 
(p. 77) 
Scientific management, particularly with its connotations of factories is often perc; ived as reducing 
the role of workers to that of `cogs' in the systems. ONeil (1986) suggest, that engineers like 
Taylor who became managers, tended to viewti workers as resources alongside raw materials and 
machines. There is evidence to support this , ke,, , with 
for example Taylor emphasising the 
selection of workers based on essentially tht jr physical attributes. 
Kelly (1982) points to the received wisdom that the main problems %vith scientific management is 
that it largely ignores the personal differences between workers, decreases the skill required for a 
particular job, with a consequential loss of staos. and puts too much pressure on ink ideals to 
perform. There , aas substantial hostility from workers towards scientific management. do much ; o. 
that the US congress banned l'ay lor's methods fi-cm being used in the defence industrN at the time 
of war'8 (Aitkin 1960). 
. 17 { i'1Vti Iti ;Y >CýCI'llAý quote from ! 1{1 liV'il1'l, ý N4`tCh l(lOktij . il 7}c\1 itpJ3f, whký> ! ll 
IX 101.4 
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A vast amount of folklore has built up over the . ears vv ith regard to ,c mitific management. same of 
4vhich is probably unjustified. Much of the problem would seem to lie in the implementation of' 
`scientific methods', combined with unreasonable and unrealistic claims about the benefit,,: in 
effect not thinking through and managing the change carefully enough. Indeed. in his later 
writings" Taylor (1916) highlighted this issue; 
I must speak of the fakers, those who have said they can introduce scientific managcnicnt into a 
business in six months or a year. That is pure nonsense. There haue been manv strikes stirred up by 
that type of man. 
(p. 72) 
Although there is perhaps a common perception that scientific management methods driv ca ýýedge 
between manager and workers by emphasizing the different roles, Iav for did emphasise the need 
for both parties to work closely together, and that this %v ould lead to mutual respect and feedback. 
A number of `modern' British organisations, might not measure up well with these principles. 
Furthermore, central to Taylor's approach was the belief that scientific management would be, and 
should be, to both the benefit of the company and its workers. as well as so3ciettibeine revvarded 
with cheaper goods and services. Many (for example, Monbiot 2000) \ýould argue that a significant 
proportion of companies nowadays would not take such a 'generous' iekv. 
In terms of managing and controlling large and dispersed organisations such as the education 
system, a scientific management approach with the associated Pis can be of benefit. Pl, can he 
developed to measure common processes across the system, from \\ hich valid judgements can he 
made, (assuming other important factors are controlled for). Hovyever. the crucial issue is ho\\ 
these and indicators are used and for what purpose. For example. most people would agree that 
performance information should be used to improve practice, le. be the basis of evviclence base(/ 
pxolk'iex. Indeed, it would seem that such an approach to practice and policy would have appealed 
to Týavlor (1916). 
Scientific management makes no pretense that there is any finality in it. We merely say that the 
collective work of thirty or forty men in this trade through eight or ten years has gathered together a 
large amount of data. Every man in the establishment must start that way, must start our [ie. as an 
apprentice], then if he can show us any better way, I do not care what it is, we will make an 
experiment to see if it is better. It will be named after him, and he will get a prize for having improved 
on one of our standards. This is the way we make progress under scientific management. There is . our 
justification for all this. It does not dwarf initiative, it makes true initiative. Most of our progress 
comes through our workmen, but comes in a legitimate ww ay. 
(p. 80) 
ziýen on the 3 March. t\w eck prior to his death 
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However, in present day policy formulation in education and the broader public vector. c' idence i, 
only one, and often it would seem minor factor in the process. Indeed. rather than beine ev idenec 
based, the process is increasingly referred to as Evidlence irnf 0/-Mecl or just Evrclence cadre (Da% ies 
ei al 1999). Leicester (1999) identified a number of factors %vhich inhibit the adoption of ev idenCe 
based practice, including politics and the effect of the bottom line (ie. KPk). In practice this can 
lead to frustration on the part of practitioners, who may be able to demonstrate vv ith the ue of 
indicators the value of a particular method, but this mav not be adopted because of other (eg. 
political or ideological) factors 
In both the private and public sector, Taylor's contribution to management has been substantial. 
Whilst there are problems and shortcomings with the underlying principles of scientific 
management, much of this comes down to selective and poor implementation, %v hich vv rind ohm 
appear to be the result of a narrow view of the fundamental aims and purposes of the orgýinisatioýn. 
From Taylor's groundwork others have developed and improved 'scientific managcmtnt', for 
example, Frank Gilbreth and Henry Gantt. 
Planning -H Fayol 
This section looks initially at the work of Henri Fayol, and then more generally at the area of 
planning. Fayol (1841 - 1925) like Taylor was by training an engineer, Mio also moved 1mm a 
technical position into a managerial role. He made a number of significant contributions to the 
techno / rational management model, including the principle ot'hierarchies and rational planning. 
Favol produced a seminal work, Administration Idustr°ielle et Gccnc-rrale - Prerovancc, 
01'garni: a1inn, Coininandemnew, Coordination, C'ontröle (1916)5', wvhich has had a major influence 
on many organisations. 
Berry et al (1995) point out that Fayol separated the role of the managers from the managed 
(division of labour), and proposed that organisations should have a unified set of purposes. vN ith 
individual interests being subordinate to these. Fayol's model of control ensured that 
communications followed a strict hierarchical 'up and down' structure, although sidevtiavý 
communication was allowed, so long as the appropriate line manager knew. Favol proposed that 
vv orkers should be responsible to just one manager (`unity of command'), which contrasts %' ith 
lai%lor's principle of functional management (Huczynski and Buchanan 1991 ). However. given 
Fav ol's principle of sidevýav s communications the differences mav not have been so great. and 
much NN ould depend on the particular situation or industry. Favol defined management as 
comprising of tip e elements: 
; (). It in' Iatcd ill(() I II i-ý li h 1949. Nýit the tit e (; euc'U/ U/, / Industrial m anagem ent 
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I. To forecast and plan: `examining the future and drawing up the plan of action'. 
2. To organize: `building up the structure, material and human, of the undertaking'. 
3. To command: `maintain activity among the personnel'. 
4. To co-ordinate: `binding together, unifying and harmonizing all actin it\ and effort'. 
5. To control: `seeing that everything occurs in conformity with establidhcd rule and c\pres'. cd 
command'. 
(adapted from Pugh cal al 1971 ) 
In terms of this thesis Fayoi's most significant contribution. ww as the bringing together and 
formalising the principles of the rational planning systems. Clearly planning as such had occurred 
before this time, but it was Fayol's work which integrated these into the management process. Pugh 
et al 1971 point out that from Fayol"s point of viele\. an effective organisation need,, to hale a plan 
which provided; unity, confinuitl',. flexibilitti' and precision. In essence, Favol believed that the 
future could and should be planned for in detail, but výhilst still maintaining a degree of fleyibiliv%, 
For Fayol, managing means looking ahead, which makes the process of forecasting and planning aI 
central business activity. Management must assess the future and make provision for it. 
(Pugh ei al 1971: 61 ) 
Over the years many theorists and practitioners have contributed to the vcr} broad field of 
planning. The remaining part of this section looks at some of these writiilgs. including those 
specifically aimed at education. Firstly. the work of Koontz et al (1980) \k ho identified Four main 
uses of planning is considered; 
To Offset Uncertainty and Change: - Organisation can not 'navigate' by aiming directly for 
goals alone, plans can provide useful 'way-points', to indicate the progress towards the goals. 
?. To Focus . Mention on Objectives: - The value and importance of interdepartmental contacts 
when producing the corporate plans. 
3. To Lain Economical Operation: - Reducing piecemeal and uncoordinated activities. vOich will 
result in more efficient use of resources. 
4. To Facilitate Control: - Setting and defining standards upon which the subordinates' 
accomplishments can be measured. 
(p. 170) 
Although this was written with commercial businesses in mind, it is equally relevant to education. 
Within schools Pis are used extensively to set `way-points' or intermediate targets. Qndi%iduals, 
departments and schools bring together objectives (in the form of Pis) to produce 'bigger' plan,,. 
and these help coordinate the various activities. Final{. the plans and the associated Pis are used 
extensively as control mechanisms (Broadbent c'i al 1999, Covv ie 2000). 
Sizer (1982) differentiates between planning (plain and simple) and strategic planning. The I' 
deals vv ith the here and now. and essentially allocates resources: whereas strategic planning is more 
outward looking. extends bevord one vear, and is able to set the direction of the organisation. It is 
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however, only over the last thirty or forty years that strategic planning. as a specific aetiv it-,. ha, 
become widely used in business. Ansoffs ( 1965) book Corporate . Strutcgv marked the he_ginnin, -, 
of a rapid growth in the study and application of stratqv . although this 
is not to say that prev iou"lk 
organisations did not carry out long term planning, or act strategically,. as stated earlier the terse 
strategy can be traced back thousands of years. 
In a similar way, Fidler (1996) differentiates between school development planning and strategic 
planning, although as argued earlier in this chapter there is some doubt as the opportunity fof, 
meaningful strategic planning at the school level. In a similar vein. Bell ( 1998) ýugge tý than; "the 
term strategic has become almost inseparable from the word planning such that if planning is not 
`strategic' then it is not regarded as planning in any real sense. " (p. 449). 
In practice the different planning activities in schools would seem to fall somewhere betvv een the 
two extremes, (short-term resource allocation and long term strategic planning). 1lo\ýc\er. Bennett 
et al (2000), when looking at planning in effective primary schools found, "that 'planning' and 
'strategy' are not conterminous for schools" (p. 336). This rather surprising finding thev attribute to 
the effect of the Ofsted inspection process. In other organisational settings many theorists hav c 
highlighted the dangers of a disjointed approach to: strategy, planning and action (eg. Rangone 
1997, Anthony 1988, Johnson and Kaplan 1991). 
Most planning systems follow a broadly similar pattern: starting with the aims of the organisation, 
and leading logically to the choices and actions which will achieve those aims. Figure 3 shows a 
typical `generic' planning model; 
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Figure 3: A generic strategic planning model 
Planning Plan Key Question 
Element Component 
Mission What should we be doing? 
Strategic 
Analysis 
Goals Where are we going? 
Policies How do we guide our collective 
decisions to get there? 
Strategy 
Implementation Decisions What choices do we have? 
Actions Shall we do it? 
__W 
(icneric strategic planning model (Robson 1994) 
In education, planning of some sort has of course ai avs existed. hovýever until the reforms of the 
198Os this was primarily 'resource allocation'. Schools operated in a relatively predictable 
cm ironment, the number of children joining the school was known, and the area of greatest cost. 
the teachers, vvas the responsihiIitv of the LEA. Edvvards (1996) points out that before 1993) , drool 
clcvclopment plans were simply 12 month forecasts written bý the head and 'nodded through hý 
the goN ernors. 1 ovv ev er, as a result of the 1988 Act, planning became a far more important and 
critical part of the management process. The curriculum and budgetary reforms demanded ne\\ and 
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more sophisticated planning systems, which she describes as being initially 'reactive'. in that they 
were designed to meet the `getter of the la"'. rather than being genuinely strategic. Hon, ev cF. on cc 
the reforms began to bed down, then planning could become more strategic and out and looking. 
The DES (1991) document, Development Planning, illustrates the broad requirement, of the 1Q88 
act; 
A school development plan is a plan of needs for development set in the context of the school's aim, 
and values, its existing achievements and the national and LEA policies and initiative,. Detailcd 
objectives are set for one year: the objectives for later years are sketched in outline. The purpose of 
development planning is to assist the school to introduce changes uccessfulk. so that the quali1ý of 
teaching and standards of learning are improved. 
(p. 2 
From this Hargreaves and Hopkins (1991) identified four main stages in the planning process: 
" Audit: a school reviews its strengths and weaknesses 
" Construction: priorities for development are selected and then turned in to specific targets 
" Implementation: the planned priorities and targets are implemented 
" Evaluation: the success of implementation is checked 
(p. -4) 
The model below (Figure 4) from Fidler (1996: 57) essentially follows these principles and is'crti 
similar to the previous generic model (Figure 3)fror Robson; 
Figure 4: A basic model of school strategic management 
A 
Decide how 
to organise 
FB 
Plan and Take stock 
implement Analyse 
EC 
Decide on plan Decide how 
format and to choose a 
implementation strategy 
D 
Develop strategies 
and choose 
0 
organising decision 
® 
strategy process 
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In practice many examples based on this generic model can be found in the education sý stem. 1 11 
model below is from the Autumn Package (DfEE-. 2000b) and IS used to plan school improvement: 
Figure 5: Five Stage Cycle for School improvement 
1. How well 
are we doing 
2. How do we 5. Taking action 
and reviewing 
compare with 
similar 
progress PUPIL schools? 
ACHIEVEMENT 
i 3. What more 4. What must we should we do to make it 
aim to happen 
achieve 
Performance indicators are a significant part of planning systems. In the example abovc Pis v, III he 
used extensively, for instance, Benchmarking may be used to compare schools. l lovvever, ii thi', 
process is flawed, (eg. the comparisons are not valid), this may knell bane a negative ellect on the 
rest of the planning process, for example, this might encourage the school to set inappropriate 
targets (at stage 3). 
Although there would probably be general agreement that planning is of Value, currently the 
education system abounds with plans at all levels, ranging from individual (pupils) education plans. 
to DfES strategy documents. This is in spite of claims of reducing administration and bureaucracy. 
Indeed, the government's vieyv appears to be that there can never be enough planning: furthernmore. 
all parts of the system are largely judged on their ability to produce `impressive' plans, výhether or 
not they have anv real meaning, or are of any use to those ae riting the plans or receie ing the service. 
Davies and Ellison (1998) succinctly summarize the phenomena: "The thicker the plan the leis it 
affects classroom practice". (p. 461), and this mad encourage 'lip service' tovvards plan. and 
suspicion of the Pis contained in them. 
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Whilst the education system (and much of the rest of the public sector) lime been increasing the 
number and more significantly the apparent importance of planning, there has been omethin _ of il 
counter movement in some parts of the `business world'. "ell before the cyplosion in educational 
planning, Lawrence and Lorsch (1967), argued that formal planning tended to restrict an 
organisation's competitiveness in a growing and changing env ironment. lar, -, elR by discouraging 
flexibility. In a similar way, Mintzberg (1994) makes the point that strategic planning h\ 'its \ci-\ 
nature, is prone to developing into an overly rigid focus on analv sis and quantification: making it 
innately inflexible and incapable of predicting crucial market shifts or encouraging appropriate 
adaptation by the organisation. Perrott (1995) pointed to the problems of planning hay in.: to Iöllo\\ 
arbitrarily set fixed cycles, in particular financial reporting periods, (Ofsted inspection cycles 
would also seem relevant). Hamel and Prahalad (1994) argue that rational planning models hail to 
allow or encourage the creative processes and discoveries that generate breakthroughs and prompt 
genuine shifts in strategic direction. (Their work \ýhich is at the heart of BPR is considered later in 
this chapter). 
On the other hand there are also dangers in a very flexible or loose planning process. Wallace sind 
McMahon (1994) point out, that whilst `day-to-day crisis management' is very flexible, it is lihclk 
to reduce efficiency and effectiveness. Hughes (1994) discusses many of the criticisms against 
strategic planning and concludes that on balance, used carefull}. they can he of benefit. The 
potential benefits include helping facilitate the `thinking processes', and encouraging and enabling 
the involvement of all staff in the management of the organisation (see also Wallace and McMahon 
(1994). 
Be11 (1998) argues for a more flexible and synergistic approach to planning and management, and 
one which encourages organisational learning5 . 
Glatter (1999) points to the contradiction, vv ith on 
the one hand ever increasing techno-rationalist systems such as strategic planning. and on the other, 
an increasing awareness of the turbulence and complexity of the educational environment. In 
practice, Davies and Ellison (1998) point to the difficulties with formal planning systems in 
situations of complexity and ambiguity: 
Strategic planning may well be useful for the more predictable and controllable elements within the 
planning processes, especially when these are incremental and linear and where a good understanding 
of the detail is possible. We contend, however, that there are problems associated \\ ith this approach. 
lt assumes a rationality and predictability which, in practical terms. may not be possible in a turbulent. 
d\ namic environment such as we have now. Its incremental nature can mean that, instead of taking 'I 
fresh zero-based view of the planning needs of the next five years. the present plan and its associated 
culture lead to a focus on adjustments and minor developments. Thus, strategic planning and 
development can obscure or overtake the need for more radical strategic rethinking. 
In line with the 'learning organisation' concept which is discus,, cd later in this chapter 
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(p. 4(e) 
Whilst highlighting the limitations of the current formal svstems for schools, thc% ako take the 
issues bevond the problems of rational planning and into the realms of 'futures thinking ("ce 
Davies and kIlison 1999} and more radical approaches to management. such as BPR. 
Planning is clearly an important process in the management of complex systenms. such as education. 
however, many of the problems with rational planning systenms and Pis centre on the lact that 
concrete predictions in terms of outcomes have to be made. If the planning proccses them, ck c, 
are flawed or found wanting, so to vv ill be the predictions or targets. And to hold people 
accountable for these may \\elI have negative effects on both their performance and that of the 
system as a whole. 
Behaviourist School 
The rational / scientific approach to vtiork and organisations improved the measurable efficiency oI' 
many organisations; in education too, scientific methods, such as the National Literacy and 
Numeracy Strategies (NLNS) has raised apparent standards52. Ho ever, the most fundamental 
criticism or weakness is the lack of regard for individuals in the , stem, which mav in turn affect 
the effectiveness of organisations, particularly complex ones tiý hich reiv on human interactions. I he 
Behaviourist (or human relations) school of management aimed to address this short-coming. 
Perrow ( 1979) succinctly points to these two different approaches: 
Whilst Taylor [Sci¬'rilrfic Alunagerne; nt] had been aware of group solidarity he seems to haue seen it a' 
an obstacle to be overcome rather than as phenomenon which needed to be understood and turned to 
managernent's advantage. For human relation theorists, however what was required for a smoothly 
functioning organisation was no less than a rational assessment of the whole person, set in a conteyt of 
the social relations of the workplace. 
(p. 64) 
The výork of Henry Gantt. who is credited with the `hurnanisation of Ta,. lorism' (Huczv nslki and 
Buchanan 1991) provides a useful link between the two schools. He vvorked with Tati for at the 
Bethlehem Steel Works 53, and Nv hi ist endorsing the principles of Scientific management, he výas 
concerned that the principles were used oppressively and as an instrument of control. 
Gantt realised that the vyorker was a human being výith needs and diýgnit,, that deserved consideration 
b\ management.... Nevertheless (like Taylor), he believed that the opportunity to earn mone\ was all 
the moti\ation the workers need to accept the improved methods. Managements job \ýa,, to create the 
conditions in \\hich this could happen. 
`2 AIt{luugh the is an incrcasenl bod}' 1)ti cýidcncc which ti}ucstion, this risc V Fvmm" and Fii, Gibbon 2 OI i 
just been announced (Nm ember 2002 ¢ that this is about to cloy 44 has 
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(Hucrv nski and Buchanan 4 91) 1: ý5ýý 
Gantt's system replaced the term 'one best ýýav' with 'best knomn way at pre,, cnt'. and Iikc Favol 
proposed that line management should not be organised on a functional basis, but rather that 
supervisors should be responsible to for all aspects of the supervision and management of'their' 
workers. Gantt also proposed that bonus system should recognise all of the contributors, and not 
just one individual. In practice this means rewarding other team members as well as the ; uperv isor. 
This approach i's very common in industry today, although not generally so in education. I ciichcr, 
individually may pass the threshold and receive a 'bonus'. howev er the results upon vv hich thcý 
have been judged, may in part be due to the efforts of others. It is impossible to prec iselk allocýiie 
the contribution of individuals in a complex organisation. In spite of these 'improvements' the 
behaviourists took a fundamentally different viesv of organisations, namely from the perspective of 
those working in them. 
Elton Mayo 
Elton Mayo (1880-1949) has been referred to as the founder of both the Human Relations 
movement and of industrial sociology (Pugh 1971). However, it is his contribution to the 
Hawthorne studies which started in 1927, for which he is best known. As Shafritr and Ott (1992) 
point out this research has, even up to the present day54, had a major impact on management 
thinking, 
The Hawthorne studies laid the foundations for a set of assumptions that would be fully articulated 
and would displace the assumptions of classical Organization theory'` twenty "'ears latter. 
(P. l14) 
Mayo and his team studied the effect of different working conditions on the output of the » OrLlrý 
at the Hawthorne factory. Initially, they looked at the effect of different levels of light and 
surprisingly it was found that both increasing and decreasing the levels led to an increase in 
production. What followed was five years of research in to many other factors Milch it as felt 
could affect production. These included, varying the length of the working day, the time and Ien4-ih 
of breaks, giving individual and group incentives, and virtually yvhatever as changed led to an 
increase in production by the experimental group. However, as Parsons (1978) points out, a certain 
degree of mythology has sprung up around Hawthorne, and therefore some of the findings should 
not he taken too literally. For example, he suggests that the effect of workers improving their skill, 
Deer time N\ as not properly controlled for, and this would have contributed to the improv cd output,. 
ý4 Ill,, rrý, eareh is still subject to scrutiny and re-esaluation (e`C. 1', ir ) I974 and 1978. Adair 1984 and Diaper I91)rll 
I ýý nti, illý vvhat is relerred to in this thesis as Rational / Scientific 
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Mayo's observed that `his' experimental group experienced an increase in their Mork , ýýtiýfaýtion. 
which he attributed to the high level of social interaction amongst the group themsekc, and «ith 
the researchers. This he concluded led to the substantial increase in productivitv (Roethliý, hergcr 
and Dickson 1964). The effect of increasing pertorrnance because of particular intcrc, t hcinI-I 
shown in individuals and groups has become known as the JI in thor»e EffL'c t. 
Examples of the Hawthorne effect can be observed in manv areas of education, for instance 
attendance and truancy rates. A school or teacher taking an interest in this, and measurin, 
performance, will not surprisingly lead to an improvement. Connersel\, choosing to ignore them 
may well have the opposite effect. In a similar way it ýNould be expected that concentratin- on a 
specific group of pupils, for example with the `booster class' system"', vvouId lead to an 
improvement in their KPI performance. At the local area level, initiatives such as 'Beacon school' 
would probably have a similar effect, and help raise that schools KPl performance 
On the other hand schools which are struggling and nearly failing mad experience an -anti - 
Hawthorne effect', with very little interest will be shown in them. The LEA and the school itself 
may well want to keep a low profile. However, if they go on to be declared failing. suddenly `great 
interest is shown. The staff will be encouraged to `save' the school, and any glimmer of hope ,v ill 
be seized on and nurtured. This may help explain the seemingly miraculous and rapid 
improvements of some schools in such situations. It is suggested that this is not only simply 
because of, a new plan, a taskforce, or a new head, but also or perhaps more importantly, because 
of increased contact and feedback to the school and those working in it. 57 
The importance of these softer aspects are at the heart of Mayo's findings. As Koontz et al (1980) 
point out, it was not so much that these ideas were new, but rather that the Hawthorne studies 
demonstrated and provided compelling evidence to support the value of such approaches: 
What the Hawthorne studies dramatized was that humans are social - that business operations are a 
matter not merely of machinery and methods but also of gearing these with the social s. stem toi 
develop a complete sociotechnical system. These experiments led to increased emphasis on the 
behavioural sciences as applied to management and to the recognition that managers operate in a 
social system. It should not be inferred from this that prior to the Hawthorne experiments successful 
managers did not recognize the importance of the human factor, or that management theorists 
overlooked it... what the work of Mayo and his associates did underscore was the need for a greater 
and deeper understanding of the social and behavioural aspects of management. 
(p. `I) 
Pupils c Iosr to Icy c14 or; + A-( 's 
1 hr accompanying increased resourcc, does of course also help 
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To help put Mayo's findings into a vwrk or organisational context. La'Vvton and Rose ( 1991) 
provide a useful summary of the main points: 
" Informal group dynamics are important 
" Informal group norms can develop which are able to undermine formal ýrorking relation, 
" Informal group norms can develop which are able to take precedence over the management, 
views on a acceptable level of production. 
" Workers which exceeded or did not achieve such levels risked beim-, ostracised by their tellu\. 
workers. 
" For many workers being a member of the group would be more important than seeking or being given promotion and therefore having to leave the group. 
" If management takes an interest in the workforce and allovýs them some degree of pelf control 
and determination, they will feel less alienated to the company 
" Where norms of co-operation and high output are established, the physical conditions of the 
workplace will be less important. 
(P i4) 
These findings will to an extent chime with many schools. Although much of a teacher's work is 
individual, social aspects such as staff room camaraderie can provide support, and help indiv iduals 
to perform well. And teachers who do not `pull their tiveight' can find themselves ostracised. For 
quite a number of teachers there is little desire or incentive to seek promotion, and (, cod heady do 
involve staff in decision making. Also many schools have difficult physical conditions. and in spite 
of this they perform well and staff enjoy high levels of co- operation. 
However, many of the reforms to the organisation of the education system do not appear toi he 
'informed' by the work of Mayo or other human relation theorists. For those vN orking in the system, 
many of the new practices which have been introduced appear to be aimed at discouraging overt 
dissent by increasing accountability and using 'harder', less trusting and perhaps less professional 
employment practices. 
Morgan and Allington (2002) in their article Has the Public Sector Retained it. s 11odel Empfo er , 
status? discuss two different forms of Human Resource Management (HRM), Hard (utiliturian 
instruinentali. sm) and Soft (devvelopment humanism). They provide evidence that the public sector i's 
moving increasingly towards the hard model, which is antithetical to Mayo's arguments (in ei#ect 
hard systems follow a rational / scientific model). Examples, they cite include, the increasing trend 
towards temporare and agencv staffing, which do increase the flexibility for the employer. but 
reduce the ability for employees to develop `informal group dynamics. In a similar \\a\ the 
reduced influence and probably consequential membership of the unions has reduced the ability of 
employees to form such groups. Increasingly, teachers are assessed and held accountable Ior their 
own (apparent) performance, rather than their contribution to their department or school, and this 
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too can increase competition and potentially discourage meaningful co-opemtiun. '` \ ari0u; 
performance indicators are widely used in these hard HRM processes. and this may %ýcl( C')F- manv 
affect their perceptions and feelings towards these indicators, 
However, one key finding from Hawthorne, the importance of feedback (see Parsons 1978 and 
Fitz-Gibbon 1996) is an important part of the modern education employ meat policy and practice. 
Good and effective schools and their heads ha\e of course alvva\s gi\en their staff feedback. 
however this process is now more formally recognised. Regular appraisal is no\\ a legal 
requirement in schools, and part of the official performance management systems. ; although. Stil! 
much of the formal system tends to be `hard' HRM. being top-down and is contrar\ to good 
industrial practice (Fletcher 1993, Hequet 1994) in that personal performance is tied to the 
remuneration and accountability processes'`'. Furthermore, there is little e\ idence of softer. bottom 
up systems, such as 360 degree or `up line' appraisal, although perhaps, such approaches are 
inhibited by `both sides' because of historical and cultural factors. It is of concern that much of the 
current government policy would appear to be aiming to increase demarcation; tier exanmple, the 
frequent emphasis on the critical importance of the head, rather then the `team'. In essence \\ hethcr 
a `hard' or `soft' model is adopted largely depends on the employer's underlying attitude and 
philosophy towards the employees; a point considered in the next section. 
McGregor: Theory X and Theory Y 
Douglas McGregor (1906 - 1964) was a social psychologist, who was particularO concerned ith 
the human aspects of organisations. For him this was the key to an organisations success. and a 
better society; 
The ingenuity and the perseverance of industrial management in the pursuit of economic ends ha'e 
changed many scientific and technological dreams into commonplace realities. It is nový becoming 
clear that the application of these same talents to the human side of enterprise will not only enhance 
substantially these materialistic achievements, but will bring us one step closer to' 'the good society '. 
(McGregor 1957a: 180) 
Leading on from this philosophical standpoint, McGregor is best known for his Theory' X and 
Theory Y which were published in his seminal book, The Human SO c of EnterprisL'_ (1960). This 
theory set out two distinct views of which an organisation's management could take of its \\ orkcr,. 
Theory X 
I The average human being has an inherent dislike of work and w%M avoid it if he can. Thus 
management needs to stress the need for productivity and offer incentive schemes. 
ýs ti c I'k)r cv, impIC A\ illianis (1999) and Revell (2000). vNho discuss tvvo successful schools. I-lurlin(:,, lham and 
C'hckeai. 
and l'homm, ý I clt'ord. \\hich hale introduced a Nariet) of 'hard' I R\1 ieehniClues. 
\nd potcntialIN the di. ciplinar) process. 
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2. Because of this human characteristic of a dislike of work, most people must he cocrccd. controlled, directed and threatened with punishment to -, et them to perform adequateiý to meet the organisation's objectives. 
s. The average human being prefers to be directed, knishes to avoid responsibility. has relati%el\ little ambition, and above all wants securit\. 
Theory Y 
1. -1 he expenditure of physical and mental effort in \w rk is as natural as play or reit. The 
ordinary person does not inherently dislike work: according to the condition, it mav he i 
source of satisfaction or punishment 
2. Workers will exercise self-direction and self control in service of objectiýcs to ýdhich he 
committed. External control is not the only means of obtaining effort. 
3. The most significant reward that can be uttered in order to obtain commitment is the 
satisfaction of the individuals self actualising needs. This can be a direct product of effort 
directed towards organizational objectives. 
4. The average human being learns, under proper conditions, not onIN to accept but to srr1L 
responsibility. 
5. Many more people are able to contribute creativek to the solutions of oruiinisational 
problems than do so. 
6. At present the potentials of the average person are not being fully utilised. 
(Based on Puh ii al 197 1: 1 49) 
These two sets of assumptions take very different positions, vý ith Theory, X taking a sornevv hat 
cynical view of workers. Control is primarily external, and imposed upon subordinates b} their 
managers. In contrast, Theory Y takes a far more optimistic vieýý of human nature, and emphasises 
the potential initiative and self-motivation vwhich ma- be exhibited h\ individuals. It is huvve'er 
significant to note that McGregor chose the terms X and Y to give an impression of neutrality. and 
therefore avoiding connotations of 'good' and `bad'. The table belovv from Koontz et al ( 1980) 
illustrate the sorts of managerial behaviour which is associated ww ith the theory 
Table 3: McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y 
Theory X Theory Y 
Selected key People dislike work; people must be People like work; people work best under 
managerial forced to work; people do not willingly self-direction; people like to assume 
activities assume responsibility responsibility 
(a) Planning Superior sets objectives for subordinates 
(including setting Little participation in setting targets and 
objectives development planning 
Few alternatives are explored 
Low commitment to objectives and plans 
Superior and subordinates set objectives jointly 
A great deal of participation in target setting and 
planning 
Many alternatives are explored 
High commitment to objectives and plans 
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(b)Leading Leadership is autocratic, based on 
authority only 
People follow orders, but hidden resistance 
and mistrust exists 
Communication is one way, top down with 
little feedback 
Information flow is limited 
(c) Controlling and Control is external and rigid 
appraising Superior act as a judge 
Low trust in appraisals 
Leadership is participative and teamwork is 
based on competence 
People seek responsibilities, feel accountable 
and are committed to performance 
Communication is two-way with a great deal of 
feedback 
Necessary information flows freely 
Control is internal and based on self control 
Superior acts as coach 
High trust in appraisals 
Focus is on the past, with an emphasis on People lean from the past, but focus on the 
fault finding future; feedforward control emphasizes problem 
solving 
13&>cd on KomII/ et u! ( 1990 (117) 
Perhaps surprisingly McGregor did not intend that his theories \\ould represent the t%%o c\trcolIcs of' 
a continuum upon which all managers and organisations could be placed. Hovv ever, as vv ith ninny 
organisations, the education system does not easily fit in to either X or Y. In practice, cyý>»1plcs of 
behaviour from both sides can be observed. It is also quite possible for one level of an oruaanisatioýn 
to embrace one theory, and another level the other; furthermore, there can be a significant 
diAerence between espoused views and what actually happens. 
In terms of planning and setting targets for example. this should in theory be done 'hy the governiir,, 
body (QCA 1999) in negotiation with LEAs (ie. theory Y). although, in practice various pressure,, 
are brought to bear on schools which limit meaningful negotiation". Furthermore. the trend 
(Hackett 2000) is to ards the government setting targets centrallv (ie. theory X), although there i, 
some evidence (Passmore 2002a) in spite of this that teachers are reasonab{v committed to their 
objectives (Y). 
In a similar way, the actual curriculum and pedagogy are very much in line ýýith theory 
X. vv ith 
them being centrally determined, and their being few options for schools to explore any 
alternatives. Although again it would seem that many schools and teachers are quite 
happy ith 
this (Earl ei al 2©ßl, Passmore 2002a). The governments leadership model is very much 
based on 
theory X, although, heads in many good and effective schools adopt a theor\ Y approach \\ 
ith their 
staff. 
Iiovvever, ill terms of control the picture is less ainbi"uous. Schools are largely controlled 
hy 
external mechanisms, such as Ofsted and the performance management s) stein 
(ie. Theory N ). 
(Io erainio bodies do of course play a part, hoNvever this is precisely defined and tiglitIN controlled. 
("I I J., \, ha\ c to ensure that schools targets are challenging, and are required to entiurc that their o\\ ii target- 
are niet. 
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Within these control systems individual performance appraisal k an important part NNhich 
McGregor (] 957b) described as being based on Theory X: 
Even a cursory examination of conventional programs of performance appraisal %%ithin the rank ol 
management will reveal how completely consistent they are with Theorv X. In fact, niest Such 
programs tend to treat the individual as though he xk ere a product under inspection on the aýýcnih1> 
line. 
(p. I `)? 
This blanket interpretation would seem a bit hard on performance appraisals pf . si . In education 
the\ tend to be top-down but can nevertheless provide a useful opportunity for posütiv e two-vv av 
communications. Koontz et al (1980) suggest that McGregor's concern as mainly to do \Lith 
managers having to `play god' in performance appraisals, and that this situation could be improved 
by using more objective criteria. However, in terms of the actual process in education only ýa small 
number of relevant objective criteria are available, much of a teachers performance is dependent 
(quite rightly) upon many largely intangible factors. 
It is difficult to assess whether education is moving tov aids theory X or Y. In terms of espoused 
policy this is very much in the direction of Y. The white paper, Schools . 4chie>ring Success (I)fFti 
2001 a) is very much couched in terms of theory Y. Although in practice much appears to be based 
on theory X, with for example many centralised (and effectively compulsory) initiatiNes and 
strategies. A general move towards theory Y would seem to be a good thing. There are compelling 
arguments that individuals in complex systems like education need to work ýv ithin such 
frameworks if they are to be effective, in the broadest sense; for example using their imagination 
and initiative to address difficult and ambiguous issues. However, it would be wrong to assume that 
such an approach is necessarily easy and without problems, indeed the demands on the indi\ ideal, 
can be far greater, than simply `following orders'. Drucker describes the experience of Abraham I 
Maslow, who was the leading theorist on motivation (eg. Maslow's well knovs n Hiercn"(ctn- of 
Needs 1970) and a strong believer on the value of the theory Y approach (Koontz et of 1980); 
Maslow spent one year working closely with a small company in Southern California vOhich at the 
time tried to practice Theory Y... [Maslow] pointed out that the demand for responsibility and 
achievement may well exceed what any but the strong and healthy can take. He sharply critici, ed 
Theory Y for `inhumanity' to the weak, the vulnerable, the damaged, who are unable to take on the 
responsibility and self discipline which Theory Y demands. Even the strong and 
health). Malo\' 
concluded, need the security of order and direction; and the weak need protection against the 
burden 
of responsibility. 
(Drucker 11)1)1): 2-11 
It is difficult to generalise too much from this, as much depends on the particular situation and 
needs of the organisation. It does hovvev er illustrate the potential difficulties of chang 
inu froill \ to 
Y. Indeed, if the go%crnment \ýere to abandon some of their tightl\ defined stratcgic,, _ such a, the 
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NLNS, this might not be vie%tied b\ all teachers as a 'ýwnderfull\ ernpoýýerin`J experience': again 
much would depend upon the context. The external evaluation (Earl et al "1001) ol'the \lA, found 
evidence to suggest that schools and teachers welcomed the hiýhl\ prescribed methods and 
accompanying materials. This the\ suggested helped teachers cope ýti ith the demand,, of both ihe' e 
strategies and the many other new initiatives. Whether in the long tern this \\ ill help dc\ elop the 
skills and abilities of teachers generally, and from this the overall quality of the education ;v ; tem. 
is another matter. 
McGregor ( 1957a), like a number of other theorists of the time, emphasised the importance of the 
work situation and context. He pointed out that the behaviour of the ý<oi'kcr, was larýiely a rc. nction 
to the `scene set' by the organisation. 
The social scientist does not deny that human behavior in industrial organizations today is 
approximately what management perceives it to be. He has, in tact, observed it and studied it fairly 
extensively. But he is pretty sure that this behavior is /º01 a consequence of man's inherent nature. It is 
a consequence rather of the nature of industrial organizations, of management philosophy, police. and 
practice. 
(p. I7ý) 
In practice there are many examples of employees being ver\ effective in one situation or contc\t. 
and very ineffective in others; indeed one only has to apply this to children and how the\ perform 
in different classes. He went on to argue that many organisations adopted theory X in the mistaken 
notion of what is cause and what is effect, and that this would lead to `self-fulfilling prophe-oc, '. 
Although, the Hawthorne studies and Theory X and Y have made an important and tialuable 
contribution to the theory of management (Shafritz and Ott 1992. Pugh and Hickson 1989). like all 
models they do have their limitations. McGregor's work. for example. was carried out in the 195()ß 
and 60s, a time of low unemployment and general optimism in terms of businesses. There vsa, little 
need to compete with the tiger or pacific rim economies, and even education in those days appeared 
a far `simpler' process. Consequently, such models are less able to deal vv ith the mailv 
contradictions and paradoxes of present day management, and in particular the complexities oi' 
public management with its many different influences and objectikes. Others such as Morse and 
Lorsch (1970) Beyond Theory 1, and Ouchi (1981) Theof. i Z: Hoer American Business Can . 11eer 
the . iaparnest' C'hai/en e, 
have further developed the theories to meet the needs of such 
organisations. Unfortunately, there is insufficient space to look at some of these, and thereI wre the 
next section jumps to Hybrid management theory. 
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Hybrid School 
The term Hybrid is used here to describe the 'modern" or contemporary approach to mang , omcnt. 
In many respects these combine the theories from both the rational / scientific and the beha% iourikt 
school. For example, one of the approaches considered here. Business Process Re-engineering,. ha. 
elements of scientific management in that actions are carefully planned and theorv I in that 
stakeholder involvement is encouraged. 
A substantial number of Hybrid approaches have been developed oýer the last thirt\ or so v cars, 
indeed many have been described as `Fads (Caulkin 1996. Shapiro 1998). A number though 11,1k e 
proved to be more enduring, for example, the `Learning Organisation" philosophy. 
This section firstly looks briefly at Managenu fit By (Thjcc[iv"c's (MB©), výhkh helped set the <cne 
for hybrid management, and the well known and influential ýýork of Peters and Waterman (1 182). 
relating to `Excellent Organisations'. Folloký ing this. three different by hrid approaches. Total 
Qualihv Afomuizemeni. Learning Organlxalic»1. ý, and Businc'. c Proce. '. ý Reeii i; i eeriiag, are 
considered in more detail. 
The background the Hybrid approaches 
The impetus for the hybrid approaches was caused h\ tvvo factors in particular; the general vvodd 
economic recession of the 1970, in part due to the OPEC `oil crisis', and the relativ e economic 
success of Japan. This resulted in a general tightening of economic controls, which as particularly 
evident in the public sector (see chapter 5) and the development of new management practices to 
meet these challenges. 
Much of Japan's success at this time, has been attributed to the different management culture vv hieb 
existed in Japan, and in many respects was more in tune the 'behaviourists' rather than the 
bureaucratic structures of the west. Konosuke Marsushita the founder and E\ecuti\ e Director of 
Matsushita Electric, (one of the largest electronics companies in the world). described these 
different approaches; 
We are going to vin and the industrial West is going to lose out: there's nothing much %ou can 
do 
about it, because the reasons for failure are \N ]thin yourself... for v ou. the essence of managerneut 
is 
getting the ideas out of the heads of the bosses into the hands of labour... 
for us, the core of 
management is precisely the act of mobilizing and pulling together the intellectual resources of all 
enmplo) cs... onk bý dra\\ing on the combined brainpower of all its emplo\ees can a firm taco up 
to 
the turbulence and constraints of today's environment. 
(Matsushita 1 )$: ) 
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It ýýould of-course be wrong to tar aII the kýestern companies with this broad bru. lh. there arc Alan" 
successful western companies which have a long histor,, of such an approach to management: for 
example, He%,, Iett and Packard and Proctor and Gamble (Push and Hickson 1989). Man% theorist 
(eg. Ouchi 1981 and Deming 1986) largelti support the of Matsushita. and bane concluded 
that these cultural differences led to the success of Japan during the latter half of the 2O"' 
centaury`'1 . Principles based on these difference habe led to the formation (and language) of modern 
hybrid management theory. 
Management by Objectives 
Peter Drucker the highly prolific theorist and writer is largely credited (Shafritz and Ott 100 ) vti ith 
identifying and formalising the principles of Management B\ Objectkes (MBO) in his book The 
IYocik e of ! lkwnagcmena (Drucker 1954). Although the systein became \ ery popular during the 
1960's and 70's interest began to wane during the 1980's. The system is quite simple; objectives 
are set by the management for individuals and functional areas in the organisation. and the role o{* 
the subordinates is to meet these objectives (they may have some discretion in hoýý this is 
achieved). Although MBO is now largely discredited as a management sý stem''' (Kuonti c/ al 
1980, Shafritz and Ott 1991), it is relevant to both the development of h\ brid management thco>rv 
and current day public sector management. 
As a system it combines the hard management principle of setting objective targets. ýýith the 
potentially softer principle of allowing individuals some degree of freedom and creati\ it\ in 
meeting their targets. There is no particular requirement as to vti hat the targets are based on. 'I icy 
may for example be key output indicators or more specific process indicators. Within education the 
current Performance Management Framework (DfEE 2000a), has many similarities vti ith MBO. 
objectives are firstly set, then monitored through the time period (typicall a year) and in due 
course rev ietir ed, 
Planning: team leaders discuss and record priorities and objectives with each of the teachers in their 
team. They discuss how progress will be monitored. 
Monitoring: the teacher and team leader keep progress under review throughout the cticle, taking and 
supportive action needed. 
Review: the teacher and the team leader review achievements over the year and evaluate the teacher's 
overall performance taking account of progress against objectives. 
(DIES 200I f: 5) 
"I ! 'here is some debate that this Japanese approach has no" led to the economic ditUeultic currcnth cv dent in 1; rpun 
und other f'acitic Rini countries. 
`'= Druckcr's more recent writing (cg Drucker 1980) r118I: es no mention of it. 
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-1 he main complaint against MBO is that it encourages dy sfunctional behav iour. Belovv ka 
summary by Koontz cat ct1(1980) of some of the vv idelý accepted problems of \IBC) sy,, teens: 
" encouraging short-term behaviour. 
" difficulties setting the objectives at the right level (le too hard or too easy). 
" encouraging inlexibiljty, 
" using numbers for objectives which can not be effectively quantified, and 
" attempting to apply the same numerical objectives to different units of the organisation «hich 
operate in significantly different circumstances. 
Koontz et u/ ( 1980: 209) 
And in the guise of performance management systems for schools, ('ovv ie (2000) argues that: 
Because performance management promotes the cult of performativit\, it mad stifle creati\ ity, inhibit 
improvement, distort educational purposes and encourage an emphasis on the readily testable at the 
expense of more diffuse aims, discouraging qualitative monitoring and vvorh against school being, 
responsive to the communities they serve. Instead, performance management decentralliies in order to 
tighten control, giving rise to a version of accountability that "; eiiiforces (»mvc'whmal hierarchical 
control at the level of the microstructure "(Mintzberg. 1996, p. 89 
(p. 2) 
In spite of the potential dysfunctional effects of MBO, objectives or targets do nevertheless plaay 
and important and often valuable part in managing organisations. For instance, in terms of' 
individual appraisal they can provide clear unambiguous numerical data, upon vtihich potentiallv 
fair judgements can be made. Furthermore, as Koontz L't al (1980) point out using MBO systems 
can increase commitment and involvement from individuals when they are able to choose and 
develop their own methods. Indeed. Drucker (1977) although no longer mentioning MBO, outline 
many important issues relating to the use of objectives in general, and specifically points to the 
potential danger that, "... objectives that become straitjackets do harm". (p. 93). He concludes his 
arguments by stating that objectives should provide, direction and commitment directed tovvairds 
the future of the organisation. The key to all these points is selecting appropriate objectk es which 
reflect the values of the organisation, and then using them in an appropriate and supportive vv av . 
Excellence 
The idea of excellent organisations came to particular prominence in Peters and Waterman's classic 
, mid best selling business book, hi . search of 'excellence (1982). This work 
has had a major impact 
on both business and public sector management (Pollift 1993, Hughes 1994, Stacey 1993). It \\a-,, 
ritten at a time of the increasing awareness of the need for all companies to improve their 
performance particularly in terms of their customers. Pollitt (1993) points out that this increasing 
culture of'cxcellence` started in the US in 1980, and vNas then adopted in varv ins( degrees in the 
UK. 
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Currently. the `excellent' word appears in many policies and polic\ docurncnts: for hample. 
'E'xcellence in Schools and Excellence in Citice. ti, as ý%eli as publications such as. The Pursuit ol 
Excellence', (Barber 1999), The Business Excellence model, " (Ofsted 1998). Achievin;; 
Excellence through the National Curriculum', (Blunkett 2000): indeed a kev vsord , earch of the 
word `excellent' on the DfES website brought up nearly e\er\ document that has been rcc(ntl\ 
written! 
Peters and Waterman's work was based on a study of 43 \\ ell knovvn. and vvhat vtiere commonlv 
regarded as being very successful American corporations. Although these were all from the fortune 
500 list, the argument was that any organisation, anywhere in the world, could imitate these 
features. and in due course become `excellent' and successful. Peters and \A aterman identified 
eight recurrent features of these organisations: 
1. Stick to the knitting. Organisations should stick with their core strengths, which the mana, crs 
knew and understood best. 
2. Close to the customer. The excellent companies b} listening to their customers hccame better 
adapted to their environment than their competitors. 
3. Productivity through people. There was apositive approach to ýgencratiný. ý a feelin; -, of' belonging on the part of the employees, and a corresponding improvement in pertbrmancc. 
4. Autonomy and entrepreneurship. This encouraged individual initiative and to a degree, ri4 
taking. 
5. Hands on, value driven. The leaders of the organisation define the vision and core values, and 
instil a common culture. 
6. Bias for action. The emphasis here, is against too much lengthy analysis and planning, but 
rather one of trying it and seeing. 
7. Simple form, lean staff. Developing flatter organisations with authority pushed down the line. 
Rigid job descriptions are discouraged. 
8. Simultaneous loose - tight properties. Excellent companies were found to be able to alloy'. 
simple fluid structures of autonomy and individual empowerment (loose). with short term 
financial controls and performance evaluation (tight). In effect the companies ýcerc both 
decentralised and centralised. 
(Based on Peters and Waterman 1')82) 
A number of parallels can be identified with the development of education and the broader public 
sector. For example, the development of governing bodies and the involvement of parents in Okted 
inspections has encouraged schools to become much closer to parents and the \\ ider community 
(2). The performance management system aims to recognise the importance and encourages the 
development of individuals 'vorkino ww ithin the education se stem (3). There is some evidence of 
"' ;ý definition they tv c to dcurihc the inspection 1rame\vork. 
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schools becoming flatter and leaner organisations, although this many not ncccs, aril_\ be from the 
point of vic of developing 'excellence' but rather meeting financial targets (7). l he idea of loost, 
-- tight properties relates closely to the principle of a 'hard' sý stems approach %N hich is adopted bý 
the government, combined with the 'softer' management techniques vvhich are supposed toi be 
`taught' to school leaders (NCSL 2002). 
As previously mentioned in chapter'), Ouston ( 1999) highlight the similarity and overlap with illI 
of the `features of effective sc'hools' by Barber el al 1995; 
" professional leadership: strong, purposeful, involved 
" shared vision and goals 
"a learning environment 
" concentration on teaching, and learning 
" e\plicit high expectations 
" positive reinforcement 
" monitoring progress 
" pupil rights and responsibilities 
" purposeful teaching 
"a learning organisation 
" home-school partnerships 
Stacey (1993) points out that like so manv recipes for success. the Peters and Waterman studv did 
not prove to be the definitive route'. Indeed, since their study, quite a number, to thirds \ý ithin 
five years, of the organisations in the study have `fallen' some ýýav from their peak. (for example 
Wan,,, Atari and even IBM). This is however not to suggest that the study does not have sonne 
value, and of course a simple explanation might be that their competitors have read the book and 
also found success! 
Although much of what Peters and Waterman said was not original, it was the bringing to Bether 
through their research of these ideas and their very accessible writing style, hich er, much 
contributed to the phenomenal success of the book. There is no doubt that their studs occurred at 
the right time and encouraged many business leaders to examine their approaches. and to become 
receptive to the `new' hybrid management approaches. 
Total Quality Management 
The term Total Quality Management (TQM) refers to quality programs and svstcros. Mhich vvcie 
mainly detieloped during the 1980's and 90's. These have the general aim of improving the quality 
ofproducts or services. vvhich Nwuld in turn lead to better business performance. Although. the 
systems vv ere originalk developed for industry, initially as a means of meeting the competitiv c 
challenges of the Japanese industries, they have also been found to be applicable to , crv ice and 
public sector organisations (Deming 1986. Murgatrovd and Morgan 1993). In education for 
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example, Ofsted claim that their inspection frameýwrk is: -'ýirtuallv indi, tinutii; hable in o%trill 
shape from the structure of a `Business Excellence model' Milch is based on TQ\I" (Ofsted 19QS 
p. Annex A). Furthermore, the government in their vtihite paper. 11o(lerni, ýin Gmn'erizmenl (Cabinet 
Office 1999) advocate the adoption of the European Foundation for Qualilv Management (EI (, )%I) 
Business Excellence Model (BEM) for the public sector generally, and again this is aI QNI model. 
There is no such thing as Me TQM system, but rather a number of different s\ stems, vý hich hay c 
been developed, for example by; Philip Crosby, Joseph Juran and W. Edward Deming. or indeed 
by organisations themselves. In general the various s\ stems ha\ e the follo\\ ins, t'eaºturcs, 
" Focus on the needs of the market (or customers) 
+ Achieve top quality performance in all areas ol'the organisation 
" Develop measure of performance 
" Establish simple procedures for ensuring quality performance 
" Continually review processes to eliminate waste 
" Ensure effective communication 
" Seek never-ending improvement 
(Based on Freeman I 99 ;) 
As well as differences in the various systems, there is also variation in how they should be applied. 
Some writers advocate an approach which concentrates on specific areas of the organisation. For 
example, Freeman (1993) and Sallis (1993) argue that the kev to an organisation's success is the 
pursuit of ever improving quality from the perspective of the customer (or student). Others such gis 
Oakland (1995) and Deming (1986) emphasise the importance of an overall or cultural approach to 
quality. 
The model developed by W. Edwards Deming is considered below, although lie did not in fact refer 
to it as TQM, but rather, `The Derning System of Profound Knowledge'' "'. Derning's %ýork has 
recei\ ed widespread approval, and is considered by many (for example, Crawford and ShutleI- 
1999, Weller 1995), as being particularly relevant to the education s' stun. This s\stený oriýýinatcs 
from Deming's work in the 1950's in Japan, where lie as credited ith contributinI-I to the 
'Japanese industrial miracle (Deming Organisation 2000). 
Deming's s\ stem consists of' 14 points for management', vtIhich lie cIaýmied are applicable to a9I 
or anisations, \\ hates er their size and t\ pe; 
I Create constancy of purpose for improvement of the product and service, Nsith the aim to 
become competitive and to stay in business, and to provide jobs. This emphasise the need 
for lone term \ ie\\s. and being able to meet the constantly changing needs of their customers. 
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2. Adopt the new philosophy. Deming makes the assumption that the -old philosophy' accepted faults such as delays, mistakes and allows the use of poor materials. and that to be succe, ýst'ul the managers must accept a `new philosoph%'. 
3. Cease dependence on mass inspection to achie%e quality. This moves the primar\ quality inspection down to those carrying out the production. Deming emphasises the need for training 
and the development of techniques for people to do this. 
4. End the practice of awarding business on the basis of price. Man% c\pcnsi\e and long term 
mistakes have been made by buying the cheapest. Deming also emphasises the importance of 
developing long term supplier relationships, which enable and can encourage the customer sind 
supplier to work more closely. 
5. Improve constantly and forever the system of production and service, to improve qualith 
and productivity, and thus to constantly decrease costs. This has now become commonly 
known as `Continuous Improvement'. 
6. Institute training on the job. The greatest waste in am organisation is the failure to use and 
develop the talents of its people. There can be many costs and risks employing a nevv specialist 
for a particular function, which an existing member of staff, with the appropriate training may 
be able to carry out, to the benefit of both the individual and the organisation. 
7. Institute leadership. This requires a new kind of management. one which has mewed away 
from a command and control approach, to one based on an inter-personal leadership approach. 
8. Drive out fear, so that everyone may work effectively for the company. The principle here 
is that staff motivation is largely dependent on security. Deming believes that people \\ant to 
do a good job, assuming they work in an environment which encourages them. 
9, Break down the barriers between departments. This aims to encourage people to 'cork 
together as a team throughout the organisation, which will reduce dysfunctional conmppctitioli 
between individuals, and groups of workers. 
10. Eliminate slogans, exhortations, and targets asking for new levels of productiv ih. Deming 
was concerned that these lead to an dysfunctional adversarial approach to manqcment. III 
addition most of the problems to do with production are systemic, and beyond the control of 
the workers. 
I. Eliminate work standards that prescribe numerical quotas. Deming argues that ý\orkinu to 
numerical quotas often leads to cutting corners and an overall reduction in quality of the 
'whole' product. 
12. Remove the barriers that rob people of their right to pride of workmanship. Deming 
argues against such things as appraisal systems and merit ratings, which he believes put, staff 
in competition with each other, and can discourage teamwork. 
13. Institute a vigorous programme of education and self-improvement. This is aimed at all 
individuals within the organisation. 
14. Put everyone in the company to work to accomplish the transformation. It is essential to 
involve everyone in the transformation to a -new' quality culture. 
(Based on Deming 1986) 
Deiiiing also identified barriers (the seven `deadly diseases') to the 'neov mainagement'. Mast reka1c 
to ownership and financial structures of commercial organisations: Igovvever reIevant to thIs thesi,. 
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are the v idcspread use (or mis-use) of performance appraisals. and high stakes eternal indicator,. 
ie KPIs. 
Deming argued against prescribed numerical quotas (I 1) and the ratcheting, up of targets (10) 
hich are at the heart of the government approach to 'raising standards'. The current v stems of 
accountability relies heavily on mass inspections (3), ie by Ofsted, and the government's approach 
of 'name and shame' would seem to 'drive in fear' (8). There are examples of the -, ov ernment 
encouraging professional on the job training (6) although this is often in response to teacher 
shortages. There is also evidence of schools and teachers adopting 'the' neýv philosophy. although 
the government interpretation of this would seem to be narro\\ l\ defined as dri\ in`, up KPls. 
Much of the attraction of TQM for many schools and educational institute, is that it highlights the 
importance of quality, and on the face of it a neýý more enlightened approach to manage ment. 
Bonstingl (1993: 66) points out: "TQM provides a welcome point of departure from this outmoded, 
(Tayloresque) counterproductive model of education".... and suggests the power of TQM lies in its 
philosophy of continuous improvement, or a'yearning for learning'. Sallis (199 3) highlights the 
integrated nature and potential power and value of TQM but also points out that it is not a magical 
overnight cure; 
lt is not just another initiative. It is a philosophy and a methodology which assists institution,, toi 
manage change, and set their own agenda for the plethora of new external pressures.... In the indu,, trial 
sphere it is seen as the means by which beleaguered economies in the West can transform thenhc'fýes 
to compete better with the fast growth economies of the Pacific rim. There are those in education ýOho 
believe that TQM properly applied to it can complete a similar transformation. However, TQM d0c' 
not and will not bring results overnight. The essence of TQM is a change of culture. Changing the 
culture of an institution is a slow process, and one that it is best not rushed. 
(p. 99) 
Quong and Walker(] 996) describe how TQM can help in changing and restructuring a school. 
v. hick has to meet the potentially contradictory needs of. "[av ertingI a fiscal crisis and its 
community's demand for an organisation that was more caring and responsive to student. parent 
and teacher needs" (p. 219). They found that the process gas far from simple, it required a lot of 
hard vvork and commitment from all parties, and was most certainly not a quick fiy. Ho%ýever, in 
the long term they felt it had produced many tangible benefits. The issue and indeed conflict ot' 
time scale is an important one. Currently, like businesses, schools are measured on an annual basis. 
and initiatives vvhich do not provide returns tivithin that time frame may well be unattracti%c to 
policy makers. Cra\\ ford and Shutler (1999) point out that using Croshv's 'zero defects' model oI' 
TQM is more appropriate to 'quick returns'. Con\ersely. Deming's approach takes a longer term 
s\ stemic view of an organisation and its performance. Therefore, this model would seem to be at 
odds vv ith aspects of gov ernment policy such as the PSA targets for 2002 (Treasury 2000). 
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Chappell (1994) points to the considerable variations in the application of T(, )ß'\1 and in gencraI 
concludes that they help improve the quality of the product ( ie the teaching). but not 1,0 much the 
quality of the organisation. This %%ould suggest that the more holistic application of l QM t-,, looing 
out to an approach which improves short term tangible results. Within higher education. Holmes 
and Mc k, Iwee (1995) point out that the `modern' performance culture and accountabilitv structure,, 
is antithetical to the underlying philosophy of TQM; 
Quality manw-, enrent has, in the university and indeed in further education became a ', trategic issue'. 
However, unlike any other sector in the economy, TQM has not been `given the opportunity to be used 
as a strafe is driver - not because of lack of interest, but because the imposition of external control 
mechanisms have prevented HEOs dealing v4 ith issues of quality enhancement. As regards quality, 
HEOs have in the last four years been simply trying to come to terms with dealing vti ith the interests of 
the Higher Education Funding Council and the Higher Education Qualit\ Council at the cXpcnse of 
quality enhancement. 
ip. 8) 
In essence TQM systems do have much to offer. however their potential Ion- term benefit. N\ ill not 
necessarily provide short-term KPI improvement. 
The Learning Organisation 
Organisations that learn have of course existed for hundreds or thousands of v ears, hmvcv er it r, 
only more recently, since the 1980's in particular, that the term `learning organisation' has pained 
common usage in management theory. Two books in particular helped set the scene, The Fifth 
Discipline: The :1 /v anal PI-ac/ice of the Learning Organisation (Senge 1990) and The Learning 
('omlpanni': a sIrategi' f»- sti. starnahlc' (let eloInne l (Pedler et al 1991 ). Man} of the principle, build 
on other vtiork, such as that of Argyris and Schön's (1978) vs ho looked at different ty pes and Icv els 
of learning. Indeed, the importance of learning has been highlighted by nmanv others. tOr eya mple. 
Peters and Waterman (1982) succinctly stated that, "The excellent companies are learning 
organisations". 
There is no simple definition of what a learning organisations is, indeed the there are 
definitions and interpretations, tivith much depending on the particular context. Ho%ýe%er. to help pct 
the scene, the folfovýing quotes aim to illustrate some of the fundamental principles: 
Organisations where people continually expand their capacity to create the results the% trufý de ire. 
here new evpansike patterns of thinking are nurtured, tiýhere coIVective a piaatian is pct tiree. and 
where people are continually learning hový to learn together. (Senge 1990) 
A Learning Company is an organisation that facilitates the learning of all its member, and 
contirniousk transforms itself. (Pedler et al 1991) 
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Creating an environment where the behaviours and practices involved in continuous development mrc 
actively encourai&ed. (Mumford 1990 
'I pese definitions can be expanded to give six key, principles of learning organisation,: 
" [ricourage innovation and experimentation 
"I lave a relatively blame free culture 
" f, incoLrrage participation in policy and strategy formation 
" Ensure effective internal and external communication and co-operation 
" Create supportive information systems 
" I, ncourage a long term and holistic vieýa of the organisation 
A common theme from these is the importance of a climate that allovýs learning to take place at u/I 
levels oft lie organisation. Mumlord (1995) argues that Iearning starts at the individuaI level, and 
Organisations'. this can then progress throughout the organisation. to give a `Learning t4 - 
Figure 6: A learning organisation model 
Individual Learning 
From h1un1i-urd1. ,A (l&)9-5) 
14he 1. carning organisation its RC iCvv 
As previously discussed in chapter 2, what constitutes thc organisation can be urrnclear. For 
example. does the education system consist of a number of autonomous self-managing schools. or 
is it a cuhcsive national svsteni. Miere indiv idual schools are in effect 'sub-branches". ' Principle" 
such as '1, ocal Maina"emlmeut of Schools. suggest that schools should he discrete organisation,, and 
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therefore able to learn and develop on an individual basis. On the other hand, the organisation and 
control structures which have been imposed as a result of the New Educational Mana_ement' (sec 
chapter 7). suggest that education is far more of a unified or centrall\ managed v, tcm, and 
therefore the whole system has to learn, with the `learning' being passed doýv n the sv steps. 
Many educational writers and theorists have extolled the' irtues of 'learning organisations' (for 
example, O'Sullivan 1997, Diggins 1997, Gunter 1996). Intuitivelv. the concept is very attractive 
or indeed a natural one for educationalists. To help define in more detail what constitutes a 
'learning organisation' Pedler el all I point framework is given belo\\, which has been vv idelR 
applied to both industrial and service organisations.; 
Learning approach to strategy: Business plans are evolved and continually- modified , n, 
necessary. Small scale experiments with feedback and review can be built in to the procc, s. to 
allow continual improvement. 
2. Participative policy-making: All members of the company take part in policy and sti Iteuv 
formation, also stakeholders; employees, customers and suppliers, as vvell as the ýmana, ýemcný, 
influence the policy making. Appraisal and career planning decisions can contribute to the 
company's strategy and policy. 
3. Informating: Information technology is used to increase understanding of what is going, on in 
the organisation. The information is not simply used for reward and punishment. 
4. Formative accounting and control: Ensures that systems of accounting, budýctinýý and 
control are structured to assist learning. This encourages an ethos of self-responsibilit\. ýNith 
the development of systems that encourage individuals and units to act as 'small businesses' 
within the larger system. Accountants or others with a similar controlling, function are a1tio 
perceived as consultants and advisers. 
5. Internal exchange: Departments develop a customer / supplier relationship with each other, 
and agree quality, costs etc. Although each department will seek to 'delight' others, thcý do 
remain aware of the needs of the company as a whole. 
6. Reward flexibility: This can include flexible working patterns and alternative non-financial 
rewards, as well as looking fundamentally how different people and roles are rextiarded. All of 
the company are involved in determining the nature and shape of the rewards system. 
7. Enabling structures: Roles are loosely structured in line with the needs of internal customer 
and suppliers, and to allow individual growth and development. Rules and procedures can be 
changed after review and discussion, and boundaries can flex in response to changes. 
8. Boundary workers as environmental scanners: Individuals who ha%e contact kith the 
external environment. egg. customers, suppliers, competitors and associated businesses, are used 
as sources of information which will be used by the organisation. 
9. Inter-company learning: This can take the form of 'benchmark in`2'. where a cornpan\ learn, 
from other companies in LlitierL'nt situations and industries`. 
This is dillcrent to the official educational benchmarking s% stem. The important point being that an organisation can 
learn from other industries. as ß%cli as other organisations in their own industry. 
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10. Learning climate: The primary role for managers is to facilitating employees exhcrimentation 
and learning, in a climate that allows mistakes (within re&, on) to be made. In addition i; 
discourages the principle of certain procedures and practices oi' beim sacrosanct 
1 I. Self-development opportunities for all: Resources and facilities for self-dc elopnient are 
made available to all employees. A wide ran`=e of training and development materials and 
resources are available, and are offered to meet individual needs and aspiration. The 
individual has a substantial influence on the training they receitie. 
(Based on Pedler (., i a! 1991 ) 
The principles of informating (3) and formative accounting (4) are particularly rele, ant. ;A 
significant amount of performance information is used by schools formatikeh. howweycr , orne is 
also used for `punishment and reward'. In addition, senior staff or LEA personnel. can adopt a 
consulting or advisor, } function, which may encourage 'learning' to take place at the school lev cl. 
In many schools a high degree of internal e'change (5) exists vvith departments helpinu, each other. 
however there is a danger of accountability systems encouraging a 'blame culture', and therel'orc 
reducing co-operation. Some degree of inter-company learning (benchmarking) can occur, although 
this is rarely with other businesses. The planning process can enable a degree of participati'. e 
policy making (2). However, in terms of other key areas such as enabling structures (7) and a 
learning climate ( IO) schools do not score kell. 
Although few would disagree that learning organisations and a learning culture is a good thin-) 
even if it works well there are still potential problems. Nutley and Davies (2000b) point to the 
Problem in the health sector of individual organisations learning `too much: 
Developing learnin` capacity may lead to more flexir'e healthcare s,. -, vices and may enable pro%iders 
and health authorities to meet parts of the government's quality weA a, I-. 'oweýer. there is no guarantee 
that learning will lead healthcare organisations in predic,,. ble directions. Indeed, the growth of capable 
and reflective organisations may high iaht dissonance between v . hat or a_nisations perceive as 
appropriate goals (and the means of achieving them and the directions stipulated by national policy or 
ov: rseeuigbodies. Managing these conflicts will require care. 
(p. 100 1 
There would seem little doubt that the broad princip'ies erj: shrined in the "earnin, -; organisation 
approach will be the key to a more responsive and bctter performing education sy, stemm. hovN e,, er, 
the kcy problem is enabling and managing this process ýt: ithin the broader national and political 
conte\ts. 
Business Process Re-Engineering 
I'he final system coiisidered in this chapter is Bus; no,,. Process Re-En sneering (B['R!. %%eich i, ;, 
'pro-active' form oforganisationaI development Wigged to dd\e up' p(ý, Iormaiiee. On he 1ack2 M 
it this approach seems reiev aril o the current education ti Ow., I opnient. Mi,: h; ßc1 Barber. 'dlio,, ýý 
thinking and proposals are verý m uc_h at the heart u± tiae educational rr. lorn'l,. mane, quite eytCI1 ' 
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reference to reengineering the education system (egg. Barber 1996 and 1997). Davies too 
points out that much of Barber's thinking is based on the BPR principle,. and states that. 
The era in which we are living demands rapid and fundamental change such that traditional 
incremental school improvement strategies may be inadequate to meet that challenge. In such 
circumstances, the necessary paradigm shift for educational leaders ma% be achicved by using the 
concepts and approaches from the reengineering movement. 
(p. 184) 
BPR contrasts with the 'softer' learning organisation approaches. xv hich encourage organic uromh 
from within the organisation, by being tar 'harder' and centrally or external[\ drix en. The term \\a 
popularised" ' by Michael Hammer and James Champy in their seminal book, Recngineerinng t/it- 
corpora/lou (1993). In essence they describe BPR as, 
... the 
fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business processes to achieve dramatic 
improvements in critical, contemporary measures of performance, such as cost, quality, sere ice. and 
speed. 
(p. 2) 
As Halac'hmi and Bovaird (1997) point out BPR is much more than making, malI incremental 
changes to existing policy; 
BPR is about breaking off from and doing away with past administrative traditions when marginal 
adjustments to past practices do not seem to help the organisation in dealing with its current situation. 
(p)8) 
Indeed, much of this resonates with the current government's public sector reforms, for cxaanipik 
Blair's New Year's message; 
The public sector is undergoing an unprecedented amount of reform to revive it, set it free. fron 
unnecessary constraints. And that reform is often unsettling but I believe out of it will come a ne\\ 
sense of public service ethos where staff and consumers are proud of what our public ser\ ices can 
deliver. 
(Ahmed 2200 
1) 
Hammer and Charnp\ (1993) argued that the design of workffo\\ in most large corporations %%w, 
based on assumptions about technology, people, and organizational goals that N%ere no longer %alid. 
Others (eg. De Cock and Hipkin 1997) have pointed out that BPR 'took over' %" here TQM elt off. 
because TQM is not radical enough to meet the high1 competitive challenges of the 1990's. 
Hammer and Champ) put tör, vard seven principles of reengineering aimed at strearnlinimg the 
processes. and vvhich vvould give significant levels of improvement in terms of qualitti. time and 
cost. 
`" I)c Cock jmnd 1lipkin ( 4997) Llcycrihcd 11 O' 'hottest' topic in the huýinc' pre during, the I990s. 
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Organize around outcomes, not tasks. 
2. Identity all the processes in an organization and prioritize them 
3. Integrate information processing work into the real \kork that produces the information. 
4. Treat geographically dispersed resources as though thev were centralized. 
5. Link parallel activities in the workflow instead ofjust integrating their results. 
6. Put the decision point where the work is performed, and build control into the proce'. 
7. Capture information once and at the source. 
(Hammer and Champy 1993) 
Although the system was originally designed with manufacturing processes in mind, a number o1' 
these principles are relevant to service industries and education. For example. the current 
overnment's mantra of )ha/ coil/its is irhot iº'ork. s ' indicates a shift toýýards organising the 
education on the basis of outcomes (I ), or more specifically those measured by KPIs. There i, also 
much evidence of prioritising the processes within the systems, in particular those vv hick contribute 
to the PSA targets (2). Also developments in information technolog} have allovtied resources to be 
shared on a wide area basis, for example, the proposals to use `broadband' based communications 
to share lessons between schools (4). Claims have been made to localise decision making (6). for 
example, LMS, although in practice much depends on the particular decisions. The principle of 
capturing information at source is relevant to key stage testing. A BPR approach would suggest that 
this be done by the teacher in the class, (as in Scottish primary schools) and not as part of a 
centralised testing process. 
Harvey (1996) identified eight critical success factors for the implementation of BPR, of which two 
are particularly relevant to the issues considered here. He suggest that the successful 
implementation of BPR requires the setting of goals which stretch performance, ie "ambitious 
targets to meet or exceed current world-class performance" (p. 61), and that there should be a high 
degree of stakeholder involvement. Both of these points chime's ith current governments education 
pol ic}. 
In practice vNriters such as Davies (1997) and Fidler (1996)66 give examples of the application of 
BPR, such as the teaching of information technoiogý and increasing the number of places in 
popular schools. Ilovvever, it is the macro aspects of education policy which are most relevant. 
Barber (1997) for example looks as the issue of LEAs and considers how thev might he replaced hý 
"" Jidier rcli; rs to IIPR as Basic Process Recngineering 
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regional assemblies. And Hargrea-es (1994) uses a reengffleerintg, approach to look at diticrent 
staffing structures; ie a smaller core staff on five \ car contracts \\h I ch are supported by assistant>. 
Much of'the thinking at this level is inextricably linked to the political processes and ideologic;. 
and therefore is in danger of moving outside of the sphere of hat BPR is supposed to do. At the 
heart of BPR is the need for a 'blank sheet of paper' approach. Hový ev er, man\ of the current 
policy debates are highly coloured by pre-existing 4ievvs or prejudices. and it vvould seem douhtl'ul 
that the necessary uninhibited thinking and policy formulation could be achieved". 
The rate and pace of change provides a interesting contrast between BPR and other Iiv brid 
methods. The key to BPR is step change, \\ hick \,,, ill produce immediate results. \\ hereas other 
methods such as TQM aim to produce slow steady change. Hammer illustrates this feature of' BPR 
in Figure 7, 
Figure 7: Quality programmes and reengineering 
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The need for step change in education has been widely promoted by the government. For cyarnple. 
Blair (2001) makes specific reference to the need for 'step changes at kev stage three'. And Barber 
(2000b) states: "The determination of the Blair government to pursue education reform and 
bring 
about a step change in the performance of the education service is not in doubt. "' (p. 3), Ilils vv cold 
hovvCver seem to contradict his previous claim (Barber 1997) which advocated that. "Slovv and 
o7 i'hcrc are of co1Irsc 'hluc skies' thinkwnz departments vvithin the umernrnen1. for e amplc the Forvvard titrate<_v 
t: nit. 
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steady growth [is] better than fast fluctuating gro%0h". (p. 192). And other areas of ,, ov ernment 
policy, for example, the white paper, AIoc%rwising Government (Cabinet Office 1999) advocate 
(slow) `continuous improvement' approaches. 
Carr and Johnson (1996) Table 4 highlight sonne of the other significant difference, between I t)\1 
(including the learning organisation principles) and BPR; 
Table 4: A comparison between TQM and Reengineering 
FACTORS TQM 
Type of change Evolutionary -a better way to compete 
Method Adds value to existing processes 
Scope Encompasses whole organisation 
Role of technology Traditional support, eg management 
information system 
REENGINEERING (BPR) 
Revolutionary -a new way of doing 
business 
Challenges process fundamentals 
and their very existence 
Focuses on core business processes 
Use as enabler 
Carr and loh<m'. on8(, ) 
Great claims about the benefits of BPR have been made, and in its 'heyday' it enjoyed phenomenal 
growth, with some 59% of British organisations planning or undertaking some form of'such 
activity (De Cock and Hipkin 1997). Hoyvever, there have also been claims of a high (70-KO°ýo) 
failure rate of projects (Devine 1994, Doherty and Mistre 1996). Vakola (2000) identifies some of 
the reasons as, lack of sustained management commitment. unrealistic expectations, and resistance 
to chan, ue. In many cases the benefits have not met the expectations, (or at least those claimed by 
those selling the consultancy). BPR programmes frequently result in a reduced workforce, both in 
terms of number and status, indeed Bartholomew (1999) refers to BPR as a fancy word for layoffs. 
Although, claims have been made that BPR is a revolutionary approach (Hammer and Champy 
1993). other such as Grint (1994) argue that many of the claims are not new: "leýý. if ans, are 
actually innovations, least of all radical innovations that \\ould support the hype, " (p. 191 ). and 
Shapiro (1995), simply described the process as just another name for, "run of the mill `reorg'. " (p. 
185). 
There are many examples of the successful implementation of BPR. although the degree ofi ýucccsý 
is largely determined bo the nature of the organisation. Vasen (1994) looked at the effect of WR 
on the i-iMSO, and concluded that there Nv ere negative consequences in terms of svnenp in large 
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diversified organisations. This "ouId seem reIevant to education, Mhich is a zerg large and digcrsc 
organisation, and where sy nergyis important at all le' eis. 
Central to BPR is the need to assess value, and for some organisations assessing the v a{ue of 
outcomes might appear to be relatively easti. ie profit or KPIs. Howe%er. Halachmm and B,, ovaird 
(1997) warn of the dangers in complex organisations of taking a too narroýý or simplistic \ ievv 
Public sector managers should use the widest possible definition of 'value' when analysing vaIue- 
added in process reengineering and should be especially sensitive to the vva% in which -ýalue' in the 
public sector is differently interpreted by major stakeholders. 
(p. 2,4) 
This is very pertinent to education. Furthermore, theN earn against claiming too much from BPR 
programmes; "... public sector agencies ýyould be vycll advised to be conservative in estimating 
gains from BPR". (p. 227). Not a view that ýýould appear to be shared b} the gov ernment, (see I 'or 
example the claims made by Barber 2000a). 
De Cock and Hipkin ( 1997) point out that the most impressive gains are made hý companies ýý Iiich 
are already performing well, and that BPR can have a very negative impact on companies Much 
are struggling. This suggest that BPR may not help under performing schools, or reduce the current 
performance gap, between `best' and `worst'. 
Hammer and Chainpy (1993) recognise that BPR is a very disruptive process, and to avoid undue 
stress and loss of overall performance, they advocate that the process should be carried out quickk 
and incisively, and typically within a year. However, as mentioned before, muclh of the current 
governments education policy advocates a longer term continuous improvement (ie. a Learning 
Organisation approach); see for example, the Leadership cleireloInnew firuineirork (NCSL 2002). 
výhich makes extensive reference to schools developing as learning communities. 
This inconsistency has been recognised by Too ley (1999) with his description of `too Barbers'. For 
example. Toole, points to the conflict in Barber's thinking in terms of the reforms beim a one off 
reenoineering project or [them] being a process which xv ill continuulh, generate noveltv and 
adaptability" (p. 36), The former is BPR and the latter `Learning Organisation. Indeed. Barber's 
(2000b) more recent claim that, in a democracy -a long term strategy vý ill on]% succeed if it 
delivers short-term results" (p. 5); is somewhat perplexing, and would seem to suggest that 'some* 
BPR is necessary for long term quality developnment68. 
(""' I'his scene to take us bark to Shapiro',,, 'run ol'the mill -- rcorg'. rather than 'true' BPR. 
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In essence it ýWuld seem that the government are attracted by the ideas of BPR (c; pecially the 
language), but in reality realise that de%elopments to complex s-% sterns such as education need to he 
carried out in a more careful and less hazardous ýtia\. And more specifically achic\ Ing (or being 
able to claim) step change improvements in KPIs, year on dear, is at the 'er'. least problematical. 
and can not carry on indefinitely. 
Conclusion 
In many respects this chapter has gone full circle, starting with rational / scientific management 
theory and arriving at business process Teengineering; both sharing many common properties. As 
Halachmi and Bovaird (1997) point out there is a certain attraction ofthis more I'amihar and secure 
form of management; 
BPR aims to put rationality and systematic thought back into management transformation efforts. 
rather than relying on vaguer notions of inspirational leadership and culture change. 
(p. 227) 
Many of theories considered in this chapter have some relevance to education, indeed it is not 
possible to precisely identify one as being the education management model. It may be that the uc 
school of educational management studies (EMS), will develop new conceptual models which w ill 
be able to do this, although they will have to deal with the tricky political context. 
The amain problem with trying to identify and describe one particular model of management for 
education is the many contradictions and inconsistencies in both policy and practice. For eyample, 
in one situation or audience, hard BPR step change is advocated to 'drive up' standards, (Milch are 
narroNý lv defined - KPIs). Then at other times, or for other audiences, far softer and more 
conciliatory messages of partnerships, and the need for continuous development from %v ithin the 
system, are proposed. In a similar way in terms of practice, there are frameworks for the softer 
TQM or learning organisation approaches, however in reality the actual practice is imposed from 
above. 
Fhere#'Ore, (at the present time) although there is some evidence of 'softer' management thinkinu 
vvhich recognise the complexities and subtleties of the education; in essence education management 
is predominately a 'hard' form of bureaucratic scientific management. 
GIN en the political realities of managing the education s% stem, such av ietiv is perhaps not very 
surprikii7g. and may not necessarily be aII bad. Indeed, Jaques (1991) argues that the process of 
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constantly searching for something better may in itsc{f be counterproductive becauc it ar oids the 
key underlying-issues; 
No amount of exhortation, attitudinal engineering, incentive planning. or even leadership ill hale 
any permanent effect unless we understand what hierarchy is and why and hový it v'. orks. We need to 
stop casting about fruitlessly for organizational Holy Grails and settle dovýn to the hard vvork OI- 
putting our managerial hierarchies in order. 
(p. 262 
The importance of performance indicators and their use depends to a large extent on the model of 
management. Pis and rational scientific management are close4\ related, and e en have sonmet{hin 
of a symbiotic relationship. Scientific management depends heap ily on Pis, titihercas the 
`behaviourist' approach tends to rejects such 'simple' indicators of performance, and' ill instead 
rely more on subjective judgements. 
The current predominately rational / scientific approach to educational management uses Pis to 
provide direction and control of the system, and although there are potentially many, problems vv ith 
this approach, there are also possible benefits. Pis can provide objective evidence to support, reject 
or quantify the various claims which are made about educational policy and practice. And this 
would seem preferable to a system which is based on various hunches and ideologies, in particular 
when set in the adversarial British political context. The next chapter explores some of these issues 
by looking from a historical perspective at the development of educational management and Pis 
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Chapter 5 
The development of public sector 
and educational management 
In I/1C' j()Ilg 1.1/11, //71.4 [V' Ifiolla% Li/crac and Nwnc'raci Siraieg j lllul' be the grca/c'x'l 
danger 10 
('s'lab/is/i111f, T .* '/, ool 
cultures I/101 Call s1LSki111 growth and 011101 aie problem solvin far 0110 1{1C' 
fl[tln'c' (Earl el ell) 
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Introduction 
This chapter looks at the developments in public sector and educational management, which have 
led to the current testing and reporting regime; including KPIs and league tables. I irstly. the 
background to the `need' for a new kind of management in the public sector is considered. This i,, 
follow by a description of the new public management', and the supporting legislatiN c changes. in 
particular the 1988 education reform act and the Citizen's charter. All of these issues combined to 
raise the importance and significance of testing and assessment, in particular the results from ke\ 
stage tests. The final section of this chapter details the main indicators which are made public in the 
official performance data in England and Scotland. 
The `need' for new management 
Post-war Britain enjoyed a high rate of economic growth, \\ hick \\ as largely due to reccpti\ e 
markets around the world and relatively cheap resources. This and the related prevailing mood of' 
optimism was reflected in the education system. Resources , yere available to support the evpansion 
and implementation of new policies and all of this occurred in what Bogdanor (1979) described as 
a climate of co-operation-, 
Many policy decisions in education were taken over lunch at the National Liberal Club bý a troik. t 
consisting of Sir William Alexander, Secretary of the Association of Education Committees, Sir 
Ronald Gould, the General secretary of the National union of Teachers, and the Permanent secretary 
of the Department of Education.... such at least was the general belief.... 
(p. 160) 
Docking (1996) makes a similar point with reference to Harold Dent's work; 
As recently as 1977, H. C. Dent could write that consultation and negotiation were the re_, ular mean,, 
employed' in educational policy-making. What really made the English educational system 'tick. he 
said, was the fact that the various bodies who have to work in it - central and local administration. 
teachers and voluntary bodies - regard and treat each other as partners. He concludes b% sug esting 
that if ever this 'all-pervading partnership' were to end, 'an entirely different - and much less happy - 
system would emerge. 
(p.. yv ) 
However, changes during the 1970's in particular, forced a re-think of manv of the perceptions and 
long held beliefs Nv ith respect to Britain and its place in the vv orld. The new economies of Japan 
and the far east were fast becoming significant forces in the global econoniv. resources such as oiI 
vvcrc becoming more expensive, and in Britain there as increasing industuial unrest. As pointed 
out in the last chapter, industry had to adopt nevv and more efficient methods of vvorkin,,. and nevý 
models of management. This put the 'spot light* on the public sector, '. hich as Ranson and Ste art 
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( 1994) point out was increasingi being' ievved as inflexible and inefficient. and vsas subject to 
ýti ide ranging criticism; 
Hospitalsand surgeries, schools and welfare agencies, local authorities and departments o1 go%- 
ernment provide an array of services, benefits. subsidies and regulations that have formed the contest 
of most people's lives. Nevertheless, for over a decade the public sector has looked beleaguered: its 
rationale doubted, its effectiveness and efficiency derided and its resources depleted... Public 
organisations have, purportedly, been self-interested and unresponsive to the public and have failed to 
fulfil the expectations of the post-war years of leading the creation of a fairer. more equal sorietv. 
lP 4) 
Such views helped pave the way for a plethora of government sponsored reports 's hich sought to 
make the public sector and local government more efficient and respon,, iv c to the needs ol'the 
community. In 1968 the Fulton Report on the civil serl ice proposed that indiv iduals and operating 
units should be held accountable for their performance h\ the use of objecti\ e indicators (Prince 
1983). The Rains Committee (1972), in their report, The New Local., Iuthoritie. s:. 11anageiuent and 
Xlri, cliire, made many recommendations as to hovo local authorities should he re-organised and 
vyhich services they should provide. For example, it was recommended that they should adopt a 
corporate approach to enable the authority to provide a range of integrated services to meet the 
changing needs of the local community. As Pollitt (1993) points out the 'corporate approach' vvýis 
not based on the current thinking in the British public sector, but rather had it origins in the 
business thinking of the US, and was applied to large multinational corporations. La%ktoýn and Rose 
(1991) illustrate this in practice with the example of the creation of Chief Executive posts, vs hick 
had the purpose of co-ordinating or `joining up' the work of local councils. Similar cross-functional 
approaches have been adopted by elected members and their committees. Indeed the more recent 
(in the last 10v years) example of `cabinet structure v\ithin local authorities is a further 
continuation and development of this thinking. 
More specifically in education similar arguments about the effectiveness of schools, and questions 
about the accountability of the teachers were being asked (eg Weinstock 1976). Callaghan's Ruskin 
Co/leýc' . speech (Callaghan 
2001) brought to the fore. the tricky question of 'v% ho runs our schools'. 
and in many respects marked the beginning of a new educational munagellie>7t (Baker 1994). A 
number of hing h profile issues such as, William Tuiiilile"", set the scene for the then Labour Prime 
Minister to publiclk question the performance and effectiveness of the education sv stein (Batteson 
997, Demaine. 1999). Although by present day standards the questions raised by Callaghan appear 
somevýhat benign'", they, nevertheless struck a chord in many minds. Baker (1994) highlights the 
significance of the speech: 
`'" rA ýýrünary ghoul in London vvhich came to national prominence ov er 
its teaching methods. 
70 ('crtaini\ it contrasts 
in tcrnl> c sty Ic \\ ith Blairs Ruskin , pecch thirty ' cars later ( Blair 1990) 
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lt was a clever speech which marked an important turning-point. The need fear school; to he 
accountable for the public money spent on them was now grudgingly accepted and the dch, ttc tocuscd 
more on teaching methods and curriculum choice than on resources. He as asking the tkwIi 
questions which too many educationalists had pushed to the back of their minds. He also avoided the 
pitfall of offering easy solutions. Critics of the many changes ýOich have since occurred in education. 
notably under Mrs. Thatcher, have blamed Callaghan for unleashing the demons of centralked control 
and an over-prescriptive curriculum on schools. 
(p. -1 0) 
However, whilst Ruskin laid much of the foundation for (or underlined) future Conser, ative and 
New Labour thinking, it was not until the third term of the Conservative government in the I98O . 
with Kenneth Baker as the education minister, that sLabstantial structural changes ere made to the 
management and organisation of education (Chitty 1998). It was the arrival of Mrs Thatcher', 
conservative government which marked the beginning of a process which would begin to transform 
the public sector, 
The Conservative Government came to power in 1979 with a clear mandate for change: public 
services were to be made economical, efficient, effective and, most of all, accountable. Rc"mnrcc' 
were to be managed instead of simply being used. 'Producer' power, in which the public , cri ice 
bureaucracies and professionals allocated resources as they saw fit, gave výay to 'consunºer' rh-hts 
where customer sovereignty was to hold sway. This 'sovereignty' in the market place demanded that 
customers should be more informed about the services on offer so that they could make rational 
choices.... Money supply was to be tightly controlled, tax cuts were to be made, and, in a much 
repeated remark, the `frontiers of the state were to be rolled back. 
(Johnson 1996: I87) 
Many new initiatives were put in place to achieve this. Writers such as Pollitt (19933). Bourn (1994) 
and Broadbent et al (1996) highlight the importance of the Financial Management Initiative (FMI) 
which was launched in 1982. The white paper, Effciencl- and Effectiveness in the Civil Service 
(Cabinet Office 1999b), aimed to; 
Promote in each department an organisation and system in which managers at all levels have: 
a clear view of their objectives, and means to assess, and wherever possible measure, outputs 
or performance in relation to those objectives; 
2. well defined responsibility for making the best use of their resources, includin`" a critical 
scrutiny of output and value for money; and 
3. the information (particularly about costs), training and the access to expert adv ice v+hich they 
need to exercise their responsibilities effectively. 
(para. 13) 
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A New Public Management 
Initiatives such as FMI and a `new* philosophy toýtiards the public sector. not just in the UK but in 
many other countries as ýtiell. contributed to a model of management ývhieb has been identified aa, 
Neºr, Public ; t1u a emcnt (NPM). This term was first coined bv Hood (1991). although as he points 
out; 
NPM, like most administrative labels is a loose term. Its usefulness lies in its coýnscniencc aI a 
shorthand name for the set of broadl\ similar administrative doctrines \ýhich dominated the 
bureaucratic reform agenda in many of the OECD group of countries from the late 1970s. 
(p. 3} 
Although the term NPM is used in this thesis other writers have used different terms to describes 
what is essentially the same phenomena. For example, Pollift ( 1993). refers 'A cm(wei iuli. snt', and 
Lan and Rosenbloom (1992) 'Aiurket-hu. secl public uclminislrutio»'. More specifically in education. 
Chitty (1989) refers to the 'The New t"ighl aiul a Netr ccluculioit Ball (1990) 'Ae>i 
ruuumugcr'ia/Riit'. Grace (1995) 'New Right idec)locriex', and Povýer ct ul (1997) '. ß'e14 Ethiculion 
Alcrnagemciit '. To help put NPM into perspective, Rhodes (1991) ion his introduction to Hoods 
article illustrates some of the key features; 
The new public management' has the following central doctrines; a focus on management, not policy. 
and on performance appraisal and efficiency the disaggregation of public bureaucracies into a`gcncic 
which deal with each other on a user-pay basis; the use of quasi-markets and contracting out to foster 
competitions; cost-cutting; and a style of management which emphasises, amongst other things, output 
targets, limited-term contracts, monetary incentives and freedom to manage. 
> (Rhodes 1991: 1 
For Hood (1991) the key driving force behind NPM was four 'magatrends' Nahich had been evident 
in public management over the last fifteen years'. 
"A slow down or reverse in growth of public expenditure 
" An increase in the privatisation of public services 
" Increased use of information technology for public services 
" Greater internationalisation of public management 
(Based on Hood 199 v:, ) 
Mail examples can be cited to support the last three of these observations. For example. the Public 
Finance Initiative (PFH) and Public Private Partnerships (PPP). on-line government information 
sources (such as Of'sted reports), and foreign companies being able to 'o\\ n' and control public 
utilities. Flo ever. there are difficulties in making a simple assessment' Iot'the first point. possihle 
examples might include increased indiv idual responsibiim(and cost) for dental care. The true 
ie 1970 1991 
72 1,11. ýýaný}ljt should the °o Cr GDP or vational Income be used or the ah. oIuutc I -'Lllýý thcni, \ckes. 
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picture is somewhat confused h\ the overnrnent's `creative' accounting techniques, such as 'off- 
balance sheet' funding to 'pay' for nevv schools (ie. PH / PPP). Not in the same leauuc as Enron. 
but as Railtrack has demonstrated the costs and more importantly liabilities remain vxith the state. 
Accounting techniques aside, public expenditure has in reality increased, in part due to the 
availability of technology and the needs of society. For example bein`, able to carry out ne\ý 
medical procedures, or the expansion of higher education. 
Hood defined seven doctrinal components ofNPM, titihich he refers to as overlapping preccpt' . 
which are typical of public sector policy in the UK, Australia, Neý\ Zealand and other OECD 
countries. However, they are not all necessarik always present, and their proportion vý ill vary 
between different countries and situations: 
Table 5: Hood's doctrinal components of new public management 
DOCTRINE 
2 
3 
4 
5 
'Hands-on 
professional 
management' in the 
public sector 
Explicit standards 
and measures of 
performance 
Greater emphasis 
on output controls 
MEANING TYPICAL JUSTIFICATION 
Active, visible, discretionary control of Accountability requires clear 
organizations from named persons at the assignment of responsibility for 
top, 'free to manage' action not diffusion of power 
Definition of goals, targets, indicators of Accountability requires, clear 
success, preferably expressed in quantitative statement of goals efficiency 
terms, especially for professional services requires'hard look' at objectives 
Resource allocation and rewards linked to 
measured performance; break-up of 
centralized bureaucracy-wide personnel 
management 
Shift to Break up of formerly 'monolithic' units, 
disaggregation of unbundling of U-form management systems 
units in the public into corporatized units around products, 
sector operating on decentralized 'one-line' budgets 
and dealing with one another on an 'arms- 
length' basis 
Shift to greater 
competition in 
public sector 
Stress on private 
sector styles of 
management 
practice 
7 Stress on greater 
discipline and 
parsimony in 
resource use 
Move to term contracts and public tendering 
procedures 
Need to stress results rather 
than procedures 
Need to create 'manageable' 
units, separate provision and 
production interests, gain 
efficiency advantages of use of 
contract or franchise 
arrangements inside as well as 
outside the public sector 
Rivalry as the key to lower costs 
and better standards 
Move away from military-style 'public service Need to use 'proven' private 
ethic', greater flexibility in hiring and rewards; sector management tools in the 
greater use of PR techniques public sector 
Gutting direct costs, raising labour discipline, Need to check resource 
resisting union demands, limiting 'compliance demands of public sector and 
costs' to business 'do more with less' 
4i 11uýId (I OO 1 
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The influence of the hybrid schools of management is evident in many of the, e components. For 
exampie, Peter and Waterman's ( 1982) bias for action is similar to the first point of 'hands on' 
management and freedom to manage. The second point is closely related to the principles ut' 
management by objectives, and the emphasis on output controls and the need to stress results rather 
than procedures, is essentially the same as Hammer and Champy's ( 1993) argument o1' needing to 
organise around outcomes, not tasks. The importance of competition and the market (point fix c) i, 
also stressed by Freeman (1993) with respect to TQM. Although the learning organisation approach 
and the Deming `flavour of TQM are significantly different to Hood's model, there are 
nevertheless some parallels; for example rewarding flexibilitv and breaking dovv n barriers and 
monolithic structures. Indeed, Hood makes specific reference to -proven private sector 
management techniques' (whatever they are`? ), implying that 'old public management' is based on 
the old bureaucratic models which have been largely rejected hy business. 
The NPM model fits well with many of the principles and aspirations of the ºnewv educational 
management. With respect to the first point, heads as the managers are clearly vik; ihle and 'named', 
and have a significant degree of managerial freedom; although as prexiousl} argued, far more so in 
a day to day, rather than a strategic capacity. Within schools quantitative goals and targets are' cr' 
important, and are used to hold people accountable. And in the sv stcrn as a ýv hole great emphasis is 
place on quantitative goals and targets such as KPIs, which are linked to the allocation of the 
resources. The side-lining of the LEAs is an example of the break up of `monolithic' units, as are 
the contractual type of relationships which exist throughout the system. A belief in the market' is 
evident in much of the government's underlying (and overlying) philosophy. Greater use is being 
made of flexible13 employment principles, although it \ýould not necessaril` be correct to assume 
that these approaches have come from the private sector (see Morgan and Allington 2002). 
Furthermore, 'private sector' PR techniques are widely used by the government vý, hen 
communicating with `their' customers (Doe 1999). Finally. the broad thrust of the educational 
reforms over this period has been aimed at raising standards (or rather those standards vv hich are 
measured) without a corresponding rise in costs. 
There are however strong arguments about the effectiveness and appropriateness of some aspects 
of NPM as a management model for the public sector74. Broadbent ei al (1996) explore the issue of' 
ý»üýcipul nge/it theory (PA) as a method of public sector management. PA is c1osek related to or 
-' I vvo distinct interpretations can be made from the term flexible. For 'enlightencdl' emplo%era it means ndiN dual 
enahlo\CC being able to talc many different roles in the org anis, ationn. I iovve' er the government's vie\ý is much more 
'hire and lire 'pith imptinit). with liar example throughout the education sv stem the vvidespread use of'agency workers 
and [enmhOrarý e ntrcirt;. 
74 11 i, of coorc the case that Nl'N I is vw hat I food ohserv ed rather than w hat he advocated 
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indeed could be considered a part of NPM''. In essence one party (the principle) `hires, another 
(the agent) to carry out particular tasks. This leads avvav from a partnership model. to one based on 
accountability and contracts; such a change in relationships is ev ident in the ne\\ educational 
management. LEAs, schools and teachers as the agents, are effectiv elv contracted (and bv 
definition held accountable) by the government (the principle) to pros ide 'educational ser\ ice,, '. 
I-lok\, cver, as Broadbent cat al (1996) point out there are inherent problems vv ith such rclationships, 
particularly in terms of the different values of the various parties, and of the principle (the 
government) suffering from an `information asymmetry; ie. not kno\\ ink, vv hat the agents arc 
doing. Indeed, as they point out this approach leads to the use of bonus systems and performance 
related pay to try and correct these problems, and the difficulties of using such sv stems in complex 
organisations is widely recognised (eg. Richardson 1999). 
In both the economics literature.... and the accounting extensions.... the solution to a PA problem 
involves the development of an optimal incentive package that furthers the objectives of the principal 
and constrains the actions of a-ents. 
(Broadbent et cri 1996: 206) 
This they point out leads to ever greater control and the development of punitke accountabilitv 
systems, which reduce the level of trust between the principle and the agent, as ýyeII as betvýeen one 
agent and another (ie. between individual teachers or schools). They conclude that PA models (and 
by implication much of NPM) are not conducive to the effective management of much of the public 
sector; 
We question the use of this PA approach in the context of the `caring professions' of education and 
medicine as a way to control professional activities... [and] we raise serious questions about the 
ethical issues of applying PA theory and the extent to which it is appropriate to implement `economic 
reason' in the context of the public sector. 
(p. 259) 
The Education Reform Act 1988 
A significant amount of new legislation accompanied and supported the NPM trend, I 'Or example 
legislation had to be enacted to facilitate His and competition in the public sector. In education to 
substantial changes ware made, the most significant was the 1988 education reform act (I: RA), 
which bought about many features of the present day education system. An important aim of this 
act, and the others \ý hich surrounded it, was to increase competition and accountabilit\. 
E ark. in the ne\\ conservative parliament, the 1980 education act 'set the ball rolling' hý alloý\ ing 
parents to state a preference in terms of vvhich school they wanted their children to attend. To help 
P, \ as one of the ideas which contributed to yP\l. 
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achieve this independent local appeals committees toi- admissions were c2, tablished. The act also 
required LEAs and governors to provide information about school". and that parents Xýere 
represented on school governing bodies. The 1986 education act made changes to the composition 
of school governing bodies, in particular increasing the number of parent governors, at the eypen' c 
of local authority appointed governors. 
However, it was the 1988 act which was to have the greatest impact on the 'modern education 
system, and in particular 'who' was in control, Basini (1996) points to the seerningk contradictory 
message in the act of increasing central control whilst at the same time increasing local control. 
Chitty ( 1989) too, traces the developments leading up to the act makes a similar observation. 
The central purpose of the Education Reform Act is that power should be gathered to the centre and. 
at the same time, devolved on to school and parent, both processes being at the expense ofmediating 
bureaucracies, whether elected or not. 
W. 219) 
Significantly, these changes severely reduced the involvement of the LEAs in the manaucnuent and 
organisation of the education system, in effect from being `partners' to something more akin to 
agents76. As Baker (1994) observes, the government novv had `nevk' partners; hovýever they stiere 
not t-rom ýýith in the systems; 
The scope of the Bill was enormous, amounting to a major reshaping of the education system. Wilt 
made it so radical was that change was initiated and imposed from outside. Not only was the driv, in,, 
ideolog., v derived from the think tanks of the so-called New Right but even the ministers themselves 
thought and spoke as if they were 'outsiders', rather than as partners within the education system. Epen 
the Department of Education was regarded as untrustworthy by the small group of people 'oho were 
drawing up the changes..... This was a piece of legislation designed and implemented by 'outsiders' 
intent on breaking down the fortress walls of education. 
(p. 3 
Cave (1990) points out that the act was designed to break down the possible (probable? ) resistance 
from vti ithin teaching world due to notions of 'professional autonomy'. This would be achietied 
b\ 
forcing a market type approach, as well as reducing the opportunity for maintaining and developing-, 
alliances between schools and LEAs; 
The Act [ M1 988] is arguably the most radical and certaink the most comprehensive attempt c' er to 
redesign the education system..... The means bti which standards are to be raised are clear: 
it is to he 
achieved b} restrictin- professional autonomy. h\ increasing parental power. by exposing the system 
to the forces of open market competition and bv streamlining the governance of schools through 
curtailing the role of the local authority middle tier and greatly increasing the powers vested 
in the 
secretarv of' State for Education. 
(P. 99) 
7'' is in F\ ihýýýrý 
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Three areas from the ERA are particularly pertinent to this thesis; the nationalised curriculum. 
choice or pseudo - market principles, and local management. Details of vvhat is contained in the 
national curriculum are considered in more detail later in this chapter. hoxkev er the main principle 
was to ensure that all children received basically the same broad and balanced curriculum. 
However, as Basini (1996) points out, due to the speed of its introduction it has had to be 
substantially revised", in part due to inherent technical vveaknesses. as ell as to shortcomings in 
the implementation process. The act further developed the principle of open enrolment, \\ ith 
schools having to accept a child if they had the space. assuming the child had the appropriate 
aptitude. This created a sort of market principle, for. sonic parents and their children. Other, 1'()I 
e. xam, ple which could not afford the necessary transport costs ere ef1cctivelý excluded 1'rorn this 
market. Significant changes were also made to the funding arrangements of schools. The basic 
principle, which has continued to the present day, is that schools manage their ovv n resources; ie. 
local management of schools (LMS). Prior to 1988 the LEAs had been close} inkolv cd in these 
activities. 
Significantly, the act was implemented very swift1v and vt ith virtual I-\ no consultation, in (I as 
Baker (1994) points out from his subsequent discussions with the architect (and his namcsakc) this 
was entirely intentional and designed to `tiv rong foot' the opposition. 
The 1988 Education Reform Act knocked schools, teachers and parents into a spin. Most uurc still 
rotating or, at best, still dizzy from the effect. It was a revolutionary Act brought in and then 
implemented at revolutionary speed. There was strong opposition to it from organisations representing 
parents, teachers, the Churches, the local authorities and many other groups. Yet the pace and eytent 
of change were so great that they had difficulty mobilising and fighting across so many fronts. They 
were quickly overrun. Only after most of the reforms were in place did the opponents manage to 
regroup and present a united appearance. Then as rebellion broke out, most notably over the ne'ý 
school tests, it was the government's turn to reel and the whole edifice of the school reforms 
looked 
shaky. Baker (1994: 3) 
Before considering the assessment and testing aspects of the BRA, the citizen's charter is brietly 
discussed. As well as supporting the general thrust of the government's policies, the charter made 
specific demands in terms of testing and reporting performance of schools and mangy other areas of 
public sere ice. 
The Citizen's Charter 
The conservative government, under a ne4N leader - John Major, produced the vv leite paper_ 
The 
('rtr: c'rl. v ('harten: Raising the 
SIarrdar"cl (Cabernet O('dice 1991 ), v.. hieb launched the -City/en's 
 I: ýý. I¢c, orýiýýý Qrý iýýý an 1993, 
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Charter'. This was aimed at both improving public services. and importantl} from the perspecti%c 
of this thesis, providing the public with information about the performance of the different cr\ icc,, 
such as health education and transport. Leach (1996) states that, "the role of the Charter %%a, 
essentially to publicize those policies (eg. choice of schools) and further assist their 
implementation. " (p. 107). Kouzim et al ( 1999) go further and state that: "The ultimate purpose (of 
the citizen's charter) is to renew citizen trust not only in public services but also in the state. " (p. 
127). And in a world of `spin doctoring', Kingdom (1996) asserts that: "it offers a govcrnment 
embarrassed by shortcomings in state services another advantage: scapegoating". (p. 20) 
Reference is made here to both the original Citizens Charter (1991) and the subsequent Our 
Children ', s Education: The updated Parents Charter (DES 1994). In terms of education these 
documents are very similar, with the latter reflecting the legislative changes which occurred in 
between 1991 and 1994. In Scotland The Parent's Charter (Cabinet Off ice 1995) is y erg similar to 
the English (and Welsh) version. The Citizen's Charter has four main aims: 
Quality -A sustained new programme for improving the quality of public services 
Choice - Choice wherever possible between competing providers is the best spur to qualit\ 
improvement. 
Standards - The citizen must be told what the service standards are and to be able to act \vhcre 
service is unacceptable. 
Value - The citizen is also a tax-payer; public services must give value for money within ia tax Nil the 
nation can afford 
(Cabinet Office 1991 : 4) 
Although the term -improving quality' is used extensivclý throughout the documents, and indeed in 
many government publications and proclamations; as Elcock (1996) points out it is a rather elusive 
concept, which is not really defined anywhere in the charter. There is an overall impression of a 
general or `holistic' rise in standards, but in practice it appears to be far more narro\ý lk defined, ic. 
as exam or test results; 
Better information about schools is also important for raising standards. For example, publishing 
tables which compare the performance of schools has encouraged many schools to take a hard look at 
the examination results their pupils achieve and hovc the school can help the pupils to do better. 
(DFi: 1994: i) 
The concepts of markets and choice is central to the charter and much of the , ov ernment-s 
philosophy and ensuing policy. For example. the 
White paper ('orupeling for £JU alittV. vvhieh kv as 
published h\ the treasury under the auspices of the 
Citizen's Charter (Leach 1996). states that. 
"competition is'the best guarantee oiqualM and \aIue 
for nmone\" (1 reasur} 1991, p. 1). It kýouldi 
ho ever be vvrong to assume that the charter 
introduced the competition principle.. As I iarrisoii 
(1995a) points out the legal requirement 
for choice and competition had alread\ been established in 
1988,1\ Ith the compulsory competitive tendering, 
(CCT) process \\hich \ýas aimed at local 
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authorities. Furthermore, Chandler (1996) points out the term and man\ of the principles of 
`charters' can be traced back to previous schemes established by local authorities. in particular 
York City and Lothian Regional Council's. 
The 'charter' approach is consistent with many aspects of the h\ brid management, for example 
claims such as; "The Government is now determined to drivels reforms further into the core of 
public services" (Cabinet Office 1991: p. 4). is very much in harmonv with BPR. It also chime' 
with Hoods definition of NPM, which highlighted the use of riv aIrv (or competition) as the keý to 
better services, as well as the importance of PR to NPM. 
In 1994, The updated Parents ('harter (DES 1994) ý1as very ww idely advert ised, and distributed to 
all 20 million homes in England and Wales (with and without children). ¢t gave details of'\\ fiat the 
government saw as its achievements in education, and an indication of future plans. Most relevant 
to this thesis, was the inclusion of future targets and details of the documents which would be 
published or made available, these included; 
+ An annual report for each child, which includes national eyarnination and test results. 
attendance and attainment in non-tested subjects and other activities. 
" Reports from Ofsted inspections. 
" Annual performance tables of examinations and national tests (league tables) 
+ School prospectus 
" Annual report by the school governors 
Although the charter (or charters) were very high profile publications, their real impact is 
questionable. For example in education, Leach (1996) points to evidence that suggests a lovti level 
of awareness, including the government's own research which found that only 29% of parents vv ere 
able to recognise the booklet eight weeks after distribution. With respect to local government. 
Harrison (1995b) found that 82% reported that the citizens charter had had "no effect" on their 
work. This finding may be partly explained by the fact that many local authorities had already 
implemented many of the relevant principles before the charter itself was published. Hmwev er, she 
does point out that 59% of the authorities found that the publication of performance indicators had 
had `sonne effect' on their work and policies. Furthermore, Kouzim el al (1999) ww ho looked at 
'charters in a number of different countries, question whether the `charter' concept is 
fundamentally flawed, 
Charters sound very convincing at first sight but there are tvvo in-built contradictions in the basic 
concept. The first inconsistency of citizens' charter is that it makes allusion to the English lli; iia 
Although thcý, c ww'crc aimed more at encouraging and enabling public consultations 
'" I: mhh: »is added 
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('hu tu Liher atulurrr of 1215. tivhich was a letter of privileges for noblemen rather than a cataloý_, ue oi, 
liberal rights fur all citizens... When charters are used in a neck ideological conteyt. such as with "ne's 
public management". the meaning of charters changes significantl\. It is no longer a catalogue of 
rights and duties of the ruler and the ruled, but a "quality" checklist for clients of public services. This 
is especially true in the British Citizens' Charter which builds on the user serv ice pros ider relationship 
instead of citizen-state relationships. 
Second, charters are based very much on older social contract theories Hobbes. Locke) 
according to which citizens believe, unconditionalk. in the legitimacy of the state as long as the stete 
provides security. This is no longer true today where the market contract becomes more 
dominant than 
the classical social contract. 
(p. 128) 
The underlying principles of charters continue to the present da\ in a number of f'Ornn'. I he s<Inle 
sorts of promises are made in the numerous polic\ manifestoes and pledges, in mans casts vv ith 
specific targets, or the more general and increasingly ubiquitous `zero-tolerance' as,, uraºnccs. In 
terms of providing information, Power and Clark (2000) illustrate hový the charter principles have 
continued to be applied, and have for example led to nevti labour's v\hite paper. Evct'flc, ýrr in 
School., (DfEE 1997). This introduced Home - School aureenments: indeed this 'charter principle' 
might also be viewed as 'conferring privileges on the noblemen', rather than the citizens. 
The rise of Assessment and Testing 
Murphy and WiImut (1999) point out that the key shift in policy in terms of assessment and testing 
has been from being teacher led to government imposed; 
Until the second half of the 1970s educational assessment attracted relatively little attention. I here 
was a general consensus that teachers were responsible for teaching and assessment in the classroom. 
and that examining boards provided external certification. In contrast, assessment practices and 
outcomes are now matters of public debate. 
(1p. 116) 
IThis statement is true tiNith respect to the relatively recent history of education, howeaer in the more 
distant past testing and assessment have been an important part in the management and 
organisation of the education system; moreover it would appear that much can be learnt from then: 
earlier experiences. The 19'x' century 'Rev ised Code' marks an important starting point in the 
principle of high stakes testing, and even shares some of the underlying principles of modern KP1s. 
1'hc impetus for the code came from concerns that Britain in the mid nineteenth centuryY as 
becoming less competitive in the v'orid. and that this ""as largeR due to the poor standards of 
education for many children. A Roy al commission vv as set up, and in 1861 the . 
Vc'lrrasile Re ioi i 's 
amain proposal vas that schools should only receive a grant 
if they have been (, ken it satisfactorv 
report by HMÜ. The main criteria as the satisfiactorý performance of the pupils 
in readin-e vvritiný 
and arithmetic tests. This sy stem Of 'pav ment 
by results' has been Nv idely criticised for causing a 
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narrowing of the curriculum, or confining it to what is tested, as výell as encouraging teacher, to 
'teach to the test'. In 1867 Matthew Arnold observ ed that as a result of the Rev ],, cd Code. 
The mode of teaching in the primary schools has certainly fallen o(T in intelligence, spirit and inventiveness... In a country where everyone is prone to rekle too much on mechanical proce cs and 
too little on intelligence, a change in the Education Department's regulations, which. h% making two- 
thirds of the Government grant depend upon a mechanical examination, ine' itably gives a mechanical 
turn to the school teaching... and must be tr\ ing to the intellectual life of a school. 
(Cited in Baker 1994: 'n 
This system of funding continued until the 1902 Education Act vv hich introduced the block <grant 
system for schooIs80. This was quite similar to the present system of ti)rmula funding. ý1 ith the 
amount of money a school receives being largely determined b- its size. Hovvever-, the current trend 
is back towards sonne degree of payment by results or performance related pa\, and as such i, 
entirely consistent with the principles and theories of NPM and scientific management. At the 
individual teacher level the ARP system currently takes the form of 'Threshold* pay ments (Dl1 
2001 c), and for schools the `Schools Achievement Aýurds' (1)11. 's 2001 c). Both of these sv steers 
rely heavily on KPIs to judge levels of performance. Indeed in the case of school achie\ement 
awards one of the criterion is how far "up the league table' the school has progressed" 
In the early part of the last century concerns ýýere voiced about the overly ºnarroý secondarv , choo l 
curriculum. This was heavily influenced by the 'grammar school' system, which it as argued Lied did 
not meet the needs of industry and commerce (Baker 1994). This issue as addressed by the Shen 
Report in 1938 
, which advocated a tripartite school system (Grammar, 
Technical and Sccondary 
modern). The eleven plus was designed to make an objective assessment of children's innate 
intelligence, and from this the child would be sent to the most appropriate school. Concerns oxer 
the accuracy and reliability of the tests, as well as a general liberalisation of the education sv stem 
during the 1970's led to the decline of the selective system, and the development of comprehenske 
schooling, and therefore in many primary schools the 1 l+ has become redundant. 
Although some selective schools still exist and pupils vvantingto attend have to sit the H+. there 
are however a growing number of comprehensive schools which are in all but name selectiv c. and 
iör many of these a far more insidious form of selection is used. For example, selection may in 
reality be based on post codes, and more subjective assessments which claim to measure aptitude 
(Webster and Parsons 1999, Hattersley 1998). Indeed, as Mooney (1999) vN arras: "the 11+ 
SO Si-niiicýintlv thi, act also established Nýhich , sere to have a ýý ajor in11uence on the 'local' curricýý9um (Phillips 
I'here are more subjective criteria tür small and special schools whose performance is not reported in the perlorniancc 
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examination vas abolished in most areas man}, , tar; ago. We are no%N in danger of , eciný it 
reappear in a grossly mutated form vv ith little control (p. I ). 
With the demise of the revised code at the beginning of the 20`x' centurN. Baker ( 1994) points out 
that the responsibility for the curriculum and standards as larger in the handy of the teachers"'-. 
and it as not until 1974 with the setting up of the Assessment of Performance IInit (: 'CPU) that the 
government would again begin to gain 'control'. Pring, (2000) states that the APT; "aimed to 
provide a curriculum framework and a longitudinal comparison through v sich standard,, in schools 
might be measured over time. " (p 4). And as Shavv ( 1996) points out, the unit's purpose vas to, 
"nnonitorr pupil performance and to iglinrrrr the Education Secretary of educational standards and 
any discernable trends in those standards". In effect the APU had a monitoring and reporting 
function rather than a controlling function. Baker (1994) argues that this lový key approach, Inch 
had little significant effect on the curriculum, contributed to its downfall; "it [API] as perceivcd 
as a failure by the Conservative government since it gave ministers no control over the 
curriculin"(p 81). Indeed were it still in existence today it could in theory help resolve the 
conflicting and highly politicised debate as to Miether standards have risen, or simply made to 
appear that they have (Bassee 2001 ý. 
Whilst the underlying philosophy which led to national testing programmes can be seem in the 
development of political thinking as well NPM since the 1970's. Shavý (1996) suggests that the first 
clue of what was to come, and what would form the basis of the present day sv stem, výas it speech 
by Keith Joseph, the then Secretarv of State for education: 
At the North of [. n-land Education Conference in Sheffield in 1984, he [Joseph} emphasised: 
"a commitment to higher standards 
" examinations that focused on pupils' achievements (rather than on simply selecting or ranking 
them) 
" the- inclusion of parents and employers in the selection of educational objectives. 
(p. 30) 
At face value these are of course very reasonable and quite appropriate aspirations 
for schools. 
However, in practice they did pave the way for more explicit and radical solutions to the 
'problems' of the education system. 
Task Group on Assessment and Testing (TGAT) 
Three v cars later. Kenneth Baker the then Education secretarv. establ fished the Tusk Group on 
lssessment and Testing (TGAT). ýN hich was to adv ise on the assessment arrangenicnts for the 
National Curriculum. Much of the current testing and assessment -, stem. and therefore KPk i 
" ie the educationiil e\lahlishillent 
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based on TGAT's work. The group established four main criteria which \tiould -guide and infirm 
their recommendations: 
" The assessment results should give direct information about pupils' achievement in relation to 
objectives: they should be criterion-referenced. 
" The results should provide a basis for decisions about pupils' further learning need,: thcý 
should be formative. 
" The scales or grades should be capable of comparison across classes and schools. if te<+chers, 
pupils and parents are to share a common language and common standards: so the s' c' aucnt> 
should be calibrated or moderated. 
" The ways in which criteria and scales are set up and used should relate to expected route,, of 
educational development, giving some continuity to a pupil's assessment at different arge,: the 
assessment should relate to progression. 
(DES 1987 para. 5. Cited in SIiaýý I99o) 
Central to their report in 1988 was the importance of using the results for formative assessment. 
However, this was to set about a clash of philosophies. tivith on the one hand educationalists 
wanting such information to improve their teaching, and on the other, the government ýv ith its 
NPM approach of using accountability and market forces to 'drive up' standards (ie summative 
testing). 
As Stobart (2001) points out the report proposed that National Curriculum assessments should be 
based exclusively on Teacher Assessments, which would be externally moderated; in effect 
formative assessments83. The report was welcomed by both the teaching unions and the labour 
party, but not Mrs Thatcher, the Prime Minister (Baker 1994). The original TGAT proposals ha%c 
been substantially modified over the years (Daugherty 1995). not only by the then conservative 
government, but also the new labour government (Webster and Parsons 1999). No\ý as Stobart 
(2001) points out the key purpose of National Curriculum assessment is to hold teachers and 
schools accountable, with very little if any notion of formative testing84. The results do of course 
play an important part in the planning process, for example with the use of the . 4111iu1117 
Package 
(DfEE 2000b). Furthermore, Ashby and Sainsbury (2001) looked at how schools used the returned 
exam papers for planning purposes, and found that they were used for curriculum planning, 
although more use was made of the English and maths tests rather then science, this they attribute 
to the greater pressure to meet literacy and numeracy targets. The important question still remains 
as to whether feedback from NC assessments is used for formatiý e assessments in the true 
meaning. (ie. to improve the education for individual children) or as a means of helping schools 
meet `their' targets. 
''` Summaiikc as cssmcnts \%rrc still to used at 16. ic. for external c\amination" 
"I ic citc the Rose I nquiry vNhich makes no mention ot'anv Iürniative rile tier V'C'testim-, 
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The debate over using assessment for both formative and surnmatke purposes has been on 
for many years (Gipps 1994), and it is perhaps a little naive to believ e that assessment can , imply 
be used for both purposes. As Stobart (2001) points out the summative function \4 III tend to 
dominate; 
... there is general agreement that, where there are both formative and summati\e purposes, there %kill invariably be a shift towards more emphasis on those summative functions vvhich inform managerial 
concerns for accountability and evaluation 
(p. 31) 
Similar observations have been made in other areas of management. For example, there is much 
evidence that individual assessment systems can not be used effectively for developing staff 
(formative) and for remuneration (summative)85. Therefore it would seem unreasonable to eypcct 
equally valid formative and summative assessments from just one system tie National Curriculum 
tests), indeed trying to do so may have a negative impact on the teaching and the school 
curriculum. 
Furthermore, as Murphy and Wilmut (1999) point out educational assessment (or indeed any other 
form of public sector performance appraisal) is inextricably linked to the broader organisational 
and political context, and it is therefore important to consider this ýN ider picture; ie, what is the 
purpose of the assessment and how does it contribute to the education process; 
Firstly, educational assessment is a complex activity which can never be undertaken without facing 
major challenges related to accuracy, dependability and impact on learning. Secondly. a natural con- 
sequence of this is that decisions about how educational assessment is to be undertaken are likely to 
be highly political. Powerful interests are invested in arguments for carrying out assessments in 
particular. ways. For this reason assessment reforms need to be made hand in hand with curricular 
reforms, in relation to clearly defined ideals for lifelong learning. 
(p. 137) 
The TGAT proposals and the many subsequent changes which established the neýý assessment 
arrangements were the cause of intense conflict, indeed the conflict is still eý ident today. Mike 
Baker, who at the time was the BBC political correspondent (prior to becoming education 
correspondent) was well placed to observe and interpret many of the issues. 
it is interesting to reflect that, in England and Wales, there has been far more fuss oyer testing than 
over the curriculum. While that may seem a curious priority, it also reflects the realisation that control 
over testing leads to control over what is taught. That is why the struggle over testing has been so 
fierce. The TGAT report, by putting the stress on teacher assessment and formati"e tests, was a 
serious blow to the government. It gave ownership to the teachers just as the government as trying, to 
reduce that level of ownership. It meant the wav forward vvas bound to be messy, as the government 
sec for cv)mple Fletcher (199 ) vvho summarise, 'hest practice' which advocated , cparating the -moncv' from the 
'Li elopmcnt' in herlormance appraisal sýstcros 
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tried to wrench the national tests awa\ from the increasin-e{% complex teachers' model to a simpler. 
straightforward model which could be used to compare school with school. It set the stage for the rový 
which reached its climax in the teachers' test boycott in the summer of 19933. 
(Baker 1994: 1 i)S 
Fol lowing the 1988 Act and the TGAT report, there vv ere a number of changes to the education 
secretary, and therefore who would have task of 'drib ing' though the nevý testing,, sv, tcm. Eirstl}. 
John MacGregor replaced Kenneth Baker výho had implemented the 1988 Act. McGregor'' 
stewardship marked a significant change in the relationship betvveen the government and 
`teachers', and yielded a number of concessions on the testing arrangement. I lovv c\ er, he vý as 
replaced by Kenneth Clarke who was a very dil er-ent 'kettle offish. Clarke 'delighted' in contlict 
(Baker 1994) and preferred to call a 'test a test' and not some 'fancy assessment'. Then in 1992 
Clarke was replaced by John Patten, vtiho had quite recently entered parliament (in 1979). hay ing, 
previously had an academic career, and ironically . should perhaps 
have been an ailv of the 
'teachers'. In terms of assessments, Patten's first difficulties arose over marking and grading of the 
relatively new GCSE exams". Importantly it was not only the teachers vkho were offended bý his 
handling of the situation but parents as well. There was even disagreement hetzvcen the government 
and the Schools Examination and Assessment Council (SEAL) (appointed by the government) over 
the content and purpose of testing and assessment. 
It was however the planned introduction of KS3 tests for 14 year olds which wati to prove the 
biggest battle and the downfall for Patten. In 1992 these ere voluntary, but in 1993 it as decided 
to include English tests alongside Maths and Science. Furthermore, the results frone o1'these no\' 
compulsory tests would be made public, from which league tables v%ould be compiled. Moreover. 
these tests were to be `short unseen written examinations', and significantly would take precedence 
over teacher assessments. 
The inclusion of the English tests proved to be a critical factor in mobilisiºng the teaching unions in 
a rare act of unanimity in opposing and boycotting the tests. This was in spite of a last minute ot1'tº- 
not to publish the English results. To try and `help the government out of the mess, the London 
Borough of Wandsworth unsuccessfully sought an injunction against the boycott. It is ironic. Or 
perhaps significant. that some years later in 1999 Wandsyvorth should find themselves `in the 
dock', found guilty by, a QCA investigation ofgiving 'their' schools stolen details of the KS2 
English exams (Cassidy 1999). Battle continued during the teacher's conference season of 1993 
and in spite of a promised rev ievv of the National Curriculum (Dearing Rev ieww ), and c\ en that the 
Ilevvs media and opinion polls v'ere supporting the 'teachers' case. the tests vvent ahead in June 
s" the >uhýtanti, il rise in performance %v<i> v 
icvvcd hy some gis suspicious. furthermore thev vvcre' icvvcd bý unic aý, 
iýýnurin the 'traditional' has es. 
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1993. However. they were something ofa disaster and provided no meaningful data. with i vver 
than 150 schools administering the tests and completing their returns to SL, >1C. 
Althou<-Ii this episode ma, represent something of a 'y ictor-\ ' to the educational estabii, hment in 
terms of formative assessments over summative tests, 'league tables' for KS4 in the form o1'GC l 
v^ cre still published in 1993. Likevv ise the KS2 results have been published since 1996. Indeed. the 
current government is 'preparing the ground' for the publication of KS 3 results in '002, bý 
emphasising the substantial progress made up to KS2. for ývhich tables are published. and the 
relative lack of progress between this and KS3. for ýOhich tables are not produced (Morri,, 2002). 
The experience of testing and assessment, and the publication ol'the results in Scotland contra,, t' 
with the English (and Welsh) experience. In spite of a long history of'English' control. Scottish 
education is different in many areas, and has alxvays sought to maintain it, independence 
(MacKenzie 1999). The government. with a staunch Thatcherite in the form of Michael For, ýiii 
sought to introduce tests iii 1991 which were similar to those proposed for England, and vvhieh 
vtiould have been used to compile league tables. However, this as met vvith very strong opposition 
from the main teaching union (Educational Institute of Scotland ýti hich represents 80% of teacher, ). 
parents, academics and education authorities (Saunders 2000). Indeed, Munro and Kimber (1999) 
point out that 66% of parents nationally withdrew their children from the 1991 tests, and given the 
run up to a general election (which as expected to return a labour party opposed to this I'Orm of 
testing) a significantly different form of testing as agreed; the 5-14 
A review of the curricula, and testing in England and 
Scotland 
The details below refer to the system which existed in 1999 - 2000, the period when the research 
for this thesis was carried out. A number of alterations have occurred since. and x\ here relevant v III 
be discussed later in the thesis. Although some points made below have already been made they are 
repeated in this section to help maintain continuity. Furthermore, only the arrangements for 
mainstream state school children aged five to sixteen are considered, although in general the 
independent sector is adopting the same systems. 
In England the National Curriculum which specifies what children must stud. and the level's of 
performance the- should achieve at different ages is compLrlsorý in all state schools. It is set bv the 
Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA), 'vIiich is appointed b\ the Government. The 
Office For Standards in Education (Ofsted), is responsible for ensuring, schools adhere to the 
curricuIum. 
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The national curriculum aims to raise overall standards of education by ensuring that all children 
receive a broad and balanced curriculum. In specific circumstances parts of the curriculum maN be 
dis-applied from certain children. By specifying' hat is taught the curriculum makes it eaaier for 
children to change schools, and for teachers to be `trained' and kept up to date. Furthernnurc. 
material and resources can be specified and supplied on a national basis. for example, key tage tc, t 
revision resources. 
The curriculum is divided in to four Key Stages. At the primary IeveI KS J is for children aged tiv c 
to seven, and KS2 for those aged seven to eleven. Tests in Maths English and Science arc taken on 
a set day in an examination style at the end of KS2. and are marked on a 1-6 scale (lei eIs). Teacher 
assessments are also carried out for these three subjects as well as for other curriculum areas. In 
secondary schools KS3 is for children aged eleven to fourteen and KS4 for those aged fourteen to 
sixteen. For the final two years (KS4) students will typically foliovv exam courses leading-, to a 
number of GCSEs, and grades ranging from A* to G may be awarded. Various vocational course, 
may also be taken. 
There are three core subjects, English, Maths and Science, in the national curriculum, which arc 
compulsory for all children aged five to sixteen. In addition, there are foundation subjects vv hieb 
include; technology, geography, history, music, art and a foreign language. The foundation subjects 
may or may not have to be studied depending on the particular keß stage, and the Child's 
preferences. Furthermore, the National Literacy and Numeracy strategies (NLNS) for primary 
schools provide very specific instructions on what is taught. and ho\ti this should be carried out. 
In Scotland the actual curriculum is not defined in law, ie. there is no 'national curriculum' as such. 
The precise content and management are the responsibility of the individual education authorities 
and the specific head teacher. However, in practice the bulk of the curriculum is centrallv defined. 
The Scottish Consultative Council on the Curriculum (SCCC)87 vNhich is appointed by the 
government is the principle advisory body to the Secretary of State. As in England. schools and the 
curriculum they provide are inspected by HM inspectors of schools. 
The actual curriculum can be considered in two parts, firstl\ for ages five to fourteen, and sccondlý 
from fourteen to sixteen. Children attend primary schools from the age of 1-1\e to meIv c. and 
sccondarý from t""elkke to sixteen. Therefore, the 5-14 curriculum meriaps these t1vo phase,,. I he 
subjects co'ered by the 5-14 curriculum are similar to the English national curriculum, in that it 
ýuýý A ýarninýý ands fcarhing ' Lotland 
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aims to pro4idea broad balanced education. Hoýýeýer, the national , -, uideIines uioc more genei, it 
details about the subjects rather than detailed instructions on the range of skills. knovv ledge and 
Understanding 1Nhich have to be taught. In the final year of primary school pupil; (aged 12) do 
National 5-14 assessments in Maths Reading and Writing. This is on an indi\ idual non- 
examination basis and when the teacher feels the particular child is reads. 
The 14-16 stage is quite similar to England, with the actual curriculum being lamely determined by 
the exams (standard Grades) the child is taking. These earns are broadly irnilar to GC"Lti. in 
addition there are also various vocational options 
In both England and Scotland testing and assessments are used throughout the education proce». 
from Baseline assessments for children entering the system to GCSE / Standard -radc earns. 
Whilst much of this testing is used for `internal or formatk e purposes, some of the tests (KPls) are 
used for target setting and are publicly reported in performance tables. All the official tarýg, etk and 
results are based on whole school aggregates. The official publications in Fngiand give details of 
the individual schools and others in their LEA, with separate publications for each LEA. In 
Scotland the details for all schools are in one publication. which is arranged on an EA basis. 
Below is a summary of the main official publications for the 1998 results (ie. current at time of 
research): 
" 1998 Secondary School Performance Tables, for each LF, A, published by DfEE 
" 1998 Primary School Performance Tables Ivey Stage 2 Results, published by individual l, l A 
" Examination Results in Scottish Schools 1996 -- 1998, Published by the Audit Unit, IN 
Inspectors of Schools 
" Attendance and Absence in Scottish Schools 1995/96 to 1997 98, Published by the Audit Unit, 
HM Inspectors of Schools 
From these official publication the media or any one else is free to re-publish the data in anN 
format. including rankings or league tables. Below are details of the main indicators from these 
various publications 
For English secondary the main published data for each school includes details of the number of 
pupils and those vy ith special educational needs. The number taking GCSE / GNVQ at the end of 
KS4. The percentage obtaining 5 or more grade A* - C. 5 or more A* - G. I or more A* - G, and 
the av erage point score. The improvement (change) over the past 4 years 
is shovtia for the number 
oi` 5+ A* -C and I+ A* - 
G. Where appropriate, details are given of the percentage passing 
v ocationaI quaiit ications. The percentage of ha If da\s missed due to authorised and unauthorised 
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absences is also given. Averages of these figures are also pros ided for the LE: \ a \ýell aN 
Nationally. 
In lk: nglish Primary schools the total number of pupils and those with special educational needs is 
given, and the number of those aged I1 and therefore taking KS2 assessments is also piy cn. A\ litre 
this exceeds 10, the percentage of those achieving levei 4 or above is given for both the Teacher 
Assessment and the "Tests in English Maths and Science. Av erages of tlºese figures are also 
provided on an LEA and National basis, 
In Scottish secondary schools details are grouped hy Education Authoritv (I A). The total number 
of pupils on roll is given. The percentage of S4s gaining 5+ standard grades at 1-2.1-4.1-6. iý 
given for 1998 and the two preceding years. Details of the percentage gaining National Certificate 
modules and the percentage staying on post S4 are given. Details are also given for Higher grades 
and S5/6 results. Comparative EA and National data is also provided. In the attendance publication 
information is given for authorised and unauthorised absences. again this is on a school 1 I: A basis, 
and includes historical data. 
No data is published for Scottish primary schools. although the results from the National 5- 14 
assessments are passed on to the EA and HMI as x\ ell as individual parents. 
In summary. at the secondary level very similar data is published for schools in t: miland and 
Scotland. There are some similarities between the English primary and secondary schools. hmýcvcr 
at the primary level the to countries are very different vv ith no school level data being, made 
publicly available in Scotland. 
Educational League tables 
The governments current position regarding the publication of performance data, and the 
consequential re-publication of the data in league table format remains essential]v the same; 
namely that they are very much in favour. For example. in England, Mike Tomlinson. the Chien 
inspector of schools (in 2001) states that: 
Parents today are better informed than ever about our schools and the quality and xariet\ of provision 
within then.... Successke ý, oNernments have been determined that parents should be equipped ý%ith 
the rizIit tools to make critical choices about their children's education.... This mope toýNards ereater 
public scrutiny of our school system - partly driven by the media increased the flow of information to 
parents. 
) (Tomlinson 2001: 1 
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Significantly. he draws attention to the important role of the media, x%hich is entirely consistent 
with the adoption of NPM and the use of PR. Officially the go-vernment onl\ publish the data in 
alphabetical format. and once this is in the public domain, their responsibilit} cease;; a point made 
by Jacqui Smith as Education Under-Secretary 
I believe strongly that the tables produce information about the relative performance of , chook. 
although i fear what local and national newspapers might choose to make of the inl nuation. The 
Government can take some responsibility for what is published. However. if \\e haue the power to 
control the message that goes out about schools, please believe me-v%e \\ould use it. 
(HOC 2000: Column 66\% H) 
This view is a little disingenuous and does not of course explain the rush, after the publication of 
the league tables, by ministers to be 'photographed' vv ith the schools at the top of the league, or 
indeed the honours they like to bestow on the respective headteacher. Furthermore, the uovernment 
itself uses `crude' league tables to grant `school achievement awards' (DfES 2001e). Sinus of 
several thousands pounds are given to the highest-ranking schools" (p. 3), based either on 
improvement or highest performance. In reality the ranking of the performance data in league table 
format, which is widely publicised, is very much what the English government wants, and hat 
they believe will `drive up' standards. 
In Scotland too, Jack McConnell (Henderson 2001), then Education Ministe« , 
justifies his strong 
support for the publication of performance data, although as in England the government point out 
they do not publish league tables. Once again this part ofthe process is left to the (helpful) media. 
It would of course be wrong to assume that the media publish performance data or league tables 
just for the benefit of the government or for other altruistic reasons. Clearly, there are commercial 
interests, or put another way they are of interest to much of the public, and they therefore `sell 
copy'. From the human perspective. Oswald (2001 ) suggests that; 
All over the world, school-teachers pin these tables up on notice-boards. Human beings are ia'cinated 
b, rankings. It is presumably for Darwinian reasons: your many-times great-grandfather came lieh up 
a pecking order and that is N\hy you are still here. Even in games. like football or table-tennis, people 
have to construct leagues. 
(p.: ) 
Given the interest or potential interest and the benefit to sales, the media are \ erv keen to puhlkh 
the data. In I ngland the necessary details are readily, available. hovvever a case in Ireland 
demonstrates the lengths the media vv III go to. The Sunday Times, and other nevk. papcs- fought as 
complex legal case to everitually secure access to secondary school examination rc tilts. (`see CIIC 
1999). The case pros ides an interesting insight in to the argument, fl. r and again; t publication. and 
" NoN% I irst \1inistcr 
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Ar- includes evidence from Chris Woodhead. the then Chief Inspector of Schools. supporting the 
medlia's arguments. 
Although a high proportion of the media do publish school league tables. they are able to put their 
ýº keen slant on tlhe data. the BBC , ýtiebsite (wv v . 
bbc. co. uk) for eyample , iyes league table,,. for all 
of the English Primar} and secondary schools as kell as the Scottish secondary schools. As \\Oýuld 
be expected the results are presented in a 'matter of fact' wa`. and are essentially just a listin`- Of 
the official data in a league format . English secondary schools are ranked on the percentage of 
pupils achieving 5 or more A* to C GCSEs, the primaries on the percentage of pupils gaining Icv eI 
4 in the SATs exams, and for Scottish secondary schools, the percentage of pupils gainin S or 
more level 4 standard grades. 
Other publications produce their rankings in other vvav . 
For example, a local or regional paper 
such as the Yorkshire Post, gives ranking for the schools in their area based on the total point score. 
This they argue is fairer than the percentage of 5 A* to Cs, and si nificantly each school isgiven a 
ICvv paragraphs to 'explain' their results, or put them in to context. On the other hand the Sim 
ncvvspaper takes a somewhat different line. hhev give a number of mini leagues which shovv. for 
cxample; (the), Top 10 Comprehensives, Top 10 Grammars, Bottom 10 schools, Hidhcst failure 
rate"', vwrst 10 school for truancy. In manv \a\ s these contrasting approaches by the two papers 
demonstrates the difference between, a fairly genuine attempt to providing the public \ti ith 
information, and sensationalism to sell papers. 
The tables published by the Sunday Times for independent schools pros ide an interesting insight in 
to the likely development. They publish a table. The best value among the top 50 , schools (Sunday 
Times 2001 ). This gives the fees and number of A/B grade GCSEs and simpIy divides the to to 
give a 'Cost of A/B grades per }ear'. It is difficult to see how this might be of anv real use. 
nevertheless, as will be discussed in chapter 14. similar proposals have been made for the stmc 
sector. 
Conclusion 
This chapter has outlined the background to the claimed need for a nc kind of public 
management. Significantlv, mane of the arguments are similar to those in the previous chapter. and 
hich led to new (h\ brid) models of management. Indeed, 'old' public management corresponds 
closclv to Weher's theories of bureaucracv, and both ' stems are considered hv manv, as 
s" Il 
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inadequate to meet the demands of an increasingly competitive orld. The ans\\er to this apparent 
deficiency has been found in nevý public management, v' ith its emphasis on performance 
measurement and accountability. Within education this change in philosophy has seen miehers 
move from being trusted professionals with a high degree of autonomy, towards something more 
akin to highly controlled and organised `curriculum technicians'. 
Ifhe development of performance indicator systems and KPIs has been accompanied hy a degree of 
confusion as to their main role. On the one hand 'educationalists' ant to use then for formative 
assessments to improve their teaching, and on the other. the government want to use them to 
control and hold individuals accountable, in the belief that this vv ill 'drive up' standards. Ironically, 
both sides of the argument want essentially the same thing (self interests on both sides excepted). 
namely a better education system. 
There can be little doubt that the indicators themselves, and just as importantly the broader 
management contexts within which they exist, will have significant behavioural consequence,. 
Much will affect the quality and effectiveness of schools. From this perspective the next chapter 
looks at some of the evidence and arguments about the intended and unintended consequences of 
'high stakes' indicator systems. 
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Chapter 6 
Performance Indicators and 
business accounting theory 
Noihiirg could he worse. The evil effect of the Baldridge guidelines on American Business can 
never be measured (Denting) 
(Raldridge National qualitN a' and guidelines look rather similar to the tichool achievement aNNard --uidlelines) 
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Introduction 
Chapter 2 outlined some of the similarities between the business and education ýýorld, in terms of 
measuring performance, with both facing significant challenges in being able to paint a true and 
fair picture. The issue of the two sectors using `accounts' for internal dey elopment and external 
reporting as mentioned, as were the difficulties of dev eloping reliable and v al id measurc,,. which 
compare 'like with like'. There is also a need to use a common currency throughout the respectiv C 
sectors, (eg. exam passes or financial), as well as similar difficulties in identify ins( `cause and 
effect'. for example who made `that sale', or who taught that child graphs. There is increasing 
convergence between the two sectors due to the increasing private sector involvement, and this vv ill 
increasingly blur the distinction between the two accounting systems. For example, some 
companies (eg. RM computers"") profits are to a degree tied to academic performance measures. 
As with education, businesses have many indicators that can be used to measure performance. 
although by definition Profit is still generally accepted as being the most important. As prevJousl% 
argued this is similar to a simple definition of value added", in that it is describes the difference 
hetvNecn a starting and finishing point. In general it is used to describe overall performance, ie. hový 
e('tcctkely the business unit has met its primary aim. Another important figure used in business is, 
Return On Inn esiment (ROI), which is simply an indication of the benefit (eg_ profit) that has been 
earned from a certain level of capital; in effect how efficiently the investment has been used. 
It is necessary for this chapter to clarify the term Budget which has a slightly different meaning in 
education and business. Within education a budget generally refers to an amount of money (or 
perhaps hours) which has been allocated to a particular task or function. III business the term is 
used more widely and encompasses much of what is considered in education as targets as well as 
monitoring and control system"'. In both education and business the measures used nim be KPIs. 
as weil as other high stakes proxy indicators. 
Besides these measures which most businesses use93. other business or industry specific figures 
may be reported, to show relative performance, and this may be in the form of league tables. For 
example, financial services companies will often show league tables of their investment 
performance relativ e to others (curiously they all appear to be the best -a lesson for schools! ). car 
tioinc oi, their iäcilitic. management contracts include a bonus clement based on c\arn passes. 
Such a, measuring, the difference betvvccn KS2 and KS3. 
I Iornzrcn and Foster ( 1991) define a budget as a: "... quantitativ c expression of a plan of action and an aid to 
coordination and implementation. " (p. 5). 
0" Reporting profit is a legal requirement 
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manufactures may produce tables shoeing hokk good (for example speed or miles per gallon) their 
cars are compared to others; although probably the most objectiv e are the t'Ootball 'companies' 
whose results appear in league tables, and which in reality are probably v ery good indicators of 
relative performance. 
Whilst much of the high stakes educational performance measurement stistems (ie. KPk) is a 
relatively recent phenomena94, high stakes business accounting measures have been used for 
hundreds or thousands of years95. Furthermore, as Johnson and Kaplan (1991) state the main 
compoonents of the modern accounting. systems have also been in place for nmanv sears: 
B\ 19-15 virtually all management accounting practices used today had been developed.... These 
practices had evolved to serve the informational and control needs of the managers of inereasingk 
complex and diverse organizations. 
(p. 12) 
Although, many of the techniques had been developed by the early 20`x' century, there have been 
many significant developments in the use and application of accounts. This x as in part due to the 
advent of the very large multi-national corporations, as well as the `neýý' organisational forms (sec 
chapter 4). 
This chapter begins by looking at the ýý ork of three key theorists (Argyris. Hope ood and Otlc% ) 
who in particular were concerned with the behavioural and potentially dysfunctional effects of' 
budgeting (or target setting / reporting) systems. Their findings , sere not in complete accordance, 
therefore to help bring the various strands together, the ti%ork Birnberg ci al is briefly considered. 
he} provide a useful summary of the potential distortions to information systems, vvhich niaý 
have dysfunctional effects. 
Businesses like, schools are increasingly using league tables to display the performance of different 
parts or sub-units of the overall organisation. One such company is TNT. and research b- Moon 
and Fitzgerald (1996) is summarised to form a small case studv on the organisational effects of 
league tables. This is followed by details of relatively unique experimental research bti Keasee c't at 
(2000) who looked at the behavioural effects of league tables. Over the years a number of theorists 
have asked the rather fundamental question as to vv nether accounting s) steams are in fact measuring 
the right things; the final part of this chapter looks at the vwrk of Johnson and Kaplan (1991 ). v0oý 
put forNv and arguments that management accounting has lost much of its relevance for nuodcrn 
organisations. 
"' With pcrh tp the notable cviception ut'the Rey iced Code - Sec Chap 6 
,N 4aiamcl ( 1994) traces the Sv stem oi''c'h ac e discharge' hack to ancient 4-: Qv°pt 
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Three Key theorists; Argyris, Hopwood and Otley 
Argyris 
Prior to the 1950's Birnhers et at (1983) point out that accounting and budgeting vvas considered a 
relatively straightforward technical process, and one that did not has e anv inherent behav ioural 
implications. However, in 1952 Chris Argyris, an industrial psychologist published his "eniinal 
vvOrk. the Impact of Buclgets on People (1952). This looked at the superv ision s\ sterns in four 
production companies, and highlighted concerns about the possible dvsfunetional effects of 
budgets. 
Argvris found that the budgeting process could cause; an increase in job related tensions, 
unreasonable pressure being placed on subordinates, a fear of failure and the development of a 
blame culture within organisations, and in general a feeling of resentment and mistrust betvkeen 
superiors and subordinates. Such a culture could in turn lead to exploitation and defensive 
behaviour such as avoiding constructive criticism. Furthermore, `accountants' and associated statu 
could become marginalized, and the actual construction of budgets might become something of a 
'ritualistic' exercise. with game playing such as creating slack in the targets. Indeed, Argy ris found 
that just the existence of budgetary controls themselres could provoke dysfunctional behaviour. 
The `solution' or way forward for Argyris was participation by all the relevant parties in the 
budgeting process. However, he also warned of the dangers of 'pseudo-participation'. xý here the 
need for participation was emphasised by the senior management of the organisation, but in rcalitv 
the line management merely resorted to imposing `their' budget. 
Argv ris did recognise the significance and effect of the economic and business climate vv ithin 
hich organisations existed. Factors such as these ýwuld significantly affect the feelings and 
responses of the employees. For example, a business that as thriving with perhaps all of the 
employees and their managers enjoying bonuses and job security. vwuld probably display far fe er 
, igns of dv sfunctional behaviour. 
Argvris vvork is common lv acknovv (edged as the first detailed study of the potential problems 
associated with budget s\ stems. As Briers and Hirst (1990) point out his studs as to provide an 
impetus for many other studies, as well as the increasingly widespread a'vareness and general 
acceptance (hy mangy ) of the potential effect of budget s\ stems on behag iour, 
The Arg\ris (1952) study provided a milestone in behavioural accounting research. It x\ent be%ond 
simply examining alternatkc uses of accounting information in performance e' aluation. Importantly. 
it \\ as a comprehensive study. rich in theoretical. as well as empirical. content. Argvris as not only 
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interested in the antecedents and outcomes of supervisors st\ le. but also su, Le,, ted bud, -, cl 
participation as a possible moderator of supervisory style. Consequent{.. Arýg\ris provided a 
broad 
foundation and, indeed, motivation for future studies. 
(p. 376) 
Hopwood 
Among the many studies that followed Argyris, quantitative research b} Anthony Hopwood ( 1972) 
hu proved particularly significant. This looked at a very large US steel compan} and although 
Hopvvuud looked more specifically at supervisory style. rather than budget pressure, much of his 
vvoorlk built on and further developed Argyris's. In broad terms it did support Argyris's main 
findings (Briers and Hirst 1990). 
Of particular interest to this thesis, Hopwood identified three supervisory styles, Budget 
('on. slruiiued Profit Conscious u1JNon-: 4ccou, 1liug. In the huo/ccl coil, Ircrined model managers 
and business units are rigidly evaluated in terms of their detailed budgets. The equivalent in 
education ýtiould be, assessing teachers in terms of meeting their individual targets and their 
contribution to the KPIs. The profit conscious model ev as used to describe situations were 
managers were aware of, or / and worked towards an overall indication of performance \t h ich \ý as 
related to their primary aims, in effect for a 'profit organisation' the overall profit or for a Strategic 
Business Unit (SBU) their contribution to this figure. Within education this equates to broader 
measures such as the overall 'value added' by the school. Non-Actou /cling measures include non- 
financial measures, for example new product development times or customer satisfaction ratings. 
Within schools attitudinal indicators, such as those within the YELLIS system would be similar. 
'Fable 6 from Macintosh (1985) provides a summary of some of the key findings from Hopwood's 
(1972) research. The budget constrained model is closely related to, and to a large extent based can, 
the issues considered by Argyris's research in 1952. The results are reported here to aid and 
illustrate the discussion about the general principles. rather than trying to make detailed 
comparisons vý ith the educational KPIs. That said, as vv ill be seen later in this thesis, a number of 
these questions have been re-formulated and applied to the detailed research questions. 
Table 6: Hopwood's style of evaluation 
STYLE OF EVALUATION 
Budget Constrained Profit Conscious Non Accounting 
(1) Relations with supervisor 
(a) Trust 3.3 4.2 4.0 
(b) Respect 3.7 4.6 4.3 
(c) Reasonableness of expectations 3.3 4.1 3.9 
(d) Satisfaction 3.3 4.6 4.4 
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(2) Relations with peers 
(a) Supportiveness 3.6 3.8 3.9 
(b) Agreement 3.4 3.7 3.8 
(c) Helpfulness 3.8 4.0 4.2 
(d) Friendship 3.3 3.7 3.7 
(3) Rating of evaluative criteria 
(a) Cost concern 4.3 4.8 4.1 
(b) Effort 4.1 4.7 4.5 
(c) Quality concern 4.5 4.7 4.5 
(d) Meeting budget 4.4 4.5 3.9 
(e) Attitude to work and firm 4.1 4.8 4.6 
(f) Co-operation with colleagues 3.7 4.3 4.4 
(N = 33) (N = 43) (N = 73) 
Indiccs reporlcd as mcan, ý of responses on 1-5 Likert scalc, 
From % acint h (1985: 19) based on 1)opvvood 11973) 
In terms of relationships between employees and supervisors the results suggest that the budget 
constrained model is more dysfunctional than the profit or non accounting systems, and this does o1' 
course very much support Argyris's findings. Interestingly there appears to be little difference in 
terms of peer relationships between the different systems. Hrnvever, both Hopwood and Argy ris 
suggested that an emphasis on budget based measures could encourage subordinates to `gang, 
together' which in its self may well be dysfunctional; there is a fine line between mutual co- 
operation and mutual resistance. Both Argyris and Hopwood gave possible examples such as. 
resisting the management's push for higher performance, manipulating results and even adopting 
Nýrecking' behaviour. The final group of questions suggested that subordinates like working 
towards broad quantitative targets rather than detailed budgets, or perhaps surprisingly non - 
accounting measures. 
Besides looking at supervisory style Hopwood (1972) also argued that accounting performance 
measures \\ere by definition only partial representations of actual or overall performance; ie. proxy 
measures. In addition, they may represent performance that is not necessarilti controllable or even 
attributable to those being judged, and have a tendency to emphasise the short term (le. \\hat e\er 
the accounting period under consideration -typicall} a }ear). As pointed out before, educational 
KPIs are by definition proxy indicators, they may be used to judge people Mho have no direct 
influence on the particular aspect of performance, and the\ rna\ too encourage short-termism. 
Otiey 
tiubsccluent research by Day id Otle\ (1978) which looked at indi\ iduaI operating units in the 
National Coal Board (NCB) aimed to replicate and eytend Hopwood'; vvork; hovvcv, cr. Otlev did 
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not reach the same conclusions. Although, lie found a link between supervisory std le and the nature 
of the relationships in the organisation, he did not find significant evidence to support the notion 
that a budget constrained96 style of management necessarily had d} sfunctional effects. Otlc\ argued 
that such behaviour was primarily the result of how a manager felt about his (her) targets. rather 
than the actual supervisory style. He did nevertheless find that a budget constrained stv le 
encouraged practices such as 'income-smoothing'117, bargaining for lový or easily attainable targets. 
and other 'creative' accounting practices; which depending on how they' are used m} be 
dysfunctional. 
In essence it was Otley"s view that whilst budget systems did have an effect on behaN iour (indeed 
this was one of the main reasons for using them) it did not follovv that the\ would necessarily cause 
dysfunctional behaviour; much depended on the way the} ere used and the broader contest within 
which they existed, or put another way their effect was contingent upon other situational factors. 
Macintosh (1985) provides a useful summary of Otley's views, 
Otley speculated that senior managers adopted an evaluation style which suited the prevailing 
circumstances and was, therefore, appropriate for each independent operating unit. Those 
circumstances are dependent upon factors such as the toughness of the competitive environment, the 
general economic conditions, the size of the operating unit (and thus the relative magnitude of the 
investment in the unit), the relative experience of its manager, and the degree of profitability of the 
unit. Senior managers seemed able to match their evaluation style to each set of circumstances, for 
example, they exercised closer control through a budget-constrained style, on relatively inexperienced 
unit managers .... The managers generally felt that a certain degree of emphasis on meeting 
budget 
levels is helpful for technical efficiency and interpersonal relations... . Prevailing circumstances may have more influence on the use of accounting information than does the individual's own personalit\ 
and philosophy of management. 
These results point toward the need to develop a more contingent theory of budgeting control based on 
differences in organizational types, the environmental circumstances in which they operate, and the 
norms and values current both within the organization itself and within the society in which it is set. 
(p. ?, ) 
Besides these three key theorists, a great many other research projects have not been able to 
unambiguously answer the crucial question as to the degree to \Nhich accounting measures ina} 
have dysfunctional effects. Indeed, a meta analysis by Shields and Shields (1998) of 47 studies 
pro\ ides little in the \\ay, of clear-cut or straightforward answers. Therefore many theorists have 
used a 'contingency" theory' approach. However, as Otley (1980) points out, "Contingency 
theories of management accounting have become a current vogue but have produced fe\ti 
significant results". (p. 413)"". The key limitation of contingency approaches is in not being able to 
Q' t)tlcy rejected the iii>rrcte classification ol'management stvles. and replaced it with acontinuum 
I. Cm-r\ in_g, o\ er income From a good month to a poor month 
Contingency theorv sinmpkk means basing the theory on the situation: it can also be called situational them-, 
It should he noted that this statement as tiýith made reference to a number olarguments as to hovv the contingency 
approach to accounting could he imprmed. 
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necessaril,, dm% valid inferences or make generalisations across different sectors and 
organisations. 
From the perspective of organisational beha\ ioLur, Birnberg cl ul ( 1983) point out the majority of 
the studies focused on individuals rather than groups; 
The research basically has taken a micro orientation dealing vti ith the motivational and psychological 
a, pccts of budgets focusing on individuals rather than on groups and on personality rather than on 
process. Its major contributions have often been diluted by conflicting results. 
(p. 121 ) 
Furthermore, as many authors (eg. Van der Stede 2000, Otleti and Fakiolas 2000) have pointed out 
thcrc have over'the years been many difference in the classification and terrnmologv bet%vicen 
studies. For example, Shield and Shield (1998). 
Future research would be more valuable if it were to provide explicit links between a study's 
nomological network and those of other studies to facilitate the development of general theories ... 
[ofd 
management accounting variables. 
(ip. 67) 
The concept of making like with like comparisons has bedevilled much of the re, "earch. Ior 
example, Hopwood (1972) studied a large US steel corporation, whereas Otlev (1978) studied the 
British National Coal Board. There would have been many significant differences in these t\\ o 
organisations which ýtiould have been difficult to control for. Indeed the time difference, vti ith the 
oil crisis' occurring bet\leen the to may have had an effect, as might the prospect of dc 
nationalisation for the NCB. 
Potential. distortions to information systems 
In spite of the difficulties of making firm predictions about the effects of budget and accounting 
systems, over the years various potential distortions to information s}'stems. svhich mm cause 
dysfunctional behaviour, have been identified and acknowledged. Birnberg et al (1983)'0° pros ide a 
useful summary based on six broad categories, Smoothing, Biasing, Focusing, Gaming, Filtering. 
'Illegal 'lets '. 
Smoothing - occurs when the manager IS able to offýc"t the natural or pre-planned floh of data 
n'ithoiii altering the actual uctiVitiL'. s of the organization. 
IM ')I, iIrmcnts in italic, lakcn from Birnbcrg ri a! (1983: 119- 124) 
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11 ypically businesses may do this to bring forward a sale,, invoice to help meet that month's buduet. 
Such behaviour. may also occur in other parts of the public sector. for example to help a surgcon 
meet 'his' target for the month. The opportunity for such behaviour in education is less obvious. in 
terms of KPIs exam passes are only counted at the `correct" age for the child. The official 
presentation of data is in a set format, although the media and schools themselves may be able to 
smooth the data to give a more favourable impression in their o\t n publications1 " 
Biasing - Iho, se . situations where 
the JIlCl17Llý'Nl' . 5'C'%CcIs 
from a sei (? t »05.1ih1N iizexxag«s a 11 ý/la/ 1/74// 
is likeh' to he accepted and is muse faºvo ur"uhfc to him. 
Such situations usually exist ' lien managers are able to influence their o\\ il target,,. and build in 
slack. This will generally occur in situations of information as, mmetry; for example a sales 
manager inay kno\ti of a forthcoming contract and be able to use that as 'insurance on nleeting his 
target. In a similar \t ay a school \tiith detailed kno\tiledge of the potential of its pupils ma\ be Able 
to agree an 'eas' ' target with the LEA. 
Focusing - occurs when certain aspects of the inf rr"nrutiorr let are either enhanced (highlighted) or 
degraded (hithleii) 
If the opportunity exists most people or organisations ývill try to accentuate the best aspects of their 
performance, and keep quiet about weaker ones. A company's annual report contains both legally 
required information, and other more subjective information and a manager, just as v, ith his 
counterpart in a school, "ill tend to accentuate the best aspects. In the case of KPI,, a school mav 
emphasise its total point score, as opposed to the percentage of 5 A-Cs, or vice versa. 
Gaming - those behaviours where the sender through his job related acts causes the de. wrahle 
Nies sage lO be sen 1 
Birnher- et ul link this to the principle of using prox% indicators. v here a manager may do a 
particular action vvhich enhances what is measured. For example, delaying investment in nevv 
machiner-,. \\ hich N\ ill reduce that \ ear's expenditure, and therefore increase the reported profit. 
Within education a similar result may be achieved b} reducing the amount of teaching for non K PI 
subjects (Co. music and art), or avoiding `harder' subjects. 
101 "1 Ili., m a\ o1 course he a better N\ay of pre. cntirig auch data 
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Filtering - the iiiw c desirable elements of the [data] are communicated and the less de. ýii ihl(' oiw. s 
arc not (they, also included delaying information in this section) 
A manager may be able to eftectivelý filter performance information by a number of strategies 
such as, delaying, overloading and over aggregation (in effect loosin-u the important detail ). Within 
education similar tactics can be used, in particular over aggregation. The ov erall percentaue of' 5 A- 
C's tikill have the effect of filtering out the important components. such as the performance of 
individual departments and teachers. 
`Illegal' acts - are ones that violate private lau' (i. e. Qrgairifalional uuiIIc'. ti) or u public law. 
Within a business this may include `deiiberatelti " mis-app{} ing statutorv accounting rules. For 
example, overstating the value of work in progress vv i11 in turn increase the reported profit. In 
schools recent examples include cheating to help children (schools'? ) pert rm heiter in the KS2 
tests. 
Birnberg et al point that there can be a significant degree of overlap between the groups, tier 
example smoothing can be used as a form of filtering. They also acknowledge that the individual 
behaviours may not necessarily be dysfunctional; 
In response to Professor Buckley's comments we note that these behaviours may not <ilýýav be 
dysfunctional. However, in our opinion the potential for dysfunctional effects to the firm is greater 
than the potential for beneficial effects. 
(p. 119) 
Much depends on the particular circumstances. For example, within education it can be argued that 
concentrating on literacy to the partial exclusion of other subjects. may not be dysfunctional. in that 
it may al lo\those students to access other parts of the curriculum. However, if this x\ ere done 
primarily as a means of achieving KPI targets, that would seem dysfunctional: much depends on 
the underlying motives. 
League tables in business -A case study 
This section looks more specificallk at the use of rankings or league tables in business. Many 
organisations use some form of rankings; for example, as part of employee appraisals or to display 
the perR rmance of indiv idual operating units. In terms of employ ee appraisals. Enron the 
discredited euern company, used the infamous 'Rank or Yak' to evaluate indi%idual 
performance. Those in the top 5% received substantial bonuses. and those in the bottom 5°% »cre 
sacked. Not surprisingly this encouraged indi\ ideals to engage in dysfunctional beha\ jour, %Oich 
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ultimatelv contributed to the cornpanti "s downfall'02 (Shavti 2002). More relevant hoýti e\ er to thi, 
thesis is the use of league tables to report the performance of individual parts or profit centres of 
large organisations. TNT the delivery company prov ides a good example of such an or-(anisation, 
and the discussion below is based on Moon and Fitzgerald's (1996) paper. Delivering the ,; owls al 
TNT' the roll' 0/ the pe1'tormL11ct' 111C'Cl. ý'l11"E'i11E'111 , S'1 J'lt'l)l. 
The Indicator / Reporting System 
TNT worldwide is a large (100,000 employees) and relativelvdiverse organisation, and a market 
leader in what is a competitive and expanding industry. Howev er, this study is concerned vý ith the 
organisation and control of the UK part of the company, TYT E pre, ss (t W) Ltd. The company is 
organised around a hub structure with a central headquarters and 28 regional depots. The depots. 
headed by a general manager, are profit centres, in that they are responsible for generating income. 
Nevertheless, there is a high degree of central control. and structuralIv the system has a number of 
similarities with the education system. 
In terms of performance information, m4 data is fed pup to head office and then'arious reports are 
distributed back to the depots, although some performance indicators are monitored on a 
continuous or real time basis; for example, meeting delis erv times. The use of league tables to 
'drive trip' performance is central to the philosophy of the company; 
A central feature of the performance measurement system at T VT is the widespread use of league 
tables that display each depot's performance relative to one another. These emphasize the compan\'s 
critical success factors of profitability and quality of service by reporting results on these dimcn. sions 
at the depot level vveek(y. Implicitly, competition, in terms of performance, is actively encouraged 
between the depots. An individual's [depot] position in the league table is keenly observed hoth by 
that individual and his (her) peers. 
(Moon and Fitzgerald 1996: 454) 
A total of four reports are produced and distributed on a weekly basis. The main report shows the 
profit (absolute. and as a% of revenue) of each depot relative to other depots. Cumulative figures 
are also given to help smooth the data. Reports are also produced for sales and customers care. 
deliveries, and finance and administration. The sales and customer care report looks both at sales 
targets and customer satisfaction. The deliveries report ranks depots in terms of factors such as 
punctuality and mis-deliverb, and the finance and administration report looks at ho'. ' efficiently the 
business is run. for example, the length of debtor period. All of these reports and their associated 
tables are high stakes. in that substantial bonuses and potentiall\ disciplinar\ action ma\ follo\\. 
Furthermore, these reports and tables are, to a degree, used as prox\ indicators by the head office. 
N13: i he kcv iiictor, NNcrc the accounting melliodk and llaiiure and % or complicity of the auditors 
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-(he financial report (net profit) is the key indicator for depot performance. ý\ ith the other reports 
aiming to give a broader picture in terms of current and potential future performance. In addition, it 
is claimed that measuring these other aspects of the business \\ ill discourage dysfunctional 
behaviour such as maximising profit at the expense of other important objectives and tunctions. 
Some of the relevant surrounding issues from Moon and Fitzgerald are discussed below, and Miere 
relevant related to the education system: 
Transmission of corporate values 
The performance management system is explicitly used as a mechanism to transmit the corporate 
values throughout the company; 
[The performance measurement system has] enabled the company to drive do%ý n the corporate 
message that the business needs to be profitable, there is no market for excuses and, in an organization 
whose product is essentially the same throughout the countr%. ýOat can be achieved in one region 
ought to be replicable elsewhere. Issues of controllability or equity are seen as irrelevancies in the 
context of this broader corporate drive. 
(ibid: 455) 
There are echoes of a zero-tolerance philosophy that will be familiar to many in the public sector, 
as will the argument that if one school achieves good results in one area, then there is no reason 
w, by others shouldn't as NNeII. The management philosophy at TNT is very much to `drive' the 
company and its employees hard, in part because this is how the industry as a whole operatc. s. 
Pressure and stress 
Linked to the above, one observed effect of the system has been to increase the pressure on 
ind iv iduals to work increasingly harder: 
.... most depot personnel 
interviewed were aware that their own workloads had increased substantially 
over the last few years. The volume of consignments collected and delivered had increased at a faster 
rate than staffing levels. Long hours seemed to be becoming the norm for many, and stress le\ cis were 
higher. While the performance measurement system was not directly responsible for this, it '%a seen 
as implicated to some extent, as it provided the data for head office benchmarking...... 
(ibid: -L O) 
'I his may \\e II be of benefit to customers with lower charges, however there of potentiallv negative 
consequences on the employees which mavv rebound on the company and society as a vvhole, for 
example, increased health and benefit costs, as well as more intangible social costs. To an extent 
this is indicative of the market that they are in, which is in part fuelled by the potential further 
pri\ atisation of the postal service in the UK. Similar arguments about increased stress and 
workload because of league tables. hav e been made in many, areas of the education system. for 
example, the now semi-deregulated Further education sector. ww hich is operating in all increasingly 
competitive market. This is htwvever not to suggest that all stress is had, it is commonly accepted 
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that some degree of stress can be beneficial in terms of performance. althoug, Ii the 't% pc* of ' treýý 
(ie. ho4% it is imposed and the degree ofcontrol the indiv [dual has) is also significant. 
Control and responsibility 
Although depots are individual profit centre's they are nevertheless affected by the actions and 
performance of other depots and parts of the company; 
.... 
depot managers and depot personnel are held responsible for areas over which they have no formal 
control. The netýýork nature of the business implies that there is a high interdependence of depots: the 
collecting depot will not necessarily be the delivering depot. Business ma% be generated for which the 
collecting depot receives the revenue, which is in fact difficult to deliver, hut the delivering depot 
bears the cost. This impacts on both depots' profit statements. 
(ihid: -L54 
In education too it can be difficult to assign responsibility for the e%entual output performance. For 
example, a year 1I geography teacher's apparent performance %ý ill be influenced b` other teachcr, 
`further don the line'; indeed not just those teaching geography. but those teaching cross 
functional skills, such as drawing graphs and comprehension. 
Equity 
A primary aim of any performance measurement system is to provide a fair and equitable 
indication of performance by measuring like with like. Ho"ever, some depots have sioniticant 
inbuilt advantages over others; 
In theory, performance is transparent. In practice, although each depot performs essentially the same 
function and is measured in the same way, their circumstances may be very different. Some may be 
near to the hub, some may be far awa\: some may be located in areas vvith high collections. some in 
areas with high deliveries, some in urban zones with vvell developed road networks. some in remote. 
rural places. Measuring performance via the league tables makes no attempt to allow for these relative 
differences. Inequity is built into the system. 
(ibid: 445) 
Interestingly the paper gave the impression that this as accepted % ithin the organisation and diel 
not appear to be a particular bone of contention. A similar issue exists 1v ith school league tables. 
where the location (and therefore intake) have a significant bearing on the relative performance 
of individual schools. 
Informal networks 
Although the organisation is tightly controlled bv the head office at the centre, and competition is 
encouraged bemeein depots. and therefore bx definition one depots loss is another*s gain, there 
nevertheless evidence of inter-depot co-operation. For example, in terms of deliv erv problems: 
.... the 
delivering depot Nv ill discuss the problems infiormally vw ith the collecting depot. These informal 
discussions are facilitated bý the close communications between depots reco, -, nizing the 
interdependencies of the business. These findings are against the conventional ýN isdoin of 
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management accounting texts but in agreement vv ith the field studies of Merchant ( 1987) and Otle} 
(1990). 
ibid: 454) 
In a similar way in education one school's loss in the league tables is its neighbour's gain. And as 
with TNT informal networks, for example cluster meeting, mav help ameliorate the potential 
dysfunctional effects. 
Although parcel delivery and education are clearly very different businesses: TN I simply take, a 
package From A to B in a day or so, whereas the education s-\ stem takes a child to adulthood oxer a 
period of many years. TNT's indicator system does nevertheless exemplify the difficulties and 
complexities of measuring performance, as hell as the potential dysfunctional effects. Fhev have 
attempted to offset these by using (to an extent) a balanced range of indicators; indeed. (-, iv en the 
developments in education there may well be some useful lessons that can be learnt. Moon and 
Fitzgerald (1996) summarize the difficulties and challenges faced by TNT in the development of 
their indicator system: 
It is almost an axiom of management accounting thought that organizations need to formally nieusure 
their performance. At one level this is straightforward. `What is the bottom line? ... bv 
how much 
have sales grown this year? ... 
how much profit have we made" However, with the emergence ol'the 
global organization, the rapidity of technological advancement, and the hostility of competition. 
simple financial yardsticks, such as return on investment or residual income, are no longer sufficient 
as organizational performance measures, if indeed they ever were. Instead it has become increasingl\ 
important for organizations to develop systems of performance measurement that reflect this gr(m ing 
complexity of the business environment, and that monitor the organization's on strategic response to 
this complexity. 
(p. 4 2) 
Experimental research on the effects of league tables 
At the indix idual level there has been a substantial amount of experimental research on the effect of 
ratings for performance appraisals (Harris et at 1995). there has however been very little 
experimental research at the organisational level. Research bil Keasey et al is relatiýel\ unique in 
this area, and the details belovy are taken from their paper (2000). Performance niea. lureinew and 
11w use of league tables: some experimental evidence of th'stu nciional consequences. 
Kcascv et al point to the increasing use of league tables both in the public and private sector. and 
much of their interest in the beha\ ioural effects stems from the Financial Ser\ ices consultation 
paper -18 (see 
Jones and Kease) 2000) on the likely introduction of Financial. 5'eri'ices Lc(ýtlre 
Tables. A number of prominent scandals. such as pension ells-selling' ha\e prompted concern, 
about the potential dysfunctional effects of high stakes proxy indicators. particularl\ hen 
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presented in a league table format. Their research as larger concerned with, 
(This particular issue was identified by Peter Smith (1995a) ýýhose Nýork is considered in the next 
chapter). 
The experiment consisted of a number of participants1 " taking the role of branch managers cri' 
stores in a large national supermarket chain. Performance was assessed bv the store's ranking in a 
league table, which as made up from a number of weighted components, including profit and 
other qualitative indicators such as absenteeism and customer satisfaction. As the experiment ran 
each 'manager' had to assess and consider different projects and proposals, which would either 
increase `profit' and raise their position in the table, or the opposite. 
From the point of view of this thesis there were two particularly significant findings. Firstly, it 
appeared that organisations which performed well; ie. had a high league table position Nkcre morc 
likely to be innovative; 
... 
league table position seems to have a bearing on the willingness of subjects to take on a given 
amount of risk but only where the initial position is high. 
(Keasey a al 2000: -18 1) 
This would seem very relevant to education, suggesting that schools v hich are high in the tables 
are more likely to try new innovative approaches, and schools at the bottom may feel that they have 
to `play sale'. However, it may be just those schools (ý\ ith perhaps more `difficult' children) that 
should be trying more innovative strategies. The message from government tends to be rather 
mixed, with on the one hand some schools being congratulated for finding new innovative 
approaches, and on the other, factors such as the NLNS and Ofsted inspection framework 
discouraging innovation. 
Secondly, their research suggested that actions which would raise the organisation's position in the 
league took precedence over those which would simply increase profit' 05 
... 
it seems, some subjects simply ignore the financial expectations (or at least decide the downside risk 
is sufficientlv bounded) and choose on the basis of the given probabilities, the possibility of going top 
once more acting as a strong influencing factor. This is interpreted as clear evidence of dv sfunctional 
behaviour, resulting from an over-emphasis of the impact on league table positions (measure fixation). 
(ibid: 28-1) 
inn; C "riccntrating on r»easur« rather than the underl\ in'--' objLcli\ c,. 
mw Students at the Univcisit) of Leeds doing business studies course-. Keas ei al discuss at Iength the vaIiditv Ort , iII_ 
surrogates 1,01- such e\perirnentS. 
%U the 'nuamwers' did not receive profit related pa}. 
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This is particularly relevant to the possible developments in KPl systems. for example. mans 
arguments have been made in favour of reporting %alue added. If these %ýere reported in league 
tables, this may reduce the dysfunctional effects of concentrating on 5 A-t_ 's or Ic%cI 4s. ho%<<\er it 
may lead to other dysfunctional behaviour: (ie. those aimed at increase VA , corc,, )""'. 
In summary, Keasey et al emphasise the need for care not only in the use of league tables but alm) 
in the overall design of the performance measurement s\ stems, including the actual measures 
theniselx es-. 
In a business context it is no longer obvious that the use of league tables as a means of performance 
assessment and as a motivational device will guarantee meeting the entitv's (private or public 
oruanisation) objectives. The implications of using, league tables to assess and motivate sub-units of 
an entity are not well understood..... The results of this study clearly indicate that organisation, must 
be cautious in the construction and use of such league tables in sub-unit performance assessment and 
motivation. 
(ibid: 28 ) 
The Wrong Measures? 
Alongside the research which considered the effects of performance indicators pcr se a number of 
theorists have asked what is perhaps the more fundamental question: 'are vtie measuring the right 
things', or put another way `are the measures relevant to the business or organisation" On the face 
of it, this question might appear nave for a business: clearly `for profit' organisations need to 
measure pro? ft, and hovv much profit they make 'ýi(I be an indication of how they have performed. 
In a similar ovai\, the return (le. profit) on the investment (ROI) is like, wIse on the face of it a clear 
and relativen unambiguous indication of how efficiently the money has been used to achieve a 
certain level of performance. As previously mentioned these two indicators have very much come 
to dominate business performance reporting, although as Johnson and Kaplan (1991) argue. thev 
are not necessarily relevant to the actual management: 
Todav's management accounting information, driven by procedures and cycle of the organization's 
financial reporting system, is too late, too aggregated, and too distorted to be relevant for managers' 
planning and control decisions... And despite the considerable resources..... the figures do not rneaAur-e 
the actual increase or decrease in value that has occurred during the period. 
p. Il 
Johnson and Kaplans (1991) seminal text. Relevance Lost: The Rise cwd Full 0/ . 
11cma emL'nt 
accounting, brought together manv of the questions regarding the usefulness and relevance of thc, c 
keß accounting indicators. This NNork in particular has caused a lot of practitioners and theorists to 
", tics I)orn I99t{ for a discussion of thi. in the tti 
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question man} of the fundamental accounting assumptions (Roslender 1996. and Drurx and Tai lei 
1997). 
Although the ROI ratio does not as such exist in education. It is closely related to output measures 
(ie. profit) which as previously argued is similar, at least conceptually, to the existing KPls. 
Furthermore, there are signs that a ROi type of indicator ýý ill in the future become more important. 
and used as a high stakes indicator. In essence ROI aims to indicate how effectivelý inputs or 
resources are used, by showing the level of return (profit) for a gi\ en input. Within schools a 
similar figure can be calculated by finding the ratio bemeen inputs (eg. ARPU107) and outputs (eý2. 
% GCSEs). This already occurs in the independent sector, vý ith tier example the Sunda\ Tires 
league table of best value schools (2001). Indeed the trend is increasingly for such indicators to he 
used, for example proposals from the government's (Treasury) Public Services Productiv it\ Panel 
advocate; "A measure of relative value for more} - that is to say. a measure of ,\ hat is being 
achieved per pound spent per pupiI in each school" (Mayo 2000: 10). 
Relevance lost? 
Profit and ROI have come to be used extensively throughout business as Johnson and Kaplan 
(1991: 3) point out; "Financial measures such as ROI hale become for manv organisation the only 
measure of success". This is even though they have been widel> criticised by man\ authors and 
theorists (Dearden (1987). Indeed, Swieringa and Weick (1987) make the point that ROI is 
criticised by most academics, to the extent where it is difficult to find a positive discussion of its 
use. Nevertheless, as Drury and Tayles (1997) point out, it is still verv výidclv used (internallv as 
ell as externally), and on a practical level is valued by mann managers. 
Johnson and Kaplan identified three main areas of criticism of business accounting based on these 
(profit and ROt) measures; firstly, that management accounting had become subser% ient to 
financial accounting; secondly, that it failed to keep pace "ith the technological changes and the 
demands of industry; and finally, that the academic accounting world took too simplistic aý icý\ of 
organisations and developed overly crude theoretical models which did not reflect reality. 
The first point, the relationship between management accounting and financial accounting is 
central to much of Johnson's and Kaplan's thinking. Management accounting is concerned v% ith 
internal management information, and typically is used for planning and decision making. 
Financial accounting provides external performance information (primarily financial although other 
aspects may have to be accounted for), x' ith much of the format being set out in legislation and 
107 
. \ic Related i'upil I. nits -- 
ic. the amount Of O" the , etio I recei\c, 
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accounting standards' 108. Broadly speaking educational -accounting' ,,, stems are quite imilar. 
Individual schools will have their own performance or management information s\, stems. for 
example to help with planning and target setting. as ýýeII as the KPI svstem for external reporting. 
Their other two points would also seem relevant to education. Man% nm a% \\eII feel that the current 
indicator systems have not kept pace with technological changes: for example reporting the 
performance of new outputs (eg. NVQs and Modern Apprenticeships or assessing the performance 
of special needs teaching). And although much academic work has been carried out in terms of 
improving performance measurement techniques (eg. Value Added, reporting statistical %ariation 
and using a range of softer indicators""'). this has to date, had a limited impact on the National KPI 
systems. Furthermore, the issue of relevance or 'suitabilit} for purpose' of KPIs tends not to be a 
major source for debate in the field of educational management. A search of the NCSL výchsite 
(including the 'knowledge base' produced no reference or acknowledgement of such questions). 
An approach to raise this issue on 'their' internet based netvýork for school heads (Talking Heads) 
was rejected, in spite of initial enthusiasm. Therefore, the questions raised by Johnson and Kaplan 
may be pertinent to education; 
.... the academic 
literature concentrated on increasingly elegant and sophisticated approaches to 
analyzing costs for single-product, single-process firms while actual organizations attempted to 
manage with antiquated systems in settings that had little relationship to the simplified model 
researchers assumed for analytic and teaching convenience. 
(p. 14) 
As a consequence of the claimed failure of management accounting. Johnson and Kaplan identified 
three main problems, firstly, the system fails to produce accurate product costs (in other words 
reliable and valid performance measures): secondly, the systems do not help improve performance 
(ie. reduce costs and improve productivity), and finally, and most importantly from the perspective 
of this thesis, they encourage dysfunctional behaviour. 
Why Dysfunctional 
Behind the apparent simplicity and transparency of Profit and ROI calculations, lies a potential 
can of worms' for many companies. Because of the xýax they are calculated, a compan\ s 
performance can be made to appear to improve in both positive and negative x\a\ s. For example. it 
may sell more products or reduce wastage, which is obviously good, however. the same lei el of 
'improvement' can be shown by reducing investment in areas such as research and de\elopment 
and training, and this kind of action may \\ ell ha\ ea negative long term effect. This point Is further 
illustrated b\ Johnson and Kaplan (1991); 
These are scl by the prof s ionat accountin,: bodies 
10" tiro I iti (iibhun (1990). (iuldstein and ýpicýLL'lhalter(I999)_ and Audit Commission 200 1 
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... perhaps the most damaging dysfunctional behavior induced by a preoccupation \vith short-term 
profit center performance is the incentive for senior managers to reduce expenditures on discretionary 
and intangible investments. When sluggish sales or escalating costs make near-term profit targets hard 
to achieve, managers often try to prop up short-term earnings by cutting expenditures on R&D, pro- 
motion, distribution, quality improvement, applications engineering. human resources. and customer 
relations-all of which, of course, are vital to a company's long-term performance. The immediate 
effect of such reductions is to boost reported profitability. but at the expense of sacrificing the 
company's long-term competitive position. 
(p. 201) 
As well as potentially failing to properly indicate true costs or values. Johnson and Kaplan (1991 
suggest that the accounting systems may allow or encourage 'creative accounting': 
Some of these [accounting] activities may create value to shareholders.... Still, it is hard to believe 
that a focus on creating wealth by clever financing and rearrangement of ownership claims will help 
companies survive in the global competition of the 1980s and beyond. Ultimately. \ýealth must he 
created by imaginative and intelligent investment in assets and the proper management of them, not h\ 
devising novel financing and ownership arrangements for assets. 
(p. 201) 
There are many examples in the commercial ý%orld of such behaviour which have led to losses both 
for the company and its many stakeholders, and even broader society; Enron and Marconi11o v%ould 
be two recent examples. In the short term, such action may be of benefit to some shareholders, (ie. 
`those in the know'), as well as employees whose remuneration is determined by the dependant 
profit related measures. Furthermore, there are incentives for other bodies, such as auditors, 
investment advisors and even the media to collude with the illusion. 
Within education there may be opportunities for schools to reduce their investment in long tern 
performance to help meet short term targets, for example, booster classes; although there is far Ire, 
opportunity for `creative accounting' in terms of the actual teaching processes. Ho Ný ev er_ the 
increasing convergence of performance and accounting systems, due in part to the grový in,, 
involvement of 'private sector' companies, and the consequential `need to incenti\ ize individuals 
may make this a more relevant issue in the future. 
Increasingly, for man, organisations, including education, there is a trend towards leaner more 
decentralised organisational structures, which in effect allo%t the centre to manage the branches at a 
distance' 11. Johnson and Kaplan, and indeed many others, kýarn of the dangers of using simplistic 
high stakes prow indicators (in particular profit and ROI) for this purpose. The, earn of the 
dangers of decisions being made on numbers being fed up the s% stern: 
11" See Sha\\ (2002) and Randall (2000 ) tier a discussions on these to companies 
See lwioclp/r cagc'nc v (P, \) theor\ chapter 2 
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Financial managers relying exclusively on periodic financial statements for their view of' the Firm. 
become isolated from the real value creating operations of the organization. 
(ibid. 31) 
In a similar vein, Munro (1995) highlights the problems of de-contextualizinu, performance 
information; 
Managing by distance takes the artefact of accounting numbers to its logical conclusion... a 
dissemination of accountability awa\ from the line, through 'output' measures which individuate and 
intensif responsibilities, facilitates a switch to an insistence on a number being met, at all costs to the 
individuals concerned. In this way, a propensity to give 'accounts' which excuse, legitimate or justitN 
their failures is silenced. 
(p. 146) 
There is evidence of this approach being increasingly adopted in education. The trend is tovti ards 
KPI targets being set centrally (Hacket 2000), which combined with recent comments b\ tile I. -Ist 
education secretary, suggests that ever greater importance ý\ ill be placed on the numbers (KPIs) fed 
up the system; 
I know at the touch of a button the performance of every single one of m\ 21,000 schools. I kno\ý that 
it is my responsibility to spot failure before it happens,... I do not think it could have happened our 
years ago because the accountability mechanism were not in place. 
(Morris 200 1 b: Q-2). 
And as well as being used for `management' purposes, for example, macro resource allocation, the 
results are being used increasingly to determine both rewards (eg. school achievement aýNards) and 
punishment (a visit from Ofsted). 
1n essence Johnson and Kaplan (1991) argued that the main problems ý, Jth the existing lie} 
indicators (profit / RO1) is that they do not necessaril\ measure the aspects of the organisation 
vý hich actually contribute to its long term performance; 
The opportunity for companies, or their profit centers, to increase reported incomes by sacrificing 
long-term economic health illustrates a fundamental flaw in the financial accounting model. The favý 
compromises the role of short-term profits as a valid and reliable indicator of a company's economic 
health. 
(p. 200) 
Furthermore. they argue that simply combining indicators or producing ratios does not nccesý<ýrit 
reflect the true'alue of the organisation, indeed any more than a simple summation and ranking of 
GCSE performance for a school; 
A conmpany's economic value is not merely the sum of the values of its tangible assets, whether meas- 
ured at historic cost, replacement cost, or current market prices. It also includes the ' clue of intangible 
asset,: the stock of innovative products, the knowledge of flexible and high-quality production 
processes. employee talent and morale, customer lo\alty and product awareness. reliable supplier,,. 
efficient distribution netvvork, and the like. 
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(ibid: 2OO 
The Ascendance of Profit and ROI 
Although it is relatively easy (certainly at the theoretical level) to criticise the indicators, it is useful 
to be able to understand how they have evolved and developed. As previously discussed in chapter 
4, measuring performance, and by definition the need for accountabilit\. was central to the 
organisational systems that evolved at the turn of the century, such as scientific management. 
Hoskin (1996) however, adds an interesting perspective by arguing that the 'need' for 
accountability in businesses largely originates from the education system, in particular the formal 
examination systems that developed throughout Europe in the second half of the eighteenth 
century. He cites, for example, the Tripos, Ev1ennpor' wu t Seininw-, 
This, I suggest, is the context in which the 'awful idea of accountability' could suddenly emer. e and 
become so irresistible. This transformation, whereby the pedagogic arena suddenly became flooded by 
numbers combining 'is' and 'ought', and wherein we became selves whose rational identity was 
constructed through a mix of external and internal examination, produced a context where 
'accountability', to self and to others, could become a self-evident rational good. 
(p. 269) 
Although the principle and concept of profit itself goes back thousands of years, ROl Evas 
developed in the 1920's, (as with many of the management systems in that era, by an engineer). Its 
primary use was for the management and control of the new very large multi-divisional firms, such 
as Du Pont and later General Motors. Significantly, RO[ reports were intended only to be used h\ 
the top management; 
It would be a mistake, however, to conclude from their extensive use of formulae and charts that the 
founders of the Powder Company "ran the company by the numbers. " The return on investment 
reports vent only to top management who used the information for planning and company-wide 
control. Subordinate managers were not compelled to achieve return on investment targets; rather, 
they strove to achieve economies and efficiencies within their respective specialized activities. Top 
management alone assumed responsibility for the investment and allocation decisions that ultimateIý 
determined how effectively the company's integrated activities used capital. 
(Johnson and Kaplan 1991: 84) 
A far cry from today's high pressure accountability with `league tables' and 'Name and Shame 
holding individuals at all levels responsible for the organisations KPIs: whether this be in terms of 
profit or exam passes. 
Johnson and Kaplan (1991 ) point out that much of the driving force behind these indicators canic 
from the finance and investment communit\'. This includes investment anal'. sts. and auditors x\ hose 
professional duties required them to make safe, objective and verifiable statements. Such people 
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have to make judgements on many different organisations, and as human beings there are practical 
limitations on the number of different indicators the\ can comprehend: for many just one overall 
'magic' figure is ideal. In this context, Ray Stata (CEO of Analog Devices). discusses the problem 
of dealing kith large amounts of conflicting information, and argues that in the final anal, sis. the 
messages l'roºn the indicators which contribute to the -bottom line' (ie. profit) vv ill prevalk "\Vhen 
conflict arise, financial considerations win out" Stata (1989: 63). Furthermore, Wilson and Chua 
( 1993) make a number of pertinent observations on these conflicting pressures, 
Whatever index of performance is chosen must encompass a variety of factors, but it is extremely 
difficult to conceive of a single measure that embraces all the key factors... An index based on cost is 
likely to be too narrow since it excludes revenue issues. On the other hand, a profit indicator 
accommodates both revenue and cost but excludes such important issues as customer loyalty: (ii) 
establishing good employee relations; (iii) building a skilled team. 
(p. 364) 
A, further reason for the ascendance of profit and ROI is the Le part they have collie to play in 
controlling organisations; 
Until the 1920s, managers invariably relied on information about the underlying processes, 
transactions, and events that produce financial numbers. By the 1960's and 1970s, however, managers 
commonly relied on the financial numbers alone. 
(Johnson and Kaplan 1991: 12 ) 
Related to this is the change in the type and backgrounds of those managing the organisation; 
Early twentieth-century organizations such as Du Pont, General Motors, and General Electric had 
been created by owners who understood the technology of their products and processes. In succeeding 
decades, however, chief executives were selected \\hose entire careers had been spent in staff 
functions such as accounting, finance, and legal. Lacking knowledge in their organizations` underlv in-, 
technology, executives increasingly made decisions based upon their projected impact on short-term 
financial measures, especially earnings per share and return on investment. 
(p. 14) 
This would seem to go to the heart of much of the current debate of who runs the education sy stem; 
the teaching profession or the government (See Baker 1994). And further into the area of public 
accountability and trust (see O' Neill 2002). 
Criticism of Johnson and Kaplan 
\\ hilst Johnson and Kaplan's ý, Nork has had a significant impact on the thinking of both academics 
and practitioners, a number of their arguments have not been universally accepted, indeed such 
questioning may vv ell be indicativ e of the healthy debates that occur in this field. As ith much of 
'Guru Speak' v hilst it is intuitivelv very appealing, and undoubtedly ý, erv sensible, it is far more 
difficult to `prod e' the points and quantify the effects, an issue considered by Drury and Ta\ les 
(1997). 
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Johnson and Kaplan's claim [that management accounting is becoming subser`ient to the demands of 
financial accounting] is based mainly on anecdotal evidence and little research has been conducted on 
whether management accounting information differs from that which is necessar for meeting external 
financial reporting requirements. 
(p. 263) 
Drury and Tayles themselves carried out research on o cr 300 companies. The results. hový cv cr. 
were relatively inconclusive; 
The survey findings indicate that many companies use the same information for both internal and 
external reporting, even when conventional wisdom suggests otherwise. We conclude from the 
findings that Johnson and Kaplan's claims that financial accounting dominates management 
accounting cannot be rejected and there is a need for further research.... The fact that information that 
is produced for management accounting is not inherently different from that which is required for 
external reporting is not sufficient evidence by itself to indicate that management accounting is 
subservient to financial accounting. 
(ibid: -17-1) 
Furthermore, it is worth noting that they found a significant number of practising managers 
supported ROI, having found it to be a useful incentive mechanism. In a similar way before this. 
Burns ei al (1994) undertook a survey of the opinions of UK management accountants and 
concluded that there was little evidence that external reporting dominates internal reporting. 
However, they do suggest that the responses may reflect the degree to which external reporting has 
become integrated with internal reporting systems. In other vvords the measures that the managers 
had `grown up' with, and knew best. It may also be the case that they are most familiar \\ ith the 
limitations of these measures. Furthermore, Hopper el al 1992) argued that the financial accounting 
measures have become so ingrained in the business organisation culture, to the degree, that the 
deficiencies mav be hidden. 
Like Burns et al it should be pointed out that Drury and Tayles' research was aimed at professional 
accountants \ýho had been qualified for more than five years, and were employed in medium to 
large (turnover exceeding £10 million) organisations. It can be argued that these are the people 
most likely to support these indicators, other managers; for example, production, sales or human 
resources, might take a different view. 
I: zzamel c'I al (1990) question both Johnson and Kaplan's account of the history of management 
accounting, and their remedies. They take a different view of the historv and argue that using the 
`numbers to manage is an essential part of modern organisations. 
Indeed, Johnson's (1994) 0" Ii \ ievv s hay e to an extent changed, and he vwuld appear to be 1e,, ß 
,, allicht about the technical changes to the indicators which he had prei iousl} advocated; 
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Relevance \N as not lost by using improper accounting information to manage. it as lost b\ 
improperly using accounting information to manage. 
(P. -6-) 
As Roslender (1996) points out; "Johnson nový sees management accounting as part of the 
problem... rather than providing a solution to it". (p. 545). In effect, the argument has moved on to 
question the use of much of the management accounting systems. Various improvements have hcen 
advocated, for example the use of a balanced range of indicators (le. Balanced Score Cards vv hieb 
is discussed in chapter 14). However, for an increasing number of companies. for example Aseai 
Brown Bover (ABB) and Unilever, the solution is to move beýond the traditional budget svstcm. 
and break through the barrier to the third wave'. In essence this requires a completely nevv 
decentralised network structure, with very different types of accountabilitv, v6ich maximise the 
intellectual assets of the organisations. In effect using the accounting systems to help build neý\ 
structural forms that will allow and encourage the development of the learning organisation (See 
Hope and Fraser 1997 and www. beyondbudgeting. org). 
Conclusion 
This chapter has taken a broad view of the underlying theories of high stakes business performance 
indicator systems, and in particular the measures of profit and ROI. It has highlighted the 
difficulties faced by the theorists in this field of making valid like for like comparisons. due to the 
significant structural and contextual differences between organisations. It has also been argued that 
similar challenges and problems face those using and researching the effects of educational KPIs. 
Nevertheless, although important differences remain it is posited that the increasing convergence 
between the sectors should allow greater learning, both u'uvx. And based on the theories and 
experiences discussed in this chapter, a number will be used in the detailed research question, later 
ill this thesis. 
A further important message from this chapter relates to the development and evolution, oxer manv 
cars. of accounting theory. This field critically and independently considers both the behav ioural 
aspects of using accounting measures, as \\ell as the appropriateness of the measures themsekes: 
furthermore, it does tend to recognise the inherent complexities of organisational systems and the 
effect of contexts vv ithin yti hich they exist. This is hový ever not to suggest that the field is in 
agreement, far from it, indeed much of the learning comes from the man` different views and 
interpretation. Birnberg ct al (1983) provide a useful illustration: 
Accounting r scarch in the area of information and control systems has graduall\ ewked from a 
focus on budgetary control to a broader organizational \ ie\'.. This c,, olution results primarily from a 
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changing perspective of organizations, one that is noýý characterized by a richer, more detailed 
understanding of the underlying organizational processes. 
Within accounting research, this changing view has led to a questioning of prior approaches taken to 
the study of accounting as an information control oriented discipline. More specifically. it is no\ý 
recognized that prior accounting research has been too narrowly defined and as a result has ignorcd 
many of the realities of organizational functioning. 
This is largely in contrast to education, "here KPI systems and the associated management 
thinking is still very much in its infancy. At present, KPls appear to be vievved as unquestionable 
third party `add-ons' to the educational management process. A recent question on a professional 
accountancy exam paper asked candidates to critical Iv evaluate; In recent tinnes, I/W traditional 
annual budget has been accused of being incapable of meeting managerial dentairds in a 
comnpelitive environmeW. It may be a while before candidates sitting the NPQH are asked the 
educational equivalent. 
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Chapter 7 
High stakes indicators and other 
public sector organisations 
I'hc' 1)c'rf ormcmrc' of caring pr"ofes. sions, such as teaching, can he irn'c'I c'/' /»roj)orlu)nal 10 thW 
(/tr(nltif able Otrt/)trts ((; or': ) 
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Introduction 
This chapter looks at sonne of the evidence and theories relating to possible dysfunctional 
consequences of using high stakes performance indicators in the public sector. There has been 
much anecdotal evidence and practical examples of such behaviour, although little in terms of 
specific research (Jacobs and Manzi 2000). It is suggested that much can be learnt from the 
experiences of other public sector organisations. because like education, there tends to be complex 
and sometimes conflicting, as well as intangible outputs and outcomes. Milch PI sv sterns are 
attempting to quantify. Other areas of the public sector have man,, contextual similarities to 
education; for example, government accountability and control structures such as Ofsted (and its 
equivalents) and PSA targets. Finally, as with schools. Pis are also being, used in many public 
sector organisations to `drive through' changes and the government's reform agenda. 
Unlike the business accounting field there has not been a long history of critical research on the 
effects of PI systems, although increasingly theorists and practitioners are considering the 
behavioural implications. The much cited work of Peter Smith provides a good summary of some 
the ways in which Pis can have unintended consequences. This vvork is considered first, and is 
followed by brief details of three other areas of the public sector; Health, Rail and Police. 
Smith - Unintended consequences of PI systems 
Peter Smith's (1995a) paper; On IN ujiintenclecl cun, vequericcs cif publishing performance clai(i in 
the public , sc'c"tor, 
identified eight / nine' 12 potentially dysfunctional effects of publishing 
performance data in the public sector; tunnel vision, . sub-optirnisution, measure fi_xatiun, /fl}'Oi)iu. 
complacc'ncl". /ni. src'pirc'sentation, gaining, misinterpretation, ossification. This was in a similar 'ein 
to the six factors identified by Birnberg et al (1983) vv hich was considered in the last chapter. I' a/- 
Gibbon (1997) has shorn this model to be very relevant to education. She used it to assess the 
possible consequences of publishing value added data, and found that vý ith one exception, all ol'the 
points had been commented on by headteachers in response to open-ended questions. The model ilý 
discussed below vv ith reference to Smith (1995a) and Goddard and Smith (2001 ). 
Tii,,, zel Vision - f'oiic'L'nlrolion mi areas 
included in the performance indiccitor, s'clicine 10 If](' 
c'. vcltrsiort (? t ut/tcr important t unmeasured areas. 
III lie iiiginalk identilicd sight factors. but this has incrca, cd to ninc. 
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This is very much at the heart of the issues considered bv this In effect the danger ot'school 
concentrating on those items measured by KPIs: for example. English primary schools 'ov cr' 
concentrating on the subjects tested by the KS2 tests. and excluding other stich as art and sport. 
lo counter this effect Smith, like many others, advocated the use of a ýv ide ramue of indicator,;. for 
example balanced score cards (see chapter 14), 
Sub-optimisation - The pursuit o/ narrow local objeciii, cs b. v. staff at the expense (? f the ubjc'«tivc, s 
of the orga/ii ulion us a whulc. 
This can occur at various levels in the system. For example, at the National level lack of phy sical 
education may have a negative effect on health service resources. L. EA ýý ide inclusion targets. may 
be viewed as sub-optimisation by the school receiving the children. And at the school level a 
department or teacher getting a disproportionate amount of resources (or time) for `their' subject. 
Smith emphasizes the use of joint responsibility in planning and setting targets to help counter this 
effect. For example, in the case of children's health at the national level, this could include the 
sports comicil, the NHS as well as the DfES. 
Measure fixation - Pur. suü (? t'strccL'ss as iiwasureci is i/wr" ///(III us irlwnclcc! 
As discussed with reference to Keasey ei al in the last chapter, an organisation may concentrate on 
its league table position, rather than its overall performance. For example, schools concentratin-011 
the percentage of 5 A* to Cs. (on \tihich league tables are based), rather than the overall quality of 
passes. 
Smith advocates the greater use of `front line' staff in the setting of targets. Within education such 
effects might be countered by, setting individual targets for children, rather than overall school or 
LEA targets. 
i4j'Opia - 
CO11CCnirat10n on short-term issues to the excI, isi ,i Of long 1er/17 cons1[/erulio Zs which 
111(11' (111/1' . 5/1O11' U/) 111 perf0T111C71ZCC' measures 
in 11JanY cars time. 
I': ducation is by definition a long term process, and mangy skills, for example language, are best 
learnt at a\ lung age. Ho\\ c\ er, pressure to meet KS-1 targets ma\ discourage primar\ school" from 
this. and the consequences mav not be evident until niany \ ears later. 
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The use of process or intermediate targets mav help ameliorate these influences. For example. in 
the case of language, schools hav ing targets based on individual pupils throughout the education 
process. rather than at the output stage (eg. GCSE )113. 
Complacency - Lack of ambition frr improvement brought about b1, adequate cornparativc 
/1N1"f lll'111U11CZ' 
Although politically a rather emotive subject, given the maIiv claims b\ the government that the 
public sector breeds complacency and therefore needs to be reformed (eg. Webster and Sherman 
1999), Smith is concerned with how the measures, rather than the macro politics iiia contribute lo 
this behaviour. He gives the example of individual managers preferring to stav out ofthe headline, 
and be perceived as OK, rather than risk being `too oh% ious'. Other social and contextual lactors. 
besides the indicator systems, may well contribute to such behaviour (see for example the 
Hawthorne Studies chapter 4). 
Smith warns against measurement systems which have threshold performance levels, for example 
in the health sector the traffic Sights system''. Targets vvhich aim for continuous improvement may 
help discourage complacency. 
Misrepresentation - The deliberate maniprrlutiosl of data hi , Saat! ranging firoill 'creative 
arcornlting io fr"aiid so that reported behaviour dif fers from victual behaviour 
At the extreme end of the scale this would include cheating to improve the figures. This might be in 
the overtly dishonest form of helping a student výith a test, or perhaps less so hv excluding veal. 
(and badly behaved) students. Behaviour such as taking a creative viev\ of attendance niav also be a 
misrepresentation of the true figures. 
Increased auditing and checking is suggested as a way to prevent this. although the underlying 
contextual motives which cause such behaviour may be more pertinent. 
Gainiii - . -IIICI-il7g 
behaviour in order to obtain strategic advantage 
vpically this involves setting easily achievable targets. Fitz-Gibbon (1996) , i\ es the e. yample of 
primary schools being as severe as possible in the base- Iine assessments. vvhich will increase the 
thcrc are no National Kl'I target, 
Ehe table: hand trusts in Willis of red. amber and green (see 1)01I 20U2I 
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apparent gain at KS2. In addition. deliberately under performance one year. may alloNN <<ýýicr 
targets to set the following year. 
A possible solution is to use some form of benchmarking. Results from third party non-high stakes 
indicator s\ sterns could be used to help set targets; althou`ih again the under1 in, -, contest 
i; 
probably a significant factor. 
Misinterpretation - Incorrect iiifertmce, ti (I1'out perfot°mcmce brought about b1 the clifficultýref 
acco1! /lliIlg fill' l/lLl Juli rwlgL' Of j)l)(C'liiiUl "gfluNllCNS on a per'ffn-ma! 1cc i; iNU, Surenieiil 
Smith gives the example of not properly allowing for case mix in interpreting results. Within 
schools different cohorts will perform at different le\ els, in particular if the\ are small. Therefore, 
results will not simply improve year on year, but výill vary, and this variation nmav výell in reality 
not be significant. Fitz-Gibbon points to the confusion surrounding 'correlation and causation'. 
Milch may result in the wrong conclusions being drawn. For example, a school may adopt a ne\ý 
policy regarding truancy, and truancy may go down, however the two may not be linked. The 
reduction may be as the result of some other factors, and because schools are such complex 
organisations it may be very difficult to identify the cause, or causes. 
he solution is better interpretation of the data, as well as an understanding of variation and 
`correlation / causation', for all involved; in particular policy makers. 
Ossification 
- 
OT'c, 'wii uilonaI pmwr l'", 'LS due to an exc(', sn'e/1' rigid S. )'x/cIn of ineacul-cme/1/ 
There are many examples in the education system which can be viewed as contributing to 
ossification. Most children stop normal lessons for a period of time every year to prepare for the 
Key Stage (or optional) tests. Ward et al (2002) found that one in seven Y6 teachers spent nearly a 
year preparing for the KS2 tests. Furthermore, GCSEs themselves severely limit am teaching for 
several months, and new exams such as the AS levels further impinge on teaching time. 
Smith advocates continuallv revieeving the performance measures; and from the point of vievý of 
schools, a regime vv hich used less formal `high stakes' testing and more diagnostic or formative 
testing, Nvould probahl} reduce ossification. Although he warns against too many changes to the 
sý stem. as this may výell make it more difficult to measure changes overtime. 
AIthough tile various issues have been considered indiv iduaIIN Goddard and Sin ith (2'001) point 
out that there is a significant degree of inter-dependence. They ý-, ive the example that setting vear 
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on year targets may help overcome complacenc\. ho\\ever. at the same time this ma\ encourage 
gaming. Furthermore, they discuss the Important Issue of cost and benefit. Eisig a small number of 
indicators ýý iII be cheaper and easier to interpret, hoývever this may not ýýi' ea reasonably <iccuratc 
picture in terms of performance. 
This framework does provide a useful means of judging and assessing PI s\ sterns. ºnot onl,. in the 
public sector, but as has already been seen, in other organisations. The next section look at three 
other areas of the public sector; Health, Rail cmcl Police. All of these use hieb stakes indicator 
systems; and the performance of individual operating units is of public interest and fregllentl\ 
reported in league tables format. 
Health 
The reporting of performance in health shares man\ similarities \\ ith education. Both are complex 
,, ystems, and the desired outcomes (eg. healthy / educated people) are not easil% or directly 
measurable; therefore many of the output indicators are used as proxti indicators. 
Reporting the performance of the Health service very much represents two extremes. The official 
data in the form of; High Level PL'utormwlce huiicuior. s wOClinical In /icw r includes quite a 
significant number of Pis, for example for Acute trusts 18 indicators are reported. Thee co\ er 
areas such as clinical effectiveness (eg. Readmission rates) and capacity and capability (eg. 
Sickness absence rates). The data itself is presented both numerica'il and in the form of league 
table' graphs, which in contrast to education league tables show confidence intervals, and earn 
vvarnings about their limitations; for example in terms of interpreting the data the Department of 
Health state, 
Qua/it)' of' Indicator - The sensitivity, specificity, repeatability and responsiveness to change of the 
indicator has yet to be tested 
Confidence Intervals - 950o. Some of the values and factors influencing them mav be chance 
occurrences, with values fluctuating at random between organisations and from year to \ ear. Number" 
of deaths may be small at individual hospital and Health Authority level. The results should therefore 
be interpreted Ný ith caution and with the aid of confidence intervals. The 95° o confidence inter\ al 
provides a measure of the statistical precision of the rate for an area or institution. It indicates a range 
which, NNith 9s°o confidence, will contain the underlying value of the indicator. If the confidence 
interval for a hospital's or area's rate is outside the range of the national confidence inter\als. the 
difference between the two rates is considered statistically significant. If the confidence intervals for 
Wo rates overlap, in most cases the difference between the rates \ýould not be considered statistically 
, iýniticant. 
Effect of case-mir/severitl, -A number of factors outside the control of hospitals. such as the , Ocio- 
economic mix of local populations and events prior to hospitalisation, ma\ contribute to the variation 
shovNn hv the indicators. Differences in case-miv concurrent illnesses. the complexity ol'operation(s) 
and other potential risk factors also contribute to the ' ariation. I he data available do not allovv 
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adjustment for any of these factors. This may pose less of a constraint at Health Authorit\ level than at 
Trust level. We have tried to deal with this constraint by presenting the data in clusters that arc similar 
with respect to institution type. 
Otter potential confounding factors - The patterns of pros iding care may ý ar,, between ti f-i S 
hospital Trusts in terms of whether patients are transferred elseýNhere for rehabilitation and 
convalescence before final discharge. Variation between hospitals in average length of ta\ may lead 
to variation between hospitals in the proportion of deaths occurring in hospital as opposed to in the 
community after discharge from hospital. 
DOH (20U-) 
However, at the public level' more sensational and statistically dubious figures are produced. For 
example, the Sunday Times in 2001 produced a league table (based on the official figures and their 
own survey), with an accompanying article; Death rates 1 "rc'u1I u'ovsi hospi/Lils (Waterhouse 2001 ). 
This duly identified the `best' (UCL), and the `Ntiorst' (Walsall) vtihich hý implication vas the most 
dangerous; and significantly there was no `health warning' attached to this data. 
Curiously, Sir Donald Irvine, president of the GMC, vvas quoted in the article, "This is the most 
authoritative and accurate account of hospitals and standards that has vet been published"'. 
Furthermore, Alan Milburn, the Health Secretary, welcomed the guide stating: No hospital vvants 
to be bottom of the league. It motivates people. The NHS has acted like a secret society' 1s It has to 
recognise that people no\,, expect to be treated like consumers". 
There have over the years been many claimed dysfunctional effects of the health service indicators. 
Theorists such as Davies and Lampel (1998) have applied and demonstrated the relevance of 
Smith's unintended consequences model to the health service. Spiegelhalter ( 1999) discusses the 
issue of data manipulation and interpretation, and the evidence that some surgeons are u1M filling to 
operate on high risk patients. In this respect an inquiry (Times 1999) in to the performance ol'tvvo 
senior heart surgeons whose mortality rates were significantly higher than the average, I 'Mind that 
the\ (as the senior surgeon) operated (quite appropriately) on the most difficult and `risk`' cases. 
The danger and potentially dysfunctional consequences being that they might be encouraged to 
avoid such patients. 
In practice the best known dysfunctional effect of NHS KPIs vas the `great \\aiting list tlddle'. 
Although many of the `tricks' výere ell knomn, a report from the National Audit Office (2001 ) 
pros ided official confirmation. It was found in mane cases that \\aiting list targets were being met 
by 'distorting' clinical priorities. For example, treating eas\ cases in preference to harder complex 
cases, in particular those that might lead to further complications, `loosing' or suspending patients 
Iones (2000) 1 ooks at the secret iife ot'the NHS. hovýoer she reaches a verN dilierent conclusion tu 'Milburn 
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from the list. changing the classification of operations, and transferring patients to other hospitals. 
Now waiting times (as advocated by the BMA (1999)) are the Lev indicator. vv hich although not 
perfect appear to be less dysfunctional. 
In line with Johnson and Kaplan's arguments viiich ere discussed in the last chapter. some of the 
key indicators may not be suitable for the purpose. For example. surv iv al rates sm little, if aim thing 
about the eventual outcomes (ie, quality of life). This can be illustrated %ý ith reference to a poignant 
account from a mother of a `surviving' child at the Bristol Royal Infirmary; 
My daughter Sophie is still classed as a success even though she cannot rýalk, see. talk, more, ha" 
epilepsy, and can't do anything for herself. But because she lived for more than 30 dais after the 
operation she is still counted as a success, and I regard that as a travesty. 
(Dobson 1999) 
Very much in contrast to education there has been a relativelv good level of cooperation bet\\ cell 
the medical profession and the government in the formulation of Pis. For example, the BMA 
discussion paper (2000) Clinical Inclicaioi-' (League Tables). states; "The clinical indicators 
published for the first time in June 1999 ovse their existence to an extensive co-operation exercise 
between the Health Departments and the Joint Consultants Committee.... " (para. 4). Such 
cooperation and `ownership' of the indicators by the profession is likely to help moderate potential 
dysfunctional effects. 
In terms of presenting data, besides reporting confidence intervals, increasing interest is being 
shown in Slatr. titical process control chart. ti. 16 The- originated in industry, and are being used 
effectivel v in a number of medical contexts (eg. Children's mercy hospitals 2002). In the UK Adab 
et al (2002) discuss the advantage of control charts over the current tables, 
NHS performance league tables attempt to portray variation by including 95% confidence internals.. 
These make performance league tables visually confusing. and the use of this level of confidence for 
difterentiatin- bet\veen a significant and non-significant difference is rarely appropriate. It also means 
that that when all providers are offering a similar service in a stable system about 5°o (1 in 20) vs ill 
alwa\s be identified as outliers... control charts show no ranking... and the few outliers are easy to 
identify. 
(p. 97) 
Railways 
On the face of it measuring performance in the rail industr\ should be reasonabl\ straiuhtfomard. 
Not too surprisillgIy the most important performance criteria for most users is punctualitN (SSR, \ 
ttO ýc. 1 it/-(i ihhon (199O I'or it discussion itü rr,, pcct to education 
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2000). and given the existing electronic infrastructure of track -sensors and timetable sý tcniý. 
measuring train times is relatively easN, and unambiguous. Hovýeyer, as has been shovvn a number 
of unintended or dysfunctional consequences have been attributed to the performance measurement 
systems. This issue is considered at two levels; the corporate, and the operational. 
During the 1990's British rail was 'broken up' and Railtrack PLC formed to take on responsibility 
for the infrastructure. Stittle (2002) points out that both theoreticalk and politically the high d(2(, I-ee 
of deregulation should have provided a more efficient infrastructure. 1-1o\\ c\ cr. as '-haoul (1999) 
shows it is very difficult to judge how efficient it really ýýas. For example, the subsidies to 
Railtrack in 1999 were slightly less than those to British Rail for running the entire nct\\ork. fhiý 
could be explained by increased investment in improvements to the infrastructure, Ilovvcv Cl- this 
appears not to be the case'". Jack (2001) points out that the maintenance costs decreased. and 
illustrates in great detail how the quality of maintenance also fell. These changes. both in terms of 
practice and culture, he argues, significantly contributed to the Hatfield crash, the crash arose 
from a quagmire of divided responsibility and incompetence" (p. 20). 
In essence it would seem that the Pis which measured shareholder return (and therefore directors 
remuneration) took precedence over those which measured the quality of the infrastructure. Had 
such qualitative indicators taken precedence, it may be that they vvould have shoýtin the potentially 
dangerous state of the track. In effect the key indicators were not appropriate to the complexities OI' 
maintaining and improving the infrastructure; furthermore they ina\ have encouraged d\sliunctional 
behaviour, which changed the priorities from safety and quality, to profit. Again the particular 
context within which Railtrack operated is important, and inextricably linked to this. as Jack (2001 
points out, the key people were no longer `railýNay men', but rather accountants and casual 
subcontractors. These changes are very much inline ýv ith Hood's predictions for a , 'Fe'il' Public 
\hinogement (Chapter 6). 
In terms of operational indicators the 'passengers charter' indicator system had been shown to 
encourage dysfunctional behaviour. Perhaps the most infamous 'trick' of hový to meet the target 
as the practice of missing out stations to make up time (BBC 1999). In addition the charter 
aIlovved rail operators themselves to declare 'Void' days (SSRA 2000), xvhich ýWuld then not 
contribute to their performance figures. The solution vv hich has been deg eloped h\ the then 
ShadoNv Strategic Rail Authority (novv Strategic Rail Authority) vvas to produce a more 
comprehensive package of indicators, \\hich are combined to form one overall (pro\\) indicator: 
v1onhiot (1999) points out. Rai It rack at that time \\as one ot'ßritain's most pro Iitahic companic>, and 'paid* its 
sharrholdcrs accord ugh 
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Public Performance : tleu. tiirre (PPM) 
118 In essence it combines fiýýUes for punctuality and 
reliability, for all scheduled passenger services. PPM ývas introduced in June 2000, and althOLIU11 it 
looks as if train performance has got worse 119 (Alleyne 2002) it remains to be seen ýOiat cf cct this 
indicator wiII have on behaviour as \\eII as performance. 
Police 
Unlike the railways the primary aim of the police is %ery complex and subjective. perhaps cvcn 
more so than health and education. Broad definitions such as lo\\er crime rates and people Icelinýg, 
safer, tend to become rather woolly, and are of limited use in determining priorities. And as Collier 
(2001 ) points out this makes it very difficult to measure performance in a' alid and reliable \%a\. 
There are two main sources of published performance data, firstl` at the operational lei cl, the 
National ('rime Figures (Home Office 2001 ). This substantial document brings together data from 
individual police forces and the National Crime Survev (NCS). The latter helps build a truer picture 
by aiming to include crimes which might not be reported to the police. The report details the 
performance of police authorities and command units, in terms of different categories of crime. 
Whilst doubtlessly useful for internal benchmarking, it also allovks commentators to pick and 
present individual statistics, which whilst being technically correct, may not tell the whole story. 
for example, 
It's official: H(irkI1LI' i. X more clwigeraiis than Sowreto (Flanagan 2002) 
Burglaries up as police focus on . stickt crime (Starmer-Smith 2002) 
V'cii ligu c', s reveal. shocking increase in rural crime (Hoyle 2002) 
Although these might have as ImI lar sensationalistic value to the statistics vtihich shoe the 
school or hospital in England, they also have some value in communicating policy: for cyanlplc. 
the deliberate focus on street crime. Therefore, to gain any proper meaning, national crime figures 
(NCF) data needs to be contextualised in terms of macro policy and local circumstances. 
the second main source of performance data is collected as part of the Local and Police Authorities 
Best Value Plan (ODPM 2002) - ie. Best Value Performance Indicators (BVPls). Indicators such 
as, 13V 127 -Violent crimes per 1000 population (from the police) and BV 121 - Fear of crime 
a'" clll. ýýuý. ul. indicator. toc 
ýý" I here are ý, wniticant methodological problems in making comparisons kith the old ý, \ stem. ý, kýr ()prat (ýIýUU) 
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(from the NCS)' 2° are collected. The prime function of Best Value is as a management tool to 
encourage the most efficient use of resources; in effect the BVPls are the police's KPIs. 
A number of dysfunctional effects associated \\ ith the indicators have been observed. Her 
Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC 2000) pointed out that to help meet specific crime 
reduction targets, a number of crimes had been 'výrongly' classified, as vvell as others vNhich had 
not been recorded until after they were solved. Furthermore, the process of targeting particular 
crimes may well have a negative effect of the detection of other o, pes of crime (eg. a focus on 
urban crime at the `expense' of rural crime). 
A number of indicators breakdown the process in to separate parts, and this may in some situations 
be dysfunctional. Collier (1998) gives the example of an indicator which measures the performance 
of answering 999 calls, taking precedence over an indication measure of public satisfaction \\ ith 
the resulting police action. The fact that the former is easy to record objectively, may be in 
attraction to those who decide which indicators matter. Overall, Collier emphasises the need [irr as 
balanced approach to the use of indicators, with the police service being; 
A values-based learning paradigm which does not abandon efficiency measures altogether but 
balances the rationality of the performance culture with the natural world of day to day policing... 
[and].... Such a paradigm is based on values of public service, integrity and justice that are alrcadv 
found within the police service but which may, in the present control dominated regime, become 
increasingly subservient to quantitative measurement. 
(p. 38) 
As part of the Treasury's public service productivity review, Clare Spottiswoode (2000) looked at 
how police performance measures could be improved. She found that in spite of the vast amount of 
available data, there was a lack of good quality data for decision making. Furthermore, the Best 
Value system (in particular across the board efficiency targets) encouraged dysfunctional 
behag four, 
[There] is a serious gap in the Best ! 'aloe strategy. This gap hits police authorities and forces the 
hardest because: 
" they lack good measures to fulfil their Best Value obligations comprehensively to compare 
performance (including efficiency) with others. 
" police authorities and forces themselves do not always know what the scope for efficiency 
gains is or even where they should be looking for them. 
" efficiency tar`ets should take into account the actual position of each force, and thus the gain" 
made für recent years. The Government cannot do this if it lacks a systematic efticicnc\ 
measure. So, to date, the Government has set uniform, across the-board efficiency tar, -M". 
11" \ numhrr of cro scetor indicators arc also included: c L,. BV44 - The number ot'cvcluded children 
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(P. 4) 
Spottiswoode provides a useful discussion on the difficulties and challenges as ýNcll as the 
limitations, of measuring performance: and this ýNould seem applicable to many organisation; and 
situations. including education; 
There is no flawless method for unambiguously measuring relative police efficienc" . All methods 
necessarily rely on simplifying assumptions and approximations to be able to model the complexity of 
what happens in the real world. All techniques are therefore open to criticism that thc\ are too 
simplistic and fail accurately to capture all real ýýorld nuances. Such criticisms - although undoubtedly 
correct in their own way should not rule out the use of techniques that provide insights into, and 
estimates of, police efficiency. The task is to find the best possible approach to measuring relative 
police efficiency while recognizing the limitations that any techniques have. 
(p. 20) 
She rejects simplistic summative efficiency ratios. as currently used, in fav our of regression based 
methods (Stochastic Frontier Analysis and Data Envelopment Anal\sis)' . 
However. as she points 
out differential weightings would have to be applied to the outcomes, and given that the original 
inputs (formula funding) come from regression based models this may in itself be problematical. 
furthermore, the setting of the relative ý%eighting would by definition (sand appropriately ) be 
essentially political judgments; and as such will subject to political pressure, which may in itself 
encouraic dysfunctional behaviour. 
Conclusion 
This chapter started off by looking at the theoretical work of Peter Smith and his nine potential 
unintended consequences of performance measurement systems. This appears to be highly 
pertinent to education, with most, if not all, of the points highlighting potentially dysfunctional 
behaviour. A number of issues from this will be used in the detailed survcv questions. 
The experience of the health sector provides a number of useful lessons for education. 'I lie 
difficulties of measuring the 'right' things are common to both sectors, and much can be gained For 
looking at ho\v other sectors deal with the technicalities. However, perhaps the most important 
point is the value ofthe co-operation between the professionals and goyernment, in terms of the PI 
sv stems. This should increase the credibility and perceived ownership of the indicators. and 
therefore allo\\ improv ements and developments, to meet new and changing circumstances. 
Rail pros ides an interesting insight in to the problems of mixing operational and corporate Pis. It is 
the government's intention to increase private sector involvement in education. Current cyampleý 
ý" Sc Spolisvv00(1 ? OOOh) 
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include for profit companies running LEAs, \ýhich ý\ill increasin`gI\ lead to educational outconºc 
measures being tied to measures such as profit and ROl. For Railtrack this appears to hay c been a 
cause in the decline of the qualit, of the infrastructure. The equivalent in schools výould be choices 
between: nekv books, shareholder dividends, fixing roofs, directors remuneration etc. Not 
impossible decisions, but ones which need to made with the benefit of et ectiv e and v alid 
performance information'". A further issue was NPM, and the consequential caºsualisation ol-the 
workforce, which appears to have led to a reduction in the skills base, and a less committed 
attitude. 
The police service provides a good example of an organisation vvhich can probabIy ne cr entirely 
satisfactorily define its key aims, or at least in the sort detail which can prov ide the necessarv 
`steer' and direction. Therefore, much of the direction for its operational decisions has to be 
politically based, and it follows that a robust and trusted PI system is' ital for all (stakeholders) 
concerned. The possible developments (by the treasury) of police performance reporting 
(Spottiswoode 2000) is in stark contrast to those proposed for education123 (May0 2000). It iiia 
well be that presenting KPIs in more sophisticated regression based models. will haue less 
dysfunctional effect than using raw league tables. However, the concept of showing relative 
efficiency based on financial inputs, although attractive to the treasury. may in reality be of limited 
value. 
A common theme which runs throughout these three organisations is the importance of KPIs and 
the associated pressure to meet various targets; in effect KPIs and targets have come to dominate 
much of the thinking, and consequential decision making processes. To develop an understanding 
of these issues it would seem necessary to look at the ýti ider organisational context, and this tales 
us back `back' to the field of organisational theory. Many claims have been made (including I-),, the 
government) of the value and indeed the need to develop `learning organisations'. Such structures 
could vvell be the key to countering the potential dysfunctional effects of KPIs in the public sector: 
Ihovyever, as previouslh argued in chapter 5 the trend seems to be the other ývay, tovtiards ever 
increasing `scientific' control. 
12-' I'Ilc dillicuIties ol'the I Uison corporation in the l: ' iIN strates some ofthe prob lenis: see \\ oodvvard 2002a1 123 Maý0 es; entialI support, the C0tinc sv; Ient although he dues advocate an 'efticieng- (results rußt; ) measure 
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Chapter 8 
Research design 
Pie re asonablce man adapts /1imsef to the world, the tniire(lsomahle one persists in Irving to th/U/)i 
the, world io himself. Ther"c'fbre all progress depends on the unreasonable murr (Shaw) 
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Introduction 
Returning to the key questions considered bv this thesis: ºi'hut ejf'c'tdo KPI., V. stem. s have on the 
/11Unugeinent and organisation Of sc/ioo%S and in particular do they encourage (/l'S'fltncli011al 
hehcn'iolrr: the preceding theoretical chapters strongly supported the notion that they hay ea number 
of potential d\ sfunctional effects. Leading on from this position the research element of the thesis 
has three main aims; 
" Identify examples of dysfunctional behaviour 
" Give some indication of their magnitude and significance 
" Relate the findings to the broader theoretical and organisational conteyts 
This chapter aims to summarise some of the outcomes from discussions, supcrý ision meetings and 
other research training which led to the final design. 
Research subjects 
Initially in 1997 it was intended to just look at English Secondary schools. This as mainly 
because of the \ti idespread reported dissatisfaction \\ ith league tables by many of these schools, and 
the relative ease of access in terms of research. Shortly after this, leap; ue tables for prirnarý schools 
were introduced, and it was then felt that including this phase, might provide further useful 
perspectives. Towards 1998 /9 when the research was being planned there was increasing 
commentary in the English media on the differences with Scottish schools, both in terms of 
organisation (eg. Baker 1999 Back to the, filtere over in Scotlurnl) and performance (Telegraph 
1999 Scottish schools perform better than the English): this and other discussions prompted a 
consideration of how Scottish schools could be included. A brief reviexý of neký s articles in 
Scotland (eg. McBain and Louden 1998 and Munro 1999) and discussions with colleagues 
confirmed that many of the issues surrounding KPI systems were common to both countries. 
Raffe et al (1999) discuss in some detail the value of using comparisons between the various 
countries that make up the UK. Hovvever, they point out that research too often tally in to the trap 
of 'lumping' together, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, with England. and that this may lead 
to findings that are claimed to be generally applicable to the UK, being in reality only relevant to 
I'm-land. They point out that although the different national systems are interdependent (le. due to 
I IK economic policy), the similarities are more important than the differences. in that the all have a 
distinct 'Britishness'. For example, the basic structure of the s,, stern, many of its functional 
characteristics and in broad terms the examination systems. On the other hand there are significant 
differences. I or example. in terms of the curriculum, inspection regimes and of course the testing 
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and KPI systems; and all of these can allow useful comparisons to be made. Additionall\. the\ add 
that these differences, which perhaps individually may appear insignificant, do tend to be 
cumulative, in that this may result in larger organisational differences. Furthermore, it mad vvell be 
that their interaction with other organisational factors further contribute to the dilicring, educational 
contexts. An example of this is that Scottish primary teachers are largely trusted to admini to KPI 
tests (National 5-14 at the end of primary). here as their English counterpart, (K ) are not"'. 
and this ývould seem likely to have other ramifications throughout the mo s\ sterns. 
Using a football analogy Raffe et at (1999) make the case for giving 'home international' 
comparisons a more prominent role in educational research. In terms of policy, the increasing 
divergence, with for example, the rejection of league tables in Northern Ireland (DENT 20O1 ). and 
the ending of KS1 tests in Wales (Elliott 2001) would seem to further strengthen the aroument and 
value of such comparisons for the issues considered here. Specificall\. for this research the most 
significant difference is that English primary schools have league tables whereas their ticottiýh 
counterparts do not. And the most important similarity is that secondary schools in both countries 
have broadly similar KPI systems, including public league tables. l'hese difference,, and similarities 
are used as the basis for the analysis of the results in chapter 12. 
A Qualitative or Quantitative approach? 
Much consideration was given as to whether a qualitati' e or quantitative approach should be taken 
for the research; both would seem to have their attractions and advantages. Miles and Huberman's 
( 1984) definition that qualitative data corresponds to vwords rather than figures, initially made this 
an attracti\ e approach. This was largely because of the inherent complexities and multifaceted 
issues of KPI systems, which made it difficult to see how the key issues could be `reduced' to 
numerical measures. On the other hand to try and `explain such complex issues. might in itself 
create confusion, and the findings might be very much open to subjective interpretation. It 'ti ill be 
apparent from the previous chapters that the author's views are somewhat sceptical toýý ards man\ 
aspects of the current KPI systems, and this has to be recognised as a form of potential bias. 
With respect to a quantitative approach the validity of the findings and ally conclusions, are \erý 
much dependent on the quality of the data. Returning to Fitz-Gibbon (1996) in chapter 2. data 
qualit\ can be vie\\ed as a hierarch, ranging from experiments based on randomised controlled 
trials (RCTs) down to ravv data. RCTs in their simplest form imoke one randomly assigned group 
receiv ino the treatment or intervention. whilst the other group does not. Therelore. ýgiý en 
124 ('urrentl\ there are proposals to seal K tests at the end ofthe exam to stop teachers tamperin-, with them. 
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sufficiently large numbers an,, differences observed vvill be due to the particular interxention. and 
not other differences ývhich might exist between indiv ideal members of the groups. 
There are nevertheless still threats to the validit\ \\hich are lar`-uel\ due to shortcomings in the 
clcsign. As previously mentioned the Hawthorne Ef/eci125 may confound particular tindings due to 
the experimental group being treated differently. For example, Gorard (20022) diý, cu; ses this 
problem ww ith reference to a piece of research on new methods of teaching maths, hovv cv cr any 
conclusions \ýere unsafe, because the treatment group were taught b\ the 'hest' teacher who \\a, 
trying to prove his method. In a similar vein he discusses the short comings of the Ha\ / Mcßer 
research into teacher effectiveness, \\ hich again lacked any proper controls. Furthermore. role ant 
to issues considered by this thesis is the claims that specialist schools are better, is this because OI' 
the brilliance of the concept? or perhaps if the intervention is looked at more closeR. along vý itlº the 
evidence of improvement (taking account of prior attainment and other contcytual factors) the 
findings might not be so safe. 
In spite of the value of well designed experiments the education vv orld has been relyºtiveR slovv to 
adopt the principles of RCTs. In the medical \\orld on the other hand, the\ are far more \\ idcl\ 
accepted; indeed, Doll (1998) argues that they have transformed medicine more than any other 
single medical breakthrough. Nevertheless, they are a relati\cly recent technique, and their 
widespread acceptance, was neither quick nor easy. Chalmers (1998) and Doll (1998) (and many 
others) identiljv a study on the treatment of tuberculosis in 1948 as being the watershed for the 
adoption and subsequent more widespread use of RCTs. Prior to this, evidence of the best 
treatments as based on occasional very limited trials and more often the hunches and best 
judgements of'eminent professors of medicine. 
This is hovýever not to say that before 1948 some individuals did not trv or use randomised trial,. 
Doll (1998) attributes the `first attempt to a medical chemist, van Helmot. in 1662. He challenged 
the academics of the day to compare their treatments based on their theories, to his, based on 
experience. He proposed that between 200 and 500 sick people should be randomly assigned to the 
tvvo groups. and that the experiment should be judged on the different survival rates. he even 
otlered a \\aoer of' 300 florins. Unfortunatel}, there were no takers, and it \\as oxer 300 \ear, 
before RC-l's became vv idely accepted, and in turn have been able to shovv the fal lacy (to say the 
least) of man\ treatments during the intervening period'. 
As discussed in chapter 4 the specific findings ot'Ha\wthorne are still subject to debate 
12c, 
. 
\s I)ýýII points out e en fhrmers \\cre using RC-I-s in the I9-(k 
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In the social sciences. Hakim (2000) points out that quantitative experimental research has ne%cr 
been the "dominant mode in empirical social research" (p. 131) in spite of her v ievv that the--\ are of 
great value-. 
[Experimental research] can provide more definitive answers to questions about causal links than do 
other types of study, and is hence essential for the development of soundly based explanations of 
social events, behavior and attitudes. 
(p. 1? %) 
f-lowever, she does make the point that this approach has to take a relative Iv narrow \ ievý which 
may be an important vý-eakness. "Experimental social research is ... relativelv narrovv, or 
focused in 
the type of information it produces" (p. 127). Clearly, an experiment can only measure vv hat it is 
designed to measure, and to try and read much more in to it might well invalidate all the fndinos. 
Therefore, it may well be necessary to carry out man,, individual experiments to look at specific 
aspects of the broader issue. A good example of this is given by Fitz-Gibbon (1996) of a Japanese 
engineer who set up hundreds of experiments to test just a fevv variables in a factors. And as , he 
points out; "Social scientists seem to expect a feýti dozen experiments to yield definitive 
conclusions even though they are dealing with far more complex `production lines. " (p. 19). 
At the policy level, Sim in (1989) points to the dangers of not endorsing the principles of ev idence 
based educational policies, in that education policy \A III tend to move frone fad to tad. And all too 
often these are based on political expediency and prejudice rather than any proper evidence. 
Furthermore, as Fitz-Gibbon (1996) points out unless educational policies are properly evaluated, 
there are many losers besides the children concerned; 
If policies were routinely piloted in the framework of an experimental design, we might gradually 
begin to understand the costs and benefits of decisions which affect millions 
(p. 18) 
In practice at the policy level she illustrates this with the case of nursery education. An issue 
fraught \\ ith many impassioned feelings and views on all sides. And therefore it is essential that the 
policy is based on good evidence, which with carefully designed experiments is realistically 
obtainable. 
I. ikevv ise, Slavin (2002), points out that, when looking at the impact of proposed programmes there 
arc, "fevv alternatives to well-designed experiments". Nevertheless. he does recognise that in sonic 
situations R(' Is might not be , iable: In some policy contexts, experiments are impossible. and 
NNcII designed correlations or descriptive studies may be sufficient" (p. 18). Furthermore. and 
rclc\ant to man\ oi'the issues considered h\ this thesis. lie point,, out that. "Correlation and 
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descriptiye research is essential in theory building and in suuuestin-, variables «orthý of inclusion 
in experiments.. ' (p. 18). 
Gallagher (2002) too points to the advantages of experiments, such as beine able to carr% out %alid 
replications. He does however have some reser\ations on \\hat RC Is can achie%e in sonic 
situations, and points to the importance of context. For example, he argues that e% to %%I th idcai l 
RCTs, 80% or more of the influences will lie outside the treatment or experimental programme 
and; That this is in stark contrast to... medicine, where the sheer potency of the drug can 
overwhelm any contextual factors in the study (p. 3). For some medical inter%entions this 
distinction may be true; for example, the effect of different drugs on a specific infection. Hovýcvcr, 
there are many very relevant contextual factors in the treatment of complex psychiatric disorders. 
and indeed the challenges of designing effective RCTs výould be similar to man, educational 
interventions. And at the policy level there would be very little if and differences hetvvecn 
education and health. 
Although, there are obviously difficulties in designing effective experiments. some theorists appear 
to take something of a defeatist view. For example, Levacic and Glatter (2001) when looking at 
how an Evidence - Informed Policy and Practice (EIPP) model might be used to revievv 
educational management research, make the following points; 
Moving further along the continuum there are interventions that are universally applied to an 
education system (such as local management of schools, national curricular changes. performance 
management of teachers) so that there are no control groups which are not experiencing the 
intervention. Unfortunately for EIPP research, much educational intervention has been of this t% pe. 
(p. 20) 
Although controls in the true experimental meaning (le. proper RCTs) may well indeed not be 
achievable in some educational interventions, there are nevertheless still opportunities for 
reasonabilk valid 'comparison groups' to be formed. For example, in terms of the national 
curriculum, the mans private schools which have not adopted it, and for performance management. 
other training organisations which are similar to schools. but do not use the DfES model. Some 
interventions ill be specific to certain L(EA)s or groups of schools. for example special need 
policies. and in such situations the quality of the comparison groups may be close to true 
randomisation. Furthermore, as is attempted by the research in this thesis. other countries of the UK 
(or perhaps \\ ides) can be used as comparators'-' 7. 
127 Indeed. retrospectiv cIy in terms of league tahlcý, the recent decision h\ 19 Ieadinu, independent chook to opt Out 
(('anovan 20()-, ). creates a Nerv useful comparison group. and one that will be subject t 'market l', ice>' 
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Although this section has pointed to the adNantages (and some of the problems) of experimental 
research, this is not to suggest that qualitative research is not useful or doe, not hav e an important 
part to play. In some respects qualitative research is more difficult to define. and the quote belo\\ 
from Hakim (2000) helps clarify the issues: 
Qualitative research is concerned with individuals' own accounts of their attitudes, moti\<nions and 
behaviour. It offers richly descriptive reports of individuals' perceptions. attitudes, hciiek. \ ie\ýs and 
feelings. the meanings and interpretations given to events and things. as well as their behag iour. 
(p. ; 4) 
On the face of it as mentioned before there are a number of attractions in this approach to the issues 
considered by this thesis, in particular the critical importance of the individual respondents tcclin`gs 
and perceptions, which may not easily be measurable in a pre-planned and defined eyperimental 
setting. Within social and economic research, Hakim points to the dichotomv betvveen quantitativc 
and qualitative research, and suggests that there ma) be an incorrect perception that 'serious' 
research is biased towards quantitati\e methods, in that this approach is viewed as neces air\ to he 
able to 'prove' a point. She argues that this may not be the case, with much depending on the 
nature of the questions and the particular settings, and suggests that there is an increasing 
avvareness and valuing of rigorous case studies, and points to the arguments that; "... truly 
experimental research in natural settings is virtually impossible in the social sciences' (p. 13). As 
argued above the particular intervention (or component parts) and context. as \, vell as the definition 
of 'truly', are the critical factors; and with careful and creative design it may be possible to 
overcome these difficulties. 
Hakim (2000) also points out that even once quantitative data has been obtained there are manv 
issues surrounding its proper analysis and interpretation; "... there is growing recognition of the 
limitations of statistical analysis and linear logics when considering change processes that invA e 
multiple causation or multiple outcomes. ' (p. 13). On the other hand Meyer (1995) points out 
that such potential threats to validity can be significantly reduced by using and combining for 
analysis, a number of both interventionist and non-interventionist studies. An example of this in 
education being the EPPi'29 reviews, one of which has recently provided some interesting v ieýýs on 
the issues considered by this thesis (Harlen and Deakin Crick 2002)130 
`ýý hilst there are arguments that a qualitative approach would be able to deal tiý ith many of the 
questions raised in the previous parts of the thesis, and indeed to provide some N cr% rich insights of 
the issues surrounding KPIs, the key problem remains, how to get a 'handle on the important 
She mcntIons cOmpIcyit. and chaos as being potential vvavS forward 
I: I'I'I - I'hr Iv idence Im Policv and Practice Intiormation and Co-ordinating Centre 
ý' Specilie iet rence to the re ie\\ is made in chapter 14 
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issues and to assess their significance. And it was difficult to see how this could be achik: \ ed %\ ith a 
qualitative approach. Furthermore, in terms of disseminating the findings and hopefully compar 
them with other findings, there are advantages in some form of quantitati%e analesis. 
In spite of the advantages of a quantitative approach there are nevertheless a number of',, peci t is 
practical difficulties; for example, the blanket imposition of KPIs and their close relationship and 
interdependence with many other organisational factors. Whilst problems such as these can be 
overcome by identifying and `measuring' various component parts of KPI systems (co. Target 
setting, feedback systems, league tables), the one insurmountable problem is that of tin-ling. in 
effect (stating the obvious) the experiment needed / should have been done before the 
intervention 131. To help address these difficulties, Cook and Campbell (1979) advocate a quasi- 
experimental design; in effect a middle way. This approach can allow causal relationships to be 
identified and measured without control groups and the random assignment of the intervention: and 
therefore such an approach would seem relevant to this thesis. 
Although the previous theoretical chapters have identified many potential issues or questions 
worthy of research, there are still gaps remaining in the clarification of 'Oat the kc` issues are and 
what issues or questions should be `measured'. Thietart et al ( 2001) usefully suggest that 
qualitative research is best suited to establishing the key questions and forming hypotheses, and 
quantitative research is more suited to testing these hypotheses. 
Therefore, in the final design this approach of qualitative then quantitative research is followed. An 
initially mainly qualitative approach is used to supplement the theory to help identify the key 
issues, and from that form the hypotheses and research questions. Then a mainly quantitativ c 
approach is used to test these questions. As the use of RCTs was not possible, a quasi-experimental 
design, based on a differences and similarities between the Scottish and English education sN,, tcros 
as used. This aimed to assess the effects of KPIs and their component parts, in terms of 
differences between, country, phase and post132. 
11 1 Although. given the recent removal of the interventions (ie. league tables) vv hich are of the interest to this thesis in 
Northern Ireland and Wales. it vvould he possible to do an experiment in reverse. 
,'I Io\\e\er. this is not to sa\ that more rigorous RC Is should not therefore be used for other aspects of-hl'I s stenns. Iar 
e\amhlc the proposals to impose tar-, ets on primar\ schools. which haue not'ct been introduced: far from it is hi-hl\ 
desirable or essential that this occurs heli)re implementation. It is vvorth noting that Earl et al (20(11) who carried the 
go\ernment'S rc\ ieWW oH'the NI Nti advocate such an approach (see chapter 14) 
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Possible research instruments 
Details are given beloxA of some of the main methods of collecting the qualitati,, c and quantitativ e 
data which were considered. 
Face to face interviews 
Although these could be used to gain quantitative data, for example, interv ievv cr completed 
questionnaire, this would not be a very efficient or a productive use of intcr\ iewer time. 
Furthermore, most heads (by their very nature) would vvant to elaborate and discuss the questions. 
Therefore, such interviews in schools (as opposed to other setting such as random , hoppers) vvouId 
seem more appropriate to gaining qualitative data. Something of a compromise can be achiev cd by 
using semi-structured interviews which provide quantitative data, and can also pro\ ide qu ilitati\ c 
data by allowing interviewees to qualify and contextualise their responses. A further aºd\ anta`uc of 
this approach is that some degree of learning can take place due to the contact vv ith those inv olved. 
There are however a number of potential disadvantages. In terms of gaining qualitative data it 
vvould be very expensive in terms of time and costs to be able to intervievý sufficient schools in a 
wide enough area to gain reasonably representative data. There ytiould be difficulties maintaining 
consistency throughout the process, largely because of the `learning' element; indeed this could 
occur both was, with a danger of introducing interviewer bias. 
Telephone interviews 
A number of the problems of face to face interviews could have been addressed with telephone 
intervieývs. It is possible to cover a wide geographic area, the reliability could be improved (and 
bias reduced) vv ith the use of a standard script. In addition, more `free ranging' qualitativ e 
questions / responses could also be allowed. The actual cost per response vvould be relatively Iovv 
and the collection period short (Frey 1989). 
iIovýever, given the nature of some of the questions and potential sensitivity, the lack of anonvmitv 
mm discourage full and honest answers. Furthermore, the subjects would have to be contacted at 
ti, ork and this might not be the best time / place to give full and considered ans tiers, and some 
questions might require access to other information sources. 
Longitudinal case studies 
These could be carried out \\ ith a number of schools, and \\ould allox\ a more complete picture to 
be gained, in particular at a time of organisational change. In the case of English primary schools 
this could ha\ c been started before the introduction of league tables. and carried on for the first ie 
cars of their existence. Furthermore, first hand obsen ations could have been more eaýik made on 
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the behavioural effects of KPIs, rather then hay ing to rely on ob, cr% ations from heads and teacher,. 
However, there are a number of potential disadvantages in this approach. in particular the vcrN 
limited number of cases that could be studied, as ell as the danger Of, -, going 'native' and loosing, 
some degree of objectivity. 
Focus groups 
This approach was given some consideration, and although potential Iv a %erv useful vvav of 
e\ploring some of the complex issues, its use for this research would seem to be rather limited. At 
the early stages of identifying the key questions it could have produced a rich (and probably 
colourful) supply of qualitative data. However, for the main part of the research there \\ouId be ,i 
number of difficulties. By definition most if not all of the participants would knov each other, and 
indeed may well have previously discussed some of the issues, \\ hich might inhibit frank and 
honest answers. Furthermore, to be of any use in terms of comparative research (ie. England and 
Scotland) participants from the two countries vvould have to be brought together, and this vvould 
create logistical problems. In additions, there are a number of significant differences in terminology 
and practice which would probably have caused some difficulties. Telephone conferences could 
potentially overcome some of the issues such as being able to link people from different arras. 
however co-ordinating six heads, for example, to be available at the same time would be 4 irtuallk 
impossible (eg. teaching commitments for primary heads). 
Email / internet conference 
This could take the form of distributing quantitative questionnaires or enabling qualitative 
discussions. Shortly before this research, Visscher et al (1999) carried out some very interesting 
and relevant 113 by using an email conference bet\\een various experts in the field. In tern, 
ol'obtaining quäntitative data there would not seem to be any significant advantages over more 
traditional postal surveys, indeed there would be disadvantages in terms of controlling the 
distribution, furthermore, some heads may not have access to suitable facilities. As previously 
mentioned an approach was made to the NCSL to use their Talking Heads internet based 
conference system which potentially could have been very useful and almost certainly ssould hale 
provided interesting insights. However, in spite of initial enthusiasm with a claimed desire to 
support the `research community' this was not allowed to proceed (the\ declined to gkc any 
reasons). 
Postal questionnaires 
phis approach is of course a\ ery common method of acquiring quantitative data. It has a number 
ot'adv antagcs in that a large number and v' ide range of respondents can be contacted throughout 
z /. I'ideIwe on ilhe intended anal tu, inteIIded e1%ecvs o!, puhlishing . school per/orntanci' indicuf(, r. c 
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the sample area, at a relatiýek low cost. The questions can be made consistent both in content and 
context, and the responses can, ifnecessarv. be made anonvmouslv. The responses can also be 
easily coded for computer analysis, and there is far less potential researcher bias. In addition 
respondents can complete the questionnaires at their leisure, and do not need access to computer-, 
or email. 
On the other hand the questions vv ill tend to be more `closed" and there is less opportunitv to 
contextualise responses. This can reduce the chance of issues beine raised vvhich had not bcen 
previously considered. Response rates tend to be log\er than some other methods Such as telephone 
interviews, and consequently there are difficulties in dealing yv ith non-returns. 
Final design 
Irrom the above discussion it can be seen that there was not a clear simple, one best way to 
approach the research; all the instruments having pros and cons. Therefore a number of these 
different approaches were used, with the aim of combining their respective strengths'vhich would 
give the most effective overall design. To achieve this the research as divided in to three sta`ge,: 
Pre/iminuri', /Iluin U/k! Folloit'-up. These stage are summarised belový, and then expanded in the 
chapters v ti hich follow. 
Preliminary 
Given ni lack of detailed knowledge of the key issues facing schools and the lack of specific 
previous research in this area, the preliminary research was used both as a learning e\crcisc, and 
for testing some of the potential questions which had arisen from the theoretical aspects of the 
thesis. Face to face or telephone interviews were used with a number of heads from English and 
Scottish schools, and a semi-structured format as used to help maintain consistency. 
Main research 
It vas decided that this should be predominately a quantitative exercise because by this stage quite 
a number of key issues had been identified vyhich could then be tested. A postal questionnaire as 
used to gain quantitative data, in addition some degree of qualitative responses could also be made 
on the form. 
Follow-up 
; \t the time of the main research there \\ere many Changes occurring in the education sy terns. 
both 
in Inland and Scotland. and there vv as a concern that these may have adversely affected the 
responses. Therefore, a tüIIo\\-up telephone surseý was carried out with a number of the 
respondents (to the main questionnaire). who vvere re-asked some of the keý questions. In addition 
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some more qualitative discussions took place ýNhich allowed some degree of 'longitudinal' 
assessment to be made. 
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Chapter 9 
Preliminary Research 
tf N1'(l'1'ho(tl' i, thinking alike, I/len Soinebo(dv isn't thinking. (General Pallo/i) 
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Introduction 
The preliminary research consisted of face to face and telephone i»terv ievýs. carried out in I'MS. 
and it had four main aims; 
" Identify the key and most significant issues facin-, schools in terns of their performance 
indicator systems 
" Extend and develop m% own understanding of the use of indicator s\stcros in English and 
Scottish schools, in particular their place in the broader management and organisational contest 
" Try out some of the potential questions and answer formats 
" Identify other significant issues related to Pls and their broader contc\t \Nhich ma\ not hmmrc 
been identified or felt to be of importance in the previous theoretical section 
For the English part, four nearby (North Yorkshire LEA) schools ý\ere contacted and agreed to take 
part (Secondary Si and S2. Primary PI and P2)'-". Based on reputation one (Si) výas considered to 
be very successful, another (P1) vas in a relatively di f Beult urban area, and the other tvti o vv ere 
'typical' schools (for the LEA). However, it should be noted these schools N\ ere not national 1\ 
representative, indeed the LEA is far from 'average' or particularly t\ pical. Two Scottish schools 
also agreed to take part (a secondary S3 and a primary P3). Both vv ere from a large tovvn in the 
Dumfries and Gallovvay EA area, and both were considered successful. 
For the English schools the research was carried out by face to face intervievvs with the head (sonic 
fol low up contact vv as maintained). For the Scottish schools telephone intervievti s were used. I hest 
took place on a number of occasions over a period of several months. indeed these two kind and 
generous heads were literally operating an 'on-demand' telephone consultancy ser\ ice. Much of 
this as necessary due to my lack of familiarity with the Scottish education system. In addition, 
contact at this stage. tas also made with the Education Authority (Dumfries). HM Inspector of 
schools (HMI), Scottish Qualifications Authority (SQA) and the Educational Institute of Scotland. 
Considerable help and resources \\ ere kindly provided by these bodies. Together \\ ith the school 
contacts it vv as possible to build a useful picture of the issues surrounding KPIs, as vv-ell as other 
broader issues relating to the Scottish education system. 
Prior to the' isit (or telephone call) the schools x\ ere sent a brief outline about the research a \\ell 
as details of this preliminary exercise (Appendix 1). In addition for each school reference as made 
to the published KPIs and Ofsted / HMI reports. A semi-structured format \\ as used in the torn o 
an inter\ ic\\er completed quantitative questionnaire. The prelirninar` research questionnaire i 
134'I'hc c SCI1(Rol idciitiliers (C, '. '-, l. P3) are used in this chapter to attribute the different quotes or herc, ýhtiuns 
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shown in Appendix 2, and appropriate adjustments vtiere made to the terminolouv for the '-, cotti'h 
schools. 
The questionnaires aimed to build up a picture of the schools, firstly mit general terns, then more 
specifically with reference to their own indicator systems. Follovv ing this cyternal indicator stems 
vvere considered including KPIs, and finally a number of questions were asked about the ei-i'ccts A 
indicator systems. Although specific questions kvere used. this vvas primarily to structure the 
interview. Where appropriate these were e\panded and other points and issues were discussed; in 
effect the interviews were quite loosely structured. 
Findings 
The process was extremely valuable in terms of the four main aims outlined above, and although 
quantitative values were assigned to the questions, given the size and nature of the sample. and hic 
purpose of the exercise, no valid conclusions can, or stiere intended, to be dravtin. 
Iwo of the schools (Si, P2) used Durham CEM systems and ere positiýe about the benefits. All 
the Heads easily (and enthusiastically) identified and discussed in qualitative terms their school's 
main aims and key success factors. Indeed, for most such an exercise as almost second nature. 
'Fvvo schools did not consider the use of specific internal indicators for day to day management 
important (1'?, P3) vN ith these heads preferring to relv on their judgement. However, more use as 
made of such indicators for longer term (strategic) management. 
All of the Heads stated that the collection and compilation of indicators required a significant 
amount of vvork, however there were differences in their responses as to how the indicators vvere 
used by others, such as staff, governors and parents. Two (S2, PI) said that their staff vv ere al 
a\\ are and interested in the indicators. In terms of the governors, one head (S1) said the\ ý\ ere on l\ 
interested in the KPIs and felt that any other performance information was the responsibil itv of'the 
head. 
'[Tiere Niere varied opinions in terms of the use of indicators in the planning process. In general 
there as a beliel'that thev had some part to play but this varied from school to school. A similar 
finding occurred for the notion that league tables are of benefit and help raise standards. vv ith much 
appearing to depend on ho\\ the particular school performed. All of the heads knew of 'unfair' 
cases, and sam limitations and dangers of using tree school meals as a basis of comparison. 
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I here ýýas some disagreement as to Miether external indicator; pro% ided a %alid assessment of 
schools and education in general. To an extent the indi% ideal school's relative performance in the 
league tables, and Ofsted experience may ha%e been a factor. There was a ICc lin-i that external 
indicators were broadly understood by other stakeholders. lnterestingyl}. there was some tiuggestion 
(SI) that the local public perception could be influenced bý hovv the local media interpreted and 
reported the data, (mainly league tables). 
The question as to whether KPIs helped improve education in general. vNaý too simplistic on it,,, 
own. It raised many issues, such as being useful as a management / incentive de ice, vý ith much 
depending on how the particular school perceived their results. There as a vvievv that thev could 
contribute to strategic planning, but there was a problem of'shifting goal posts' due to I'requent 
changes in government policy. There was also a general feeling that the basic principle of inerca, ýcd 
public accountability did help raise standards, and that an indication of value added tivould further 
improve the figures. There was however some confusion (PI) on the technicalities ot'value added 
calculations1ýý 
Most heads did find that the external and internal systems gave a broadly similar picture, although 
again how the school performed externally appeared to influence their perception. General 1%, it N\ as 
felt that gowernors, staff and parents saw a `similar' picture. There as not a clear vievv as toi 
whether external indicators tended to `override' internal indicator sv stems, although the heads in 
general felt they did not `override' their professional judgements. furthermore, it \\<as `gencrallý ICI( 
that schools could and should still pursue objectives vhich were not necessarily measured. 
Whilst it as felt that the indicators did give some indication of current performance, it \\ as not felt 
that they gave a significant indication of future performance; an interesting vievv, given the 
importance many parents appear to place on league tables, when choosing schools. There as a 
varied response as to whether schools tended to concentrate on `borderline' children. O erall, there 
vvas support fir national target setting. although a more varied response as to hoýý much local 
negotiation should be allowed. 
All of the heads said that their indicator systems did not encourage competition bet\\een teachers. 
although one commented that he wished it would (SI ). There as a varied response to the subject 
of performance related pay, as vvell as the idea of linking, school performance to the Ie cl of funds 
it receives. There vv cre several comments about some of the official information which they 
1 '` 1n particular %Nhether this NN a, done on a \N hole school or individual pupil ha>i, 
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received being out of date (PI). For example. it was suggested that much of the nex% Panda data 
vas alread} known to schools, being largely based on their on data and old Oi,, tcd report,, 
Several ofthe Heads (P?, P3, S3) wanted more information on the pro-, -, re,, of 
indiv [dual pupils. 
and other 'softer' data, for example parental attitudes. The t%vo heads (Si. , PI) who výere using, third 
party systems (Durham CEM) found these to be useful in this respect. Finall', most oftlhe heads 
did not feel that their indicator systems were properly used by the (L)EA as part of their deckion 
making and strategic planning process. 
Conclusion and Hypotheses 
The exercise was very useful in terms of relating theory, and in particular government policy tot the 
actual day to day practice of managing schools; as ell as helping to build an understanding Of 
some the key issues facing heads. For example, the difficulties faced bv, the school (P1) vv hick had 
been identified as having weaknesses in being able to communicate to the LEA their strengths and 
effectiveness (at the individual pupils level) in spite of their difficult circumstances. 
In general the questions which were asked ere found to he relevant to the aims of the thesis. 
furthermore a number of the other issues raised were subsequently used in the main research 
questionnaire. One particular problem which arose, as the use of a seven point scale. (from 
Strongly Yes to Strongl\ No), with the respondents appearing to spend too long vveighing the mot 
appropriate level of response; furthermore one person's 2 would be another's 3 and so on. This 
issue ýN as addressed in the main survey by using five point scales. 
One quite surprising finding was the relatively high degree of interest that the heads had in 
indicator systems per se, and in general they found them to be useful in terms of the organi, ation 
and management of their schools. Therefore, it was concluded that the main questionnaire vv hieb 
as to follow should contain a range of questions which covered both the use of indicators as \\ell 
as their potential dvsfunctional effects. 
Main Hypotheses 
At this stage six main hypotheses ere established. and these yýere used as the basis for the main 
qucstionnanre: 
HI- KPI systems overall encourage dysfunctional behaviour: The niajority oI'the theory 
considered in the first part of the thesis, and the experiences of schools and other organisation, 
sný2ýýest that the KPI systems vv i1{ hay e dysfunctional effects on schools. 
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H2 - There will be overall support for good performance information sN stems: Schools made it 
clear that they wanted to have access to quantitative performance data, and to use it for their 
organisation and management. 
H3 - Secondary and primary schools have similar views on the use of performance data for 
school management, but secondaries find KPIs more dysfunctional: Secondary schools tend to 
be higher profile and are more in the public and media eye. This \\ ill encourage them tO engage in 
more dysfunctional behaviour to meet their targets. Furthermore, there is less scope for such 
behaviour in primary schools. 
H4 - English and Scottish schools have similar views on the use of performance data for 
school management, but English schools find KPIs more dysfunctional: The higher profile and 
more widespread publication of league tables, suggests that the English schools \\ ill be under more 
pressure, and this will lead to increased dysfunctional behaviour. 
H5 - Teachers and heads have similar views on the use of performance data for school 
management, but teachers find KPIs more dysfunctional: The role of heads has significýintlv 
changed, in part due to the reforms in education as ýtiell as the introduction of KPI sy stcins. This 
has resulted in pressure on heads to take a more 'managerialist' role of directing and pressuring 
teachers to mect KPI targets. 
116 - Schools which feel they perform well will attribute less dysfunctional behaviour to KPI 
systems: It is expected that schools which do not perform so well will be under greater pressure to 
meet Kß'1 targets and therefore more likely to find the indicators dysfunctional. 
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Chapter 10 
Methodology for the main survey 
I ll. S, sioii slelloncill 11a/ism iaii hung in public /)]UCt'. 1' lO war, / Uff P171 spin l. 1 (Shapiro) 
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Introduction 
Chapter 8 suggested that postal questionnaires would be the most suitable instrument to test the 
issues and hypotheses which had been prev iousl . identified in the theoretical section and 
preliminary research. Although this vvould give predominately quantitative results. it as felt that 
there ýwuld also be an opportunity to gain some qualitative evidence. It as decided that thc,, c 
questionnaires would to be sent to a number of randomly selected schools in England and ticotland. 
in addition extra copies would be included for a randomly selected teacher and the chair of 
governors (English Schools only) to complete. This as aimed to help assess the hý pothesis that 
teachers find KPIs systems more dysfunctional then heads, and overall to provide some degree of 
triangulation of the data. 
In effect this approach relied on the vies of those people closely connected with the school. There 
is an argument that they may not be in the best position to make judgements about the el ects of 
KPIs on their schools. For example, target setting and league table, have clearlv pro'cd unpopular 
for many schools, and therefore the respondents may, to an extent, be biased against auch systems. 
This potential bias will not be such a problem when groups, for example primary and secondary 
schools are compared, but should be borne in mind for results vyhich show the overall res{ponces. 
On the other hand there is little doubt that these people are in a unique position to assess accurately 
and honestly ww hat actually happens in their schools and classrooms. Furthermore, there is to a 
degree, a feedback loop betsyeen the vies and feelings of the staff, and what actually occurs in the 
schools. Therefore, it was felt that heads and teachers are the best judges of hový KPI svstenms 
influence the behaviour and organisation of schools, although this is not to say they other 
perspectives, for example, advisors and inspectors ýýould not also have been relevant. 
The questionnaire 
[he detailed questions vv ere constructed vvith reference to the main hypotheses and the mans 
specific issues yýhich had been identified in the theoretical section. A draft questionnaire as 
produced and four head teachers in England \\ho had not taken part in the preliminary research 
vvere contacted and agreed to trial it and make comments. Appendix 3 shovks the comment shed s. 
The overall feedback as helpful and positi\e, and from this the main English (primar\ and 
secondary) questionnaire (Ap)ppemII. v 5) as finalised. This was subsequentl,, adapted for Scottish 
schools with the help ol'the t\\ o heads vv ith vv horn contact had been maintained h\ making specific 
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changes to the terminology (eg. Standard grades rather than GCSEs) and in some cie, remov ing, 
questions (eg. references to league tables for the primary schools). 
The questionnaires were sent to the heads ýti ith a covering letter (_ 1)j? C1u/L - 4) and a return 
envelope. They were asked to complete one themselves. and to pass another to a randonml\ -, elected 
teacher. For the English schools this was asked to be the teacher \\ ith a surname be. zinniii i vý ith \I. 
(or the next letter after this in the alphabet) and vvith at least 2 }ears teaching eyperiencc. and in 
Scotland the letter G was used. In addition English heads were a; kcd to pass a cop\ to the Chair of 
governors. 
Question formats 
Three different formats were used: 
Likert Scale - The seven point scales which had been used in the preliminar\ research ere 
replaced with five point scales, because it was felt that they slowed dovv n the process, and gav c 
very little, if any, extra precision. The possible responses were: YlIS definilel\; Yl: S mainly 
Neither or Yes & No; NO mainly; NO definitely. The results were coded using aI-5 scale. Four 
and six point scales were also considered as a means of 'forcing' a one \tim or the other response. 
However, it ývas quite conceivable that there vNould be `genuine middle responses, and it vas Felt 
that to remove this option might have alienated sonne of the respondents, vy ho vv ere o1' course v erv 
experienced at completing surveys. In the event the distribution of the responses (chapter 11) 
shows very little evidence of `middling through'. 
Semantic differentials - These consisted of a general statement or question (item), ýNith a number 
of pairs of responses separated by I0cm lines. A cross vý, as placed at the appropriate position on 
each line to signify the respondent's feelings. This was originally coded on to al to 10 scale. 
However, after tr' ing a number of different analyses it was found that virtually identical results 
wert obtained N\ hen the scales were reduced to 5 points. Given the advantages of being, able to 
make easier comparisons v, ith the other formats all of the semantic differential scores are reported 
in this thesis on five point scales. The items were arranged v ith the potentially dysfunctional 
responses alternatel\ on the left and right to discourage a neat line of possibly 's lf-fulfilling 
crosses. 
Point score - I'hcsc were simply scored on I to 5 scales 
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For aII of the questions a separate response of Don't Knový (d/k) 'gas allovved. because it vvaý quite 
conceivable or indeed probable that some of the respondents ý\ould either not kno\\ the ans\\er; or 
for personal reasons prefer not to ans\\er them. This as considered preferable to hay in, 
respondents simply ticking the middle box, «hich would hay e reduced the accuracv of sonic of the 
statistical analyses. 
Respondents were also invited to make further comments, both \ýhilst completing the 
questionnaire, and in a separate section at the end. The returned forms vv ere coded and entered into 
Microsoft Excel for the initial data checking and manipulation. This as then transferred to '-'PSS 
for the analysis. In some cases the scales were reversed to allo\\ easier and more ob\ ious 
comparisons to be made. The data from the Likert scales and point score should ar`guabl\ be treated 
differently to the Semantic differentials, ie. discrete and continuous. Hovvev er. -iv en the nature and 
format of the questions it would seem most likely that the respondents ývould ans er them all in a 
similar way, therefore in terms of the analyses all the questions are treated in the same \\a\ 136 . 
Distribution 
For the English schools a randomised list of schools was produced by the CEM centre in Durham. 
From this one hundred questionnaire packs were sent to secondary and primar} schools. For the 
Scottish schools I was advised that it would be unlikely that many would respond directlv to 
questionnaires, and that it was best to get prior agreement with their EAs in advance. 
Therefore, four EAs were selected on the basis of being reasonably representative of Scotland aa 
hole, in terms of their urban / rural mix, and their average exam performance (Table 7). In terms 
of performance at Standard grades, together all four EAs achieved `average' results in 1998. \\ hick 
N, vould suggest that the primary schools in the four areas would also be `average'. 
With the EAs agreement a total of 76 primary and 58 secondary questionnaire packs vvere sent out 
to randomly selected schools in the four authorities. The randomisation and addressing as 
achieved b\ using, a spreadsheet file (CSV) of all Scottish schools and their EAs \\ hich was 
prop ided bý the Scottish office. 
1 `o ',; cc Cramer 1994 p5, für it dkeussion of this point 
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Table 7: % S4 Gaining 5+ Standard grades at I-2 
EDUCATION AUTHOROTY RESULTS 
Dumfries and Galloway 35 
North Ayrshire 28 
South Lanarkshire 31 
West Lothian 27 
Mean of all four authorities 30 
National Mean 30 
Source: 1:: 1-untinulioii Rcsulis in Scoüi. rh . S'chools 1996 -- 98. The 
Scutti"h Office 
Responses 
Questionnaires were returned directly to a freepost address at Durham 1Iniversitv and the various 
response levels are set out belovv. 
Table 8: Questionnaire return pattern 
RETURNS 
COUNTRY PHASE SENT 
% Schools Heads Teachers Governors 
England Secondary 100 34 34 19 8 
Primary 100 28 28 11 8 
Scotland Secondary 58 30 17 9 n/a 
Primary 76 28 21 7 n/a 
Notes: )cveral ot the, primarN schools just had a Hcad / Teacher 
The overall response rate from schools (heads) of about 30% was a little disappointing. and the 
reasons for non-returns are important. Fourteen schools overall made 'apologies' and vv ished the 
research Nell. The most frequently cited reason was pressure of ývork. several (2) were preparing 
for Ofsted inspections and several (5) said they were oN erwhelmed vý ith requests and vv ould only 
respond to 'official' surveys. such as those from their education authority or the ý, ov ernment. Of 
the responses Ilk e preferred to be anon\ mous'37. although none of their ans\ý ers \ý crc in an\ \ý a\ 
extreme. The response rates from the teachers and `go\ernors \ýas also disappointing. but it is 
difficult to kno\\ in ho\\ man\ cases the questionnaires ere actually passed on. In the folio" up 
1'' f his NN&, achieN ed h% rrmOv ing the relcrencc number on the torn. also about 2°o preferred not to evplicitly name their 
ý'Chooi 
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one head commented that lie felt that he as the only one able to make a proper repon'e toi the 
questions posed! 
Consideration was given to foiloýý-up letters. HoNýever this xvas rejected as these may have gone to 
the anonymous respondents and it might have unnecessarily alienated others. lt would still of 
course be interesting and important to know the reasons for the non-responses. That said. the 
quality of the responses was very high, with clearly the vast majority. if not all making carefully 
considered responses, and in many cases additional useful 'free text' comments were made on the 
forms. About 35% added comments (free text) to the additional inlbrmatloll box at the end of the 
form, 40% offered to take part in the follovvup research. and 5W ,o requested further information by 
post/email. 
o help put these responses into a broader context, a survey (carried out b\ NFIR on behalf of the 
government) on hovvschools use National Curriculum Test Results (Ashby and Sainsburv 2001 ) 
yielded a 53% response rates from either heads or teachers with specific responsibility for the tests. 
The survey by OISEUT"8 for the DfES (Earl e/ al 2001) on the National Literacy and Numeracy 
strategies yielded a 49% response rate by heads and a 20% rate for teachers. ' 39 A survey by Nt T 
on Education Action Zones yielded a 13% response rate from school NUT representatives 
(Thealkston et al 2001). 
Representativeness of sample 
It as important that the sample was reasonably representative, ie. not predominantly 'good' or 
'bad" schools. or those that feel the tables are verv unfair to them. To assess this tvvo intruductorv 
questions were used; firstly the respondents were asked hoýý their school performed, compared to 
other schools in their authority area, and secondly respondents ere asked hovti, fairly this rellected 
their schools overall performance. The responses to the first question were not expected to be an 
evict representation of the performance, but more importantly to indicate how the respondents 
percei\ cd their school's performance. In a similar wav the second question as designed to 
indicate the respondent's feelings, towards the fairness of their position. 
Figure S shovýs that the majority of the respondents considered that their schools were around the 
middIe in terms of relative performance, vvith far fewer at the extremes. In realitv the graph 
should' hay e been flatter, a check on a number of the responses against the results in the 
performance tables suggested that the respondents tended to describe themselves as 'av craaýgc' 
Ontariýý Institute liar Iýtudicý, in I: ducaticm. Univcrsit\ o Turonto 
l hr teacher part ol'the sur\ C\ . \a, abandoned hccausc of the lo\\ rite 
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rather than very good or very bad; put another výav the scale as not interpreted in the proper 
proportion (20% steps). Nevertheless. the results do suggest that the respondent schools are 
reasonably representative. 
Figure 8: Schools relative performance 
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/ igiurc 9 shows that a majority ofthe respondents considered that their KPIs ýýcre a tirir reflection 
on the overall performance. This is important as it suggests that fevi would automatically 'have an 
axe to grind' due to perceived (or actual) unfairness of KPI systems on their school: therefore it 
vvould seem less IiLcly that their responses would he inherently biased. 
Figure 9: How fair are KPIs? 
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the results of these t\\ o questions have been further milk sed to sho\4 hox\ the results dif er 
hetvvccn the English and Scottish schools in Table 9. Hie results suggest that there is little 
edil crence hhetvveclu the tvvo countries, v ith respondents from both beilag, relativelv 'average' and 
Ilappv that their results are reasonablv fair. 
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High Quite Middle Quite Low 
High Low 
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Table 9: Tests of Significance for differences in position and fairness 
MEAN STD. DEVIATION SIGNIFICANCE 
QUESTION 
England Scotland England Scotland t Test Effect size p value 
Relative Position 2.79 3.02 1.28 0.97 
. 
26 
. 
20 
How fair is this 3.32 3.65 1.29 1.00 
. 
12 
. 
28 
N= 157/143 
A further preliminary question looked at how long the respondents had been in post. The range 
from I to 25 years, with a mean of 7.66 years and a median of 6 vears, this data is used in the 
analysis in chapter 13. 
Analysis of the results 
A total of 162 responses were received which are analysed in three stages over the nest three 
chapters. The first provides an overview of the data with descriptive statistics (in graph form) of all 
of the responses combined, in addition a number of the comments made by the respondents are also 
reported. The second looks in more detail at the differences between groups of respondents, based 
on Country, Phase and Post. Finally, some of the relationships or how the responses correlate are 
explored, along with details of the follow up telephone research. 
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Chapter 11 
Descriptive analysis 
, Stutislirs are like bikinis. What thee' reveal is suggestive. but what thee' conceal is vital. 
(Lei'N, isle/Tl) 
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Introduction 
This chapter analyses the distribution of the results from all of the questionnaire,, (n=162). xýlth the 
aim of giving a broad overview of the attitudes towards KPI systems. The Ia} out is based on the 
main (English) questionnaire Appendix 7. As mentioned in chapter 8a number of changes vv crc 
made to the Scottish questionnaires because of technical or terminological differences. For 
example, references to the effect of league tables were omitted for Scottish primary school,, and 
the Scottish KPI of the percentage of S4 pupils gaining Higher grades in S5 \01ich has no English 
equivalent is reported separately. Where appropriate the differences are highlighted in this chapter. 
rather than cross referencing three separate questionnaires in the appendices. 
To present the data three graph formats are used for the different question formats. bar charts fier 
the Likert scale questions, area graphs for the semantic differentials and column graphs fier the 
point scores. The mean and number (n) of responses are also shoen, although n does not al\\ a\ s 
equal 162 because some questions only applied to some schools, and any respondent either Ica\ in,, 
the question, or marking it 'don't know ' has been omitted. All of the responses are on a scale of I 
to 5, therefore 3 is the mid point and l would signil\ ing all respondents ans tiering }es defºnitcl\, 
or completely agreeing with the first term in the semantic differentials (5s ýWuld be the opposite). 
Some of the additional comments from the survey forms are also reported, with the aim of 
illustrating particular points in the discussion. Individual respondents are cited as RS nnn. 
Use and awareness of KPIs 
The first group of questions aimed to gauge how important KPIs are to the respondents and their 
schools. Siu i'ev 1 shows not surprisingly that the majority of the respondents felt that the\ had a 
good idea of how their own school was performing, although Survc't' 5 suggests that only a small 
number of schools felt that their relative performance "ith others in the area was important. several 
comments were made about the need for schools to co-operate ý, N ith each other. KeI\ to the 
government's reform agenda (chapter 7) has been to increase the prominence of KPIs and the level 
of competition between schools, these results suggest that there may be some resistance (intentional 
or not). This vtiould appear to confirm Cowie's (2000) findings, 
Headteachers in this study not only rejected the values of the market philosophy with its emphasis on 
competition and choice. they endorsed cooperation, with duties and responsibilities to\ýards each other 
on the part of both schools and the authority. 
(p. 2'I) 
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Survey -l suggests that only a I'6\ schools see their main aims in terms of KPls. and thcrcl rc hat 
is measured should not be the most important issues for schools. An important part of the 
government's drive to raise standards has been to increase accountability to parents. in line \\ ith the 
principles set out in the citizens charter (chapter 5). The results from Sur vel 2 and S'eid 
suggest that few existing or prospective parents make much reference to KPIs. and it výould seem 
unlikely that they will apply much direct pressure on schools. These findings výould seem to 
supports those of Harrison (1995b) and Kouzim el al (1999) in chapter 2, and the Kirkland Rowell 
(2000) study°° which place exam results as the 9"' most important factor for parents \\ hen 
considering secondary schools in England (see also Woods el al 1998). 
However, some care should be taken with reading too much in to this. There may be some parents 
who have, overtly or covertly, voted 'with their feet', and moved their children, and therefore their 
concerns over KPIs may not be apparent to the respondents. Furthermore, other cultural factors 
may be significant. In education generally, and perhaps more so in Scotland, schools and tcachcr. " 
are seen by many parents as respected and authoritative figures whose views and actions should not 
be questioned. And in a similar way some parents may simply not wish to make 'trouble' for their 
children. 
"" I: ducatiun perception monitor 
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Survey 1: Recall school's performance Survey 4: Aims in KPI terms 
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Survey 2: Existing parents reference to KPIs Survey 5: Importance of school's relative position 
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Survey 3: Prospective parents reference to KPIs 
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How do you feel about KPIs 
These semantic differentials Iooked in general terms at the respondents* vieyNs of KPIs.. S'u, vcl h 
sho\\s that the respondents gellerallý found KPI systems slightl\ more beneficial than 
harm11tul: as a 
governor cif a prin1ar) school pointed out. 
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.... they (KPIs) provide a useful tool to help improve standards generally and in particular they are helpful in raising teacher/school performance. They are also helpful to governors in managing and 
planning school services... 
(R' 
Nonetheless the level of support for KPIs was a little surprising given the 'battles' that had taken 
place since their inception (chapter 5) and the amount of criticism they have received in the media 
from schools, both north and south of the border; although in fairness most of the complaints ýýerc 
focused on individual aspects of KPI systems such as league tables. This response did broadly 
support the result from the preliminary questions (Chapter 10), namely that this sample of 
respondents are not inherently antipathetical towards KPIs and therefore it is argued should be able 
to provide a reasonably fair and balanced view. 
Looking more specifically at the perceived effects of KPIs, , Surr i' S gives a very strong indication 
that they have a narrowing effect on the curriculum. There are echoes of the issues discussed in 
chapter 5 on the narrowing effect of the revised code, and later at the turn of the century of the 
grammar school system. This narrowing effect has been widely predicted, for example, Smith's 
(1995a) unintended consequences of publishing performance data. It might be expected that . Sur ve. V 
7, would in a similar way show that KPIs discourage innovation, hoýtiever this was not so clear. It 
would seem likely that the question was at fault, with the problem being neatly summarised by RS 
(89); "do you mean innovation by finding new ways of passing the tests or doing new and 
innovative things in the curriculum". 
Overall there was some evidence that the majority of respondents did not trust KPI systems and 
found them undermining (Survei' 10 and Sitl-vcv 9). Given the reliance the government (chapter 5) 
is placing on KPIs to be used both to manage and hold accountable virtually all areas of the 
education system, these two findings are of concern. Indeed, whether for `high, or `loýý 
performing schools, the issue of having trust and faith in the systems by which one is judged, i, of 
critical importance. 
The issue of who controls schools was discussed in some details in chapter 2. In spite of 
governments claims that schools `now' have more freedom (Morris 2001 a) and local control. the 
respondents (Sinni'ev 12) strongly indicated that KPIs were used to increase central control.. 5uIVci- 
11 aimed to give an indication of how prominent KPIs ýNere in the respondents schools. and not 
surprising'ly' KPIs -, yere for most, quite frequently discussed. This (and Suri, e 1) supports the 
notion that most respondents mere ver, much a\\are of KPIs and in all probability a\\are of their 
of ects. 
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Survey 12: Control 
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Targets and Target Setting 
This section looks more specifically at the respondents' pcrceptioii> ýýf tarýýetý and the . ýettiný( 
process. Siwve y 13 shows not surprisingly that the vast majority led under pressure to meet their 
targets. This is consistent with the principles cat NPM and the zovernnneii'. 's philosoph', aids 
'raising standards' (chapter 5). 
In contrast to Survey -l, which showed that most schools did not express their aims in terms of 
KI'! s, S11ITCT 14 löund that most expressed their targets (or objectik es) in K_PI tens. F urtlhernmor;;. 
the majority of respondents fund little conflict between their aims and targets (Siin'1'l 15) and 
where there was conflict, Sw i'et 16, suggested that the targets did not tend to u,, eriide the aims 
I1m4ever. conflict may not necessarily be had. as Cowie (2000) points out con Ii let can lead to 
creativc and critical thinking. Even so much still depends on 'Nether this thinking can he tuned in 
to action. (Sw ret' 17) indicated that the vast majority of respondents did not teel tfrat they added 
activities that were not Measured by KPIs. However, as a primary school sori inn a deprivcd 
pointed out: 
'I he emphasis on only language a, id maths means thai %%e are lending to töc_is too gre tlý, on thi". A\ c 
are in an area of deprivation and skills relating to seif-esteem and self-motivation are ýcr, important 
to us. Riese are not being reilccted in National Test results. 
(IR' 7 
Srnui'ev /N showed strong support for the principle of setting targets on an individual pupil has is. 
rather than tier the %vhole school Making predictions at an indMduaf lcvei is far more meaningful 
than vv hole school -t uesstimate s'_ vv Nich niay well be based on crude foi. iuu! as or have simpkk been 
handed do ii. Respondent RS 14 1 provided a good illustration of the pitfalls of simply factoring or 
rateltetint up last I ears target. His school (Grammar) had achieved I001, AM. ho ev er For the 
next near the I. EA simply (and faiik '') added 5" to e%ety school in the mtm- making his target a 
rather cl; aIlcnu; ng I U>'%ý! 
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Not surprisingly S'un'et' 19 showed that the vast majority of respondents felt that thev should 
participate in setting their own targets. Many of the key organisational theorists (egg. Nla\ o. 
McGregor) discussed in chapter 4, advocated a shared or participative approach to tar-get , cttinýý. 
Indeed, the DfEE"s school improvement model (Figw'c 5) essential l\ aims to adopt a joint 
approach. And Survey 64 suggests that the majority of respondents do participate in the settin_, of' 
their targets. However, as pointed out in chapter 5 there would appear to be moves to reduce school 
participation in tavour of centrally imposed targets. Indeed as a Scottish secondarv head (RS 254) 
pointed out, "Set by authority - no negotiation accepted". And an English counterpart: 
0 The ludicrous mis-use of targets is a waste of my tine: the government thin1.. up a 1-1-2roe that is 990 
wishful political expediency. They give a 'target' to each LFA and In and behold each LFA has 
decided it can reach its tai. r et in 4 Years in 4 even steps! This is pie-in-the-skv NONSENSE:!! 
(RS 48) 
Survey 13: Pressure to meet KPI targets Survey 15: Conflict between aims and targets 
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Survey 17: Avoid activities not measured by KPIs Survey 19: Set own targets 
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Statutory targets - more specifically 
This section looks in more detail at statutory or KPI targets. The first question, Surt'ei' ill, shuvý', 
Owerwhelming, support for the notion that KPI targets should consider more aspect, oi'school 
processes, as the quote below illustrates, 
.... 
however they are not the sole determinant indicator of performance and need to be considered 
against a number of other factors including pastoral care. special need support. team commitment, 
communitv involvement and the overall ethos performance of the school. 
(RS 21) 
I his is very much in tune vv ith Johnson and Kaplan (1991) and manv other theorists (chapter 6). 
vvIho argue tier a broad and balanced vievv of performance measures: indeed a' ievý výhich is larueR 
accepted by soiiie parts of'the government (chapter "_'). In practice this is close{ti related to the 
principle of a `balanced score card''vhich is discussed later in the conclusion. 
There was a spIIt Over \\I I ether the statutory targets heip raise o era II performance (Sui-xvI '1p 
Much of tlhe underlv ing, philosophy of using a limited number of KPIs is that in tdditiOn toi 
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improving the performance of what they measure. other aspects ýýill also improve: in effect raise 
the whole game. Schools have many other important objectives besides meeting KPI tarýýets. for 
example meeting the physical and spiritual needs of the children. Much of the theory discusý, cd 
earlier (eg. Smith 1995a, chapter 7) would suggest that mans of these other objectiv es ývould tend 
to be neglected, however Suri'c. i' 22 shows a split as to whether this is the case. lntere,, tingly 
respondents tended to come dovvn in roughly equal numbers on one side or the other. vv ith 
proportional{} fe\tier taking the `middle' option. 
Suri'c-y 23 showed that although most schools were confident that their KPI targets v<ould be 
achieved, a significant number were not so sure. And as an English secondarv points there ma% 
well be `costs' attached; 
Year on year improvement can be gained - but at what cost to what many consider the wider aims of 
'education'. Teaching and learning are being placed in a straightjacket with less and less room for 
individual initiatives and creativity: it is a recipe for social paralysis. 
(R`,, ? (d) 
As pointed out in chapter 4, the government (supported by conventional w isdom) statcs thm tar-cts 
should be challenging but achievable. With such an approach it is inevitable that a fe\ý ww ill miss, 
ho ever this finding suggests that for many this may ýýell be a serious issue. Much of the problem 
may vvell be due to globally imposed targets which do not take account of the natural variations in 
the cohorts (chapter 2). 
Leading on from this Survey 2-1 shows a split between those that feel that the target setting process 
makes appropriate allowances for their circumstances, and those that do not. A number of specific 
examples ýýere given by the respondents as to how the system was not fair by making allowances. 
At the school level, RS (47) a secondary head of a grammar school in Kent (high in the league 
tables) was somewhat exasperated by his governors; "l am tired of governors using KPIs ý\ ithout 
taking local factors on board". Maybe this is an isolated example, or not what it seems. but it must 
be of concern if a head (in this relatively comfortable position) does not have faith in his 
governors' abilities to interpret KPI data. Interestingly he was more sanguine about parents 
judgements. 
The most frequent IN cited reason for unfairness was that the KPI stistems did not make aIIoývances 
fier special needs pupils. Whilst this may vvell be unfair for the particular school, perhaps the most 
vvorrying aspect (not mentioned b,, any of the respondents)'vvould be schools avoiding such pupils. 
Another issue highlighted bv a number of respondents as the problems of small schools, for 
example (RS 4), "Being a very small school statistics quoted as percentages are totally 
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meaningless. 17% can indicate one child's performance-. The fact that the 17% can be either vv a\ 
accentuates the problem 141. An all boys school (RS 49) made an interesting point that because of 
girls outperforming boys in terms of 5 A*-C it \\ as unfair to make comparisons with mixed and all 
girl schools. Another head (RS 98) suggested that KPIs should take account of differential; in 
funding. As discussed in chapter 2 such proposals exist (Mayo 2000) but Miether thev vvould be 
any fairer is very questionable. 
Together these issues raise questions about the target setting process. in particular the role of the 
(L)EAs, which has appreciably changed over the last few } ears (chapter 5). Hovýev er. rather 
surprisingly Surirev 26 does not particularly support this assertion that the relationship has changed, 
with the majority of respondents being neutral. Research by Coeti ie (2000) on the relationship 
between secondary heads in Aberdeen and their EA highlighted the different perceptions. and 
significantly pointed to the consensus among the heads that a new relationship should be 
developed; 
The interview data also suggests a mismatch between the role of the headteacher as perceived by the 
headteachers and the Directorate, and considerable consensus emerged around the kind of relationship 
headteachers believe the Authority should develop with schools, supporting a view that there may be 
potential in developing a new role for headteachers in the governance of secondary schooling. 
(p. 17) 
However, he points out that what might be desirable for heads and perhaps EAs, may not be 
acceptable to central government. In spite of the key role of (L)EAS in the process of target settin,.:, 
a large majority of schools indicated that they did have access to suitable information to set their 
otivn targets (Survey 25). Several respondents commented on use of third party systems, such as 
those from their LEA or Durham CEM, which they found useful for setting meaningful pupil le\cl 
targets. 
141 It should he noted that in this case the results would not be made public. but of course theN would still he used hý 
others such a, the go\ ernors and II: \. 
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Survey 20: More aspects Survey 23: Confident targets will be achieved 
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Survey 26: Changed relationship with (L)EA 
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Your feelings on Targets and target setting 
These semantic differentials attempted to assess how the respondents felt personally about targets 
and the setting process. As with Suri>etr 6 which looked at KPI systems in general (and the 
preliminary research). Barr i' ?T shows that the majority find targets useful. In addition the 
majority (S'un'ev 28) indicated that they found targets helped raise standards. RS (l41) pointed out 
that KPIs had raised and changed the culture in a positive way, to one \\hich valued and celebrated 
exam performance. There is little doubt that targets are useful. however there are potential dov n 
sides. 
A number of theorists, (eg. Argyris chapter 6) have argued that target setting (budgeting) can 
increase the blame culture in an organisation; Su rvel'? 9 very much supports this. Whilst it was 
unlikely that many would feel that targets actually reduce blame, a very large proportion indicated 
that the process did encourage such a culture. And this would seen likely to hinder (desirable) 
developments, such as a `learning organisation' approach (chapter 4) Mhich relies on a relativelý 
blame free organisational culture. It would be wrong however to necessarily attribute all ol'the 
blame culture to KP(s which are made public. An English secondary head observed; 
I have seen teachers in individual 'low performing' subjects as measured by ALTS criteria-become 
very defensive - yet there may be valid reasons for the exam results for a particular group. 
(RS 81) 
She went on to point out the need to use tact and care with such indicator systems. This verv much 
supports the notion that it is necessary to look to the broader organisational and cultural issues 
NNhen assessing the impact of any indicator system. 
There Naas also some evidence (Sinnr'el" 33) that the target setting process vvorsens the relation ; hip 
betvveen staff, although as RS (34) pointed out, much depends on vvIhether the results are 'good' or 
'bad' for that vear. Ilovvev, er. RS (77) took a more extreme v ievv. "We are liv ing in a tear regime 
vvhich is counterproductive to education in its true sense". This mav have a sigililicant effect 011 
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other aspects of the system. For example, many of the key challenges facing, education. such a, hic 
government's inclusion agenda. require a high degree of cooperation. trust and good rclationhips 
between staff. 
Overall, most of the respondents found the target setting process vcas both re ie%ail t (Survcv 30) and 
good (Strrvev 31) for pupils, although they did find them a little restrictive (, S'urti'ei 32). An 
interesting point was made by a teacher in an English secondarv school (Mho broadly supports the 
use of KPIs); 
.... 
however students feel manipulated by the increasing emphasis on results: thcv feel 'used' and that 
they can be regarded as cogs in a machine. 
( RS 691 
In a similar way another secondary school fund that. 
Above all they increase the trend for students to study more and more subjects tu increaºllc jmmmin( 
scores. 
(IZlý, -l7) 
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Survey 31: Good for pupils Survey 33: Relationship staff 
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KPIs and judging performance 
These questions looked at how valid the respondents feel Kills are in terms of judging: 
performance. The concept of holding schools accountable by publishing their Kills has been central 
to the goverini»ent's philosophy since the citizens" charter (chapter 5). And although official tables 
maN he obtained by the public, they are mainly promulgated through the media. Siirve> 3-1 
i{Ruºstrates a rather worrying perception that the vast majority of respondents do not feel that the 
media properly-achnovv Iedge the Iirill tat ions of KPIs. and it follows that they wiII not have 
confidence in the validity of the published results. For some (RS 7) there are grounds to question 
the underlyin motives; "Selective information is attractive to the media but gives inaccurate 
pictures olthe dynamics of school iife". 
A primarv aim of publishing KPIs is to help parents decide vvhich school is most suitable tor their 
children: Lloyv Cv er Surrt'v 35 shovv s that the over" heia ing majoritv of respondents feel that the, 
do 
not do this. L eading on from this Siti-vey 36 shovv s that most respondents do not feel that parents 
understand the limitations of KPIs. Indeed, a primary school (RS 70) noted that: "We have begun 
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to have meetings to 'explain' league tables to parents". Taken together these findings. question the 
government's view (chapter I_ Tomlinson 2001) that parents are able to properly interpret 
published KPI data. 
I here are a number of other sources besides KPIs which schools mav use to judge hovv thCv arc 
perl'Orming. , S'ower' 37 and , S'uui'ev 3% show that the majority of the respondents do not feel that 
Kills have higher credibility than their on internal indicator systems. or their o\\n profes, iona I 
judgements. As RS (250) pointed out; "National tests are used to confirm the teachers jud_.! enicnt". 
Whilst this would seem a positive finding, the obvious difficulty is ifthese different mes'a; ýý, 
confl ict. 
Surre r 39 and Survey 40 only apply to Scottish primary schools. These shmv that the respondcnt., 
would he very much against publishing KPIs, and very little support for I rmalising, the testing, 
arrangements (ie. from teacher administered to exam based). These t-mdings largely conl-1rm that 
the position oFteachers and heads has remained consistent since such testing as first mooted 
(chapter 5). Perhaps a reasonable criticism of the initial objection night he that the teachers did not 
know how the process would work - now they have been able to see their English counterparts 
experiences, their objections remain. 
Survey 34: Media acknowledge limitations 
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Survey 36: Parents understand limitations Survey 39: National test results made public 
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Individual KPIs judging performance - England 
As pointed out in the introduction due to the technical differences hetvieen Scottish and 1-. mulish 
KPIs the results from these questions are reported separately. Questions for Sunv. ' 41 to S'u 1 v. v -I 
asked I1ýý\\ \ýºlid individual KNIs are at judging school performance. These ýýere asked of all 
I': nolisll schools (prinlary and secondary) Lill förtu natel) quite a fevv of the respondents onlv 
commented on their o\\ ii phase. The main indicator for primary schools. the number of K5 lc\cl 
4 
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and above was found to be moderately useful. The instability problem of this KPI as discussed in 
chapter 2. and was highlighted by a respondent; 
I will indicate briefly why they are useless 
1997 13 pupils for KS2, (I special needs) result 91°o at L4 veil high up league table 
1998 13 for KS2 (5 special needs +1 L4 absent) 50% L4' er\ lo\ý in table 
1999 19 (2 special needs) forecast result 78%142 again high in the tables 
Same teacher, same teaching, same approach, same preparation - DIFFERENT CHILDREN 
(RS IO4) 
At the secondary level, the number of pupils gaining just one bottom lev el (G) pass vý as found to be 
least useful, followed by the percentage of pupils gaining 5 A* to C's. The point score \\ as found to 
be better, and the value added, the most useful. On the face of it this vv ould seem to be a "00d 
argument for publishing this in place of the 5 A* to C's. However, as argued in chapter 2 this might 
well simply create new problems and potential dysfunctional effects; a point larýgelý supported hý 
(RS 64); 
.... we as a governing 
body rely greatly on value added statistics. We do hmNevcr believe that 
publication to the public would not benefit us 
142 I'he actual rrsults \scrc slightly better at 89°o - ic. 2 pupils 
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Survey 41: KS2 level 4 Survey 44: GCSE point score 
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Survey 43, GCSE 5+ passes 
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Individual KPIs judging performance - Scottish 
Secondary 
Srn rt'1' -46 to , Sun"ºvi- 50 "\, c the responses 
from Scottish secondarv schools tovvard', their KPIk. 
Given the relativelR Iovv number ofeases care should he taken v ith these results. Like f[: n"land it 
'vould appear that higher levels of performance (le. Grades 1-2) are considered more uselimI jimd e, I 
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of perfOrillance than 'Iostier' performance (le. Grades 1-6 and vocational qualiticatious). SIiuhtlý 
surprisingly the to indicators of possible future performance (. Sur vest -m and , Sin-ve (I). do not 
appear to he very highly thought of, and this might suggest that these potential l\ quite tell in 
indicators are not taken as seriously as the higher stakes (standard grade) indicators. 
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How well do KPIs indicate performance at different levels 
As well as showing how well an individual school is performing. KPIs mav he used to judge other 
levels ofthe system; teachers, education authorities as well as the government. The findings fron 
, S'iiuv'v 51 to 
Survey 54 show that the respondents found them moderatek useful. (to similar 
(Jegrees), for national, (1 )EA and school performance. Ho' e'er. the\ vvere far less sanuuine about 
their use for judging teacher performance. Fortunatelv. the current threshold svstem (Dt1ýS 2001c) 
uses a range of indicators and judgements, and this allovýs assessors to take into account various 
contextual factors in terms of a teacher's results. 
Kills may show that an LEA is performing well, however underk ink, this nmaý he serious 
implications for some schools and the education they offer, This is illustrated helovv vv ith the ca ,, c 
of a non-selective school in a `high' performing LEA; 
The catchment area of my school includes 6 Grammar schools and a City Technology College. Given 
this level of 'creamin oft` of the best students how can a league table of this area give an accurate 
indication of the quality of education in our school. Our school offers our pupils a vast array of 
educational experiences - performing arts, sport, academic and cultural links with schools from 
several European countries, residential field courses, outward bound courses. D of E. vocational 
experience / qualifications etc - that are not reflected in anyway in the KPIs. 
(RS 70) 
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How well do KPIs indicate performance for different time 
scales 
KI'Is may he used to judge performance for different points in time. Suri ct 5. i and Siwv Iý 50 
suggest that the respondents have most faith in their use as indicators ofcu rent and last 
performance, but are far less useful at judging future performance (, Survci' 5-). This questions some 
of the main uses of KPIs, firstly as already discussed for parents identif\ ing the most suitable 
school, and secondly for Ofsted / HMI identifying 'problem' schools, indeed as has been sIio ii the 
inherent instability of KPIs''' further questions their predictive value. 
I I. juc to cohort \ ariation 
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Survey 55: The past Survey 57. The Future 
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Survey 56: Currently 
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KPIs and the management process 
Chapter 
-disc ussed the use of- Pls 
in the management of schools, and in partieuIar the need to 
4cedback relevant inlormation. S'urivlr 5N and Sun, e>' 59 asked vN hether KPI systems help identiI'v 
the key strengths and weaknesses of the respondents' schools. The results were similar for both 
lluestions vvith verv few indicating that they definitel} did. but a large proportion stating that tl)c% 
'ere oi'some use. 'i'heir (careful) use as management tools is illustrated beimti; 
Personally I don't object to KPIs ' indicators if they have the effect of directing, im attention at an area 
ol-the curriculum that needs vvork - great! 
It' I can use them to encourage (not blame) individual teachers to improve - great! 
And in a simila rv a\ a primary school finds them useful for internal use: 
(RS 2O-l) 
National teats arc a useful tool vv itu in a school it' used internally to impro C enroura'-, e learning. 
I Iov%ever to c0111JI re schools using National tests is dishonest. 
(IRS -114) 
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The issue of schools concentrating resources on 'Borderline' pupils had been identified aý a 
hotiýible consequence of KPI systems (eg. chapter 7, Smith 1995a). For the surxev -borderline' 
pupils were described as those close to gaining GCSE 5 A*-Cs / KS? lev el -fis /credit level standard 
grades / National testing targets. S'u rve. v 60 shows that a majority of the schools target thcsc 
children to some degree, and with about 20% indicating that they definitelv do this. Whilst for 
some receiving this extra support there will be obvious benefits such as being, able to acre other 
areas of the curriculum due to improves skills; for others (e(y. gifted or special needs) there ma\ be 
a negative impact. 
, S'urºvey 61 shows that for the majority of the respondents KPIs are little used, if at all, in the 
appraisal process. Since the survey in 1999 the statutory requirements for apprai; <ºI in England 
have changed. In particular the `Threshold' and `Performance management' s\ stems, both ol'Mhich 
make specific use of KPI data; therefore it would seem likely that the responses would no\\ 144 be 
different. However, very few of the respondents felt that KPIs recognised the quality of their vwrL 
(Sin º'et, 62). and this has implications for how they should be used in appraisals. 
In a similar ýýay to appraisal, Suuvc. i' 63 suggests that KPIs do not significantly contribute to 
personal and professional development. A useful observation from a primar\ school \ti as that lc,,,, 
`threatening' and low stakes indicators would be more appropriate; 
A system of self evaluation techniques (e- Quality standards) would be more useful in involving stat I 
in a positive way and promoting an ethos of trust and partnership. 
(RS 25U) 
The final question (Surrvei' 64) in this section has already been mentioned, and shovvs that a high 
proportion of respondents do participate in their own target setting, although as discussed there are 
moves for these to be centrally set (Hackett 2000). 
"' '1002 
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Survey 58. Identify strengths Survey 61: KPIs used for your appraisal 
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How do you feel about publication of league tables 
II'Iris section look at the respondents (riot Scottish primary) v ievtis on publishing KPI data. in hat 
are commonly referred to as league tables. Technicall} they are a media. not govcrnment creation, 
although ministers do refer to school league tables (eg. HOC 2000). In general most respondents 
indicated that they were had for education (Stnrr'c. v 65), as the quote below suggests this vievv is 
most certainly not limited to 'low' performing schools. 
The public humiliation of schools does no one any good. I speak tör a school which was mentioned in 
the Sunday limes top 50 schools in Scotland. We do very %ýell but others are vwrlking hard and onlv 
get blame. 
IRS ?? 7) 
Central to the government policy of `driving up' standards is the aim of increasing the stress on 
individuals to perform 'better'. Whilst some degree of stress may be good (chapter 6) the results 
from , S'uri'c'l' 66 may he a cause for concern, given the degree of the responses. 
Furthermore, this 
may he due to factors beyond the individual's control, for example pressure being exerted because 
of a Iow league table position. which in realitv may he due to cohort variation. 
Consistent with other responses on KPIs the majority of respondents felt that league tables did not 
give an accurate or fair impression (Sii n 'ei' 6.1 and Sw-vei 69). For example. RS (10) points out that 
league tables do not reflect the problems of a very high level of turnover (both pupils and staff) for 
her school in I1cwnsloveý. And as previously mentioned the problems of size and cohort: 
In a small school with a darýge number of SEN these indicators [league tables] take NO account 01 
special needs in an easv to read Nýay and therefore do not pass on to the general public hMv much 
pro-ress has been made 
_... 
( R' 0) 
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Education by its very nature is a long-term process and the information and mana(yement s\ stem. 
should encourage a long term view although as discussed in chapter 4 the ýýoýernment arýýue that 
there is a `need' for short-term results. Szu-vei' ON shmtis that the majority of respondents feel that 
the league tables produce short term benefits at the expense of longer term gains: the graph shovv 
that a significant number feel very strongly that this is the case. The potential danger here vvould 
seem to he that the short-term needs may override the long-term benefits. This issue ýýýr, disýu", ed 
in chapter 4 vvith re erence to MBO, which it has been argued prcv io, uälv ic similar to the modern 
educational management models. 
I-inally. in this section, the respondents felt that league tables did not recognise quality, (, SIIrrci -U) 
and allow for local circumstances (ýS'arý iýeýý ? 1). With respect to this second point the findings are 
more pronounced than Sturvev ? -l, which looked more specifically at allovv inne for local 
circumstances in the target setting process. Given that by definition league tables are essentially 
local, in that they are mainly used to compare schools vvithin an area. this is of concern. and further 
questions their validity. 
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Survey 69. Fair Survey 71: Allow for local circumstances 
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Other Indicators 
A number o1'more general questions stiere asked about possible developments in the indicator 
sv stei». Firstly, respondents were asked whether schools need good numerical objective 
performance data, (\\ hich can complement more subjective data. such as Ofsted /I {Ml report,, ). 
(lie overMheIming majority (Sui eý" 72) felt that schools did need such information, furthermore. 
, S'urºvº' -3 shows that the majority take the view that it is realistic to produce this data. baken 
together these findings strongly support the notion that schools are not inherently against collcctnig 
and using performance information. 
A majority of respondents claimed to understand the principles of 'value added' (Survev 74). 
although RS (23) (a maths teacher) pointed out that there as a. "high degree of misinterpretation 
in Ithel fiteres, and staff need more training". Nevertheless most respondents vvere in fa' our of 
such indicators being included in the performance tables (, Stºrvev -5)1 l,. (These flndings further 
support the \ Ic\\ that schools \\aº1t to use performance information, although not surprisingI most 
1, s tice poinla alrcadN in thk chapter I'or lStir\c\ 45 
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feel that like should be compared ýv ith like (S'urvei "6). There is good eý idence that the 
performance of departments within schools vary (Fitz-Gibbon 1996). hoxveýer the majority of 
respondents (. S'urii'v -) were against making such data public. Final Iv. there was quite strong 
support from Scottish primary schools for baseline assessment (Sio-vet -8). 
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How well do different systems judge your school's 
performance 
This final section looks at how well the different indicator sv stems judge performance. Whilst the 
first three surveys combine data from all of the schools, due to the differences the other survev s are 
reported in terms ofcountry / phase. S'iwi, c'l" 79, Siin, el' SO and Sul-v i 81. detail the respondents 
views towards, KPIs, Ofsted / HMI inspections and internal /intornºal indicators. The latter. 
internal/informal systems were found to be the most useful, and this very much supports. , S'trrve. 1.3- 
and Sin, ci, 38' which suggested that professional judgements and internal indicators have higher 
credibility than KPIs. Ofsted / HMI reports were also found to be better than KPIs, vvhich might be 
surprising given some of the controversy surrounding Ofsted in particular. This may be explained 
by a number of factors such as, the ability of inspectors being able to contextualise data, very 1cvv 
people reading the whole report and schools (and often the local media) highlighting / reporting the 
best aspects, and also the relatively small number of schools deemed to be failing. 
With respect to English schools, PANDA and Benchmark data (Surrey 82 and Surret S3) vvere 
t'mund to he the least useful indicators. This was a little surprising given that this data is not made 
public. In Scotland though, the relative ratings (Survey 85) and to a lesser extent value added 
(Surrey 84), were tound to be significantly more useful than the published KPIs. 
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Conclusion 
Overall this analysis produced some mixed messages and relativelv fevv uncgluivocal findiIn 
general terms there was a good deal of support for PI s\ stems as well as the need for good data tu 
help manage schools. However, there was little indication. from the respondents' perspective, that 
parents were Using Kills to hold schools accountable. As expected there was significant evidence 
that Kill systems have a narrowing effect on the curriculum, and a worry ing sign that mann schools 
did not trust the systems and found them undermining. For quite a number, Kills increase, rather 
than devolve `central' control. 
As would be expected most respondents felt under pressure to meet their targets. with most vvanting 
to be involved in the setting process, as well as feeling that more aspects of the school process 
should he considered. However, there was evidence of targets simply being imposed from `above. 
and perhaps an indication that this may be an increasing trend. Furthermore. many ofthe 
respondents felt that the indicator systems did not take account of their particular circuinstancc". 
and encouraged a `blame' culture to develop. 
League tables, not too surprisingly were felt by many to be unfair, vv ith the media not 
ackno%v Iedýging the limitations and many parents not being able to properly interpret and 
conteytualise the data. In both Scottish and English secondary schools the indicators ýýIhich 
signified higher performance (c. 1-1.5 A*-C) ere considered more useful. In general KPIs vverc 
considered more useful as indicators of current and past performance. rather than future 
performance. I here vvcre also signs that many of the respondents vvere in favour of using value 
added sv steams, although there vvere concerns about publishing these. In general schools felt their 
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`own' internal indicator systems 146 \\ere most useful followed b\ Ofsted / I-I. 1I report. and then 
KPIs. 
In terms of the hypotheses identified in chapter 9. this anale sis is rele\ ant to the first and second 
(H I and 1-12). There was a lot of evidence that KPI systems encourage dy sfunctional behaviour. 
such as a narrowing of the curriculum and encouraging a 'blame culture". Secondly. there vvas ýa 
significant amount of evidence that schools want, and use performance data. 
In spite of the general findings it was evident, to an extent from the quantitatik e data and more so 
from the additional comments, that for many schools there as no simple one best \\a\ of Lis'no 
performance information; or that straightforward causes and effects could necessari4v be attributed 
to indicator systems. Schools are complex organisations and many different factors and nuance, 
contribute to their effectiveness, as well as `their' reaction to external influences such as KPls; 
indeed `their' reaction to such influences may appear contradictory. This can be illustrated vv ith 
comments from two of the heads taking part in the s2ºrv ey. one is from an English grammar school, 
and the other from a Scottish primary. It is worth noting that both have an `elder statesmen' status. 
in that they have taught for many years and experienced the many changes ýýIiich have occurred 
over the last thirty or so years; 
Whatever else KPIs are doing, they are changing the culture. Exam success is now 'c oltr-'. The 
cartoon academic, bald with gown, is not so much a figure of fun. In 1962 (\\hen I started) no one 
cared about a class's results, or a teacher's results. or a school's results. Indeed few staff bothered to 
check. Now results do matter. (written by retiring bald headmaster in gown! ) 
(RS 141) 
.... yon, will gather that I have a very negative attitude to national testing. 
I have seen many changes 
since I became involved with education in 1967 and I am not happy with current trends \Nhich I see as 
restrictive... My philosophy is aimed 1001o to the individual child. National testing in maths and 
language is of no use whatsoever: and unnecessary in the case of skilled teachers. When National 
testing was imposed upon us in 1991 1 fervently hoped parents would keep children off school. They 
cooperated 100% No P4 or P7 child attended school that day. 
I RS 232 
On the face of it these divergent views have little in common, however underk in-g, these is perhaps 
a similar belief in what is most important. 
14" 1 hr, includes I (Ik.. \) `ýaeills as national s stems such as C'I: MI indicators 
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Chapter 12 
Comparative analyses 
1 gr'al mall' people think they are thinking when the are merely rearranging their prejudiccs 
(lurnc's) 
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Introduction 
This chapter compares the results from the different countries, phases and posts (head 
teachers 147), and with particular reference to hypotheses (H3. H4. HS) detailed in chapter 9: 
H3: Secondar\ and primary schools have similar views on the use of perfornnance data for school 
management, but secondaries find KPIs more dysfunctional 
H4: English and Scottish schools have similar views on the use of performance data for school 
management, but English schools find KPIs more dysfunctional 
H5: Teachers and heads have similar views on the use of performance data for school management, 
but teachers find KPIs more dysfunctional 
However, whilst carrying out the analyses in this chapter it became evident that these hypothcscs 
on their own were not very satisfactory; therefore two supplernentar\ h\potheses (SH 1 and '412) 
were created. 
For the analyses in this section it was decided not to compare all of the items from the 
questionnaire, but rather to concentrate on a number of the key issues and questions. To achicv e 
this what were felt to be the most pertinent items were organised in to to groups: KlUx' 
Altem elnew and KPLs - D. V. lrunclion. Means and Standard deviations are reported. and 
Independent sample t-tests have been used to calculate the statistical significance (p value). Ap 
aloe of less than 0.05 is commonly accepted as shovv ing statistical significance. The significance 
is also shown in terms of the effect size (ES) (difference in means / pooled S. D. ). and results 
greater than 0.80 can be considered to represent a large ES (Cohen 1977). 
The selection of survey items 
The first set of questions KPIs - Management (Table 10) included a range of questions from the 
main sure cv which related to the use of indicators relevant to the management of schools and the 
education process. They mainly looked at how the respondents use performance data. 
Table 10: KPIs - Management 
NAME QUESTION 
Numeric Data Do schools need good numerical objective 
performance data? 
Targets Useful Your feelings on Targets and target setting 
Useful to Hindrance 
"'I he res ii,, es Ilrom 1-m-, Iish _go errors are not used in this chapter 
MEASURE SURVEY 
Ref 
Likert 72 
SD 27 
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Parents Do parents frequently refer to KPI results? Likert 2 
Pressure Is there great pressure on your school to meet KPI Likert 13 
Targets? 
participate Should you participate in the setting of your targets? Likert 19 
Targets 
Judge Are the KPI results a good judge your school's 1-5 score 79 
Performance performance? 
Professional Does KS2 /5- 14 testing / external examinations Likert 38 
Judgements have higher credibility in your school than 
professional judgements? 
Where appropriate the questions have been rephrased and the scale, re%ersed to maintain meaning, and conte\t 
The second set, KPIs -Dysfunction (Table 11) comprises of questions ývhich relate to hovv KPIs 
may have dysfunctional effects. The selection aims to consider a number of different perspectives. 
ranging from a broad overall organisational view, through school and class perspecti/es, and 
`down' to individual perceptions. 
Table 11; KPIs - Dysfunction 
NAME QUESTION MEASURE SURVEY 
Ref 
Harmful Overall How do feel overall about KPIs in your school SD6 
Harmful to Beneficial 
Conflicting Aims Is there any conflict between your school's aims and Likert 15 
its targets? 
Concentrate Does your school concentrate on targets at the Likert 22 
Targets expense of other important objectives? 
Narrow What effect do KPIs have on the Curriculum SD8 
Curriculum 
Narrowing to Broadening 
Borderline Does your school specifically target 'borderline' Likert 60 
pupils? 
Blame Culture What effect do targets have on 'the' blame culture in SD 29 
your school 
Encourage to Discourage 
Undermining Overall do you personally find KPIs SD9 
Undermining to Supportive 
\\ here appropriate the questions hay e been rephrased and the scales reversed to maintain meaning and eonte\t 
For this second set in particular, the inclusion or exclusion of questions is potentially contcntiouh. 
as the actual choice \\ ill affect the results. To check that these questions formed a rcascnabl\ \alsd 
basis tier the analyses. a number ofscenanos were run \\ ith different items and thcc did not 
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significantly affect the results. For example, thirteen questions'4 ý\cre identified aý, being 
potentially usable as indicators of dysfunction, (from which the seven výerc chosen). Runnimc the 
various analyses with all of these gase quite similar results and levcls of significance. Each of the 
Iiy potheses are assessed below in two stages, firstly v ith the KPIs - Management and then the 
KPIs - Dysfunction. 
H3 Secondary and Primary Schools 
This hypothesis looks at the differences betvveen all of the secondarv and primary schýo()l, in 
[ngland and Scotland (Heads and Teachers). It tivas expected that the respondents (Table 12) vv Quid 
have similar views on the use of performance data in the organisation and management o1'schools. 
Table 12: KPIs - Management: Primary and Secondary 
MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION SIGNIFICANCE 
QUESTION 
Secondary Primary Secondary Primary t-Test Effect 
p value size 
Numeric Data 1.58 2.48 0.67 1.13 
. 
000 1.04 
Targets Useful 2.39 2.73 1.15 1.10 
. 
072 0.30 
Parents 3.78 4.11 1.17 0.95 
. 
073 0.31 
Pressure Targets 1.90 1.90 0.77 0.86 
. 
989 0.00 
Participate Targets 1.28 1.40 0.50 0.74 231 0.20 
Judge Performance 3.05 3.12 1.07 0.99 . 698 
0.07 
Professional Judgements 3.71 3.58 0.83 1.06 
. 
421 -0.14 
Mean: A score of 1.00 NNouId represent alI respondents strongly AGRI Z=ING NN ith the question or the first term in the semantic differentia I 
A score of 5.00 v+ould represent alI respondents strongly DISAGREEING vvith the question or the second term of the S. D. 
Sccondarv N= 79 Primary = 67 (England and Scotland) 
In general terms, with the notable exception of the perceived need for data, there are tcv% significant 
differences in these responses. Each of the questions is discussed belmti in more detail: 
Numeric Data: As reported in Si, n'ey 79 there was very strong support for the use of good quality 
numeric data, hovv ever these results suggest that secondary schools have a significant IN greater 
need for performance data. This ma\ well be explained by differences in size and organisation. 
Secondar\ schools are generally larger, and therefore more sophisticated information s\ stem' ma\ 
vvcII be considered necessary. They are more likely to have computerised administration ;y stcn» 
ich inhercntFv 'encourage' the collection of data. Primar\ schools are generally organised on the 
14s Surv rN questions: 6.7.8.9.10.15. _12? 
7.28 29.3 I. 32.3 3 
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basis of a single class teacher, and this teacher niav %ýelI hale lc,,, need for detailed performancc 
data in their day to da\ work. 
Targets Useful: Both primary and secondary schools vti(-)uld appear to quite similar deurcc.. to he 
broadly in favour of targets, indeed for all schools it is novv a legal requirement. It had been 
expected that for the reasons alluded to above, secondary schools vN ould be more in favour. 
Parents: lt had been expected that parents of secondar\ school children \\ould he more likel\ to 
make specific reference to schools about KPIs, because for secondar\ age children KPIs in the 
form of GCSI'; s / Standard grades are more important (to the child although perhaps not the 
School). 
Pressure Targets: This was a quite a surprising result, it had been expected that secondar\ schock 
would be under greater pressure to meet targets. Their league tables tend to be givcn greater 
prominence in the media, and in theory at least, they are competing for students. At the primary 
level there is less competition, with children generall} going to 'their' local school. 
Careful consideration was given about the inclusion of this item, as there are arguments that it 
should have been included in KPIs - Dysfunction. Clearly too much pressure will be dysfunctional, 
however the principle of increasing pressure on schools to perform `better' is vcr\ much at the 
heart of 'neck educational management'. Therefore it is included, as a feature of school 
management, rather than a sign of dysfunction. 
Participate targets: Not surprisingly all schools were keen to be involved in their oýti on target 
setting, again supporting the notion that Heads and Teachers are interested in a positive vvav both in 
target setting and the use of performance indicators. 
Judge Performance: Overall there was very close agreement on this question with respondents 
being largely neutral about the value of KPIs for judging performance. The question as asked 
vv ithin the context of other indicators and in both England and Scotland KPIs ere considered the 
third best at judging performance, after internal systems. (such as Durham CEM), follo\\ed hv 
Ofsted / HMI inspections. In England Panda and then Benchmark data were considered the poorest 
judges of performance, although in Scotland relative ratings and value added from Hotiºw Gowl. -Ire 
Our Resullx x\ ere considered more useful. 
Professional Judgements: In as ImI lar N\ a-\ there » as close agreement that KP Is did not have 
siwniIica111I\ `? reatcr credibilit\ than Professional judgements. On the face of it an encouraging 
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icww, if it is that heads and teachers are able to take this position. Although one suspected that 
many impassioned discussions on this principle vý ill have taken place with other, such as the 
uov crnoýr,,. L, (LA )s and Ofited. 
Overall these findings do essential Iv support the first part of the h%potheses. in that primary and 
secondary schools do 'broadly appear to have similar needs for performance information. The 
second part, relating to potential dysfunctional effects is considered belovv and it as expected that 
secondary schools would find KPI systems more dysfunctional. 
Table 13: KPIs - Dysfunction: Secondary and Primary 
MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION SIGNIFICANCE 
QUESTION 
Secondary Primary Secondary Primary t-Test Effect 
p value size 
Harmful Overall 3.28 3.03 1.28 1.30 
. 
242 -0.19 
Conflicting Aims 3.63 3.15 1.04 1.10 
. 
007 -0.45 
Concentrate Targets 3.13 2.84 1.17 1.19 
. 
160 -0.25 
Narrow Curriculum 2.19 1.65 1.13 0.87 
. 
002 -0.53 
Borderline Children 2.29 3.12 1.13 1.30 
. 
000 0.69 
Blame Culture 2.25 1.91 0.95 
. 
094 
. 
035 -0.58 
Undermining 2.46 2.52 1.26 1.25 
. 
771 -0.05 
Mean: A score oil . 00 ýNouId represent alI respondents strong)y 
AGREEING ýNith the question or the lira term in the ,, eniantic dillerenWils 
A score 01 '5.00 would represent all respondents strongly DISAGREI LNG vv ith the question or the second term (lI the ti. D. 
Secondar N= 79 Primar} = 67 (England and Scotland) 
These results quite clearly show that this second part of the hypothesis is not supported bý the 
findings, with the primary schools appearing to report that their KPIs are more dysfunctional. The 
individual questions are discussed below. 
Harmful Overall. Very much in support of Sun ev 6, the respondents ýNere largely neutral in terms 
of their \ icx\ s as to whether KPIs were harmful or beneficial. It had been expected that secondary 
schools, \\ ith the greater prominence of KPIs, would tend to find KPIs more harmful. 
Conflicting Aims: Primary schools found greater conflict between their broad aims and their KPI 
targets. This is not entirely surprising given that one of the main aims for primary schools is 
prcp rino children for secondar\ education, and for a number this might conflict ww ith meeting, 
specific tarocts. And the items measured by these targets %% III not be of any real use to the child 
\Nhen the\ Ica c the school, unlike GCSEs / Standard grades for secondar\ children. 
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Concentrate Targets: There was little evidence that either primarie., or , econdarie, coneecntratcj 
in meeting targets at the expenses of other important objectiy es. It had been assumed that they 
would be more of an issue for secondary schools, given the more obvious nip hure bý ich they 
arc judged, and the widespread publication of their KPIs. 
Narrow Curriculum: This looked more specifically at the subjects that are actuallv taught as pert 
of the curriculum. There was very strong support (, S'ur't'c'1, n) for the notion that KPI s . tcrns have a 
narrowing el legit, however it was surprising to find that this as more of a problem fier primar\ 
schools than secondary. This might well have longer term negative consequences for man\ of the 
children, by effectively restricting what they can learn. 
Borderline Children: This considers the issues at the classroom level, and the attention \\ hich 
particular groups of children receive. Surn'v 60 showed that the majority of schools vv ere targeting 
`borderline' children, and this analysis shows, as as expected, that this occurred more at the 
secondary level. There have been many claims that schools are targeting children Mio vv ith extra 
help can, for example, increase a GCSE grade D to a C. For many receiving this extra help this is 
clearly not dysfunctional and may well be of benefit, however those `cornfortabkk' on Us or l-: s rna' 
loose out. It is worth noting that the government has recently (2002) discontinued the hiohest le cl 
KS2 tests, and this might be vievýed as an intimation to concentrate on the lower, measured (4 and 
5) levels. 
Blame Culture: Srrrve>' 29 showed that this was an issue for many of the schools, hovti ever v erv 
surprisingly (and of great concern) this appear to is more of an issue for primary schools. It had 
been assumed that because primary school are smaller and the head is often also a teacher. there 
vyould be less of a blame culture. Such a culture can of course be very demoralising and may výell 
have an negative impact on the overall quality of the education in its broadest sense. 
Undermining: This final question considers whether respondents themselves found that KPI 
systems are undermining or supportive of their work. There was very little difference between 
primary and secondary schools, and overall limited evidence (Survey 9) that this as a significant 
problem. 
As vvas expected the first part of the analysis showed that primary and secondary schools had 
similar needs, and used KPI sNstems in similar ways; hovýever the second half as rather 
confounding. There as no ev idence that overall (on the definition in this thesis ) the secondary 
schools found their KPI systems more dysfunctional, on the contrarv the findings stiere if anthing, 
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the other way. Therefore this hypothesis is rejected, althowuh it wtiould seem that more exploration 
and investigation of the findings is appropriate. This is carried out later in the chapter. 
H4 English and Scottish Schools 
This hypothesis looks at the differences between all of the English and Scottish schools (PrimarN 
and Secondary). It was expected that the respondents (Table 1-l) ývould have similar view" on the 
use of performance data in the organisation and management of schools. 
Table 14: KPIs - Management: England and Scotland 
MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION SIGNIFICANCE 
QUESTION 
England Scotland England Scotland t-Test Effect 
p value size 
Numeric Data 1.84 224 0.92 1.13 
. 
022 0.40 
Targets Useful 2.55 2.54 1.17 1.07 
. 
929 -0.01 
Parents 3.88 4.02 1.05 1.14 
. 
452 0.13 
Pressure Targets 2.01 1.70 0.82 0.74 
. 
026 -0.39 
Participate Targets 1.33 1.35 0.66 0.55 
. 
811 0.03 
Judge Performance 3.11 3.03 1.03 1.05 
. 
688 -0.08 
Professional Judgements 3.67 3.61 0.90 1.02 
. 
699 -0.06 
Mc, in: A score of 1.00 would represent all respondents strongly AGREEING with the question or the first tenn in the semantic diiicrential 
A score of 5.00 NNould represent all respondents stronglv DISAGREEING NNith the question or the second term oh the S. D. 
England N= 92 Scotland = 54 (Heads and Teachers) 
In general these findings support the first part of the hypothesis, although two aspects are vtiorthý of 
more detailed discussion. The analysis shows that English schools feel more strongly that they need 
numerical performance data. Given the higher prominence of K'Pls in England, (eg. league tables 
For both primary and secondary schools), this may partly explain the desire for schools here to 
collect data which may provide a broader and more valid picture of their performance. 
Fuºthermore, 3'`º party systems such as those from Durham CEM are more widespread in I-: ngland 
and therefore schools may be more convinced of the potential benefits. 
The finding that Scottish schools are under greater pressure to meet targets as surprising. Little 11 - 
clear evidence to explain this \\ as found on the questionnaire, although a number of Scottish 
may provide a clue as to hat is behind schools mentioned their relationship with their EA. This 
this finding. In England the government's policy has been ver,, much to sideline LEAs from the 
day to day management of schools, although they do still have a responsihilitv t')r agreeing targets. 
Iio\\ e\ er, in Scotland [As Im ea closer relationship ý\ ith their schools, and from this position ma. 
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have been able to put more or additional pressure on the , drools to meet target,. I 1w, iý, av err 
tentative explanation, and an issue worthy of further imestigation. 
Overall, these findings do essentially support the first part ot'the hvpotheses. 1 he second part. 
relating to potential dysfunctional effects is considered below, and it was expected that I: n,, lish 
schools v\ould find KPI systems more dysfunctional. 
Table 15: KPIs - Dysfunction: England and Scotland 
MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION SIGNIFICANCE 
QUESTION 
England Scotland England Scotland t-Test Effect 
p value size 
Harmful Overall 2.95 3.53 1.24 1.30 
. 
007 0.46 
Conflicting Aims 3.28 3.63 1.12 1.01 
. 
064 0.33 
Concentrate Targets 2.95 3.09 1.20 1.17 
. 
470 0.12 
Narrow Curriculum 1.71 2.33 0.96 1.10 
. 
001 0.61 
Borderline Children 2.35 3.23 1.16 1.29 
. 
000 0.72 
Blame Culture 1.96 2.33 0.95 0.93 
. 
023 0.39 
Undermining 2.25 2.91 1.25 1.13 
. 
002 0.55 
TtIcmi: A , coic o I' I00 vNou1d icprc, cný alI rc pondcnts strongly A(iRII'IN(i vv ith the question or the firtit term in the semantic difterentialýý 
A wore oI' 5. U() vvouId represent all respondents strop IND DIS, AGREI. ING with the question or the second term of the S. D. 
I'nwland N= 92 Scotland - 54 (Heads and Teachers) 
These findings show very strong support for the second part of the hypothesis, namely that En-lisli 
schools would find KPI systems more dysfunctional. Indeed the only 'dissenting' items výere hovv 
much the aims conflict with the targets and related to this how much schools concentrate on targets 
at the expense of other important objectives. 
Although these findings do support this hypothesis, as vvith the previous one (H3) there vv ould 
appear to be more to this than simply the difference bet%yeen the countries (or phase). Therefore, aý 
mentioned before this is explored further later in this chapter. 
H5 Heads and Teachers 
This hypothesis looks at the differences between all of the heads and teachers in England and 
Scotland (Primary and Secondary). It ýNas expected that there Nvould be some differences in the 
icvvs (Table /6) on the use of performance data in the organisation and management of, chooll, 
`ýiý en the differing, roles of heads and teachers. 
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Table 16: KPIs - Management: Heads and Teachers 
MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION SIGNIFICANCE 
QUESTION 
Heads Teachers Heads Teachers t-Test Effect 
p value size 
Numeric Data 1.89 2.15 1.03 0.97 
. 
157 0.26 
Targets Useful 2.59 2.46 1.12 1.17 
. 
510 -0.11 
Parents 3.91 3.96 1.10 1.04 
. 
852 0.05 
Pressure Targets 1.80 2.11 0.78 0.83 
. 
031 0.39 
Participate Targets 1.30 1.41 1.30 1.41 
. 
311 0.08 
Judge Performance 3.18 2.87 1.05 0.97 
. 
090 -0.31 
Professional Judgements 3.65 3.65 1.00 0.82 
. 
990 0.00 
Mean: A score of 1.00 would represent all respondents strongh AGREEING N% ith the question or the first term in the scmantie dill ieiiti iI 
A. core o15.00 v%ould represent all respondents strongly DISAGRI LING vvith the question or the second term of' the ',,. D. 
I leads N= 100 1 eachers = 46 (England and Scotland) 
The overall degree of agreement was quite surprising, particularly given the increasing-, l\ 
managerialist role of heads (ie. NPM chapter 7). This could encourage the use or possible misuse of 
PIs as control mechanisms. For example, the target setting process could be seen hv teachers as a 
means of ensuring conformity, and applying pressure. In terms of pressure to meet targets it vv aº, 
expected that teachers would feel under greater pressure, and furthermore these may hay c been set 
arbitrarily and without wholehearted agreement. However, the opposite was the case with heads 
feeling under significantly greater pressure to meet KPI targets. A possible explanation ma) be that 
heads are attempting, to 'protect' staff from what may be iniquitous school targets. Gig en the 
relative 'isolation' of the heads position, this may have negative effects on then personall, and 
explain the very sad and increasingly frequent examples of heads `cheating' in the KS2 test,. 
It was expected that teachers would report more discussions with parents about KPIs. ho%yC%er thiti 
vv aas not the case. In most situations class teachers , N, ill have far more contact ith parents. and 
it 
wvowld seem likely that parents would be more willing to talk to them about test and exam 
performance; indeed mangy parents would probably not feel kapp) discussing such issue', with the 
head. 
As \\ ith the first group of questions it as also expected to find some significant difference, in 
terns of the d\ sfunctional effects of KPIs (Table 1-). 
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Table 17: KPIs - Dysfunction: Head and Teachers 
MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION SIGNIFICANCE 
QUESTION 
Heads Teachers Heads Teachers t-Test Effect 
p value size 
Harmful Overall 3.17 3.16 1.04 1.35 
. 951 -0.01 
Conflicting Aims 3.27 3.71 1.00 0.97 
. 
021 0.45 
Concentrate Targets 3.04 2.91 1.21 1.01 
. 
549 -0.12 
Narrow Curriculum 1 
. 
89 2.07 0.55 0.92 350 0.25 
Borderline Children 2.69 2.62 1.27 1.18 
. 
757 -0.06 
Blame Culture 2.10 2.06 0.73 0.95 
. 
850 -0.05 
Undermining 2.45 2.58 1.26 1.04 
. 
570 0.11 
Mean: A score of 1 UU vwuld reprr. sent all re pondcnts ,, Irrmeh AtiR1a 1N{ vvith the queý, tinn or the hrý, t term in the semantic dilicrenti: al, 
A care of'5. tttt vtiould rcpre cnt all reshimkilts strongiy DISA(R1 FING with the que>tion or the second tern of the . ti. D. I ie<id, N= 100 1 eachers = 40 (England and Scotland) 
Again there was surprisingly close agreement between heads and teachers, vý ith the onl\. 
statistically significant difference being in terms of school aims conflicting ith the targct,,. This 
might be explained by heads being more aware of the longer term more strategic issues lacing the 
school, and how these might conflict with the targets. Furthermore, heads are perhaps more {ikcl\ 
to discuss such issues with other heads, their governors and advisers, which nmavmake them more 
aware of the conflicts. It may however be that teachers are increasingly seeing their aims as 
meeting their targets, in which case there will of course be little conflict, although výhere this'' ilI 
take education is another matter. 
There was widespread agreement that KPIs have a narrovv ing effect on the curriculum. It had hQcn 
expected that teachers would have stronger feelings on this than heads, given their closer proximity 
to the children and the actual learning process. Again there was no statistical ey idence to suggest 
that this was the case. 
From an organisational and management point of vie\\, on the face of it the results from these 
analyses are of course v cry encouraging. There can be very few other industries "here 'vvorker' 
and `managers' are in such apparent harmony. Therefore these findings do not support the 
hypothesis. Howev er. great care should be taken with reading too much in to this, primaril. 
because of potential short-comings in the sample. 
The problems of response rate (chapter 10) and non-returns is potent ialIv greater within this sample 
of teachers, largely because it can not be claimed vv ith certaintv that heads distributed the 
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questionnaires as intended. This might havc led to some de-ree of the head , eIectinýý car gelt 
selecting, which may have resulted in a sample of teachers whose v Icvv s might not be Cr\ 
representative of teachers in general, and more in accordance with their head. This pe' imiaie 
interpretation may of course be vv rung, nevertheless further corroborativ e evidence should be 
gained before coming to any firm conclusions. 
Supplementary hypotheses 
Whilst carrying out the various analyses in this chapter, and to an extent before that during-, the 
initial data screening, it became apparent that the hypotheses (H3 and [14 in particular) were not 
entirely satisfactory, and were not considering some key issues and differences in the data. It N\ as 
the items which comprised the KPIs - Dysfunction group that \\ere of greatest concern, and in 
particular what appeared to be the differences between English and Scottish primaries. Therefore to 
help explore these issues a new scale, D'stlIncIion Index vv as formed h\ combining-, the sev en items 
from KPIs Dysfunction. An analysis of internal reliabilit\ gave a Cronbach Alpha value = 0.80. 
suggesting quite a high level of reliability (Thietart ei al 2001 ). An initial anale sik ol'this nevv scale 
was carried out (Table 18): 
Table 18: Dysfunction Index - Univariate analysis 
TYPE III SUM OF F Sig. SQUARES 
Country 11.490 30.462 . 000 
Post 
. 
327 
. 
866 
. 
354 
Type 
. 309 . 820 . 367 
Country * Post 1.291 3.422 . 067 
Country * Type 7.593 20.132 . 000 
Post * Type 
. 307 . 814 . 
368 
Country * Post * Type 
. 402 1.065 . 
304 
( oulurV = England / Scolland 
PO-St =I leads /'I eacho" 
fahr Sccondarv / Primarv 
This confirms the significant difference between countries, and also shoNvs the importance of 
different t\ pes of schools and the countrv in vvhich they are located. The next step as to calculate 
I lie means and confidence intervals (Table 19) for each type of school in each countr\. to -, i\ c an 
indication of the degree of difference: 
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Table 19: Dysfunction Index - Descriptive 
95% CONFIDENCE 
N MEAN STANDARD STANDARD INTERVAL FOR MEAN 
DEVIATION ERROR 
Lower Upper 
English Secondary 53 2.7192 
. 
6456 
. 
0887 2.5413 2.8972 
English Primary 39 2.1757 
. 
5711 
. 
0914 1.9906 2.3608 
Scottish Secondary 26 2.8013 
. 
5987 
. 
1197 2.5542 3.0484 
Scottish Primary 26 3.1958 
. 
6452 
. 
1242 2.9405 3.4510 
ALL 146 2.6756 . 
7048 
. 
0587 2.5595 2.7917 
Nkan - Low number - mwrc dv, lunctioni_ high numhcr = less 
What titands out most obviously is the substantial difference between the English primaries and the 
others. A Post Hoc Test, Tukey HSD (Table 0), shows this significant difference. as vcll as 
statistically significant differences between English secondaries and Scottish primaries: 
Table 20: Dysfunction Index - Tukey HSD 
95°I° CONFIDENCE MEAN STANDARD INERVAL FOR MEAN 
(I) (.! ) DIFFERENCE ERROR 
Sig. 
(I-J) 
Lower Upper 
English 2 . 
5435* . 
1304 . 
000 . 
2085 . 
8785 
Secondary 
3 -. 0821 . 
1500 . 
947 -. 4674 . 
3032 
4 -. 4765* . 
1462 . 
006 -. 8520 -. 1011 
English 1 -. 5435* . 
1304 . 
000 -. 8785 -. 2085 
Primary 
3 -. 6256* . 
1584 . 
000 -1.0325 -. 2188 
4 -1.0201 * . 
1548 . 
000 -1.4176 -. 6225 
Scottish 1 . 0821 . 
1500 . 947 -. 
3032 . 4674 
Secondary 
2. . 6256* . 
1584 . 000 . 
2188 1.0325 
4 -. 3944 . 1716 . 
098 -. 8352 . 0463 
Scottish 1 . 4765* . 1462 . 
006 . 1011 . 
8520 
Primary 
2 1.0201 * . 1548 . 
000 . 6225 
1.4176 
3 . 3944 . 1716 . 
098 -. 0463 . 8352 
* Si, mniticant at the 0 Icvrl. 
I n-lish Secondan. 2-I ntflish Primar. ,= tiruttish Sccondan. 4= tir ttish Primar\ 
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And not too surprisingly an analysis of homogeneity. Table 21, also shoes the difference, as 
well as the similarities bet\tieen the secondar\ schools from the two countries: 
Table 21: Dysfunction Index - Homogenous Subsets 
SUBSET FOR ALPHA =. 05 
N 
123 
English Primary 39 2.1757 
English Secondary 53 2.7192 
Scottish Secondary 26 2.8013 
Scottish Primary 28 3.1958 
Sig 1.000 
. 
950 1.000 
Mcans for groups in honwgencous subsets are dkplaycd 
aI Iscs Harmonic Mean Samplc Size = 32.909 
Furthermore. these difterenees are very evident in box plots (Figure IO) which based on milk I[I S 
of the dysfunction indices; 
Figure 10: Dysfunction Index - Country / Phase 
4.5 
4.0 
3.5 
3.0 
2.5 
X 
4) 
ü 
2.0 
O 
1.5 
O 
o 1.0 r s  - 
N= 37 28 51 26 
PRIMARY SECONDARY 
England Scotland England Scotland 
Notc,: Hic lo\\er the index number the greater the d\, Iunctiun 
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With respect to the analyses carried out for H3 (secondary - primary) it is clear from the Lc that 
this was not very satisfactory. The fact that little significant dif rence as found in the rc, pon, c, 
to the KPI - Dysfunction questions, ývas very much due to the respoýn e. from the I and 
Scottish primary schools `cancelling" each other out. 
In view of this shortcoming it was decided to create and test t\\0 more h\ pothese; which would 
allo\ti these differences to be tested. They are primaril\ derived from H3 and H4; 
SH 1- English and Scottish primary schools have similar views on the use of performance 
data for school management, but the English schools find KPIs more dysfunctional. This \\ as 
expected to be true because schools in both countries make eytensiN e use of data from their ovv on 
sources and nationally based tests. However, it as expected to find that the KPIs in I. noland have 
more of a dysfunctional effect, because of their greater prominence and the publication of 
performance and league tables. 
SH2 - English and Scottish secondary schools have similar views on the use of performance 
data for school management, and on the dysfunctional effects of KPIs. This \\a" expected to he 
true because secondary schools in both countries vv ideR use performance data, and the KPk arc 
published in both countries. 
SH1 English and Scottish primary schools 
phis hypothesis looks at the differences between the English and Scottish primar} schools (Head 
and Teachers). It \\ as expected that the respondents (Table 22) vtiould have similar v ievvs on the w, c 
of performance data in the organisation and management of schools. 
Table 22: KPIs - Management: English and Scottish primary schools 
MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION SIGNIFICANCE 
QUESTION 
England Scotland England Scotland 
t-Test Effect 
p value size 
Numeric Data 2.35 2.61 1.11 1.20 400 0.23 
Targets Useful 2.89 2.52 1.10 1.12 . 188 -0.33 
Parents 4.08 4.07 0.91 1.04 . 970 -0.01 
Pressure Targets 2.08 1.67 0.89 0.78 . 059 -0.49 
Participate Targets 1.41 1.41 0.80 1.34 992 0.00 
Judge Performance 2.86 2.88 0.92 1.15 . 
926 0.02 
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professional Judgements 3.78 3.26 0.98 1.13 
. 
051 -0.50 
tiIciin A scurc of I O(t would represent all respondents strunglv AGREEIý(' ý\ith the question (, r the first term in the , emantic ditlerential A score 45 hO vOuld represent all rc, pondent, strongly 1)15z1GREfINC; vvith the question or the second term u( the ti D. I ngland N= 39 Scotland N= 28 (Heads and Teachers) 
Overall the responses from these two groups are 'er' similar. Ho\ýe\er. probably the most 
interesting finding is that the differences found in 114 between English and Scottish respondent, in 
terms of pressure to meet targets appear to remain. The p value is no longer statisticallv signii icant 
(at the . 
05 convention) 149 although the effect size has increased from -0. iQ to -0.49. It is vvorth 
noting that this level of pressure is similar across both phases in Scotland, w ith mean v alucs oI' 1.77 
and 1.67 (p=. 537). 
As discussed for 114 this would seem to be an important findin and one that can not he easily 
explained from either the data or additional comments; and would therefore benefit from further 
investigation. As a consequence of this finding it may well be that primary league tables in l iigiand 
do not put any more pressure on the schools than other, less obvious and less public methods used 
in Scotland. And it follows that public `name and shame' policies, which are ineytricablv linked to 
league tables, v ould seem to be of little real benefit. 
The finding that there was a difference between the reference parents made to KPIs in Scottish and 
English primaries was also surprising. Given the greater prominence KPIs and league tables have 
in England, it had been assumed that they would encourage greater discussion betvýeen schools and 
parents. Again this questions whether league tables are in fact doing \\ hat they are supposed to; 
namely encourage parents to put pressure on schools to improve performance. 
Nevertheless, these findings do largely support the first part ofthe hypothesis. in that it %vould 
appear that English and Scottish primary school have similar needs for performance data, and use 
this data in similar ways. The second part, relating to potential dysfunctional effects i,, considered 
helovv, and it as expected that English primary schools vvould find KPI systems more 
dv sfunctional. 
Table 23: KPIs - Dysfunction: English and Scottish primary schools 
MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION SIGNIFICANCE 
QUESTION 
t-Test Effect England Scotland England Scotland 
p value size 
Harmful Overall 2.49 3.70 1 
. 
04 1.35 . 
000 1.03 
1411 It ýýcýukI hr rý tstýnahlý to surmi>r that \N ith a Is more caves the . 05 (taxi t! ) \\ould 
he met 
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Conflicting Aims 2.71 3.78 1.00 0.97 
. 000 1.08 
Concentrate Targets 2.56 3.37 1.21 1.01 
. 
001 0.72 
Narrow Curriculum 1.25 2.19 0.55 0.92 
. 
000 1.33 
Borderline Children 2.64 3,67 1.27 1.18 
. 006 0.84 
Blame Culture 1.51 2.50 0.73 0.95 
. 
000 1.20 
Undermining 2.08 3.07 1.26 1.04 
. 
002 0.85 
INDEX 2.17 3.19 0.57 0.65 
. 
000 1.68 
Mean: A seorc of 1.00 would represent all respondents strongly AGREEING %\ith the question or the first term in the, cniantic ditlerenti ik 
A ,, ere 45.00 N%ould represen t all respondents strongly DI SAGREEING with the question or the second term of the .SD. England N= 39 Scotland N= 2t (Heads and I cachers ) 
The diilerences between these responses are very striking. In all cases the English primar\ school" 
view their KPIs as substantially more dysfunctional than their Scottish counterparts. (ji\cn tile 
, significance of the 
findings the individual items are discussed in more detail belovv. 
Harmful Overall: Although Surrey 6 showed that all of the respondents combined found KPIs 
mainly beneficial, this comparison paints a veers different picture. Many English primary schools 
felt that KPls were harmful, and this is particularly significant \\ hen considering that thc\ , `greed, 
to a similar degree, that schools need performance data, and that target setting is usct-ul. 
Conflicting Aims: This considers the effect of target setting at the vkhole school Ie-eI, by aiming to 
assess the degree of conflict between the targets and the school's aims, and as pretiiousl> pointed 
out (Srirn'eiv 15 and H5) in general most of the respondents did not feel that there was much 
conflict. However this finding again shows a very different picture for English primary schools. 
Potentially it questions the value of strategic or school development planning. ýýhich starts vv ith the 
aims, and leads on to objectives and targets (see chapter 4), if as might be the case, school 
development planning starts with the targets. A further question (Snrvei, 16) suggested that Engh lh 
primary respondents were more likely to find that if there as conflict, then the targets vvould 
override the aims. 
Concentrate Targets: This question considers KPIs at the school operational level. 
Most people would agrce that schools have man} objectives iºý addition to those prescribed by the 
tar eta. "I he last chapter pointed to the apparent split in responses (Survey ' 2). and this may vvcii be 
partly explained by the differences reported here. These results vvould suggest that E: ii-glish primary 
schools are more likely to concentrate on their targets at the expense of, \Oat the respondents 
consider to be. other important objectives. This raises important questions about the Ions-, tern 
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value of education offered by English primal} schools, if for example learning or social skill, 
objectives are not met. Furthermore, this may have a negative effect on the next , tagc of cducation. 
Narrow Curriculum: This looks more specif icalI\ at the subjects that are actually taught as part of 
the curriculum in the school. There was very strong support (Survey I) for the notion that KPI 
systems have a narrovv ing effect, however this finding is even more extreme. It sugge, ts that 
particularly in English primary schools. subjects w0hich are not assessed by the kP1s. , Lich as music, 
PE and technology, are given less prominence in the curriculum. A has been previously pointed 
out, this effect of KPIs had been widely predicted and obscrved. There are man, implications 
arising from this, including longer term health issues. and the technological abilit% of future 
citizens. 
Borderline Children: This considers the issue at the classroom Ievel, and the attention Mhich 
particular groups of children receive. Survt'r 60 shoed that the majority of schools výere targetimg 
`borderline' children, however this analysis shows the significant difference bet\\een primaries in 
the two countries. As previously pointed out there may of course be perfectly valid reason, for 
certain groups receiving extra help, but if the main purpose behind this targeting is to help school,, 
(or the government) meet their targets, this then would seem to be dv sfunctional. 
Blame Culture: This question considers the degree to Milch KPI sv Sterols encourage a culture 01 
blame. Survey 29 showed that this was an issue for mans of the school, hovvever for man\ Engli-di 
primary schools it does appear to be much more of a problem. 62% of English respondents -scored' 
1, the extreme end of the semantic differential, as opposed to 13% from Scottish primaries. An 
ANOVA post Hoc Tukey HSD analysis of homogeneity illustrates the significant differences 
het\\een English primary schools and the others; 
Table 24: Analysis of homogeneity for Survey 29 - Blame culture 
SUBSET FOR ALPHA =. 05 
N 
12 
English Primary 39 1.5128 
Scottish Secondary 24 2.1667 
English Secondary 53 2.2830 
Scottish Primary 28 2.4955 
Sig 1.000 
. 
485 
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An increase in blame culture may ell have man% serious and long, term,, dysfunctiuýnA cttats on 
any organisation, in particular primary schools. An effective school b\ definition ncc(l, a \crý hi-di 
degree of trust and co-operation between staff, and in increase in 'blame' is bound to ha\ ea 
negative effect. This finding very much contradicts the government's v ievý that there i, novv Ic 0fß 
a blame culture at alI levels, because of the educational reforms (Barber 1999). 
Undermining: This final question considers whether respondents themselves find that KP Is stcros 
are undermining or supportive of their work. The Scottish primary responses %\ ere relatively 
neutral, however for their English counterparts this would appear to be quite a significant problem. 
Given their support for using performance information (Numeric data) in `-cneral, it \Wuld seem 
that the KPI systems may not necessarily be doing what xvas intended, namely supporting heads 
and teachers. 
Overall this analysis very strongly support the hypothesis that English primar\ schools find their 
KPI systems more dysfunctional than Scottish primaries. The analyses in the last chapter shovvcd 
that many of the issues were a cause for concern for all the schools in the survvey. however what is 
evident here, and must be of even more concern, is the far greater dysfunctional effects on primary 
schools in England. 
SH2 English and Scottish Secondary schools 
This hypothesis looks at the differences between the English and Scottish secondary schools 
(I-leads and Teachers). It was expected that the respondents (Table 25) would have similar vieýýs on 
the use of performance data in the organisation and management of schools. 
Table 25: KPIs -Management: English and Scottish Secondary schools 
MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION SIGNIFICANCE 
QUESTION 
England Scotland England Scotland 
t-Test Effect 
p value size 
Numeric Data 1.45 1.84 0.50 0.90 . 
053 0.58 
Targets Useful 2.32 2.54 1.19 1.07 . 432 
0.19 
Parents 3.71 3.92 1.13 1.26 . 
455 0.18 
Pressure Targets 1.96 1.77 0.79 0.71 . 
299 -0.25 
Participate Targets 1.26 1.31 0.49 0.55 . 721 
0.10 
Judge Performance 3.10 2.96 1.12 0.97 . 606 -0.13 
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Professional Judgements 3.60 3.92 0.86 0.74 
. 
110 0.40 
an. A , corc of I()() m Id represent a] I respondents strongly AGREE IV( %Nith the question or the first term In the cinantic ditlirential A score of 5.00 v%ould represent all respondents stronglV DISAGREEING vN ith the question or the second term of the ti l) England N= 53 Scotland N= 26 (Heads and leacher, ) 
At the secondary level, (as with the primary schools). it appears that there is little difference 
between Scotland and England, in terms of how the\ use KPI systems for management. The 
difference in the use of Numeric data' as on the borderline of statistical difference in terni-, of p 
value, there was also quite a sizeable difference in [S. This is consistent with the tindinL-s frone 114. 
and as suggested before this may in part be due to the greater prominence of KPIs in I n`gland and 
the use of 3rd party indicator systems; all of which might encourage Enulish schools to use data 
more. 
Taken together these findings do largely support the first part of the hypothesis. in that it \\ould 
appear that English and Scottish secondary schools ha\ e similar needs for performance data, and 
use this data in similar ways. The second part, relating to potential dysfunctional effects is 
considered bclmý, it as expected that there would be little difference hetvveen English and 
Scottish secondary schools. 
Table 26: KPIs - Dysfunction: English and Scottish secondary schools 
MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION SIGNIFICANCE 
QUESTION 
England Scotland England Scotland t-Test 
p value 
Harmful Overall 3.25 3.35 1.30 1.26 . 
756 
Conflicting Aims 3.72 3.46 1.03 1.07 . 
308 
Concentrate Targets 3.26 2.84 1.09 1.29 . 
137 
Narrow Curriculum 2.06 2.46 1.05 1.27 . 
137 
Borderline Children 2.15 2.58 1.06 1.25 . 
122 
Blame Culture 2.28 2.17 0.97 0.92 . 
621 
Undermining 2.34 2.72 1.25 1.24 . 
214 
Effect 
size 
0.08 
-0.25 
-0.36 
0.35 
0.38 
-0.12 
0.31 
INDEX 2.72 2.80 . 
65 
. 
60 
. 
593 0.13 
Nlcan:. A score ot 1.00 miuld represent all respondents strongl\ : AGREEING vvith the question or the 
first term in the wrnantic (liitcrential. 
;1 , core of5.00 vvould represent all respondent, stronýzlv DIS. AORFI. 
IN( with the question or the second term of the' . 
i) 
I n, -, land N=; 3 Scotland 
N= 26 (Heads and I earlier,, ) 
This anale sis shows v er\ little difiference bet\\ een the t\\ o groups. and v ith no statistical 
ditlercnce 
betNwen any of the items. This \erv much supports the hypothesis that there is little 
dift rence 
between the \ ie\\ s of English and Scottish secondary schools in terms of both the we of'I'l, and 
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their potential dysfunctional effects. From this it is suggested that the National and cultural 
differences do not significantly affect the respondent's \ ie%%s. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter a number of comparative analyses ývere carried out between different 1-11Oups Of 
respondents, with the aim of identifying differences and similarities in the responses. výhich might 
in turn be able to help understand some of the issues surrounding Pis. Three h\potheses \\ ere 
tested; H3 (English - Scottish schools). H4 (Primary - Secondary), and (H5) Heads - Teachers. 
However, it became apparent that the findings from the first two \tiould not satisfactoril\ explore 
some of the issues emerging in the data, therefore tvvo supplementary hypotheses ere formed: 
SH 1 (English primary - Scottish primary), and SH2 (English secondary - Scottish , ccondarv ). The 
analyses were performed with two groups of questions from the main questionnaire. The first 
looked at how Pis are used in the management of schools, and the second hoý\\ they rna Ila\ e 
dysfunctional effects. In addition an index of dysfunction vv as formed from the latter group. 
In terms of the first set of questions there was quite strong evidence that most of the respondents 
from the different groups, used and viewed PIs in similar ways. For example, all of the groups v'. ere 
in favour of the use of targets (Siirvcl' ? %). However, one important difference and particularly 
interesting finding was that Scottish schools (primary and secondary) appeared to be under greater 
pressure to meet their targets than their English counterparts. There were no obv ious explanations 
tör this, either in the data or from the various additional comments. It was suggested here that the 
most likely explanation was the different relationships schools had with their local authorities. 
north and south of the boarder. 
With respect to the second group of questions (KPIs - Dysfunction) the most dramatic findings 
vvere the differences between the English and Scottish primary schools (SHI ). For all of the item, 
in this group the responses from the English primaries suggested that their KPIs ere significantly 
more d\ sfunctional. Issues of national and cultural differences which may have had some effect on 
the responses, were not felt to be responsible for the very significant and large differences. This is 
mainly because many of these national and cultural issues would have had similar effects on the 
secondary schools in both countries, and for these very little difference in the responses ere 
found. 
he key organisation difference vv hich was felt to be larger responsible for these findings vN as the 
publication of performance data (league tables), which occurs in England but not in Scotland. 
These it NN gis suggested would encourage schools to engage in d\ sfunctional behag lour. It is 
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however worth noting that the Scottish primaries did t'ecl under greater pressure to meet their 
targets, and this suggests that publishing data does not necessaril% increase pressure on schools to 
meet targets. 
The final hypothesis looked at the differences between heads and teacher,. The finding; su_ýýeýted 
a very high degree of agreement between these two groups, vv ith \ irtuallv no signit icant difference, 
in the responses. On the face of it this must be good - vv ith such a high apparent dew ee of harn1ony 
between `managers' and `managed': however some degree of caution should he applied. I he 
greatest threat to validity was in the selection of the teacher respondents. Because of the method of 
randomisation there was a possibility of some degree of self selection or `head selection', vv hich 
might have led to an sample of teachers, who were unrepresentative of all teachers, and being, 'too' 
much in agreement with their heads. This is however not to suggest that these findings are 
necessarily wrong, but rather to propose that more corroborative evidence in needed. 
One analysis worthy of mention in this conclusion, vyhich was not reported in the main part ol'this 
chapter, was the differences between English primary and secondar\ schools. Again little 
difference was found in terms of the usage of Pls, however significant differences \ýere found for 
the dysfunctional effects (primaries greater). The dysfunction index gave means of 2.75 and 1.17, 
(p<. 001, ES=0.82). In both cases data is published in the form of high profile league tables, 
furthermore many of the organisational structures, výhich might have had an influence on the 
responses, are common to both (eg. Ofsted, LEAs and LMS / pseudo market principle,, ). '[ww-o 
possible explanations are tentatively proposed, firstly league tables and some aspects of LMS are a 
more recent phenomena for primary schools and these are simply bedding in, and in due course the 
associated KPIs will have a less dysfunctional influence. Secondly, primary schools are b\ 
definition smaller and this will make their results appear far more inconsistent, due to natural 
fluctuations in the cohort. Furthermore, primary heads have to take a more hands on approach to 
the school and the teaching, and this may make them more aware of dysfunctional influences. 
This chapter has shown up a number of very important differences (and similarities), \ýhich raise 
serious questions about the effect of KPIs and the associated league tables; and in particular their 
effect on English primary schools. The next chapter looks at some relationships (correlations) in 
the data, \ti hich may further help identify some of the effects of KPIs. 
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Chapter 13 
Follow up survey and relationships 
between responses 
Frith is the great cop-out, the excuse to avoid the freed to think and to evaluate e0deutce. Faith R 
helicýf i» s/)itc' (? f, 0r euern perhaps because of the lack o . ev'icdence. (Dawkins) 
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Introduction 
The are two parts to this chapter, the first looks at ho\\ the % ie\\, of the respondents maN hay c 
changed over time, and the second looks for relationships between the respon, es to some of the 
questions. At the time of the main survey a number of quite significant changes in the orcani; ation 
of the education systems were happening or were under discussion. in both England and'cotland. 
and these may have affected some of the responses. In addition responses to some questions may 
have been affected by other factors, for example hovv výell a school performs mav have a bearing 
on Iio dysfunctional it finds its KPIs. 
Follow up survey 
This was based on survey carried out about a year after the main surve\ . \\ 
ith a number of 
respondents who had indicated a willingness to be contacted (about 40% offered). This included 
heads, teachers and governors. It 'vas decided, hovýever, to limit the I'0110\\-Up SUI-\c\ to head, 
primarily because they were the easiest to contact, but also to trv and compare 'like vv ith like. Ihr 
smallest group of willing respondents was from Scottish secondar schools (also least number 
surveyed), with eleven potential participants. This group as contacted first, and from this cis-lit 
positive contacts were made, (tý\ o had left for other posts and one had retired). For the other 
schools the potential participants were listed in random order, and this as followed until eight 
contacts ý\ erc made for each type of school. The surve\ itself took the form of a semi-structured 
telephone interview, (. l p)ppemli. v 7), vy hich aimed to maintain a degree of consistency and objcctiý its 
between responses. For most of the respondents this as followed b` a general discussion about the 
issues considered by the thesis. 
'Elie fourteen questions from the two themes (KPLs Maiiageinentand KPJs Dl'. sfuiicliorz) v+ere re- 
asked. The questions were re-ordered with the first nine (survey 72,79.2.13.19,38,22.11), 15) 
being in the same format as the original questionnaire, (five point Iikert scale). The other tine 
semantic differentials (survey 6,29,8,27,9) broadly followed the format in the questionnaire. 
although respondents were asked to score their responses on a 1-5 scale. 
The aim of this folloxN up survey was primarily to assess hovv the respondents perceptions had 
changed oN er the year, and not to dra\\ anyv specific conclusions or make generalisations from the 
particular ans\\ers. The results are presented below by comparing the respondents' questionnaire 
data vv ith their t'OIlovv up telephone data. Clearly, the sample (32 in all) are unlikely to be' ery 
representati\c. in part because they are essentialI\ self-selecting. That said. it i,, ho\\c' er \\orth 
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noting that there výas no correlation (Corr. 0.009, p> . 
05. n=16') between those agrecino. or ii t 
agreeing to take part in, the follow-up and their Dy sfunction index scores. Put another vv, iv tlic 
follom-up sample did not appear to be significantly different to the larger sample. 
KPIs and the management processes 
Table 27: KPIs - Management: 1999 and 2000 
MEAN STANDARD SIGNIFICANCE CORRELATION 
QUESTION DEVIATION 1999 - 2000 
1999 2000 1999 2000 t-Test ES Corr. Sig. 
Numeric Data 1.94 1.84 1.05 1.11 
. 
729 -0.09 . 
658 
. 
000 
Targets Useful 2.25 2.53 0.98 1.27 
. 
326 0.25 
. 
691 
. 
000 
Parents 4.19 3.09 1.05 1.25 
. 
000 -0.97 . 
552 
. 
001 
Pressure Targets 1.75 1.78 0.88 0.97 
. 
893 0.03 
. 423 . 
016 
Participate Targets 1.22 1.13 0.55 0.34 . 
415 -0.20 . 
195 
. 
284 
Judge Performance 3.28 3.28 1.02 0.99 1.00 0.00 
. 
428 
. 
014 
Professional Judgements 3.63 3.25 1.16 1.11 
. 
190 -0.40 . 
227 
. 
125 
Mean: A scorn of 1.00 would represent all respondents strongly A(IRII_ING ssith the question or the first term in the semantic dilThrential 
A score of 5.00 would represent all respondent,, stroIlgIv DISAGRI I-ING with the question or the second term ol'the SD. 
191999 (Questionnaire) N= 32 2000 (Telephone) N= 32 
On the who Ie there was close agreement between the to }ears, (and surýeti nictIwds). The 
difference in terns of parents making reference to KPIs is interesting. A further anaksi ol'thi, 
shows that it is the English secondary schools vhich had changed most significantly (means 4.1 i 
and 2.59, sig . 
004, ES 1.86, n=8). Clearly the numbers are very small and no firm conclusions 
should be drawn, however a possible explanation might be the timing of the to sm-v ev s. The first 
vas in June 1999 and the second in the September 2000. The archives of The Daily Telegraph 
(ýiýývv. telegraph. co. uk) and Schools Net (www. schoolsnet. com) were consulted and the most 
significant articles in September 2000 not present in June 1999 related to the 'A' Iev el Ieague 
tables, (also teacher shortages) which might have prompted parents to discuss KPIs. 
Potential dysfunctional effects of KPis 
Table 28: KPIs - Dysfunction: 1999 and 2000 
MEAN STANDARD SIGNIFICANCE CORRELATION 
QUESTION DEVIATION 
1999 - 2000 
1999 2000 1999 2000 t-Test ES Corr. Sig. 
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Harmful Overall 3.25 3.19 1.32 1.33 
. 
851 -0.05 . 
652 
. 
000 
Conflicting Aims 3.44 3.22 1.01 1.16 
. 
424 -0.20 . 
493 004 
Concentrate Targets 3.06 3.38 1.19 1.13 . 285 0.27 . 510 . 003 
Narrow Curriculum 1.94 2.31 0.95 0.97 
. 
122 0.39 
. 445 . 
011 
Borderline Children 3.09 2.56 1.23 1.39 
. 
110 -0.41 . 
308 
. 
086 
Blame Culture 2.31 3.09 0.97 0.86 
. 001 0.84 . 705 . 000 
Undermining 2.31 3.28 1.15 0.85 
. 
000 0.95 
. 
402 
. 
023 
INDEX 2.77 3.00 0.64 0.61 
. 
145 0.37 
. 
700 
. 
000 
Mean: A score of 1.00 would represent all respondents strongly AGREEING with the question or the first term in the cmantie diflrrcnti, il 
A score of 5.00 would represent all respondents strongly DISAGREEING vvitfh the que stion or the "econd term kit' t hc S. U. 
199Q (Questionnaire) N= 32 2000 (Telephone) N= 32 
Two issues stand out; firstly the reduction in `blame culture' and KPIs being. more supportiv c (IC 
Tess undermining). The main `contributor' to the first as the English primary schools (means 2.0() 
and 3.25, p<. 001, ES. 1.26, n=8). On the face of it, and if true, a very pleasing change, although 
there were few clues as to why this should have occurred 150. The second significant change 
mainly due to the Scottish secondary schools (means 2.13 and 3.38, p<. 001, ES. 1.30. n=8), and 
again no obvious clue as to the cause, although it is perhaps interesting to note that in Scotland at 
that time, there were widely reported problems vv ith issuing of result,, -, and grades for the highers. 
Table 29 look more specifically at how the responses changed for the different type" of schools. 
and this appears to confirm a small (and strictly speaking not statistically significant) trend to\ýar(k 
KPIs being less dysfunctional. 
Table 29: Dysfunction Index - Changes from 1999 to 2000 
MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION SIGNIFICANCE 
QUESTION t-Test Effect 
1999 2000 1999 2000 p value size 
English Secondary 2.52 2.84 0.73 0.60 . 270 
47 
English Primary 3.11 3.30 0.59 0.53 . 
523 . 
34 
Scottish Secondary 2.86 3.02 0.68 0.63 . 
639 24 
Scottish Primary 2.61 2.86 0.51 0.68 . 459 
43 
Mean: DDvstunction index. the Iomer the score the greater the reported dyst'unction_ N=8 for all cascý, 
150 It is tentati\ clv suggested later that the sun c\ method may had sonic influence. as respondents mad 
feel inhihitcd to 
sa\ on the phone that there is a blame culture in 'their' school 
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Conclusion 
Overall, it would appear that the findings have remained broadly stable. Gien the mail (and eI1'- 
selecting sample) it would be wrong to read too much in to the specific difference,. \\ ith respect to 
the overall 'improvement' in dysfunctional scores, this mav simply be explained b. \ the difference, 
in the survey methods, in that respondents ma\ be more inhibited in `-, k ing a ncuati\ c imprcion 
over the phone. On the other hand this may also be an indication that the many 'ne\\' initiatives 
have bedded down and schools are now better able to cope \ ith the potentially d\ sfunctional 
effects of KPIs. 
Relationships between the results 
This section looks at some of the relationships (correlations) betvveen the ansyvcrs to the survcv 
questions, which may help explain some of the findings. The anal\sis výas carried Out vvith 
(Pearson co-efficient)'s'. Scatter graphs were plotted on screen to get an idea of the distributions 
and check for curvilinear relationships. The correlation co-efficients are reported and in terns OI 
describing what they signify, Fink (1995) offers the following yICvv ý''; 
0.00-0.25 = Little or no relationship 
0.26 - 5.00 = Fair degree 
0.51 -0.75 = Moderate to good 
0.76 - 1.00 = Very good relationships 
(p. 36) 
She is however at pains to point out that this is very much dependant on the nature of the sur\eý 
questions and particular circumstances. In the case of the questions considered in this research, tlic\ 
are not based on objective or actual physical measurements, but rather individual perception;. and 
this will reduce the likelihood of achieving very high levels of correlation. Furthermore, the 
individuals concerned are not a particularly homogenous group, but a wide collection of indk idwil 
heads and teachers with many different ideas and feelings towards their schools. and the education 
system more generally. In addition there may well be differences in terms of interpreting and 
understanding the particular questions, therefore fairly low correlation coefficients ma,, be 
significant. 
The co-efficient values are reported along with the statistical significance (p \alue) and the number 
of cases. Where appropriate, scales have been reversed (co. other end of SD) to clarify the 
relationship and to avoid double negative statements. Three kev themes hale been identified as 
151 Spearman ranks \\cre also calculated to check lür an\ significant difierencc>'\hich might have been missed 
Is, I )c cri bed as a "C'on>cr\atiye rule ol'thumh". 
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being of particular relevance to the issues considered in this thesis: firstly the effect of rc, pondent, 
perception of their relative performance: secondly. their general \ iewi t(mards pertiOrmance data. 
and thirdly, how useful they find targets and target setting. In addition, all of the quc tions \ýcre 
analysed to see if any other interesting or potentiall\ significant relationships 'popped up'. 
Relative Performance 
This would seem to be a relevant and interesting \ ariable: in that ho\\ views to\\ ards peil'orniance 
indicators might be affected by a school's relative performance. The \ ariable used f' or compari, on 
was the introductory question: How would t'ou cr. ti, ßc. 5. s' your school '. s position to othh'rs in the LE. I 
Local area. The overall responses were discussed in chapter 10 and the distributions are , hovvn in 
Figure 8. As pointed out this question was concerned with the respondents' perceptions ol'thcir 
schools performance, rather then a precise measure of performance, either at the particular time or 
over a period of years. 
Relative performance - How fair: (Figure N and Figu rc 9) There vv as quite a strong, and 
significant positive correlation between the two questions: (Corr. 0.623, p =. 000, n=1431). Whilst it 
is hardly surprising that `good' schools find the systems (KPls) hy vyhich they are judged lair, the 
serious implication for the education system overall, is that schools \\ hick do not perform \ erg 
well, possibly for reasons beyond their control, may well have less trust and confidence in the 
measures by which they are judged. Leading on from this, it as found that 'high' performing 
schools were less likely to indicate that the statutory targets should consider more aspects of their 
school. 
Relative performance - More aspects (Figure N and Survey 20). (Corr 0.191 p=. 017 n=159). 
Arguments have already been put forward that the KPIs should be composed of a more balanced 
set of indicators, however this suggests that better performing schools would be less in favour ot 
such an approach. 
Relative position - Dysfunction index: (Figure N and DI) A logical and tempting explanation 
for 
many of the results would be that schools which judged their performance to be low in terns of 
KPls ýýould feel that those systems were dysfunctional, and those that performed výell vyould Il 
the opposite. Hovvever, this was not found to be the case, ýýith some correlation (Corr 0.232. 
p=. 004, n=155) suggesting that high performing schools reported more dysfunctional beha\ jour: a 
rather surprising result. The analysis was checked and confirmed in a number of 
the different types of schools. Table 30 sho\\s some degree of positi\e correlation for all e\cept 
Scottish secondar\. Interestingl}', this relationship is strongest for Scottish primaries ('s hich had the 
least dysfunction), suggesting that 'lovv' performing schools in this sector are verv 'un- 
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dysfunctional. An ANOVA analysis confirmed there 'as no significant dill rence hct\tic(2n the 
reported relative position means of each t\ pe of school. 
Table 30: Correlation - Relative performance and Dysfunction Index 
CORR. SIG. N= 
English Secondary 
. 
294 
. 
021 61 
English Primary 
. 
197 
. 
194 45 
Scottish Secondary 
. 080 . 703 25 
Scottish Primary 
. 400 . 053 24 
ALL SCHOOLS 
. 
232 
. 
004 155 
Secondly, the correlation between the various components of the d\ sfunction indc\ and the re latk c 
performance were calculated (Table 31). In all ofthe cases the positiv e relationship held; 
Table 31: Correlation - Relative KPI performance and Dysfunction Index components 
QUESTION CORR. SIG. N= 
Harmful Overall 
. 
122 
. 
130 156 
Conflicting Aims 
. 
086 
. 
287 157 
Concentrate Targets 
. 
166 
. 
039 155 
Narrow Curriculum 
. 
078 
. 
332 156 
Borderline Children 
. 
137 . 
090 153 
Blame Culture 
. 184 . 
022 155 
Undermining 
. 199 . 
013 156 
DYSFUNCTION INDEX 
. 232 . 
004 155 
111 rr, pomsc, ý from the sure c 
The conclusion from this analysis, perhaps rather disturbingly, is that `high' performing school arc 
more likely to find their KPIs systems, by which the, have been judged `high' performing. more 
dv sfunctional. And perhaps more positively, it would seem that `lovv' performing schools are lc,, 
affected b\ d\ sfunctional influences. 
Relative position - Parents discuss (Figure N and Survey _') 
Some positive and signilicant 
correlation \\as'fi und beMeen a schools performance and ho\\ much reference parents made to the 
KPls (Corr 0.277. p=. 00- 5. A simple and quite likelv explanation is that higher pcrfonfain= 
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schools have `higher performing' parents who are more confident and likely to di., cu; s the cho(il', 
performance. And of course in high performing schools theýc discussions ill tend to be pýýýitivc. 
\tihich may in itself be a reason to discuss them. 
Hmýever, for low performing schools it would seem that parents are le likely to di, cuý, 'C1100I 
performance, which further questions the principle of parental accountabilit,, parents charter). 
and parents `forcing" schools to improve. Related to this there was little ev idence that school, that 
did not perform so well were under greater pressure to meet targets" than their high performing 
counterparts; I ittle (if any) correlation vv as found betvv een a schools relative position and pressure 
(Fi, urc S and . S'urvc13) (Corr 0.151. p=. 060, n=156). 
Attitude towards performance data 
Siir'i'c't' 72 showed the widespread support for good objective performance data, and this appeared 
not to be dependant on either a schools performance (Corr . 
060, p=. 458, n=156) or deurcc of 
dysfunction (Corr -. 016, p=. 84 1, n=155). Furthermore, the length of time in post also did not 
appear to be related to the need for performance data (Corr -. 118, p=247, n=158). It had bccn 
expected that newer heads would be more in favour of performance information and taruct satin; -, 
than the `old school'. Indeed, the length of time in post did not sionificantlv correlate vv ith anv of 
the other findings, including perceived dy sfunction (Corr . 
066. p=. 519. n=155 ). 
Targets useful 
5'rn 'ei ? 'showed a good deal of support for targets and target setting. and not surprisingly this 
correlated pos1tiveI xv ith the vievv that this would help raise standards (Corr . 562, p=000, n=151)). 
Those schools ý\ hich valued target setting more, were less likel-, to feel that KPIs encouraged 
central control'53 (Corr . 
219 p-. 006, n=159). Hoyyev er, there výas no evidence in terms of statistical 
correlation that `high performing schools were more or less enthusiastic about targets and target 
setting:. (Corr . 
089 p=. 269, n=158). Although. as would be expected there as some correlation 
between attitudes towards targets and the need for good performance data (Corr . 
190 p=. 017, 
n= 159 ). 
Conclusion 
The findings from this chapter do suggest that the results from the first questionnaire surc% ýirc 
\alid in terms of the time scale, in that no significant differences \\ere found \\hen the same 
questions ere asked to the same respondents a year later, and this is in spite of quite a number of 
significant changes during this period. such as the development of performance ilianauemcnt 
1,; 12 
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systems in England and the McCrone committee report in Scotland. The reported general 
improvement' or reduction in dysfunctional behaviour, is hový ev er, mainiv attributed to the 
different survey methods, although it would be interesting to know vv hat the respon,, c'. vvould have 
been to another, anonymous postal questionnaire. Some degree of 'bedding, do\\ n' and iii rea' cd 
tolerance towards the negative impact of KPIs \\ as alluded to h\ se\ eral of the respondent. 
In terms of the relationships between the data, as vvould be expected schools vwhich performed vvcll. 
felt more positive towards the indicators by which they are judged. The finding, that a school's 
relative performance did not affect its view of KPIs was felt to be positive. Ho\\e\er. the findin`' 
that `better' performing schools were more likely to report / engage in, dý st'unctional behaviour 
was surprising, and therefore this did not support the hypothesis (H6). This is quite an alarming 
conclusion, but in retrospect perhaps not so surprising, as it suggests that for schools to he 
'successful' they will have to engage in more dysfunctional behaviour. 
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Chapter 14 
Conclusions 
LeiWiie tables are Foe crude a meastn"e, for schools such as Gordojiston (MI(') 
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Introduction 
"phis concluding chapter firstly provides a summary of the pre% ious chapters %%hich make up the 
thesis; secondly, it looks at five key themes, targets, accountability, coinp/exit',, I'le "I (IN" 
and broader organisational context; which run throughout the thesis: thirdlv. a brich look at hový 
KPI systems may develop in the future; and finally, a critique of the approach taken h' the theý, i:. 
Summary 
Chapter 1 discussed the increasing use of performance indicators in schools. vv hich has occurred 
over the last twenty or so years, and in particular the issue of 'high stakes' Kev Performance 
Indicators. It was however suggested, that their introduction had not been accompanied with 
appropriate consideration about their effects on the organisation and management of school; and 
more crucially their potential dysfunctional consequence. 
The broad plan for the thesis was discussed. This identified four main elements, vvhich vverc to he 
used to explore and where appropriate quantify the effects of KPIs on English and Scottish school,:. 
The first element looked at the place of Pls in the broader organisational context. and made 
particular reference to generic management theory. The second aimed to consider some a,, pectý of 
management accounting theory which is relevant to high stakes PI,. The experiences of other 
public sector organisations with KPIs was considered in the third section. And in the final part a 
research program aimed to identify and assess a number of the issues surrounding KPIs and 
schools. 
Chapter 2 started by discussing what Pis are and how they are used in the accountabilitv and 
management processes. The inherent tensions between these tvw different uses of Pis vv as 
discussed as was the complex nature of the education process itself. This complexity makes 
predictinz the impact of PI systems very difficult, and is further complicated by the 'high , takc, ' 
nature of the indicators, and the broader political context \\ ithin \tihich schools operate. 
It vvas suggested that vtiiillst the government strongly believe in the value of Pis to help manage the 
education s\stem and to raise standards generally, there are ho\\eýer, inconsistencies in their 
approach. On the one hand it is claimed that PIs should be used in a broad and balance \\aý. and to 
de\elop a 'learning organisation' culture; on the other the\ appear to be used to impose targeN. 
which often seem arbitrar\ and disjointed. This confusion and related contradictions are e 
ident in 
many of the issues considered by this thesis. 
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The important issue of making fair and reasonable comparisons betNNeen schools N%&, explored. and 
from this perspective, the inadequacy of league tables based on raw data was discu,,, cd. AVaN> of 
improving the tables were considered, such as value added and multi-lekel modcllinu. Finally, the 
issue of who manages `what". in the overall s}stem vvas considered. It \ýa ar1ued that althou_h 
schools with the advent of LMS are supposed to be autonomous, in reality they are , till tightl\ 
organised and controlled by central government, both in England and to a lesser extent in Scotland 
(EAs still have an important role). 
Much use has been made throughout the thesis of theor\ and experiences from other sectors, and 
the case for this approach was made in chapter 3. In spite of what might appear to he the mistrust of 
business theory by some in education, a number of academics hav e used such thcorv to good effect. 
It was concluded that in essence businesses, just like schools, are human or, ýani, atiýýii and have 
much in common in terms of motivation, control and performance assessment. Indeed, c' idencc of 
a convergence in the theories was discussed, and the increasing privatisation of educational 
services will further erode any differences. Hovvever, it should be noted that no judgement as 
made in favour or against the privatisation trend, and although these issues are important, and 
possibly in an indirect way of significance to this thesis, such considerations are hcv and its scope. 
Chapter 4 identified three different schools of organisational theorv, vvhich it as felt vvcre most 
relevant to the issues considered here. The first, Rational aml Sci! /rti/ic looked at the prineiplcs of 
Bureaucracy. Scientific management and Planning. It was evident from the accompany ing 
discussion that much of the educational management and organisation follo\ý these rational / 
scientific principles. The education system is still very much a hieratical organisation, vv ith Ibr 
example, great emphasis being placed on the close association between a 'strong head' and an 
effective school. Planning is of great importance to schools and L(EA)s and this very much follo\\s 
bureaucratic principles. Many of the actual teaching processes are essentially 'scientific method, '. 
being based on the claimed 'one best way' principle; for example, the national literacy / numeric\ 
strategies. Although it should be noted, that proper scientific methods. (eg. RCTs) are not ucncrallv 
used to identity the actual methods. 
Fhe second school, the Behaviourist, considered the work of Elton Mayo and the Hawthorne 
studies, as \\eII as Douglas McGregor's theory X and Y. Mayo's ýtiork is \er\ important to this 
thesis as it \\ as the first major study on the softer issues of management. in particular the 
beha\ ioural consequences of particular management and organisational interventions. 
ork is interesting in that theory X provides a largel\ pessimistic \ ie\\ of \\orkers and presume, 
that they dislike 'tiork and need to be tightly organised, with for eyample performance related pay 
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and performance management systems. ConýerseI%. theor\ Y takes an optimistic vievv and beIievc, 
that workers are sell motivated and vv filling to perform well and to the best of their abilities. I Iicor\ 
Y largely represents the government's espoused vie\ý s. ho\\ e\ er for mans Xi nearer the real' t.. 
The final school, Hybrid. is largely built up with elements from both the beha% iourist and the 
rational scientific schools, and represents much of `modern' management theor. Principle, such a, 
management by objectives and Peter's and Waterman's ideas on excellence ýýere used to introduce 
three approaches; Total Quality Management, Learning Organisations. and Business Proce,, ý 
Reengineering. Elements from these are quite common in the educational management literature. 
Whilst T QM as a philosophy has much to offer education, in particular ýN ith respect to the use of'I'I 
systems, its effectiveness depends very much on hoýý it is implemented. For example, vv hat 
referred to as `hard TQM' was discussed, and in effect this is little more than a crude 
implementation of scientific management. 
The learning organisation approach has many appeals, not least the name, and again if used and 
applied properly, would seem to be of benefit to any organisation, and most certainly schools. 
However, the key as the name suggests, is that learning takes place throughout the organisation. 
Whilst many schools are in themselves able to learn, the problems v%ould seem to he one of' 
learning going up the system, leading ultimately to the vvhole national education system becoming 
a learning organisation. 
The third approach BPR has a number of attractions, in particular to organisations seekin- dramatic 
or `step' improvements in their performance (especially that measured by KPIs). In essence this 
vvould appear to be the government's preferred approach to `improy ing' the public sector, includiiiu 
education. However, it was argued that the long term effectiveness of such approaches are of 
limited value to complex organisations such as schools; furthermore, such approaches carrv a high 
degree of risk. 
Chapter 5 looked at how the `need' for a new kind of public and educational management had 
evolved, in particular how this led to the introduction of KPIs. Specific reference as made to 
Hood's analysis of the `mega trends' driving NPM. Callaghan's influential Ruskin speech výaý an 
important point in the development of `nevw educational management, although it \\a.,. the 1988 
Education act that was to put in place much of the current day organisational and accountabilit\ 
s\ sterns, of vvhich KPIs are a vital and integral part. Shortly after this the citizens' charter \\a.,, 
introduced \ýhich required schools to set and publish targets as \\ell as publishing test and exam 
pertörnnalice. 
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The rise of testing and assessment vtias discussed, including the infamous earlier form of 'payment 
by results; the revised code. Conceptually, there a number of parallels betvNeen this and the 
underlying philosophy of the new educational management. \\ ith both being dri\en b\ a percei\cd 
need for the education system to be international I\ more competitive. The \\ earl. of the l ask (group 
on Assessment and Testing (TGAT) and the debate on whether testing should be primarily for 
formative or summative purposes was discussed. Finall`. a brief re\ ie\ý of the preent da\ curriLul. º 
and testing arrangements in England and Scotland \\ as carried out. At the ccondarv lei cl the two 
systems are quite similar, however for primaries there are significant differences. particularl\ in 
terms of the testing arrangements and publication of the results (Icaguc table, ). 
The relatively long and rich history of research on the behavioural effects of Pis in business 
accounting was considered in chapter 6. This main]--N dates from the I 950s: prior to this accounting 
was viewed as a relatively technical process, and one Mhich did not have inherent hchav iouraI 
implications. Work from three of the key theorists as considered, first lv Chris Arg' rik Mho 
Iooked at the effects of budget (target setting) systems and concluded that there vv as a need for 
meaningful participation at all levels. Secondly, Anthony Hop'. 'ood's vvork on different 
supervisory styles, which concluded that a budget constrained st\ le could lead to dv sfunctional 
behaviour, such as the manipulation of the results. Finally, David Otley ww ho takes a broader'. ie . 
and suggests that the actual behaviour is more dependant on the underlying organisational contcvt, 
rather than necessarily being determined by the technical aspects of the particular accounting 
system. 
A case study on the use of KPI league tables by a distributed organisation (TNT) vva5 also 
discussed in this chapter. In this organisation performance is compared on a depot by depot bask. 
and a number of similarities were found between this and educational KPIs hich compare 
schools. Consideration was also given to experimental research on the organisational effects of 
league tables in business. Work by Keasey et al (2000) using a h\pothetical supermarket scenario. 
suggested that actions which would raise a branch's league table position took precedence o\ er 
those Nwhich výould improve overall performance. 
At a more fundamental level the questions posited by the work of Johnson and Kaplan ( 1991 
considered. In their book, Relevance Lost, they question whether accounting systems arc measuring 
the right things. T\\ o of the most important KPIs used in business are Profit and Return On 
Inv cstment, and they argue that these are not the most important measures for long term 
performance, furthermore the\' argue that the\ encourage d\stunctional beha\iour. 
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There are many parallels between schools experiences of KPIs and the experiences of tli c frone 
other areas of the public sector, ultimately the% are all 'managed' bx the same both - the 
government. Chapter 7 started by looking at the %ýork of Peter Smith (1995a) ývho identilicd nine 
potentially dysfunctional effects of publishing performance data in the public sector. \lýýn\ ol thc' c 
are relevant to education, and were used for the research design. In this chapter , pecifc 
consideration was also given to the difficulties of measuring performance in the health sector. a: 
%ýell as for the railways and police. All of these organisations are under substantial pressure from 
the government to improve their KPIs, furthermore the\ face similar challenges measuring what is 
important. For each a number of examples of the KPIs encouraging dý stunctional behaviour ýý cri 
discussed. 
To help assess the impact of KPIs on schools a specific research project as undertaken. Chapter 8 
discussed the design, and it was felt that a predominately quantitative approach \\ hich included 
heads and teachers from English and Scottish primary and secondary schools as most suitahlc. 
Chapter 9 detailed some preliminary mainly qualitative research vOich vvas undertaken. This vvas 
in the form of face to face and telephone intervievvs. and aimed to identify some of the main 
Furthermore, it provided a useful opportunity to try out some of the potential questions. From this 
and the previous theoretical chapters a number of hypotheses ere formed. 
The methodology for the main questionnaire was discussed in chapter 10. Three different question 
formats; Likert Scales, Semantic Differential and Point scores were identified as being suitable. In 
addition the survey would allow `free text' responses to enable some qualitative data to he 
obtained. In terms of distribution the questionnaires were sent to a random selection of primar% and 
secondary schools in England. In Scotland, however, such a direct approach vas unlikely it) 
achieve a reasonable response rate. Therefore four Education Authorities were contacted %\ 110 -,, i\ e 
their approval and support for the survey. Random schools were then identified in each authority . 
to which the questionnaires were sent. In both Scotland and England copies ere sent to the 
headteacher and a `random' teacher. In addition, for English schools a copy as also enclosed for 
the chair of governors'''. 
Overal I, the response rate from schools (heads) was about 30% (a total 162 responses vv ere 
received). This was a little disappointing, although not that different to other research considering 
similar issues. Nevertheless, the responses that \\ ere received did appear to be of a high quality . 
About I>00 used the additional comments box. and 40% offered to take part in f(llovv-up research. 
I'\\o questions sugoested that the sample was reasonabl\ representati\e. Firstly. there as a good 
In Scotland no direct equi\alent. in terms ol'role and responsibility exists 
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spread of 'high' to `low' performing schools. and secondlk. most felt that KPIs Aktre a fair 
reflection of their overall performance; in effect suggesting, they výere not inherentIN agýiin; t KPk. 
The results were analysed in three parts. The first (chapter 1 1) pros ides a de, criptivve analy, i, ol'all 
of the responses combined. In general schools did appear to be in fa\ our of u In( - 
K PI; ýý >tcni' ' 
with a majority of respondents feeling that the\ \\ere beneficial. although there as little C\ idenc 
of parents using KPIs to hold schools accountable. There was a strong indication that schools found 
KPIs had a narrowing effect on the curriculum, and increased central control 
As would be expected most respondents felt under pressure to meet their target,. Also most wanted 
to be involved in the setting process, and there as a stron-u feeling that the- (taructs) should 
consider more aspects of the school process. There \%as ho\ýever e\ idence that targets \ýcre sinnpl\ 
being imposed from `above', and from the comments some evidence that this vvas increasing. Mans 
of the respondents felt that the indicator systems did not take account of their particular 
circumstances, and encouraged a `blame' culture. 
League tables, not too surprisingly were felt by many to be unfair, xý ith the media not 
acknowledging the limitations and many parents not being able to properly interpret and 
contextualise the data. There were also signs that mane of the respondents vvere in favour oI using 
value added systems, although there were concerns about publishing these. In general schools IcIt 
that indicator systems which they had some control or o\\nership of, for example, Durham ('I. M 
systems, were most useful. This was followed by Ofsted / HMI reports and then KPIs; Benchmark 
and Panda data in England were considered least useful. 
In chapter 12 various comparisons were made in terms of country, phase and post (head / teacher). 
Only a limited number of questions (14 in all) ývere used for this analysis; the first group looked at 
KPIs and the management process, and the second looked at how they (KPIs) mad have 
dv sfunctional effects on the schools. The questions from this later group výere combined to türii a 
d\ sfunction index, which was used in this, and the follmving chapter. 
An analysis comparing English and Scottish primary schools (with and vv ithout league tahIc ) 
turned out to be the most interesting and significant. In terms of KPIs and the management procc'. 
the results \\ere broadl\ similar, although it was surprising to find that Scottish primaric" appeared 
to be under more pressure to meet their targets. Ho\\ e\ er, in terns of the potential dysfunctional 
effects of KPIs there were substantial differences. English primary schools \\ere far more likely to 
find that their KPIs were overall more harmful, and that they conflicted vv ith school aim". a'vvell 
as cncourr,, zing them to concentrate on meeting targets at the expense of other important objective". 
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They also reported that KPIs had more of a narrowinu effect on the curriculum, and encoura-cd 
schools to concentrate on borderline children. Finall\. English primaries were more likely to report 
that KPIs encouraged a blame culture and k\ere undermining to the indi\ idual respondent, '. In all of 
these cases the differences were statistically significant, and combined (dysfunction indicv) the 
effect was large (effect size 1.68). 
The same analysis was carried out at the secondary level for both countries. ho\ýever. no signitik, mnt 
differences were found for either set of questions. This strongly SM11-Iests that the si, -miteant 
differences which were found at the primary le\ el, in terms of the d\ sfunctional effects o1` KPIs. 
stiere in a very large part due to the main difference, namely the publication of the data in public 
league tables. . 
Comparisons were also carried out in terms of the different posts, heads and teachers. Quite 
surprisingly very few differences were found, although it has to be recognised that this niaý in part 
have been due to limitations in the sample. It was not possible to confirm that the teachers had been 
randomly selected by their heads. Nevertheless, at face value this ý\as a \cr\ positive finding 
suggesting that there was little conflict between heads and teachers in terms of their \ ic\\ s and 
perceptions towards KPI systems. 
The final part of the results, chapter 13, looked firstly at a follow up telephone survey to assess if 
the views had significantly changed over the period of about a vear. Secondly. it looked at some oaf 
the relationships between the results. A total of 32 respondents were re-asked the 14 questions used 
in chapter 12. In terms of using KPIs for management purposes there ýýere not many difference, 
with the only significant item being parents making greater reference to KPIs. The reason for this 
may have been due to the timing, with the second survey being carried out around the time \\hen 
the league tables were published. 
In terms of the second group of questions, two items stood out. The degree of blame culture heiiig 
attributed to KPIs and how much the respondents found KPIs undermining. It \\as tentati\ek 
suggested that the reason for this was that the respondents (mainly English primary) may have felt 
less inclined to admit to a blame culture in their school on the telephone. rather than on a 
questionnaire. This does of course raise questions about the effect of different survey method'. 
In terms of the relationship between the results, as might vtiell be expected, there'Nas a strong 
posit i\ c correlation bet\\etn a schools relative performance. and how fair they felt the indicator, to 
he. Ilo\\e\er. more surprisingly. schools which performed \\ell, \\ere also more likely to report 
dhsfunctional behaviour. Not so surprisin`gI\ though, as the finding that parents '\ith children at 
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`high' performing schools \\ere more liken to discuss KPI performance. lt therefore folimýs that 
parents at `low' performing schools are less likely to put pressure on 'their' school to improv c. 
Much of course was one of the amain reasons for hay in-g KPIs and league tables in the first place. 
Five key themes 
This section brings together some of the issues raised in the theoretical and research section,. hv 
looking more specifically at five key themes which run throu, 11hout the thesis. 
Accountability 
This is very much at the heart of the new educational management. KPIs play an important part in 
the accountability process, both directly and indirectly (eg. Ofsted). The government's rationale 
was and still very much is that increased accountabilit\ \% ill lead to higher standards which \% ill he 
of benefit to the children receiving education and the \\ [der communitv. As a general principle the 
notion of holding organisations and individuals accountable is of course quite reasonable. 
However, to believe that this will automatically lead to better performance, both in terms of ýv hat is 
actually done, and meeting broader organisational aims. may be naY e, and the process itself ma\ 
lead to dysfunctional behaviour. For example, the high levels of `blame culture' which ere 
evident in the findings may well in part be due to the accountabilit\ s\ stems. 
The government's espoused view is that accountability should be both `up the line' to the 
government, and `down the line' to parents, students and other local stakeholders. There was much 
evidence of the former, with schools feeling accountable for their KPI targets, and through this 
accountability chain, the DfES being accountable to the Treasury for their PSA targets. I-lowever, 
in spite of various claims and explicit policy (eg. Citizens /parents charter) there was little cv idence 
of the latter, and there are perhaps arguments that this 'down the line' accountability has if 
anv th ing, decreased. 
In some instances it may well be that schools are less accountable for issues ýdhich parents and the 
local community feel are important. (Evidence that KPIs may not be that important to parents v a,, 
discussed in chapter 1 1). Where the vý ishes of the various stakeholders do not coincide. it ýWLIICi 
seem likely that accountability based on meeting KPI targets \\ ill dominate. Furthermore. it v+iII 
he 
ver\ difficult for a parent to question or challenge a school which is deerned to be performing \\k2ll. 
in terms of KPIs and Ofsted (the mo generally go hand in hand). And in this situation the school 
nim \\eiI he o\ersubscribed and the parent's ultimate sanction \\ ill be relatively mean inalcss. 
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Moreover, accountability to the locally elected councils is novv to all intents and purpose, non- 
existent. In England the LEAs role and responsibilities haue been substantially curtailed, and unless 
there are serious problems they now have very little influence on the organisation and direction of 
the school. This largely contrasts to the relation between schools and EAs in Scotland (I ES 
Scotland 2000), although in reality this varies between authorities. 
Professional accountability may also be in conflict with 'up the line KPI accountabilit\. There vva 
evidence in the. survev of heads and teachers being forced to meet KPI targets. vý hich conflicted 
with their professional judgements. For example, rigidly following the literacy strate`g\ rather then 
teaching what they felt most appropriate. The needs' of the school to get as mangy level 4's may 
not coincide with the heeds of the children. Furthermore, there is increasing c' idence (Chris. rlis 
2002) of teachers' employment contracts only being renewed if KPI taructs are met, and this can 
only exacerbate any such problem. 
Therefore, although some degree of accountability is quite right and proper, and if carefull\ 
incorporated in to effective management systems, vk ill doubtlessly be of benefit (eg. pro\ 'din, -, 
feedback), it would seem wrong to simply believe that schools and those ý\orkin`g in theln are 
necessarily more accountable to the right people for the right things. In essence subtle complcy 
organisations, such as schools, need subtle compley accountability systemns. výhich are based more 
on trust and professionalism, rather than fear and mechanical processes. 
Targets 
An important part of the accountability process is using and setting targets. Like accountability 
systems thev have tended to be used in education in crude and simplistic ýýays, and vvith little 
regard to the more subtle and complex features of the process. This has been very much the c& ,c 
throughout the public sector, where if a problem is identified (often by the media) a target is 
slapped on, and `magically' the problem goes away '5j. The evidence from the business accounting 
sector which was discussed in chapter 6 illustrated the importance of taking both a long term \ ie\\. 
(change is a slow process), and considering the wider behavioural consequences. 
Even so, the research here found that many of the respondents valued targets and target setting. and 
used these to inform their work and practice. Most would agree that targets and targets setting are 
important components in effective teaching, for example, children like to measure themsel\es 
against targets, \\ hether in a football match or a spelling test. And for teachers targets pro\ ide an 
important basis for constructive feedback to their pupils, and heads to teachers and so on. The 
I'lý Iýi cilic crime reduction targets Nwuld he a good example 
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problem %vould seem to be the miss-use of target.. for example, arbitrarily imposin, -, target, or 
using targets as a basis of blame and retribution. 
The importance of participation and sharing ownership of target, as discussed in chapter 6. and 
the evidence from the survey was that virtually all of the respondents wanted to take part in this 
process. However, there was evidence in the comments that targets výere simply and arbitrarily 
imposed on schools, indeed there are indications that centrally imposed targets incr ea: e not 
least to `help' meet the 2004 /6 PSA targets. 
Although, as stated above there was evidence that schools did yalue tar-ets, the research did not 
consider in too much detail why this was so. Optimisticall}_ it mad be that the\ are used primarily 
to improve the overall quality of the teaching. However, it may also be that in some circumstances 
they are used primarily to help meet the schools overall targets: in other vvords the hast become 
an end in themselves. Or put another way, to meet the school's needs rather than those of the 
children. It can perhaps to an extent be argued that a school vievved as 'successful' is of benefit to 
the children and local community, although this might have a negative impact elsevtihere in the 
system. 
Complexity 
The issue of complexity is very pertinent to the paradoxical nature of the 'ncvý educational 
management'. At the policy level there is an apparent lack of recognition or perhaps ev en denial o9 
the inherent complexities of the education process. In chapter 4, rational planning systems largely. 
originating from the work of Weber and Fayol, were discussed: this rational approach verv much 
runs throughout educational policy formulation and implementation, with the belief that problem, 
can simply be identified rationally, and then solutions logically prescribed. 
To a large degree it would appear that the problem is not simply one of lack of imagination or 
intellectual rigour on the part of those responsible for policy, but rather a system 
driN en by the need 
for quick (and decisive) fixes and irrefutable evidence of progress. In this context, picking, a 
limited 
number of isolated issues `to fix', is preferable to broader more systemic issues. Another advrant&gc 
of simplicity, as opposed to complexity, is that it very much equates to transparency. rather than 
opacity. And therefore simple clear messages can be `sold' to the public, rather than 
ha\ ing to 
remain in the domain of the `so called' experts. l lovvever, mans of the important 
less ohv ions and 
more subtle issues may well be lost with this approach. Furthermore, it makes _joined 
up approaches 
to policy and practice less attractive. It is easier for the education sy stem as a vv 
hole to concentrate 
on exam KPIs, rather than giving too much consideration or resourcing to important cross cutting 
. targets; for example. the sure start PSAs or local targets to reduce teenage pregnafc,, 
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At one level the government's reasoning appears to recognise the subtleties and coniplexitie of 
organisational management, it is ho%%e%er the application that too otter seems to tall hort. For 
example, the Performance and Innovation Unit's (? 001) discussion paper, Beiter Pol/ei l )c//verl 
and Design, (NB. (lelii'eri' before clesigii might be telling! ). provides an excellent analvsi, and 
arguments on how policy 'should' be formulated. Indeed, many of the points made in this thesi. 
would be at home in this document, and vice versa. For instance. the danger, of dvstiinctional 
behaviour from 'high stakes' indicators, and the problems associated vv ith a 'blame culture' are 
recognised and discussed, as is the need for a learning organisational structure. Howe\ er. the 
difficulties appear to begin when this thinking is related to actual practice. In the case of this 
particular paper they use the implementation of the Literac\ Hour aa model of good practice. And 
no amount of bending of their theory manages to square it ý\ ith their description of the 
implementation strategy and the quoted Ofsted evaluation. 
The right measures 
Iýo\ýever accurate and all encompassing the indicator. the relati\ e performance of complex 
organisations or systems can not be reduced to one or even several measures. A range of indicators 
are needed to effectively monitor performance, and ey en a large set of indicators needs to be 
supplemented by other indicators (which may vary depending on the circumstances). I urthermore. 
there needs to be the facility to 'drill' down to the underling factors; for example, a--re-ate cla', 
indicators are of little use in setting appropriate targets and \Nork for individual students, the sane 
is true at the School and L(EA) levels. 
Nevertheless, using a large number of indicators can also present problems. For example, quite 
naturally people can only comprehend and appreciate several indicators at a time, and trying, to read 
too much in to a large set of indicators may lead to `paralk sis by analysis'. Therefore. ýv hen looking 
at the question of what are the `right measures' it is important to consider v'ho, and %Oat, are they 
for. As they stand, KPIs with for example the addition of confidence intervals. ma\ sho\ti extremes 
of performance and therefore may have a use as early warning devices, but it is futile to expect 
much more. From this perspective, later in this chapter the case is made for using a balanced pct o1' 
indicators. 
Broader Organisational Context 
At the heart of man\ of the issues considered in this thesis is the effect of the broader 
organisational context. Different schools and perspecti\es of organisational theory \\crc dkcri' cd 
in chapter 4, and it as suggested that the organisation and management of the education sý ýtenrý 
as based more on a 'rational / scientific' model, rather than a 'learning orgafl 5ation' model. the 
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research element of the thesis ver, much supported this notion. Pis play an important part in the 
management and control of individuals in this rational model. hoxýever this approach can ea, il\ 
discourage learning. For example. performance Milch is deemed to be sub-standard (or just a 
different standard) will be viewed as unsatisIactor\ and the appropriate correction mut he applied. 
rather than allowing both the individual and the broader sti stem to learn and de\ clop from the 
experience. Whilst it is of course not being suggested that children should receive a sub-standard 
education delivered h,, incompetent teachers, the best and most appropriate methods are rarely 
applicable to all situations or for all students. Practitioners need to be gig en the confidence. and 
trusted to use and apply the available evidence to inform their practice, as vvcll as contributing their 
experience to the overall bod> of knokti ledge. 
An important part of the learning organisation approach is the issue of hový indiv iduals are 
managed. One arguably dysfunctional consequence of the NPM principles has been the reduction 
in professional autonomy, for example the blanket imposition of national strategics. The vv ork of 
McGregor and his theory X and Y was discussed in chapter 4, and the ev idence from this thesis 
strongly supports the notion that individuals are currently managed, and perhaps incrcasinul\ so, in 
terms of theory X. This theory takes a relatively pessimistic vievv hv assuming that taruct,, need to 
be set, tew alternatives should be available, there should be clear direct lines of responsibility and 
appraisal should focus on past performance. 
There would seem little doubt that a learning organisation approach to the management and 
organisation of the education s\ stein is the most appropriate vvav forward, indeed this is the method 
advocated by many government publications (see next section). Although, as Nutley and Davies 
(2000a) point out, this approach may encourage schools and indiv iduals to develop in many 
different ways, 'and by definition force the government to relinquish some degree of control. It 
should be noted that it is the English government's espoused policy that schools should be ahle to 
`earn' their freedom to innovate; however the criteria (or criterion) for allowing this vv ill be a high 
and sustained level of KPI performance. In other vvords schools will be able to be more innov ativ c 
at meeting their targets - however, as argued previously, this would not seem a \er\ effective \ýa\ 
of developing the education system as a whole, and ultimate]}', in being, able to meet the 
increasingly complex future needs of the country. 
The future of KPIs 
Since the surv ev \\, i,, carried out there ha\ e been a number of changes to the KPIs. in particular 
ho\\ they are reported. There hay e also been on a number of occasion,, problems  ith the league 
tabIcs. In Scotland the tables were not produced in 2000 because of difficulties  ith the e\an" 
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results. f hei \ýere published in 2001 but ývith mans anomalies. caveats and complcv cxplanatiýýns 
- in effect making them difficult to properly interpret. In Em land .. idespread concerns oý rr the 
level gradings in 2002. has raised questions over whether these results vv ill be included in the 
tables. which are due out in mid December 2002. 
The most significant change to the English secondary tables %N ill be the inclusion of Ke\ Staue 3 
tests, and a `progress indicator' (value added) 156 will be provided bet\keen K5 and K-)-'). It \\ ill he 
interesting to see what effect this will have on English secondarv -schools_ particularlv lovýer 
schools. A similar 'progress indicator' for primary schools bet\%een KS I and ISS: has been 
postponed until 2003. In other areas of the UK there have been important changes. Perl rmancc 
tables are no longer published in Wales and Northern Ireland, \ý Ith school,, being responsible for 
disseminating their own results. Changes have also occurred in terms of the actual tests in "ales. 
and in Northern Ireland it looks as if the II plus vv ill be abolished, although much depends on the 
future of the assembly. 
In terms of targets, the PSAs on which educational KPIs are based have been 'cranked up' from the 
2002 levels (Treasury 2000). And as promised Estelle Morris resigned as Education sccrelar\. 
having given a pledge that the 2002 targets ýtiould be met -a sad move''' ýOich sends out all the 
wrong messages about targets. 
There is little doubt that Pls and KPIs will continue to play an important part in the management OI' 
the education system. However, there would appear to be some confusion as to ho\\ the sý, tcm \\ III 
develop in the longer term. Talbot (2000) points to the conflicting government polic, vv ith on the 
one hand `hard' output orientated systems, ie. the current KPIs, and on the other. `soft' process and 
outcome based systems, ie. balanced packages. The eventual system and its underlying philosophy 
ill substantially influence the effect of Pis on schools, with it is argued a `balanced sv stem' being, 
ai necessary pre-requisite for the development of a 'learning organisation'. 
The vvhite paper. , 11o(ler17ising> Goi, ernrnaent (Cabinet Office 1999) advocates a 'balanced scorecard 
system based on the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) Business Eycellence 
Model. This approach, which is used by various private sector organisations. attempts to a\ oid 
many of the pitfalls of single high stakes output indicators, b\ using a ý\ ide range of indicator,. 
including process and outcome. There is much support for such systems in the public sector 
(Woodcock 1998, Gambles 1999). The FFQM system has been proposed for use in Scottish 
s" It should he noted that thesc progress indicators are \er\ crude and potentially misleading I \Cn the f)ILý 
de, erihed 
them gis "not ideal". (I I: ý 2002) 
157 Other factors may hay e contributed to this decision 
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schools (Audit Unit 1999b), and the Durham CENI sv stems also pros ide a similar ran_ýof' 
indicators. 
Hovýever, the Treasury's Public Sere ices Productiv its Panel report (ýla%o X000) propo ea\ cº\ 
different, (but rather familiar), system for education. This is based on the PS. A targets. (ie. the 
current KPIs). with the addition of a relative value for money indicator, výhich vvould. for example- 
show the cost in financial terms ot'a GCSE. Similar figures in the ubiquitous league table format 
have already been produced for independent schools (Sunday Times 2001). 
There is little doubt that these two approaches would Name very different eftects on the culture of 
the education system, which would in turn influence 'organisational learnin-g', as \\ ell as the place 
of evidence in policy making. At present it would appear that the second 'harder' (KPI based) 
approach will prevail. The recent white paper, , S'rhuol. s Achit'º'rng, S'rfccc". s (DfES 2001 a). clearly 
equates success with performance measured h\ KPIs, and makes no mention of balanced 
scorecards. The paper does hovNever state that successful schools vv ill be allovved greater freedonº, 
although within, and controlled by, the current KPI framework; "Where schools are 
successful... The framework of performance targets and accountabiIity... in List remain in place" 
(p. 42). As argued in the previous section this would seem to be a recipe for maintaining the status 
quo rather the providing the opportunity to develop useful and effective indicator systems. 
At a national level, two other factors would seem to point to the continuation of the current system. 
Firstly, as already mentioned, looming over the DIES are the new PSA targets for 2004 and 1006. 
Given the political importance of education and the proximity of the next election. the government 
ill want to keep everyone's `eye on the ball, to help achieve these nevý targets. Therefore. eý cn if 
a national `balanced scorecard' system is adopted, high stakes KPIs based on the PSA taruct-, ma\ 
well still, in reality, prevail. And although the new Education Secretary has expliciti refused to 
give any undertakings, there will still be great pressure on him personally to meet PSA / KPI 
targets. 
Secondly, central to the government's approach on the development of the public sector is the 
increasing involvement of private sector organisations (DfES 200Id). Measuring performance is an 
important part in this process, and `hard' unambiguous indicators are far more suited, and indeed 
essential, for the necessary contractual arrangements. For example, the contract avv aided to 
Cambridge Education Associates (CEA) to run Islington education authorit\ set targets in tern, of 
GCSE passes. As these vv ere not met CEA vv as `fined' (Garner 2001): it v1ould hovv ev er hav c 
been 
far more difficult or impractical to write similar penalt\ clauses into a contract based on a 
'balanced score card'. 
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Therefore, even though at the ideological and philosophical leveI there mav be ev idence that the 
current government would like to adopt a 'learning organisation' approach, ý%hich u; e> a balanced 
range of indicators, such an approach seems a long \\a\ off. Furthermore. at a more pragmatic 
level, 'hard' KPl systems which largely reject the notion of organisational learning. appear to 
produce the results, and have allowed 'objective' claims to be made that the quality ýý1ýthc cri icy 
has improved. This latter approach has many political benefits, hovv ev er vý hether it supports the 
realization of the many complex long-term aims of the education system i; another matter; as is 
whether standards have in reality risen by as much as is claimed. At the primary le\el this is \ cry 
much open to question in some areas of the curriculum, (Tyrnms and Fitz-Gibbon 2001. Gold 
2002). And at the other end, the report from the Engineering Council (2000) 11c suring the 
Mathematic, Problem, gives rise to concern. This paints a rather bleak picture of the standards of 
mathematics, and gives a very different impression to that given by the apparent substantial rises in 
`A' level performance over the last few years. 
Furthermore, there is evidence that parents too are unconvinced about the rises in educational 
performance (Passmore 2002). As well as increasing evidence that certain groups o1-children are 
not progressing as they should. This was discussed in a recent systematic revieýv 159 of the evidence 
on the impact of summative assessment and tests on students' motiyation (Harten and Deakin 
Crick). Key findings suggested that high stakes summative assessments, have a negatke e fcct on 
the esteem of lower achieving students, and that there is a vyidening'59 of the performance gap 160. 
They also help create an environment which favours a particular type of pupil/style of learning, and 
that this type of learning may not best equip young people to `solve' the problems of the future. 
Significant to this thesis, they make a number of policy recommendations including; impro\ in`( the 
quality of information systems in schools, discontinuing league tables161, avoid targets based on 
high stakes surnmative assessments, and interestingly from the findings presented here in terms of 
English and Scottish primary schools; 
For sum-native purposes in reporting on individual students, move towards testing students NO hen their 
teachers Judge them to be ready to show their achievement at a certain level, as in the Scottish system 
for national testing in the 5-14 programme, thus avoiding experience of failure and its impact on scIt- 
esteem. 
(p. 78) 
Taken together the issues raised in this section illustrate many of the challenges and problem,, 
facing policy makers in terms of the future of KPI systems. Whilst the gov crnment mav \\ ell ant 
Interestingiv at the school level. Ciorard (2000) found that the gap bctNvccn schools as reducing 
IO 1 eamuc tahlc, ý are too crude a measure to show this kind of pupil level data 
The phrase 'league tahlcý" \\asn't used but rather. "avoiding comparison, among'chool, in terms of`te't rc, ult>.. 
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to continue to use high stakes KPIs to control and hold schools and individuals aaccoýuntahle. a: Nell 
as other stakeholders (eg. PFI contractors). there N4ouId seem litt le eN idence that thev are cftectk c 
in measuring what is important or indeed ýýhat many people want. 
Critique 
There were four main elements to the thesis; the first, the broader organisational perspecti\e 
discussed ho\ý PIs are a part of, and interact ww ith other organisational and management issues. In 
particular the influence of different structural models ý\ as considered mainl\ \\ ith respect to 
generic management theory. This approach \\ as found to be eery useful in dex eloping an 
understanding the organisational impact of KPIs on schools. In essence the effect of KPis ýva, 
found to be very much determined by the broader organisational \alucs and contexts. I or example. 
KPIs can in one situation be used to help and support individuals and encourage the organ rsat 'oil to 
learn, on the other hand they mad be used as a basis of blame and retribution, and this vv ill 
discourage organisational learning. The evidence from the theory and the research in this thesis. 
was that the latter model in reality prevails, in spite of claims to the contrarv (and indeed probably 
a genuine desire on the part of policy makers). It was suggested that although mans educational 
theorists have tended to avoid generic management models, vv Iiich have their origins in the 
industrial sector, they do nevertheless provide many useful insights and conceptual models. vvhich 
are as relevant to schools and the broader education system as they are to other conlplcy 
organisations. 
Similar conclusions \N-ere reached with respect to business accounting theorv. Although the 
terminology and many of the specific measures are different; in essence, both business and 
education systems are attempting to capture and represent the efforts and creativitv, and ultimately 
the contributions made by individuals within the broader system. And as in education the headline 
figures are rarely a true indication of performance, and indeed nmaý in thenmsek es be a distraction 
or a d\ sfunctional influence. Therefore, it was felt that much can be learnt from the business sector. 
in particular hoxN broad based balanced indicator systems may be used effectivelv. It as also 
ev ident that this learning process should be both wa,, s. There is much that the business sector can 
learn from the experiences of the education sector and their PI sý stems. 
I. ikeNy isc, it Nv as found that many of the experiences from other parts of the public sector »erc ' er% 
relevant to the education svstem, ultimately '\\e' are all managed bv the same body . 
And there iý 
evidence that the performance measurement and accountabilit-\ s\ stems. (eg. 1'S; ß, and tar`gct, ). 
hay e similar behavioural and organisational effects. There is therefore much that can be learnt iron 
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each other, with the further potential benefit that this may help facilitate joined up thinkin; ý and 
vV'orking. 
The actual research broadly supported much of the theory from the earlier chapters. hovvcv cr it also 
provided some interesting and unexpected results. For example, the substantial differences between 
I.. nglish and Scottish primary schools, as výell as this. it helped identify a number of areas výorthv 01 
more detailed research. In terms of the main survey a number of important limitations need to he 
acknowledged. The most significant was the response rate. vv lieh as a little disappointing. It is 
difficult to draw any firm conclusions about the reasons for the non - responses. although it did 
seem that the most likely reason was simply the time constraints on schools. Nev ertheless. the 
views of those non-responders may have been significant, and it is possible the\ might ha\ e 
influenced the results to some degree. Retrospectivelk. strategies at the initial design phase could 
have increased the response rate; for example. Thietart cl al (2001) suggest that improv ements of 
20 - 30% can be achieved with appropriate follow up strategies'`'. Furthermore, the response rate 
from the teachers was disappointing, although as pointed out in chapter 10, this appears to bcdcv il 
much educational research. Nevertheless. it as felt that there were short-comings in the design of' 
the teacher survey, in particular the potential bias from heads being im olved in the distribution, 
and again in retrospect a more direct approach could have been used. 
However, at a more fundamental level the use of a mainl\ quantitative surA e\ may have missed or 
e\ en hidden some important factors. By definition a questionnaire has to mainly consider the issues 
vv hich have previously been identified as important and výorthy of assessment. (although some 
additional factors can be included in the 'free text' part). As discussed in chapter 8, there is 
something of a paradox in terms of research design. vv ith qualitative research taking a broader ievv 
and hoping to provide the questions, and then quantitative research taking a narrower view. and 
hoping to provide the answers. In terms of this thesis it vN as felt that some of the Lev issues or 
questions still remain unidentified. Therefore, further research ý\ould benefit from both more 
qualitative, and then more specific experimental tvpe quantitative research, in effect a cycle of 
qualitative and quantitative. That said, there are currently a number of areas výorthý of detailed 
experimental research. For example, potential or forthcoming change, to the indicator sv stems. 
such as the inclusion of KS3 results and 'value added' in England, baseline assessments in 
Scotland, and the abandonment of league tables in Wales and Northern Ireland. 
One further limitation of the research, and in particular the impact of its conclusions. has been duc 
to the lack of rclcv ant comparative research. Five \ ears ago it had been cvpected that there vvould 
1`2 ItISOt Course the case that school,, and heads are probahIy , ornethin Ol'an iltvpical ; group in terms of urvev:. 
ire that 
thev are perhaps lea Iikelv to respond to toIlovv up strategies 
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be a number of'other similar research projects; hoýýe%er this has not really been the cast. During 
this period there have been many observational types of research; but few hake prop ided much 
indication of the extent to výhich KPIs have an effect on schools"'. Probably the most reIev ant 
recent research was the NUT survey by Neill (2002)164. This looked at a lange sample of icaelier,, '65 
(>3000 NUT members) and for a number of the items there as broad au cement vý ith the tindin;, ý 
presented here. For example, 86% of the respondents found that the Kev Staue tests had a 
narrowing effect on the curriculum, and 87% were against league tables. One intcre tin`i tinding 
was that only about 8% of teachers felt that the tests improved children's motiv ation, and ev en less 
(6%) said the test had improved or increased parental interest in their child's education. A\ hilt 
these findings do make interesting reading, it is difficult to make any significant valid cotnparikoný 
with the work carried out here; furthermore, there may be potential sample bias, although in 
fairness this was discussed at length by Neill. 
There are however increasing calls from other bodies for more research and the proper eV aIIuation 
of educational i-nterventions, for example, the Audit Commission, and more specifically I 'Or the 
issues considered by this thesis, the independent evaluation (by OISEUT) of the NLNS-. 
DfES might wish to evaluate, on an ongoing basis, the intended and unintended effects of the u, c of 
national targets and high stakes Key Stage 2 tests. This would include, for instance, a much more 
systematic examination than we can undertake of the extent to which teachers in Year 6 focus on tc, i 
preparation and teaching to the test, and what this reall\ means. It might also include, for a random 
group of schools, the use of somewhat different tests for reading, writing and mathematics, to see if 
the gains hold up or if they are restricted to a particular t\ pe of test. 
(Earl et al 10)) I: 83) 
As well as this, interest in educational KPIs is increasingly being shown bN other sectors. For 
example, Telhaj (2002) from the Economics department of Staffordshire Unisersitv. presented a 
paper at BERA looking at the dysfunctional effects of Pis in English education, using, a Principle - 
Agent framework. The work is on-going166 and very much builds on previous %\ork of Adrett 
(1999 and 2001) at the same institution. Again a number of findings resonate vv ith those presented 
here, for example, the focusing on C/D border line pupils and 'cream-skimming'. Again this \ cry 
much supports the arguments for increased inter-organisational learning. 
In terms of supporting research on issues such as KPIs, it is recognised that this is almost certainly 
bound to be inherently critical of government policy (ho« else does a cornplcy systern learn'') Arid 
V'3 For example. West and Pennell (2000) make a number ol'interesting ob>crv ation". but u' aids the 
important and more 
cuntrorersial underlý ing issues 
(_ )a ear betirre dre\\similar c011cluýiOW, (:, cc also \\iliam 2002 author o1' \ 11, report) 14 Research Im : ATl_ 2001 
01' filch 2°o vv ere heads 
'"`' Ph I) stud\ 
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as Davies (1999)16' points out there is an increasing trend for the -, o\ ernment to support (and then 
'pick') research and evidence ýNhich supports the polic} first thought of. Furthermore, as C o%ý ie 
(2000) observes, with equal relevance to Scotland and England, 'výe- are not encouraged to a., k the 
really important questions: '-Professionals in Scotland are not encouraged to discuss fundamental 
questions of meaning and purpose. " (p25). 
End Note 
The majority of the work for this thesis was carried out between 1997 and 2002. This has been v erg 
much a period of consolidation of the principles enshrined in the 1988 Education Reform . 1ct, a, 
well as the broader philosophy of `Nevk Public Management. Although man- of the claims have 
been to the contrary, the effect has been to move the direction and control to the centre. Associated 
with this has been the development of a pernicious form of accountabilit` and one to Milch KPIs 
are inextricably linked. 
The vision of a true learning organisational structure is still a long \\av off, indeed during this 
period it may have even moved further avva v. In England, the practice of holding schools to 
account by publishing raw ranked performance data and 'naming and shaming'. looks set to 
continue. Comments by the latest Education secretary (in October 2002), The [KS] targets... are 
absolutely critical to everything we are about" (Ward et a! 2002)168, does little to instil confidence. 
Moreover, in England the use of KPIs and league tables is increasing in other related areas. Local 
Authority league tables, which are based on the comprehensive performance assessment 
inspections (due amid December 2002), will doubtlessly have an impact on their relationship vv ith 
schools, as well as for the special needs and looked after children, for whom they have a direct 
educational responsibility. 
Perhaps. the `best hope' for progress towards a more enlightened approach to the direction and 
management of the education system, lies in learning ww ith, and from, the other countrie, " which 
make up the United Kingdom, as well as perhaps those in Europe and the rest of the 4\orld. In 
terms of exam performance: Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, with their increasingly different 
and nationally distinctive approaches are still ahead'69. 
Whilst technical improvements can, and perhaps are being made to the KPI sv steins. this i; only 
one side of the coin. Such improvements need to be accompanied by, and to be a part of. more 
o" \nd man N others ( c. IIall I998. A\ allaIce 2001. I)aN ics cI at (1) 99) 
It's Indeed erhOcs Ot'his conserNatiNc name : al. c and prei ious education minister 
"a' England still lags behind the rest of kK Woodard 2002M) 
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fundamental changes to the underlying philosoph\ and organisation of the education . \nd 
such a change requires `top down' leadership: one \\hich de\oi\es trust and responsibiiit\. rather 
than blame and accountability. However, very much working against this. is the inherent 
dysfunctional adversarial political processes. v%hich often force overnment and olil oition in to 
`diametrically illogical' positions; and from which only prejudicial rhetoric appears to emanate. 
Recent attacks by the current opposition170 on the `failure' of the government to meet 751 o of the 
PSA targets, (as well as a ministerial scalp), illustrates the problem. This generates a climate in 
which it is difficult for a government, whatever its persuasions and aspirations, to create and 
nurture a culture which both encourages and learns from debate and evidence - \\ hate\ er the 
source. It is this macro political culture which must change if we are to realise the improvements in 
education desired by all. 
I"' I I0vv gird 2000 
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Appendices 
Appendix I Letter sent confirming meeting for preliminar-\ research. (1 page) 
Appendix 2 Questionnaire used to `guide preliminar} research meeting. completed h% author 
(3 pages) 
Appendix 3 Feedback form for main questionnaire. completed h\ those doing trial (I page) 
Appendix 4 Letter sent with the main questionnaire packs (1 page) 
Appendix 5 The basic questionnaire sent to English primary and , ccondar\ schools. slight 
alterations were made for the Scottish schools (6 pages) 
Appendix 6 Feedback letter Scotland. Slight alterations for English respondents (1 page) 
Appendix 7 Follow-up research telephone questionnaire. Slight changes ýNere made in the 
terminology for the different schools (I page) 
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The Rowans 
Calton 
Thirsk 
North Yorkshire 
Y07 4SH 
Mr ABC 
ABC School 
ABC Rd 
N YORKSHIRE 
HGI lAB 
20"' March 1998 
Dear Mr ABC 
Preliminary Survey - Impact of Key Performance Indicators 
Thank you for agreeing to meet with me on the 25tß' March 1998. 
In advance of this meeting I thought it might be helpful to provide you xvith some further 
background information, and details of what I hope to gain. 
My starting point for this research is to look at the effect of Performance Indicators in 
particular, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), on the Organisation and Management of 
secondary and primary schools in England and Scotland. I am defining KPIs as those 
indicators which are made public, in effect, Test and Exam performance as well attendance 
figures. The most relevant time period under consideration is the last 15 or so years. 
Broadly speaking, my main aim will be to understand your indicator system and how it 
affects your school, in particular, the organisation and management processes. In addition. I 
hope to identify issues, which will be of relevance to a future larger scale survey. 
I would like to start with a brief discussion about your school's indicator systems, and some 
more general contextual issues. Then to move on to questions in the following areas: 
" Internal indicator systems - indicators used by the school for your own management and 
development purposes. 
" External (public) indicator systems - eg, league tables. OFSTED action plans, and 
national target setting. 
" The use and effects of the indicator systems - in particular how they influence 
behaviour, and relate to your strategic management. 
" Developments - Looking ahead to the future of indicator systems. 
I look forward to meeting with you on Wednesday. 
Andy Wiggins 
Name of School 1 E: _A 
Type Size 
3rd party indicator systems? 
Do you find it useful....... 
Main strategic Aims of school 
Key success factors 
Brief Description of main internal indicator system 
What are the main Internal Indicators you use for day to day 
management 
What are the main Internal Indicators for strategic 
management. 
Are they generally well understood and used by 
Staff 
Governors 
Is a lot of work and effort required for their collection / compilation 
External Indicators - Public, league tables, OFSTED reports: 
Do the external indicators measure the most important aspects of your 
school 
Do they provide a valid assessment of your School 
" Valid assessment of other local schools 
" Valid assessment of education system as a whole 
Arc they properly- / appropriately understood by the: 
(jovernor 
Current Parents 
Seven point scale : Strongly Yes -7 to Strongly No -1 Unable to answer -0 
n nnlnit 
ýanr, n r, r, nr, {? ra(as, r 
i 
Public in general 
Are they important for your short term planning / management`? 
Are they important are they for your long term / strategic planning - Development Plan eg (targets)? 
Do the league tables help improve the quality of education in your 
school? 
Do the league tables help improve the quality of the education system as 
a whole? 
Does the competition element of league tables help raise standards`? 
Does increased public accountability raise standards? 
Will the inclusion of a Value Added figure improve the value of the 
tables? 
Is there need for more indicators to be made public and included in the 
tables 
Free school meals are sometimes used as a means of comparing similar 
schools - is this valid 
The use and effects of Indicator systems 
Do your internal and external systems give a broadly similar picture, in 
terms of performance 
Does your indicator system provide a balanced picture of your school 
Would this be the view of the other Staff 
11 1, Governors 
Parents 
Does your indicator system help identify your key success factors 
Does your indicator system help achieve your strategic objectives 
Does you indicator system help identify your schools weaknesses 
Do the external indicators tend to `override' or take preference over 
internal indicators 
Do the external indicators tend to `override' professional judgements 
Do you feel your indicator systems give a reasonable indication of 
current performance 
Do you feel your indicator systems give a reasonable indication of 
future performance 
Do they discourage your school from pursuing educational objectives 
which you (the school) feel important, but which are not measured' 
Do thev encourage the school to concentrate on meeting short term 
targets at the possible expense of longer term objectives" 
Seven point scale : Strongly Yes -7 to Strongly No -1 
Unable to answer -0 
Au ua 
tU ý- ur. 
Is this likely to increase with the new development such as national 
target setting. 
Do they encourage the school to concentrate on specific pupils. such as border line grade 'D students? 
Do they discourage other courses which may be more appropriate for 
some students`? 
Do they encourage competition between teachers? 
Is this good constructive competition 
Do they encourage competition between departments? 
Is this good constructive competition 
Do they encourage competition between other local schools? 
Is this good constructive competition 
Do they encourage `gaming' behaviour, for example setting low targets 
which are easily achieved? 
Will the current developments in target setting encourage this 
Do they encourage or discourage innovation at the class / Teacher level? 
Do they encourage or discourage innovation at the School level 
Are they used effectively by the LEA in their decision making and 
planning processes? 
Developments 
Is the principal' of linking teacher appraisal to performance related pay 
good 
Is the principal of linking school performance to the level of funds it 
receives good 
Overall do you feel that the national target setting - valid / beneficial to 
schools 
Should targets be applied on a `national' basis as opposed to negotiated 
individually 
Are there any other areas of the overall school management process 
which you feel would benefit from having indicators available for 
Are there areas that wie should not try to measure / quantify 
Finally, do the external indicators and associated league table provide 
`Value for i»one "I 
Seven point scale Strongly Yes -7 to Strongly No -1 Unable to answer -0 
inn "nf} 
University 
of Durham 
Questionnaire 
Evaluation 
Sheet 
Thank you very much for agreeing to help trial this questionnaire. 
Please reply to 
The Rowans 
Calton 
Thirsk 
Y07 4SH 
Tel: 01845 577760 or 
andy. wiggins@durham. ac. uk 
Please complete the questionnaire as you would normally. Then if you feel appropriate mark (in red 
of course! ) any mistakes, unclear questions or explanations etc. Finally, if possible please complete 
the following sections: 
What was your first impression, 
and is it likely that you would have 
gone on to complete it 
About how long did it take, and did 
you feel the length was about right 
What did you think about the layout 
Was the introduction clear enough 
Vow was the overall `tone' of the 
questionnaire 
Overall, did you find it interesting 
How about the level - was it over- 
technical or too simplistic 
How did you feel about the Head's 
introductory letter 
If you wish, please make any further comments on the back of this form. and add any other 
questions which you feel could / should be asked. 
\guin many thanks, and I will send you a copy of the summary of the results 
in due course. 
\! 1dv \y'i"°rns 
FAO: The Head 
Universitv 
of Durham 
PPI Project 
Freepost NEA2a2 
Durham 
DH1 1BR 
The Effect of Key Performance Indicators on Schools 
Three perspectives 
Governors - Heads - Teachers 
I([/// currying out research into the effects of Key Perf n-muricc Indicators as part of a PhD. )'Our school has 
been picked at random, (as part of a sample of three' hundred nationally), and 11i'ordd he yens' grratefid Im. 
lour help with a questionnaire. 
Introduction: The use and significance of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). such as Ke% Sta; -c tcstk 
and GCSE results, has of course greatly increased over the years. This research aims to impprovc our 
understanding of their effect on the management and organisation of schools. 
Organisation: I am considering the question from three perspectives; that of Governors. Heads. and 
Teachers. Accordingly, enclosed are three copies of the survey; for yourself, the Chair of Go'rrnors and a 
teacher at your school. I would be very grateful if you could distribute these, (attached to each is a freepost 
return envelope). The questionnaires take about 15 minutes to complete. 
For the validity of the research it is necessary to randomise (as far as possible) the selection of a teacher. 
Would you please pass it on to the teacher with the surname beginning ww ith M. (or the next letter after this in 
the alphabet) with at least 2 years teaching experience, and some know ledge and experience of PPIs. 
Confidentiality: The contents of the questionnaires will only be known to nm\self, and \61l remain 
confidential. The questionnaires are numbered to analyse the return pattern; please delete these if ý ou vv iah 
your school to remain entirely anonymous. 
Finally: I am very conscious of the time constraints on both you and sour colleagues, and \tiould \er\ 
much hope that you feel this is an important and worthwhile area of research. I ý\ ill be producing a short 
summary report on the main findings of this survey, and vvould be delighted to send you a cop1 . (Plca, c 
complete the details at the end of the questionnaire). Thank you. 
Should you have any queries do please contact me 
Tel 01845 577760 or andv. ý\ iggins c durham. ac. uk 
And\ Wiggins - Mav 1999 
University 
of Durham 
Questionnaire 
Ref ............................ 
The effect of Key Performance 
Indicators on Schools 
Please return in the Freepost envelope by .. 
Introduction: 
Thank you very much for taking part in this survey, Mhich looks at the eftccts of Kc\ Performance Indic, )tt)r. 
(KPIs) on the management and organisation of schools, and is part of rn% PhD. 
The significance of KPIs in education has dramatically increased over the last fe« \ears. this research ainms to 
contribute to our understanding of how they affect schools. For the purpose of this sure ev it might be helpful to 
define 'o hat I mean by KPIs. 
KPIs are the performance indicators which must be made public. Currentl\. this includes: - 
" Key stage results 
" External examination results 
" The number of children with special educational needs 
" Pupil attendance data 
" Statutory KS2 and GCSE targets 
Confidentiality: Your answers to this questionnaire ýti ill of course remain confidential. If v ou prefer not to he 
identified please do not add the name of your school. The questionnaires are numbered (top right co\ er page) toi 
analyse the return pattern, please delete this number if you ýtiish to remain entire lv anonvmous. 
The Results: When I have completed this survey I would be delighted to send }ou a summary of the result,; 
please add your details to the end of the last page. 
The Questions: 
0 Please complete as many of the questions as possible. 
" This questionnaire will be used by Governors, Heads and Teachers from both primary and ccondarN 
schools, therefore some of the questions may not appear to be relevant to you -Ac c'r/hc'/e. S , )our 
responses, from your perspective, would be very useful. 
" If there are still questions which you cannot answer, please mark them Don 't Know (d/k). 
8 If you wish to make any further comments please feel free to do so on the form, or on the back page. 
To help put 1"our unsu ef's into coinext please complete the following 
A few details about you and your school 
Your Position: Governor / Head / Teacher Your school: .................................................... 
How long have you been in your position: ................... 
I/ upf)licable: Which subject / year group do you teach 
.................................................... 
I Iovr vv ould v ou assess v our High 
schools position in the LEA league Quite High 
ºahles'> Middle 
Quite Lovv 
Low 
Which type of school is this: Prim a yy/Secondan 
Which LEA are \ou in: ..................................... 
Is this a fair reflection of s our school's oý erall 
performance? 
Please score oil! nl /irc. 
Ii ou ' tun/air to 5 lore fair F1 
Please fick any indicator s%stei» QUASE 
'Bich Our school uses: PIPS 
MidYIS 
YELLIS 
ALIS 
Please, i\ c details: ................................................. fr. 
zn I. 
ng r. 
For office 
use 
0 fLrlý 
YES Neither NO 
The use and people's awareness of KPIs or Definitely Mainly Yes& Ncý Maýr Def; nle 
Are you able to recall your school's approximate figures from the performance tables 
In our routine dealings with parents do they frequently refer to the performance tables 
In )our dealings with prospective parents do they frequently refer to the performance tables 
Are your school aims mostly expressed in KPI terms 
Is your school's position in the league tables very important to you, personally 
_I 
Each pair nt stalemelits represent the extremes, please put an X in the position which best r0lc'cts your via l+ : 
1ý, i. cXant1ik': I hope it's sunny tomorrow ---X --- 
How do you feel overall about KPIs 
Beneficial ----------------------------- 
Discourage innovation ----------------------------- 
Broaden the Curriculum ----------------------------- 
Undermining ----------------------------- 
I rusted ----------------------------- 
Frequently discussed ----------------------------- 
Encourage local control ----------------------------- 
Targets and Target setting 
Is there great pressure on your school to meet KPI targets 
Are our school targets mostly expressed in KPI terms 
Is there any conflict between your school aims and targets 
UI ahh/'opriatc, do the targets usually override the aims 
DOGS v-our school tend to avoid activities which are not measured by KPIs 
------------- I hope it rains 
Should targets be set on an individual pupil basis, rather than for the whole school 
Do v uu feel that you should participate fully in the setting of your targets 
Statutory targets - more specifically 
Should the statutory targets consider more aspects of your school 
11'ill the use of statutory targets help raise overall educational standards in our school 
Do Nou Iccl that Hour school will tend to concentrate on meeting the statutory targets at the 
e\pense of other important objectives 
Are you confident that \ our statutory targets will be achieved 
Do N ou helie\ c that your school's targets '\ iII alloNN for your particular circumstances 
Do Nou feel that your school has access to suitable information for setting the targets 
this the tannet setting proccss changed your school's relationship \ý ith the LEA 
Harmful 
Encourage innovation 
Narroýs the curriculum 
Supportkc 
Mistrusted 
Rarely discussed 
Encourage central control 
YES Neither NO 
or 
Definitely Mainly Yes & No Mainly Definitely 
__J 
b 
C 
d 
e 
I 
Eýýciý puir of s! alci; Brats represent ihc, c? xtrcn1c , please put an. V in Hie position which best rc'llecls your vic'1, 
Your feelings on Targets and target setting 
A hindrance ------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- 
Help raise standards ------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- 
Encourage blame culture --- ------------------------------------------------------------- 
Relevant to all pupils -------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- 
Good for pupils -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- 
Restrictive ------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
improve relationships ----------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- between staff 
KPIs and judging performance 
Do the media generally acknowledge the limitations of KPIs 
Do KPIs provide an indication of the most suitable school for a particular child 
In sour experience do parents have an understanding of the limitations of KPIs 
Do KPIs have higher credibility in your school than other internal indicators 
Do KPIs have a higher credibilit\ in your school than 'professional' judgements 
How valid are individual KPIs at judging a school's performance 
Please score out of five: - I useless to 5 very useful 
Key Stage 2 level 4 and above 
GCSE one `grade G pass or more 
GCSE five grade A* -C passes or more 
GCSE point score 
A progress or value added measure 
How well do KPIs indicate performance at different levels 
Please score out of'five: -, I useless to 5 very accurate 
National - How the whole Country is performing 
LEA - How individual LEAs are performing 
School -- How well is a particular school performing 
Teacher - The performance of an individual teacher 
How well do KPIs indicate performance for different time scales 
score out off lye: -, I useless to 5 very accurate 
The Past - over the last five years 
Current]) - this academic )ear 
The Future - in tlN c ears time 
iTnnftnnnn n iý ` P9ý ý0ýni 
n, Fm) jjhn- ä nn nn n2 ° ý9ý ýl ii 
Useful 
Don't help 
Discourage blame culture 
Relevant to no pupils 
Bad for pupil, 
Empoýý erin-, 
V orscn relationliip,, 
betvýeen staff 
YES 
Definitely Mainly 
Neither 
or 
Yes & No 
NO 
Mainly Definitely 
F- 
---- -- 
H 
f 
9 
n 
KPIs and the management process 
Do KPIs help identify the key strengths of your school 
Do KPIs help identify the main weaknesses of your school 
Does your school specifically target `borderline' pupils (eg KS levels or GCSE CD 
Are KPIs used for your performance appraisal 
Do they accurately recognise the quality and value of your work 
Do KPIs pla\ an important part in your personal and professional development 
Are %mi able to participate, to the degree you feel appropriate, in the setting of. our targets 
[, Ich pair (? / wal nlrnl. ti repres ill the extremes, please put an. V in the position which best re/lecis Four view: 
How do you feel about publication of league tables 
Good for education -------------------------------------------------------- 
Increased stress -------------------------------------------------------- 
Accurate impression -------------------------------------------------------- 
Short-term gains -------------------------------------------------------- 
Fair -------------------------------------------------------- 
Ignore quality -------------------------------------------------------- 
Allow for local -------------------------------------------------------- 
circumstances 
Other Indicators 
Do schools need good numerical objective performance data 
Is it realistic to produce objective numerical data for the most important factors which 
indicate a school's performance 
Du vou feel that you fully understand the principle of `value added' 
Should an indication of school progress or value added be given in the league tables 
Should public indicators aim to compare schools with similar circumstances 
Should the relative performance of different departments within the school be made public 
How well do different systems judge your school's performance 
Ptea%e score out of five: -, / useless to 5 very accurate 
KPIs - Your current data 
Ofsted -- Your last inspection report 
PANDA - The last set of data you have received 
Benchmark data - From )our LEA 
Internal / Informal - Your own s\ stems and judgements 
Other Indicator system - Please name ........... ................................. 
Bad for education 
Decreased , tress 
Inaccurate impression 
Long term hcricl t,, 
Unfair 
Recouni, c quality 
Ignore local 
circumstance. s 
YES 
Definitely Mainly 
Neither 
or 
Yes & No 
NO 
Mainly Definitely 
k 
m 
In 
............................................ 
`f - 
plýu, 5'e make unY fu nihen comments about KPIs and other Inclicaiorý, ui by this 
Thank you for taking the time and trouble to complete this questionnaire, 
your help with this project is very much appreciated. 
Follow up: Please add your name and phone number below, if you would be willing to discuss some aspects of the research: 
Name: 
........................................ 
Phone:............................................................................ 
Research Summary: If you would like to receive a copy of a summary please complete: 
Name: 
................................................ 
Email:............................................................................ . 
Address: 
......................................................................................................................................... . 
Please return this questionnaire in the Freepost envelope: 
Andý \\ iggins 
KPI Project 
Uni\ersit\ of'Durham 
FRI: 1 I'Oý I NI : A2'12 
I)IRII: vvI 
1)111 IRR 
5- 
Key Performance Indicators Survey 
Andy Wiggins - Durham Universiti 
First of all - thank you very much for taking the time and trouble to complete the questionnaire. The 
number of returns was quite good forth Is kind of research, about 30% of schools replied, (xN hich \\ as 
similar to England). I was also very grateful for the additional comments made on mans of the 
questionnaires. These do provide useful and valuable insight in to man,, of the issues, including those 
not referred to in the questionnaire. In addition, thanks to those who have agreed to be contacted at a 
later stage. 
Introduction 
The main purpose of this research is to assess the effect of performance indicators on school, in 
particular those indicators which are made public. In Scotland and England, similar secondan school 
data is published (eg Standard grades and GCSE). However, the situation for primary schools is \ cr\ 
different; English results (Key stage 2 tests for 11 yr olds) are published in performance and lea tic 
tables, whilst in Scotland the equivalent 5-14 tests are not. The greatest differences in the result, " výerc 
between English and Scottish primary schools. 
There was a good distribution in the responses to how people assessed the relative position ol'their 
school compared to others in the authority, which does suggest that the returns ýýere a reasonahl,. 
representative sample. Furthermore, most respondents felt that this was a fair reflection of their 
overall performance. Not surprisingly there was some correlation (0.3) between these two questions: - 
better' performing schools were more likely to feel that their relative position as fairer than 'lo\\er' 
performing schools. 
I had expected to find some significant difference in the responses bothyeen Teachers and Heads, 
largely because of the changes in the role of Heads, however (and very pleasingly ) this x'as not the 
case, because of this, reference is made below to schools rather than Heads or Teachers. 
Details of some of the responses 
Overall both primary and secondary schools felt that statutory testing systems (5-14 / Standard grades 
etc) are useful and will help raise standards. However, there was some evidence that these sý seems do 
encourage a `blame culture' and worsen relationships between staff. 
The results showed that parents in general made very little reference to the statutory testing s\ stem, 
this supports other research which suggests that parents are generally satisfied vv ith `their schools. 
This would seem to question one of the main reasons for publishing performance data, ie that pressure 
from parents will drive up performance. 
Not surprisingly, all schools said they were under pressure to meet their targets. Interestingly, and 
perhaps significantly, Scottish primary schools appeared to be under greater pressure than their 
English counterparts. Given that English results are made verv public (newspaper league tables etc). 
this was surprising. lt had been expected that English schools would be under more pressure. This 
mav be partIN explained by the differing roles of Education Authorities in Scotland and kngland. 
Again this brings into question the value of publishing results, e\en though it has been argued by 
various `governments that doing so would increase pressure, and `dri\ e up' standards. 
G 
All schools were critical of the media in terms of their lack of acknowledgement of the limitation, oI' 
performance data, and all Scottish primary schools xýere against their results beim-, made public. It 
would perhaps have been reasonable to expect that `high performing' primaries \\hich had the most to 
gain, would want their results published, however this as emphatically not the case. 
In both England and Scotland there was considerable evidence that the statutory indicator s\ steh» had 
the effect of narrowing the curriculum, ie school's tended to concentrate their effort, on \\ hat i 
measured. In terms of borderline pupils (those close to achieving statutor\ targets) there vas streng 
evidence that schools did target these pupils'. 
In general all schools in Scotland and England did value numerical performance data, (secondarN 
more than primary), and possibly connected to this, there ýýas a feeling that the statutor\ testing 
systems should consider more aspects of the school. 
In some of the responses there were significant differences between Scotland and England, this \\ as 
most obvious at the primary level. To help quantify this, a number of the results \\ hich relate to 
characteristics which can be considered dysfunctional, were combined to form a 'dv stunction Index', 
with a scale of I (most dysfunctional) to 5. English primary schools scored the Iový est vv ith a mean of 
2.17, Scottish primaries were the highest (ie least dysfunctional effects) with a mean of 3.19'. 
Secondary schools from England and Scotland had similar results (2.72 and 2.80 respectively ). 
Overall the main conclusion, based chiefly on the comparison bemeen Scottish and English primary 
schools, is that it would appear that publishing performance data can have a negati\ e or d` sfunctiunal 
effect on schools. Furthermore, publishing data does not appear to be a 'key driver' in terms of 
improving performance. Overall, these findings demonstrate the great importance of the design and 
management of information systems, in particular their potential dysfunctional effects. 
The next step 
As mentioned in the questionnaire these results will be used as part of my thesis. In addition, it is my 
intention to present the main findings in a paper at the European Educational Research Association 
conference in Edinburgh (September 2000). 1 will also be contacting some of the people who agreed 
to this nearer the summer. 
Once again many thanks for your help. If you would like to make any further comments at any time. 
please do so: 
Andy Wiggins 
KPI Project 
University of Durham 
NEA242 
DURHAM 
DH II BR 
andy. wiggins@durham. ac. uk 
Please note: This report is only intended. for respondents to this survey and other interested parties. 
The vicºr., 
expressed here are hased on an initial first look' at the data, which has not 
been firlh' anal i-sed. a4)ni' of the 
results or statements contained in the document should be quoted or made public without prior con. Srnt. 
During the research period the English government introduced the 'Booster scheme. \\I-ich ýpecilicall\ 
targeted the' 
borderline children at Kti2 (end of primar) ). 
2 Ne results ere statisticall\ significant, >. 001. and the effect si/c vas >1.00. 
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